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LOUDSPEAKERS

TR-10 TRI-ETTE 3 -Way Speaker System.
Compare the Jensen TRI-ETTE with any bookshelf
speaker and let your own ears tell you the reason for its
rocketing popularity . . . it sounds better! It's what you'd
expect from advanced Jensen engineering that begins
where others leave off. Efficient too ... needs only a 10 -
watt amplifier. Handsome in graceful contemporary de -

'Sign with fine woods in choice of Walnut, Mahogany or
Tawny Ash. Get a TRI-ETTE speaker system for superb
mono hi-fi add another for the finest stereo reproduc-
tion in small space at only $119.50 each. Table Base (extra)
... $5.45. Matching Floor Stand 14" high (extia) ... $12.95

DF-1 DUETTE 2 -Way Speaker System.
A new high in loudspeaker value ... a high quality, eco-
nomically priced 2 -way "bookshelf" system made pos-
sible by an entirety new and different high compliance 8"
FLEXAIR* woofer by Jensen ... capable of movement
more than twice as far as previously available units . . .

with low distortion bass down to 36 cycles in tube -vented
BASS-SUPERFLEX* enclosure. Fine furniture crafted of
'4" selected veneer in choice of Walnut, Mahogany or
Tawny Ash finished on four sides for horizontal or vertical
placement. Only $79.50. Table Base (extra) ... $5.45.
Floor Stand for vertical placement (extra) ... $7.50

You should know there is something better!

Oienten "BOOKSHELF" LOUDSPEAKERS AND KITS
SPEAKER SYSTEMS IN FINE FURNITURE OR KITS FOR STEREO AND MONO HI-FI
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USE THESE KITS IN YOUR OWN CABINETRY OR BUILT-IN SYSTEM
For outstanding TRI-ETTE perform-
ance in your own enclosure or custom
built-in system, the KT -33 Kit is the
answer. Includes P12 -NF 12 -inch FLEX -
AIR woofer, P8 -UM 8 -inch midchannel,
RP -103A compression driver tweeter,
H -F control, crossover network, wiring

cable and full instructions for enclosure
construction and installation. (Enclosure
vent -tube 46MP06 must be ordered sep-
arately. Price 50c postpaid, direct from
factory.) KT -33 Speaker Kit. Net only
$80.00.KT-233TWINK1T*. Two matched
systems for stereo. Net Only $160.00.

KDF-1 2 -WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM KIT
For fine sound at minimum cost, Jensen's KDF-1
DUETTE Speaker Kit gives you complete 2 -way
system performance. When you make your own
cabinet or built-in speaker system and install the
KDF-1 Kit you'll save and get the same fine per-
formance of the DF-1 DUETTE furniture model.
Includes P8-QF 8 -inch FLEXAIR woofer, en-
closure vent -tube, P35-VAH tweeter, coupling ele-
ment, terminal panel, H -F control, wiring material
and complete instructions for building enclosure.
Net only $29.75.
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Jensen MANUFACTURING COMPANY/ 6601 S. Laramie Avenue  Chicago 38, Illinois
Divisionof TheMules Company In Canada: Renfrew Electric Co., Ltd., Toronto

In Mexico: Radios Y Television, S.A., Mexico, D.F.
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NOW READY
The NEW NRI Home Study Course in

ELECTRONICS
PRINCIPLES -- PRACTICES - MAIN TEN ANCE

SPECIAL TRAINING
EQUIPMENT

No extra cost. In NRI Electronics train-
ing especially developed training kits
bring to life theory you learn in easy,
illustrated lessons. You get practical ex-
perience with Thyratron Tube circuits,
Multivibrators, Capacitors, Diodes, Tran-
sistors, Telemetry, Computer Circuits
and other basic circuits and components.

KIT 1 Get practical experience
measuring voltage, current,

building circuits.

KIT 2 Build d'Arsonval type Vac-
uum Tube Voltmeter. Test

power line frequencies, high audio, radio
frequency signals, resistances.

KIT 3Practice with resistors, ca-
pacitors, coils. Work with

half-, full -wave, bridge, voltage doubler
and pi -type filter circuits.

KIT 4 Build circuits with pentode
tubes, selenium resistors,

transistors. Build oscillator, check signal
phase shift with oscilloscope.

KIT 5 Experiment with thyratron
tube circuits, Lissajous pat-

terns. Study basic amplitude detector cir-
cuits, modulation, demodulation.
KIT 6 Get practical experience

with magnetic amplifiers,
learn to use modified Prony brake; deter-
mine motor torque. Use strobe disc to
measure motor speed.

KIT 7 Learn effects of positive and
negative feedbacks (used in

analog computers). Practice varying po-
larizing voltage and illumination.
KIT 8 Experiment with multivibra-

tors used as timing genera-
tors in binary counters, and as frequency
dividers. Learn to use blocking oscilla-
tors, thermistors.

KIT 9 Practical experience in
telemetry circuits used in

earth satellites, remote control devices.
Work with basic circuits used in digital
and analog computers.

KIT 10 Assemble circuits in elec-
trical and electro-mechani-

cal systems, make valuable practical
electronic circuits.
MAIL COUPON-New 64 -Page Cata-
log pictures and describes Training
Kits, explains what you learn.

NRI is America's oldest, largest home
study Radio -Television -Electronics
school. For over 45 years NRI has been
training men without previous experi-
ence for success in Radio -Television
Servicing and Communications. Now,
expanded uses of Electronics in indus-
try, business and defense are increasing
the demand for Electronic Technicians.
Four to seven Technicians are needed
for every engineer. To meet this de-
mand NRI announces a complete, com-
prehensive course in ELECTRONICS
-Principles, Practices, Maintenance.
This trainino-t, stresses basic fundamen-
tals because so many Electronic devices
are built around identical Electronic
principles. It is for beginners, or for
Technicians who wish to expand their
knowledge.

This is the
Electronic Age.Electronic
Equipment is al-
ready being used
to count, weigh,
control flow of
liquids, solids,

gases. Control exposure in photog-
raphy, detect fumes, or fire. In-
spect at remote points. Supervise
traffic. Survey land areas and ocean
contours. Search for oil, miles be-
neath the surface. Measure radia-
tion and control power levels in
atomic installations. Control air
traffic. Translate one language into
another. The MILITARY applica-
tions of Electronics ... particularly
in space rockets and missiles, track-
ing devices, etc., ... probably equal
all of the uses above. Electronic
equipment is used to machine parts
through complex cycles. It is used
in business to process data, control
inventory, prepare payrolls, post,
calculate, and in
medicine for
electrodiag-
nosis, measure
body character-
istics, electro-
surgery.
Job Counselors Recommend
Right today a career in Electronics offers

unlimited opportunity. Job Counselors
know the pay is high, jobs interesting,
advancement opportunities great. They ad-
vise ambitious, aggressive men who want
higher pay now and a better future: "For
an interesting career, get into Electronics."
Learn More to Earn More
Simply waiting and wishing for a better
job won't get you ahead. You have to de-
cide you want to succeed and you must act.
N RI can provide the training you need
at home in spare time. No need to go away
to school. You don't need a high school
diploma or previous Electronic experience.
This course is planned to meet the needs
of beginners. You work and train with
components and circuits you will meet
throughout your Electronics career. You
get especially developed training kits for
practical experience that make Electronics
easy. simple to learn.

Oldest and Largest School
Training men to succeed, is the National
Radio Institute's only business. The NRI
Diploma is respected and recognized. NRI
graduates are everywhere throughout U.S.
and Canada. Mail the coupon today. New,
FREE 64 -page Catalog gives facts, oppor-
tunities about careers in Industrial and
Military Electronics, also shows what you
learn, facts about NRI's other courses in
Radio -Television Servicing and Radio -
Television Communications. Monthly pay-
ments available.

NOLDEST & LARGEST II% HOME STUDY RADIO -TV SCHOOL

ational Radio nstitute
WASHINGTON 16, D.C., ESTABLISHED 1914

MAIL THIS COUPON NOW
NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE Dept. OEF
Washington 16, D. C.
Send me full information without cost or obliga-
tion. No salesmen will call.
(Please print.)

Name Age

Address

Qty Zone State
ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL
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NOW!
at a price

you can afford!

BETTER...MORE COMPLETE...LOWER COST...
WITH NATIONAL SCHOOLS SHOP -METHOD

HOME TRAINING!
BETTER...Training that is proved and tested

in Resident School shops and
laboratories, by a School that is
the OLDEST and LARGES7 of
its kind in the world.

MORE COMPLETE... You learn ALL PHASES of
Television -Radio -Electronics.

LOWER COST... Other schools make several ,:ourses
out of the material in our GNE
MASTER COURSE . anc you
pay more for less training than
you get in our course at ONE
LOW TUITION!!

TOP PAY... UNLIMITED OPPORTUNITIES
LIFETIME SECURITY CAN BE YOURS!

You are needed in the Television, Radio, and Electronics industry !
Trained technicians are in growing demand at excellent pay- in
ALL PHASES, including Servicing, Manufacturing, Broadcasting and
Communications, Automation, Radar, Government Missile Projects
NATIONAL SCHOOLS SHOP -METHOD HOME
TRAINING, with newly added lessons
and equipment, trains you in your
spare time at home, for these unlim-
ited opportunities, including many
technical jobs leading to supervisory
Positions.
YOU LEARN BY BUILDING EQUIPMENT WITH
KITS AND PARTS WE SEND YOU. Your
National Schools course includes
thorough Practical training-YOU
LEARN BY DOING! We send you
complete standard equipment of pro-
fessional quality for building various
experimental and test units. You ad-
vance step by step, perform more than
100 experiments, and you build a
complete TV set from the ground up,
that is yours to keep! A big, new TV
picture tube is included at no extra
charge.
EARN AS YOU LEARN. We'll show you
how to earn extra money right from
the start. Many of our students pay
for their course-and more-while
studying. So can you!

RESIDENT TRAINING AT LOS ANGELES

If you wish to take your training in our Resident
School at Los Angeles, the world's TV capital,
start NOW in our big, modern Shops, Labs and
RadioTV Studios. Here you work with latest
Electronic equipment - professionally installed
- finest, most complete facilities offered by
any school. Expert, friendly instructors. Personal
attention. Graduate Employment Service. Help
in finding home near school -  and part time
job while you learn. Check box in coupon far
full information.

LESSONS AND INSTRUCTION MATERIAL ARE
UP-TO-DATE, PRACTICAL, INTERESTING.
Every National Schools Shop -Method
lesson is made easy to understand by
numerous illustrations and diagrams.
All instruction material has been de-
veloped and tested in our own Resi-
dent School Shops, Laboratories and
Studios.
SEND FOR INFORMATION TODAY . . . it can
mean the difference between SUCCESS
and failure for you! Send for your
FREE BOOK "Your Future in
Television -Radio -Electronics" and.
FREE Sample Lesson. Do it TODAY,
while you are thinking about your
future. It doesn't cost you anything
to investigate!

GET THE BENEFITS OF OUR OVER
50 YEARS EXPERIENCE

Approved for
GI Training

You get all information
by mail . . You make

your own decision . . at
home! NO SALESMAN

WILL CALL

YOU GET...
 19 Big Kits-YOURS TO KEEP!
 Friendly,Instruction and Guidance
 Job Placement Service
 Unlimited Consultation
 Diploma-Recognized by Industry
 EVERYTHING YOU NEED FOIR

SUCCESS!

SHOP -METHOD HOME TRAINING
COVERS ALL PHASES OF INDUSTRY
1. Television, including Color TV
2. Radio AM & FM
3. Electronics for Guided Missiles
4. Sound Recording and Hi -Fidelity
5. FCC License
6. Automation and Computers
7. Radar & Micro -Waves
8. Broadcasting and

Communications

NATIONAL.TEC_NIC:AL SCHOOLS 14
WORLD-WIDE TRAINING SINCE 1905

I MAIL NOW TO
I NATIONAL TECHNICAL SCHOOLS, Dept. RG-50II40005 FIGUEROA ST. LOS ANGELES 37, CALIF.

Rushfree TV-Radio"Opportunity''Book and sample. i
I lesson. No salesman will call.

NAME ACEIrr,1 r, frro:s[-J-1r,

ADDRESSLAiiriiifff"' 't 111 su )1 iti
CITY

NIATIONALSCHOOLS I Check if interested ONLY in Resident School training at Los Angeles

%VETERANS: tine date of Discharge
Los Angeles 37, Calif.

TONE STATE
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Electronic Engineers Meet
More than 68,000 persons repre-

senting all sections of the wide field
of electronics met at the interna-
tional convention of the Institute of
Radio Engineers, in New York City
March 21 to 24. A total of 270 papers
(including at least one proposing the
abolition of written papers at con-
ventions) were read. They ranged
from discussions of aerospace sys-
tems to signals produced by the
human organism; from navigation
of space vehicles by star radiations
to molecular techniques wherein a
tiny speck of material may be an
amplifier, multivibrator, or switch;
from the use of the sun to relay
signals to highway radio.

The Radio Engineering Show
which forms part of the meet fea-
tured exhibits of 856 firms, covering
the whole four floors of New York's
Coliseum. Some of the more interest-
ing devices exhibited-and some of
the more interesting papers delivered
-are reported in this department
and on page 58 of this issue.

New Switch Concept
The FluxLink switch, developed

by Space Components, Inc., has only
one moving part (no springs either)
and is operated by a magnet located
outside the hermetically sealed com-
partment that houses the moving
part and contacts. This allows the
units to operate under temperature,
pressure (and vacuum) and vibra-
tion extremes-as well as in explo-
sive or corrosive atmospheres.

The cutaway photograph shows
the switch with the lower contacts
closed and the upper contacts open.
When the lower section of the actu-
ator is depressed, lines of force from

f

LOWER
CONTACTS

MAGN

PARTITION

riefs
the magnet "piped" through non-
magnetic partition by magnetic in-
sets opposite the magnet poles at-
tract the corresponding section of
the armature. This snaps the arma-
ture over to its other position, clos-
ing the upper contacts and opening
the lower set. Depressing the upper
part of the actuator reverses the pro-
cedure.

The units exhibited are 5/8 inch
long and inch in outside diameter.
The contacts can carry up to 15
amperes at 125 volts ac.

Universe Radio Record Set
The longest -distance radio com-

munication record for the universe
was set-at least up to that date-
on March 21, when Pioneer V was
interrogated for a signal to open the
1960 IRE international convention
in New York City.

Since the sun satellite was close to
a million and a half miles away at
the time and the only radio equip-
ment out so far in space, communica-
tion with it constituted a record
automatically. (Any later communi-
cation would necessarily set up a new
record, of course.)

The communication was by way of
the great antenna at Jodrell Bank,
England. A message sent by tele-
phone from the New York Coliseum
was relayed to the satellite by the
Jodrell Bank station, triggering the
space -travelling transmitter and
sending a message back to Jodrell
Bank, to be retransmitted to New
York.

Only one flaw marred the experi-
ment. Power to the closed-circuit TV
which was to bring an oscilloscope
view of the signal to the large crowd
in the Coliseum, was interrupted
twice, once just before the signal was
received. The screens of the several
TV receivers remained dark through
the experiment. The sound signal, a
1,000 -cycle note modulating the car-
rier and being in turn modulated by
telemetering information, was clear-
ly audible to all present, however.

Communication via Satellite
Two 17 -year old ham operators

have used a satellite (either Ex-
plorer VII or Sputnik III) or its
ionized path as a reflector to com-
plete a two-way communication sys-
tem. Perry I. Klein, K3JTE, and
Raphael Soifer, K2QBW, took turns
transmitting the letter Z in Morse
code on 21.011 mc. After 35 attempts,
Mr. Klein received the Z (at about

Perry I. Klein, K3JTE, transmitting.
1:00 am Feb. 6) and sent back the
letter M, meaning "I copy you and
your signal is fairly strong," as pre-
viously arranged.

Dr. Jerome B. Weisner, director of
the MIT Research Laboratory of
Electronics, verified the student's
claim, but added that more data
are desirable.

New FCC Chairman
FCC Commissioner Frederick W.

Ford was appointed chairman of the
FCC by President Eisenhower to re-
place John C. Doerfer, who resigned
because of criticism of his conduct
in office. The President then nomi-
nated Edward K. Mills, Jr. to be an
FCC Commissioner to fill the unex-
pired term of Doerfer. The new ap-
pointments signaled a tougher stand
by the Commission in regulating the
broadcasting industry.

Stereo for the Unborn
Many babies commit suicide be-

fore birth, by entangling themselves
with the umbilical cord in such a
way that they are strangled during
delivery. A stereo system of picking
up sounds from the unborn child as
a way of detecting this was described
to the recent IRE convention by
Dr. F. D. Napolitani and L. E. Gar-
ner. Two microphones placed on the
mother's abdomen succeeded in pick-
ing up the baby's and mother's heart-
beat. The directional effect made it
possible in some cases to establish
the position of the baby and the pla-
centa, thus giving an idea of whether
the cord was probably free or not.
Though not yet generally accepted
by the medical profession, the au-
thors believe such a stereophonic in-
strument, may well become as stand-
ard as the common stethoscope.
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JOB OPPORTUNITIES/
EXCITEMENT!
MONEY.'

All this

can be

Yours as a trained

Electronics
TECHNICIAN
OVER 6,000 FIRMS HAVE EMPLOYED

DeVRY TECH GRADUATES!
Thousands of companies in the United States and Canada who have
employed DeVry Tech men prove two most important facts: (1) Electronics
is one of the biggest, fastest growing opportunity fields of our time;
and (2) DeVry Tech graduates are "WANTED" MEN.
Whether DeVry Tech prepares you in spare time at home or in its modern
Chicago or Toronto Laboratories, your training is designed to get you
ready to meet the exacting standards of industry. You get practical
training that not only helps to fit you for a job or a service shop of your
own-but also gives you a foundation for a career that can be profit-
able the rest of your life.
You work over 300 learn -by -doing experiments at home, using DeVry
Tech's exclusive Electra -Lab method. You build and KEEP valuable equip-
ment. With another DeVry Tech exclusive, you have the benefit of
training movies that you can show over and over until basic points are
crystal clear. Special texts guide you every step of the way as well.

HOW DeVRY TECH CAN "BLUEPRINT" YOUR CAREER!
DeVry's faculty not only know how to teach Electronics, but they also understand men. They
most likely know the type of problems you face. From this staff y3u get help, advice and
understanding. It is this "human" side of DeVry's program that has caused many of our
graduates to say: "DeVry Tech not only trains you for a job, they actually help you blueprint
a profitable future!"

NO ADVANCED EDUCATION EEDED

Why don't you write for FREE FACTS today? Learn how you TOO can be a member of
the great fraternity of DeVry Tech graduates across the continent ... men who were
properly trained, encouraged, appreciated and understood! SEND IN COUPON NOW!

EFFECTIVE EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
DeVry Tech's effective Employment Service is available to all graduates
without additional cost.

2 FREE BOOKLETS
Send Coupon TODAY!
"One of North America's Foremost Electronics Training Centers"

Accredited Member of
National Nome Study Council

Electronics in
SPACE TRAVEL

re UT MN

Real

Earnings

D eV RY TECHNICAL
INSTITUTE

CHICAGO  TORONTO

Ec

TELEVISION

COMPUTERS

I

BROADCAS1nNG

LET DeVRY HELP
YOU PREPARE

AND BLUEPRINT
A SOLID

CAREER IN
THIS

:'FAST-GROWING
FIELD!

MAIL TODAY FOR FREE FACTS!
DeVRY TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
4141 Belmont Ave., Chicago 4L III., Dept. RE -5Q

Please give me your 2 FREE BOOKLETS, "Pocket Guide to Real Earn-
ings" and "Electronics in Space Travel;" also include details or how
1.3 prepare for a career in one or more branches of Electronics

Name Age

Street Apt

City Zone State
0 Check here if you face military service.

Canadian residents: Write DeVry Tech of Canada, Ltd.,
297S 626 RoseLawn Ave., Toronto 12, Ontario
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NEWS BRIEFS (Continued)

ab has the answer

F'.A. S TAT C
Dttal.
Radiohms`'

b-5002

control problems

No need to fence with dual concentric replacements
. . your problems are solved with CENTRALAB Model

F and R controls. Just match front and rear units with
proper resistance and taper-cut shafts to length (it's
easy with the CENTRALAB SK -2 precision Shaft-Kut
Tool)-snap together, and touche, you're ready to go.

You won't be foiled by switch problems, either.
Just parry them by snapping on a Fastatch KR line
switch if needed.

Fastatch Radiohms enable you to meet the demand
for an immense variety of dual concentrics with a
minimum of components. (The handy FDK-100 Kit
provides coverage of 90 c,," of your dual control
requirements.) Ask your distributor for full informa-
tion about CENTRALAB Model F & R controls.

CENTRALAB products are listed in PHOTOFACTS,
COUNTERFACTS, and THE RADIO -ELECTRONIC MASTER.

r
ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF GLOBE -UNION INC.
922E E. KEEFE AVE.  MILWAUKEE I. WIS.
IN CANADA: P.O. Box 400. Ajax, Ontario

CONTROLS ROTARY SWITCHES CERAMIC CAPACITORS
PACKAGED ELECTRONIC CIRCUITS  ENGINEERED CERAMICS

Antenna Fraud
Attorney General Louis J. Lefko-

witz (New York State) has charged
Moto-Matic Co. with persistent
frauds arising out of false and mis-
leading advertising. The claim that
a TV socket antenna sold by Moto-
Matic (see article on similar device,
RADIO -ELECTRONICS, December, 1959,
page 100) would turn "ordinary
house wiring into a super -power 500 -
foot television antenna" has sold to
the extent of more than $100,000.

The Attorney General's office
said tests show that the $3.98 and
$4.98 "Radarex-Tenna" (depending
on model) devices are no better than
an ordinary pair of rabbit ears and
in some cases are worse.

Mr. Lefkowitz obtained a Supreme
Court order directing Charles Tor-
elli to show cause why he should
not be enjoined from false adver-
tising practices and why a receiver
should not be appointed to safeguard
refunds due purchasers of the
device. The Attorney General said
that, in asking for the appointment
of a temporary receiver, his office
had discovered that while Moto-
Matic had collected more than $117,-
000, its bank balance had been
depleted by withdrawals to the
point where the bank account is now
less than $10,000. This amount, ac-
cording to the Attorney General's
office, has been escrow to
assure refunds to customers who
may want their money back.

Japanese TV Arriving
Designed to sell at $69.95, some

15,000 7% -inch screen Japanese re-
ceivers are said to have been ordered.
They are 14 -tube 117 -volt ac -pow-
ered units with built-in rabbit -ear
antennas. The sets are 11 inches deep
(front to back), weigh 18 pounds
and have metal cabinets finished in
a variety of colors. The importer is
Star Lite Merchandise Corp. New
York, N. Y.

IRE Makes Awards
The Institute of Radio Engineers

has named the recipients of six
awards for 1960. The Founders
Award, given only on special occa-
sions, goes to Haraden Pratt, secre-
tary of the IRE, "for outstanding
contributions to the radio engineer-
ing profession and the IRE."

The institute's highest technical
award, the Medal of Honor, was pre-
sented to Harry Nyquist, consulting
engineer, "for fundamental contribu-
tions to a quantitative understanding
of thermal noise, data transmission
and negative feedback."

"For contributions to the develop-
ment of magnetic devices for infor-
mation processing," the Morris Lieb-
mann Memorial Prize Award goes to
J. A. Rajchman, RCA Labs, Prince-
ton, N. J.

(Continued on page 16)
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2 Great knight -kit Citizens Band Transceiver Kits

YOUR CHOICE OF THE FINEST VALUES IN 2 -WAY RADIO EQUIPRIENT

For Auto -to -Auto For Farming
or Auto to Operations

Home or Office

Loca Trucking,
Delivery,

Constriction Work

lowest Cost

Rodeo

BEAUTIFUL STYLING...UNEXCELLED PERFORMANCE

Have dependable, economical 2 -way radio commu-
nication with this top -rated, do-it-yourself trans-
ceiver. Has two crystal -controlled transmitting
positions; operates at maximum FCC legal power
input of 5 watts fully modulated. Superhet receiver
is continuously tunable over the full 22 channel

band; also has two optional crystal -controlled fixed frequency
positions. Works just like press -to -talk intercom-speaker also
serves as mike.

Ultra -selective, highly sensitive dual -conversion superhet
receiver features built-in adjustable squelch and noise limiter.
Sensitivity (manual) is better than 1µv for 10 db S/N; crystal,
IA kw. Includes built-in AC power supply. Easy to assemble;
has dependable printed circuitry and pre -aligned IF trans-
formers. With distinctively styled high -impact case, 5 x 12 x 12".
Complete with all parts, wire -type doublet antenna, and one
transmitting crystal (available for any channel from 1 to 22-
specify preference). FCC application form is included (license
is available to any citizen over 18-no exams to take). See
below for DC mobile supply, vertical antenna, etc. Wt., 20 lbs.

Model Y -712L. $5 Down. ONLY $7995

Y -729L. 3 Ft. Vertical Antenna. 2 lbs. NET 6.50
Y -714L. Mobile Mounting Bracket. 4 lbs. NET 5.35
Y -723L. 6-12 V. Mobile Power Supply. 6 lbs. NET 10.95
Y -769L. Optional Receiving Crystal (specify frequency) 1.99
Y -719L. Optional Hand -Held Mike. 1 lb. NET 9.50

Citizens Band Superhet Transceiver Kit
Top Buy Citizens Band Transceiver Kit

Boat -to -Boat,
Ship -to -Shore

YOU BE THE JUDGE
OPknight -kit VALUE

EPEEExamination
Privilege

We invite you to take advantageof our exclusive
free examina-tion offer. Order a Knight-KitTransceiver.

Examine it onarrival. Inspect
the quality of thecomponents,

the circuitry,
theeasy -assembly

manual. We're soconfident you'll want the kit, wecan make this offer: If you're notCOMPLETELY
SATISFIED,

just re-turn the kit for full refund!

Y -712L

$7995

Manufactured and
sold exclusively by ALLIED RADIO City

Y-7131., Now have your own private 2 -way
radio system at an amazingly low cost!
Consists of easy -to -assemble superre-
generative receiver and 5 -watt trans-
mitter. Readily fits car, boat or desk.
Single, one -switch operation permits
talk or listen. Receiver tunes all 22

channels continuously. Built-in AC power supply.
Handsomely styled case, 7x10 x8 With mike, doublet
antenna, and transmitting crystal (specify channel
-1 to 22-if you have a preference). See below for
antenna, mobile power supply, etc. Shpg. wt., 10 lbs.

Model Y -713L. $2 Down. ONLY $3995

Y -729L. 3 Ft. Vertical Antenna. 2 lbs. NET.... 6.50
Y -723L. 6-12 V. Mobile Power Supply. 6 lbs. 10.95
Y -724L. Mobile Mounting Bracket. 4 lbs. NET. 5.35

$3995

ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept. 68-E
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.
Please ship:  Y -712L Transceiver.  Y -713L Transceiver.

 Y-7291.  Y-7231  Y -714L  Y -724L
 Y-7691  Y -719L $ enclosed

 Send latest catalog describing Knight -Kits.

Nome

Address

MAY, 1960

Zone State
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1

II

DUBIL Ek
PM 6P1I

CORNELL
DOR11.1E

4

35 POPULAR CDE MOLDED MYLAR TUBULARS

50th AN lt:RSARY SPECIAL

Mai
PM 6547

DIMMER
PM 6547

NOW - just in time for baseball TV -viewing (and TV-
servicing) CDE has the Hit Capacitor Kit you asked for :

35 popular molded Mylar* tubulars that "shortstop"
call-backs! Quality -proven by two years of consistently
dependable replacement service, these high temperature,
moisture -resistant "PMs" are the values you need and
use every day. And now you can have this convenient
assortment-plus a sturdy, plastic parts -or -jewel box-
all for the price of the capacitors alone ! A real "double-
header." Get two "PM Kits" today-one for your shop,
another for your service bag -from your CDE Distributor.
Cornell-Dubilier Electric Corp., South Plainfield, N. J.

C DfE

HERE'S THE BOX SCORE
No. Ite)a Mid.

3 PM 6D2 .002
5 PM 6D5 .005
6 PM 6S1 .01

a PM 6S2 .02
5 PM 6S47 .047
6 PM 6S5 .05

PM 6P1 .10

Voltage: 600 VDCW

Pick the four teams in
each major league that
you think will be stand-
ing in 1, 2, 3, 4 -order
as of midnight, May 31,
1960 and win $100 worth
of any CDE merchan-
dise if the sequence you
pick is closest to the
actual order. See full

ALL FOR ONLY $6.87 contest details in kit.
,1DuPont

CORNELL- DUBILIER ELECTRIC CORPORATION
AFFILIATED WITH FEDERAL PACIFIC ELECTRIC COMPANY

10 RADIO -ELECTRONICS



do you know
what an FCC License Really Can

do for you in electronics
If you want to get into electronics . . . ?

If you are now employed in electronics . . . ?

,See what this leading employer .6w -roughs ,,L.-orporiz,

"An FCC License is a job asset ...
to any man looking to enhance his career in the field of
electronics. At Burroughs Corporation, a licensed man
is well regarded because an FCC license attests to his
knowledge of electronic theory. The licensed man at
Burroughs will be called upon to handle many challeng-
ing assignments."

Employers are good judges of the velue eF rin FCC
INN

An FCC License ... Your Best Way To Find

Opportunities in
Electronics

. For many good jobs the FCC License
is required by law.

2. Prospective employers accept the FCC
License as your best proof of technical
competence.

3. Preparing for an FCC License is the
best way to convert military experience
in electronics to good paying civilian
occupations.

We Guarantee Your FCC License-
Or Your Money Back

The Master Course in Electronics will provide you
with the mental tools of the electronics technician
and prepare you for a First Class FCC License (Com-
mercial) with a radar endorsement. When you suc-
cessfully complete the Master Course, if you fail to
pass the FCC examination, you will receive a full
refund of all tuition payments.

Accredited By The Notional Home Study Council

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
Desk RE -41B

4900 Euclid Avenue Cleveland 3, Ohio

GET ALL 3 VALUABLE BOOKLIETS

JUST MAIL THE
COUPON BELOW

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
Desk RE -41B, 4900 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland 3, Ohio

Please send Free Booklets prepared to help me get
ahead in Electronics. I have had training or exper-
ience in Electronics as irdicated below.

E Military  Broadcasting
 Radio -TV Servicing  Home Experimenting
E Manufacturing  Telephone Company
E Amateur Radio Other

In what kind of work are In what branch of Electronics
you now engaged';' are you interested?

Name Age

Address

City Zone State
RE -41Bmmmmm aaaaa mmmmmmmmmmmmm I
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World's Toughest Audience
Tests, Approves,

Selects E -V ULTRA -

Compact Units

Recently, in New York, Boston, and
Los Angeles nearly 300 sound room
personnel of top high fidelity dealers
were given the opportunity to spend an
afternoon listening to and rating the
"sound" produced by three of Electro-
Voice's new ultra -compact speaker sys-
tems (Regal, Esquire, Leyton) and six
other currently popular competitive
ultra -compact systems. All nine systems
were placed behind an opaque curtain
and each listener's selector switch was
coded but unmarked so he had no way
of knowing which system he was
hearing. The result of the listening test
was that more than 80% ranked
Electro-Voice Esquire and Regal units
either first or second. And Electro-
Voice's economical Leyton was ranked
third by over 50% of the participants
-thus outscoring systems at double
its price.

Now, we don't think this proves a
single thing except that there is a heavy
percentage of knowledgeable people in
New York, Boston, and Los Angeles
who could recognize the clarity and
purity of sound that we build into any
Electro-Voice speaker system. We long
ago discovered that it is impossible to
build a speaker that sounds exactly the
same to every listener, so we have al-
ways strived to create instruments that
let our customers listen to the music
rather than the speaker.

New Convertible Drivers
Bring Public Address

Performance to Hi-Fi Levels

The basic characteristics needed to
satisfy any critical sound job-wide
range, low distortion, and high effi-
ciency-are all combined in E -V's new
group of drivers. But there has been
one great plus added to the unmatched
performance of these units. The same
driver can be used on reentrant horns and
in compound horns. This means that a
single driver will fit the famous E -V
Compound Diffraction Horn as well as
conventional reflector horns. This un-
usual versatility is accomplished with-
out compromising the performance
quality of either horn type.

Engineered with careful attention to
detail, these drivers feature such ex-
clusives as: ceramic magnets; edge -wise
wound voice coils; and dual concentric

centering. They are easier to install
with their push -type polarized connec-
tors and permit easy diaphragm re-
placement in the field.

If you are planning a P.A. system
don't fail to consider these rugged,
weatherproof drivers that have elimi-
nated "peaked" response to provide the
tonal balance needed for good musical
reproduction and the rising frequency

 DC30A

30 Watts
150-10,000 cps
$27.50 List

 DC4OT

40 Watts
With 70.7 V.
Transformer
140.11,000 cps
$46.50 List

 DC301'

30 Watts
With 70.7 V.
Transformer
150-10,000 apt
$37.00 List

 DC50

SO Watts
140.11,000 cps
$47.00 List

 DC40

40 Watts
140-11,000 cps
$36.00 List

 DC5OT

50 Watts
With 70.7 V.
Transformer
140.11,000 cps
$57.50 List

response necessary for clear, crisp voice
projection. Available as listed below as
well as with 45 -ohm voice coils for high-
powered inter-com:

What Does E- V's
Magneramic 31

Do That Your Magnetic
Cartridge Can't Do?

The stereo cartridge has rightly been
termed the "gateway" to your sound
system. If the response characteristics
of the cartridge lacks fidelity of repro-
duction, the system performance will
not possess the essential brilliance of
the recorded sound. Similarly, if the
cartridge fails to provide adequate elec-
trical input to the amplifier, much of
the recorded definition and authority
may be attenuated. The factor of car-
tridge output influences not only the
system gain-but the quality and defi-
nition of the sound as well.

In distinct contrast to magnetic type
cartridges, the revolutionary, new E -V
Magneramic 31 produces an output of
8 millivolts-over 60% higher than
most magnetics. Thus, it is possible to
play your system at noticeably lower
amplifier gain and speaker pad settings.
This bonus output is often the difference

between marginal and outstanding per,
formance, particularly when employing
low -efficiency speaker systems. Lower
amplifier gain settings also reduce the
likelihood of introduction of tube ther-
mals and transformer hum into the
system. You hear only what is recorded
-clean and true-to-life-without the
introduction of stray parasites from the
amplifier.

First Users of
New Model 644 Mike
Rave About Performance

The all -new Model 644 Sound Spot
Microphone introduced by Electro-
Voice early this year has already started
to prove itself in its initial installations.
Here are just a few of the comments
received from sound installers and audio
specialists throughout the country:

"Move anywhere on the stage and
be heard easily throughout the
auditorium".. .
"Better pick-up of a band across a
football stadium than any parabolic
microphone ever tried".. .
"By using the 644's we turn up the
system to more than needed sound
without feedback-but with old mi-
crophones we could just barely crack
the control open". ..
"The anticipated feedback in this
installation from any normal applica-
tion would be tremendous. The 644
was installed and all preliminary tests
were amazing". . .

The microphone that all these men
are talking about utilizes a slotted tube
on the front that can actually discrimi-
nate between sounds arriving from ran-
dom directions and reduce pick-up from
sides and rear by 20 db or more. This
new design concept enables the 644 to
offer as much as four times greater
working distance than the best car-
dioids; greatly reduced feedback; reten-
tion of "on -mike" presence despite
extended working distance; excellent
performance out -doors because of elimi-
nation of wind noise. Despite the
outstanding performance characteristics
built into the 644, it is still priced low
enough ($110.00 list) to fit most budgets.

Did
You

Know?

Depending on the weight of the tone
arm, a needle exerts as much as 30,000
to 50,000 pounds per square inch pres-
sure on the record groove. So, it's easy
to see why even a slight imperfection
in the tip could ruin records in a hurry.
Don't take chances with your valuable
collection. Always select Electro-Voice
Power -Point Needles. The only replace-
ment needle line sold by a manufacturer
of high-fidelity equipment.

Want more information on any of the
items mentioned in the Sounding Board?
Simply check the appropriate boxes be-
low and mail the coupon to Dept. 50E,
Electro-Voice, Inc. Buchanan, Michigan.

0 0
0

002ewereiler
BUCHANAN, MICHIGAN
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Have you ever seen

the SYLVANIA "Bakery"?
"Bakery"? An "Oven"? Yes, but not for bread. For
Silver Screen 85 Picture Tubes! Giant ovens (Lehrs) -
each about one-third the length of a football field -
"bake in" the big differences that make Sylvania Silver
Screen 85 the finest replacement TV picture tube ...
second to none!

The giant ovens heat-treat the glass and bake the
phosphor screen and other internal coatings. Impor-
tant, too-this process removes residual volatile mate-
rials such as lacquer and water used in applying the
phosphor screen.

This treatment must be done slowly, under careful con-
trols and is very essential to the proper processing of
the bulb. This process also assures "stronger" glass,

free of undesired strains. It extends picture tube life
by ridding the bulb of contaminants that could later
cause inter -element leakage, gassing and loss of emis-
sion. The manufacturer who employs expensive equip-
ment such as this can assure you of a consistently top-
quality product.
So, when you recommend a replacement picture tube,
recommend the finest ... a Sylvania Silver Screen 85.
It gives your customers what they want:
better pictures for a longer time. Gives you
what you need: profitable TV service calls.

Electronic Tubes Division,
Sylvania Electric Products Inc.,

1740 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y

Subsidiary of GENERAL TELEPHONE &ELECTRONICS
MAY, 1960 13



Westinghouse

6°0 St. Paul Ave.
Los Angeles. 17, Cal
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"call backs
reduced by
over 50%1"

"It is with complete confidence that we recommend and
sell your quality Gold Star picture tubes."

"We are so confident in the life of the picture tube
that we are now guaranteeing our picture tube replacements
for three years."

"We have gained...greater customer satisfaction, and
more net dollars for us due to the very minimum amount
of tube failures."

We can't think of a thing to add. Except, perhaps, that your local
Westinghouse electronic tube distributor will be happy to intro-
duce you to the line. If your distributor doesn't carry them yet, give
us his name. We'll send someone over to enlighten the poor fellow.

YOU CAN BE SURE -IF IT'sWestin house
Westinghouse Electronic Tube Division, Elmira, !N.Y.

MAY, 1960 15



NEWS BRIEFS (Continued from page 8)

The 'World's
/ FINEST TUNERS.

For the World's
FINEST SETS

SILVER SEALED
(switch -type)

HOT ROD
(turret -type)

HI Fl
(FM) Tuner

For more than 15 years, manufacturers of the world's
finest receivers have been specifying TARZIAN TUNERS ...
over 15,000,000 all told!

Sarkes Tarzian, Inc., the pioneer in the industry, is recognized
as the world's largest commercial tuner manufacturer with
licensees in North and South America, Europe and Australia.

Today, only Tarzian offers manufacturers both the
HOT ROD (turret -type) and SILVER SEALED (switch -type) as
well as the newer Hi Fi FM Tuner. All with built-in
HIGH -QUALITY . . . DEPENDABILITY ... UNEXCELLED

PERFORMANCE ... at low cost!

For more information, write to: Sales Department
Tuner Division

\-7-SARKES TARZIAN INC
east hillside drive  bloomington, indiana

Manufacturers of Semiconductors, Air Trimmers and Broadcast Equipment

Kenneth A. Norton, National
Bureau of Standards, Boulder, Colo.,
received the Harry Diamond Memo-
rial Award. The W. R. G. Baker
Award was presented to E. J. Nalos,
G -E Co., Palo Alto, Calif., and J. W.
Gewartowsky, Bell Telephone Labs,
Murray Hill, N. J., earned the Brow-
der J. Thompson Memorial Prize
Award.

Calendar of Events
PACE Annual Meeting, April 29-May 1,
Nevele Hotel & Country Club, Ellen-
ville, N. Y.
Semiannual Convention of Society of
Motion Picture and TV Engineers, May
1-7, Ambassador Hotel, Los Angeles,
Calif.
National Aeronautical Electronics Con-
ference, May 2-4, Biltmore & Miami
Hotels, Dayton, Ohio.
URSI-IRE Spring Meeting, May 2-5,
Sheraton Hotel, Washington, D. C.
Western Joint Computer Conference,
May 3-5, Jack Tar Hotel, San Francisco,
Calif.
National Symposium on Microwave
Theory and Techniques, May 9-11,
Hotel Del Coronado, San Diego, Calif.
Summer Instrument Automation Con-
ference & Exhibit, May 9-12, Civic Au-
ditorium, San Francisco, Calif.
Electronic Components Symposium,
May 10-12, Hotel Washington, Wash-
ington, D. C.
Electronic Parts Distributors Show,
May 16-18, Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chi-
cago, Ill. Closed show for manufac-
turers, representatives, distributors.
RADIO -ELECTRONICS and GERNSBACK LI-
BRARY will exhibit in Room 504 and
Booth 588.
EIA Annual Convention, May 18-20,
Pick Congress Hotel, Chicago, Ill.
National Telemetering Conference, May
23-25, Miramar Hotel, Santa Monica,
Calif.
IRE Regional Technical Conference &
Trade Show, May 23-25, Olympic Hotel,
Seattle, Washington.
Armed Forces Communications & Elec-
tronics Association Convention, May
25-27, Sheraton Park Hotel, Washing-
ton, D. C.
Annual Radar Symposium, June 1-3,
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor,
Mich.
Radio Frequency Interference Sympo-
sium, June, 13-14, Washington, D.C.
Spring Conference on Broadcast & TV
Receivers, June 20-21, Graemere Hotel,
Chicago, Ill.
Electronic Standards & Measurements
Conference, June 22-24, NBS Boulder
Labs., Boulder, Colo.
Workshop on Solid State Electronics,
June 23-24, Purdue University, West
Lafayette, Ind.
Congress of the International Federa-
tion of Automatic Control, June 25-
July 9, Moscow State University, Mos-
cow, USSR.
National Convention on Military Elec-
tronics, June 27-29, Sheraton Park Ho-
tel, Washington, D. C.
New England Electronic Conference,
June 27-29, Balsams, Dixville Notch,
N. H.
IS

TV Station Changes
The opening of two new TV sta-

tions ended the lull we reported last
month:
KRET-TV, Richardson, Tex 23
WSLA, Selma, Ala 8

KRET-TV's activity is education-
al.

KLOR-TV, Provo, Utah, channel
11, left the air temporarily because
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What Does F.C.C. Mean To You?
What is the F. C. C.?

F. C. C. stands for Federal Communications
Commission. This is an agency of the Federal
Government, created by Congress to regulate
all wire and radio communication and radio and
television broadcasting in the United States.

What is an F. C. C. Operator License?
The F. C. C. requires that only qualified per-

sons be allowed to install, maintain, and operate
electronic communications equipment, including
radio and television broadcast transmitters. To
determine who is qualified to take on such re-
sponsibility, the F. C. C. gives technical exami-
nations. Operator licenses are awarded to those
who pass these examinations. There are different
types and classes of operator licenses, based on
the type and difficulty of the examination passed.

What are the Different Types
of Operator Licenses?

The F. C. C. grants three different types (or
groups) of operator licenses-commercial radio-
telePHONE, commercial radioteleGRAPH, and
amateur.

COMMERCIAL RADIOTELEPHONE oper-
ator licenses are those required of technicians
and engineers responsible for the proper opera-
tion of electronic equipment involved in the
transmission oI voice, music, or pictures. For
example, a person who installs or maintains two-
way mobile radio systems or radio and television
broadcast equipment must hold a radiotele-
PHONE license. (A knowledge of Morse code is
NOT required to obtain such a license.)

COMMERCIAL RADIOTELEGRAPH opera-
tor licenses are those required of the operators
and maintenance men working with communica-
tions equipment which involves the use of Morse
code. For example, a radio operator on board a
merchant ship must hold a radioteleGRAPH
license. (The ability to send and receive Morse
is required to obtain such a license.)

AMATEUR operator licenses are those re-
quired of radio "hams"- people who are radio
hobbyists and experimenters. (A knowledge of
Morse code is necessary to be a "ham".)

What are the Different Classes of
RadiotelePHONE licenses?

Each type (or group) of license is divided into
different classes. There are three classes of radio-
telephone licenses, as follows:

(1) Third Class Radiotelephone License. No
previous license or on-the-job experience is re-
quired to qualify for the examination for this
license. The examination consists of F.C.C. Ele-
ments I and II covering radio laws, F.C.C.
regulations, and basic operating practices.

(2) Second Class Radiotelephone License. No
on-the-job experience is required for this exami-
nation. However, the applicant must have
already passed examination Elements I and II.
The second class radiotelephone examination
consists of F. C. C. Element III. It is mostly
technical and covers basic radiotelephone theory
(including electrical calculations), vacuum tubes,
transistors, amplifiers, oscillators, power supplies,
amplitude modulation, frequency modulation,
measuring instruments, transmitters, receivers,
antennas and transmission lines, etc.

(3) First Class Radiotelephone License. No
on-the-job experience is required to qualify. for
this examination. However, the applicant must
have already passed examination Elements I, II,
and III. (If the applicant wishes, he may take
all four elements at the same sitting, but this is

not the general practice.) The first class radio-
telephone examination consists of F. C. C. Ele-
ment IV. It is mostly technical covering ad-
vanced radiotelephone theory and basic tele-
vision theory. This examination covers generally
the same subject matter as the second class ex-
amination, but the questions are more difficult
and involve more mathematics.

Which License Qualifies for Which Jobs?
The THIRD CLASS radiotelephone license is

of value primarily in that it qualifies you to take
the second class examination. The scope of
authority covered by a third class license is
extremely limited.

The SECOND CLASS radiotelephone license
qualifies you to install, maintain, and operate
most all radiotelephone equipment except com-
mercial broadcast station equipment.

The FIRST CLASS radiotelephone license
qualifies you to install, maintain, and operate
every type of radiotelephone equipment (except
amateur, of course) including all radio and tele-
vision stations in the United States, and in its
Territories and Possessions. This is the highest
class of radiotelephone license available.

How Long Does it Take to Prepare
for F. C. C. Exams?

The time required to prepare for FCC exami-
nations naturally varies with the individual, de-
pending on his background and aptitude. Grant-
ham training prepares the student to pass FCC
exams in a minimum of time. -

In the Grantham correspondence course, the
average beginner should prepare for his second
class radiotelephone license after from 200 to
250 hours of study. This same student should
then prepare for his first class license in approxi-
mately 75 additional hours of study.

In the Grantham resident course, the time
normally required to complete the course and
get your license is as follows:

In the DAY course (5 days a week) you should
get your second class license at the end of the
first 9 weeks of classes, and your first class
license at the end of 3 additional weeks of
classes. This makes a total of 12 weeks (just a
little less than 3 months) required to cover the
whole course, from "scratch" through first class.

In the EVENING course (3 nights a week)
you should get your second class license at the
end of the 15th week of classes and your first
class license at the end of 5 additional weeks of
classes. This makes a total of less than 5 months
required to cover the whole course, from "scratch"
through first class, in the evening course.

The Grantham course is designed specifically
to prepare you to pass FCC examinations. All
the instruction is presented with the FCC exami-
nations in mind. In every lesson test and pre -
examination you are given constant practice in
answering FCC -type questions, presented in the
same manner as the questions you will have to
answer on your FCC examinations.

Why Choose Grantham Training?
The Grantham Communications Electronics

Course is planned primarily to lead to an F.C.C.
license, but it does this by TEACHING elec-
tronics. This course can prepare you quickly to
pass F. C. C. examinations because it presents
the necessary principles of electronics in a
simple "easy to grasp" manner. Each new idea
is tied in with familiar ideas. Each new principle
is presented first in simple, everyday language.
Then after you understand the "what and why"
of a certain principle, you are taught the tech-
nical language associated with that principle.
You learn more electronics in less time, because
we make the subject easy and interesting.

Is the Grantham Course a "Memory Course"?
No doubt you've heard rumors about "mem-

ory courses" or "cram courses" offering "all the
exact FCC questions". Ask anyone who has an
FCC license if the necessary material can be
memorized. Even if you had the exact exam
'questions and answers, it would be much more
difficult to memorize this "meaningless" mate-
rial than to learn to understand the subject.
Choose the school that teaches you to thoroughly
understand-choose Grantham School of Elec-
tronics.

Is the Grantham Course Merely a
"Coaching Service"?

Some schools and individuals offer a "coach-
ing service" in FCC license preparation. The
weakness of the "coaching service" method is
that it presumes the student already has a know-
ledge of technical radio and approaches the
subject on a "question and answer" basis. On
the other hand, the Grantham course "begins at
the beginning" and progresses in logical order
from one point to another. Every subject is
covered simply and in detail. The emphasis is on
making the subject easy to understand. With
each lesson, you receive an FCC -type test so you
can discover daily just which points you do not
understand and clear them up as you go along.

HERE'S PROOF that Grantham Students prepare for F C. C. examinations in a minimum of time. Here
is a list of a few of our recent graduates, the class of license they got, and how long it took them:

License Weeks
Ron Taylor, 29 S. Franklin St., Chambersburg, Pa. 1st 12
Beni Moore, P.O. Box 169, Opp, Alabama 1st 15
Donald R. Titus, 270 Park Terrace, Hartford 6, Conn. 1st 12
Robin 0. Okinishi, P.O. Box 375, Hanapepe, Kauai, Hawaii 1St 12
Billy R. Kirby, Route #3, Smithfield, N. C. 1st 9

J. H. Reeves, 10621 Rutheleu, Los Angeles 47, Calif. 1st 12
Donald H. Ford, Hyannis Rd. (Cape Cod), Barnstable, Mass. 1st 12
James D. Hough, 400 S. Church St., East Troy, Wisc. 1st 12,

FOUR COMPLETE SCHOOLS
To better serve our many students throughout the entire country, Grantham Schools of Electronics
maintains four separate Divisions -- Hollywood, Calif.; Seattle, Wash.; Kansas City, Mo.; and Wash-
ington, D.C.-all offering the same courses in F.C.C. license preparation, either home study or
resident classes.

For further details concerning F.C.C. licenses and our training, send for our FREE booklet,
"Careers in Electronics". Clip the coupon below and mail it to the School nearest you.

Get your First Class Commercial F. C. C. License Quickly
by training at

GRANTHAM
SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS
1505 N. Western Ave.
Hollywood 27, Calif.

408 Marion Street
Seattle 4, Wash.

(Phone: HO 7-7727) (Phone: MA 2-7227)

3123 Gillham Road
Kansas City 9, Mo.

821 - 19th Street, N.W.
Washington 6, D.C.

(Phone: JE 1-6320) (Phone: ST 3-3514)

MAIL COUPON NOW-NO SALESMAN WILL CALL

MAIL TO SCHOOL NEAREST YOU

To: GRANTHAM SCHOOL OF ELECTRONICS
1505 N. Western 408 Marion 3123 Gillham Rd. 821 - 19th St., N.W.

HOLLYWOOD SEATTLE KANSAS CITY WASHINGTON

Gentlemen:
Please send me your free booklet telling how T can

get my commercial F.C.C. license quickly. I understand
there is no obligation and no salesman will call.

Name Age

Address

City State
Interested in:  Home Study,  Resident Classes 04-0

J
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NEW PACO
"SPEED CHECK"
TUBE TESTER KIT

An economy priced tube tester
which has been specifically de-
signed to reduce tube testing
time to an absolute minimum.
Model T-61 (Kit)

Net Price: $49.95
Model T -61W (Factory -wired)

Net Price: $69.95

2NEW PACO
"IN CIRCUIT"
CAPACITOR TESTER KIT

Instantly reveals open or shorted
capacitors of all types while they
are wired into circuit; discloses
dried -out and open or shorted
electrolytics in one quick test
without removing capacitor from
circuit.
Model C-25 (Kit)

Net Price: $19.95
Model C -25W (Factory -wired)

Net Price: $29.95

...and now PRECISION
adds 10 more

value -packed items
to the p A rti

Kit Line
O

NEW PACO
DECADE
CONDENSER KIT

Ideal for determination of capac-
itor values in all types of experi-
mental circuitry; for use in tuned
circuits, filters, RC networks, etc.
Model CD -3 (Kit)

Net Price: $19.95
Model CD -3W (Factory -wired)

Net Price: $24.95

NEW PACO
RESISTANCE
SUBSTITUTION BOX KIT

Permits rapid substitution of 36
values of resistors through use
of either of two clearly -identi-
fied rotary switches.
Model SR -2 (Kit)

Net Price: $8.95
Model SR -2W (Factory -wired)

Net Price: $11.95

NEW PACO
RAPID
FILAMENT TESTER KIT

Quick -checks receiving tubes and
TV picture tubes for filament
continuity; checks TV and radio
set fuses for continuity; checks
pilot lamps and TV sets for AC
circuit continuity.
Model 1-5 (Kit)

Net Price: $4.50
Model T -5W (Factory -wired)

Net Price: $6.50

NEW PACO
CONDENSER
SUBSTITUTION BOX KIT

Contains 18 capacitors, select-
able on one clearly -marked
switch; eliminates the need for
maintaining a variety of indi-
vidual standard -value capacitors.
Model SC -1 (Kit)

Net Price: $8.95
Model SC -1W (Factory -wired)

Net Price: $11.95

7NEW PACO
DECADE
RESISTOR/DIVIDER KIT

A flexible and accurate source of
substitute resistance; also for
use in the determination of re-
sistance values in test, develop-
ment and experimental work.
Model RD -5 (Kit)

Net Price: $23.95
Model RD -5W (Factory -wired)

Net Price: $29.95

8 NEW PACO
AM -FM STEREO TUNER KIT

A super -sensitive AM -FM stereo
tuner kit; a masterpiece of de-
sign, performance and appear-
ance.
Model ST -45 (Kit)

Net Price: $84.95
Model ST-45PA (Semi -Kit), with
both AM and FM tuner sections
factory -wired and completely pre -
aligned and calibrated for hair-
line sensitivity.

Net Price: $99.95
Model ST -45W (Factory -wired)

Net Price: $134.95

9NEW PACO
FM TUNER KIT

A superb FM tuner of exceptional
sensitivity and selectivity; brif-
liantly engineered and styled.
Model ST -35 (Kit)

Net Price: $59.95
Model ST-35PA (Semi -Kit), with
tuner section factory -wired and
completely pre -aligned and cali-
brated for hairline sensitivity.

Net Price: $69.95
Model ST -35W (Factory -wired)

Net Price: $89.95

A

PACO Test Equipment and Hi Fi Kits are pro-
duced under the auspices of PRECISION
Apparatus Company, Inc., world-famous man-
ufacturer of industrial electronic test instru-
ments for over a quarter of a century. Write
to Dept. P for the new complete 1960 PACO
Catalog, just off the press. You'll keep it
for permanent reference.

0 ELECTRONICS CO., INC.
70-31 84th STREET, GLENDALE 27, L. I., N. Y.

Kit Division of PRECISION Apparatus Co., Inc.

10
NEW PACO
WIDE -RANGE TWO-WAY
SPEAKER SYSTEM
SEMI -KIT

Compact, high -efficiency, 2 -way
speaker system having truly
smooth wide -range response;
with cross -over network and
built-in acoustic balance control.
Model L -2U (Unfinished)

Net Price: $59.95
Model L -2F (Walnut Finish)

Net Price: $69.95

SEE THESE KITS

ON DISPLAY

AT ANY LEADING

ELECTRONIC PARTS

DISTRIBUTOR

NEWS BRIEFS (Continued)

of technical difficulties. We will re-
port its return to programming.

The US count consequently be-
comes 568, including 474 vhf and 94
uhf. The noncommercial figure is
upped to 44.

Canada's tally grows to 61 with
two new stations:
CFCY-TV-1, New Glasgow, N.S 7
CJCN-TV, Grand Falls, Nfld 4

CFCY-TV-1 repeats its parent
CFCY-TV, Charlottetown, P.E.I.,
channel 13. CJCN-TV is a CBC sup-
plementary outlet.

MARS Net Schedule
The Military Affiliate Radio Sys-

tem (MARS) SSB Technical Net
will present: May 4-"Antenna
Panel," Warren Offutt, engineer,
Airborne Instrument Labs, Inc.;
May 11-"Frequency Control," Dr.
Gernot Winkler, scientist, USARDL
(United States Army Research and
Development Laboratory) ; May 18
-"Communication Electronic Needs
of the Future," Drs. John V. Har-
rington and Benjamin Lax, MIT
Lincoln Laboratory; May 25-"Fun-
damentals of Oscillator Operation,"
Robert W. Gunderson, editor, Braille
Technical Press.

The Net meets on 4030 kc each
Wednesday at 9:00 pm EDT. After
the May lectures, the Net will recess
until September.

Spray Can Changes Chanel
Double -duty spray cans can kill

odors and change the station on a
TV receiver. At least, according to
the New York Daily News, one Ed-
ward McBride knows it works. Seems
he was in a Bay Shore, N. Y., hos-
pital relaxing after a bath, when
some typical hospital odors started
to bother him. He requested some
deodorant, got it, and used it. But
each time he sprayed, the program
on the screen of his rented TV re-
ceiver changed too. An emergency
call for a TV service technician
brought the answer. The set's re-
mote control reacted to the hissing
sound of the spray can-the spray
operated on the remote's ultrasonic
frequency. Tests showed this hap-
pened with other sets in the hos-
pital too.

Messages From Outer Space
Trying to intercept meaningful

messages from other worlds is the
job of a sensitive radiotelescope at
Green Bank, W. Va. Set up by the
National Radio Astronomy Observa-
tory (NRAO) and named Project
Ozma, the project is centered around
the hope of picking up intelligence -
bearing radio transmissions. Dr.
Frank Drake of NRAO sums up the
project's purpose by stating, "We
hope to find a narrow -band radio
source, varying in intensity in an
apparently logical manner, from the
vicinity of single stars not very un-
like our own sun." END
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an who wants to make big money in Radio -Television!

OFFERS YOU ALL OF THESE VITAL NEW ADVANTAGES

TO HELP YOU EARN MORE MONEY FROM THE START!

NE
BUSINESS
BUILDERS

...through these practical
proven plans and ideas we help
you make plenty of extra
money in spare time while
training.

114 TRAINING
EQUIPMENT

... the famous Sprayberry
Training kits have been newly
engineered by our staff to
offer you the latest in Radio -
TV Service Techniques!

BIG COMPLETE KITSol

G 5 PARTS & EQUIPMPIT

u learn Radio -TV Sea
ing the best way ... the
practical way .
ing and assert

these modern
of equiprne

Now offered ... this fine
modern oscilloscope.

You build the new
Sprayberry tester
-a complete 18 -
range Volt-Ohm-
Milliammeter test
meter.

FREE

The new Sprayberry
Training Television
Receiver, built and
tested in 5 sections.

You buildthis power-
ful two -band super-
heterodyne radio
receiver.

These two big new hooks are yours free! Find
out what Radio -Television offers you . .. and

let us show'you how easily you can learn, even without
previous experience of any kind, Rush COUPON today!

SPRAYBERRY
Deglikaas.512 West Jarvis Ave., Chicago 26. 11

TRANSISTOR
COURSE

...literally millions of new transistor
radios are being used. We show you how
to make money fixing them !

HIGH FIDELITY
... there's big money to be

1114 fmade installing and servicing Hi-Fi
units. Your Sprayberry training now
offers you this valuable and profitable
preparation!

The field of Radio -Television Servicing is such a fast moving
industry that the best jobs and biggest incomes always go first
to the man with the most modern, complete and up-to-date
training. Thanks to constant revision and improvement .
Sprayberry Training helps you earn more from the start . . .

and keeps you earning more in the months and years ahead!

Make no mistake! All radio -television
training is not alike. The basic purpose
behind Sprayberry Training is to prepare
you as rapidly and as surely as possible

. to make top money servicing Radio
and Television sets and equipment.
This is where the big money has been
for years ... and will continue to be in
the years ahead.

It's important for you to know that
for over 30 years... Sprayberry Train-
ing has been preparing ambitious men
for success in this interesting and prof-
itable kind of work. Our school has
helped hundreds to qualify for the best
jobs... or to get started in profitabke
businesses of their own. Today our still -
dent rolls are the largest in our school's
history... because the need and demand
for Radio -Television Service Techni-
cians has never been more urgent.

Just $6.00 Starts You
To encourage more men to enter Radio -
Television at once... to help fill the great
need for trained men... we're making it
easier than ever before to start training.
Just $6.00 enrolls you. This liberal offer
is naturally limited. Get the facts now

(116 Tetr-Atil6[1.

and consider enrollment while these fa-
vorable terms are available to you.

KEEP YOUR JOB
... while learning

Under the Sprayberry Plan you train
entirely at home in spare time. You com-
bine the most modern lesson training
with fascinating and invaluable practi-
cal work with 25 big kits of parts and
equipment that we supply. You get the
equivalent of years of shop practice .. .
and you can train as fast or as slowly as
you wish. We help you make excellent
spare time money while learning... and
everything you receive-lessons, books,
manuals, equipment-all yours to keep!

This is the Radio -Television indus-
try's most modern and up-to-the-minute
training. Spray berry is the one school
that gives you personalized attention
and takes a real interest in your pro-
gress. Remember... just $6 starts you!
Mail the coupon today. Let the facts
speak for themselves. Let us send you
our new catalog and sample lesson ...
and prove the kind of opportunity that
Spray berry training can open up for you.

MAIL COUPON -No Salesman Will Call

SPRAYBERRY ACADEMY OF RADIO -TELEVISION
DEPT. 204, 1512 W. JARVIS AVE., CHICAGO 26, ILL.
Please rush all information on your ALL -NEW Radio-Tele.
vision Training Plan. I understand this does not obligate me
and that no salesman will call upon me. Include New Cata-
log and Sample Lesson FREE.

NAME AGE

I

I
I

ADDRESS._

CITY ZONE-. STATEow woe MI =IP MI= MEM ONOW1111
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YOU be the judge of

knight -kit®
A PRODUCT OF ALLIED RADIO

quality and value

FREE examination privilege

More and more people are finding out how
easy it is to build exciting Knight -Kits, how
satisfying they are to own, and how
much they save.

If you haven't yet enjoyed the experience and
fun of building and owning a Knight -Kit,
we invite you to take advantage of our free
examination offer. Order any Knight -Kit.
Examine it on arrival. Inspect the
quality of the components, the circuitry,
the easy -assembly manual. We're so
confident you'll want the kit, we can make
this offer: If you're not COMPLETELY
SATISFIED, just return the
kit for full refund.

Order a Knight -Kit now. Know the
thrill of the most satisfying build -

your -own experience in electronics.

only $5 down

Y-774 Deluxe 40 -Watt Stereo Amplifier, featuring center

channel output. Finest amplifier available anywhere in this

price range
$79.50

only $5 down

Y-731 Deluxe FM -AM Stereo Hi-Fi Tuner, with "Magic

Eye" tuning for each section; includes Dynamic Sideband

Regulation and multiplex add -in feature $87.50

see dozens of other
GREAT HI-FI KITS
Stereo Deluxe Preamplifier
60 -Watt Stereo Amplifier
Stereo Control
25 -Watt Amplifier
18 -Watt Amplifier
12 -Watt Amplifier
FM -AM Tuner
FM Tuner
Speaker Systems, and others

only $2 down

Y-787 FM -AM Hi-Fi
Tuner; with AFC
and tuned RF stage
on FM; includes
multiplex jack.

$49.95

Y-7 7 3 Super -
Value 20 -Watt
Stereo Hi-Fi Am-
plifier, with spe-
cial clutch -type
dual -concentric
level control.

$44.50

only $2 down

-ALLIED RADIO
sold exclusively byALLIED



only $2 down

Y-713 Top value, best-selling Citizens
Band Transceiver. Tunable 22 -channel
super -regenerative receiver, 5 -watt
transmitter $39.95

only $2 down

Y-258 4 -Band "Span Master" Re-
ceiver; exciting world-wide reception;
with cabinet $25.95

only $2 down

Y-737 "Ranger" Clock -Radio with
Telechron clock, sleep switch and ap-
pliance outlet $24.95

plus many other
HOBBYIST KITS
"Space -Spanner" Receiver
"Ranger" Radios
"Ocean Hopper" Radio
Radio -Intercom
5 -Transistor Portable
2 -Transistor Pocket Set
2 -Way Intercom
Electronic Lab Kits
Photoelectronic System

and many others

R A D

Y-125 General-pur-
pose VTVM (11 meg
input resistance)

$25.75

only $2 down

Y-608 Lab quality
AC VTVM with
amazing Auto-
matic Range Se-lection; reads as
low as 100 mt.

$99.50

only 55 down

Y-143 Model "600"
Tube Checker
(checks over 700
types) .....$32.95

full selection of
INSTRUMENT

5" Oscilloscopes
Tube Checkers
RF Signal Generator
Signal Tracer
Audio Generator
Sweep Generator
Battery Eliminator
Capacity Checker
Transistor Checker
R/C Tester, plus

many others

Pioneer in quality
electronic kit
development...

KITS

ONLY '2 DOWN
on orders up to $50;
$5 down on orders

up to $200...

R-100 only 55 down
ceiver (Hi -gain

Amateur
Communications

Re-plier) , with built-in
Q -Multi-

..... $104.50

_G730 Amateur
GridDIP Meter (continu-

ous coverage,
1.5-300 Mc).

$22.95

on/y $2

other fine
AMATEUR

KITS
50 -Watt Transmitter
Self -Powered

VFO100 kc Crystal CalibratorRF "Z" Bridge
Code Practice Oscillator

there's a money -saving knight -kit
for every need...see them all in the
ALLIED CATALOG
Write for catalog featuring the complete KNIGHT -
KIT line. Order the kit of your choice-judge qual-
ity and value for yourself under our FREE exam-
ination privilege!

ALLIED RADIO CORP., Dept. 8-E
100 N. Western Ave., Chicago 80, III.

1:1 Send FREE Catalog featuring Knight -Kits

Name

Address

City Zone State
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WHAT YOU CAN DO
Dear Editor:

I have worked in radio, electronics and television for the
past 35 years. During this time, I have heard complaints
from all sides: Dealers, service shops, customers, engineers,
electricians and manufacturers. To me, there is only one
answer!

Get behind your local Better Business Bureau. Do some-
thing about the handcuffs forced on them by lack of capital
and understaffing. It is your fault if they are inadequate
to clear up any odorous situation that may exist or arise.
I mean you Mr. Dealer, Service technician, Customer or any
other honest citizen who wants fair dealing and honest value.

When you get in touch with your BBB, remember they
are doing the best they can with the meager tools they
have to work with. Ask them, "What can I do to help the
situation?" Don't start by demanding this or that. When
you have learned what they can or cannot do, then you or
your association can act.

I do not see any reason for licensing technicians. Classify
them, yes, but do it through a democratic union or associa-
tion. I say this because this field is basically the same as any
other. The man who double -talks the customer into some-
thing will disappear; the one who wants to cut a fat hog
will have to go into the butchering business.

Yours for fairness and honesty in the best business on
earth.

RALPH K. EATON
Richmond, Calif.

INFRARED GUIDANCE NOT NEW
Dear Editor:

Your "Infrared Guides Missiles" story (January, 1960)
is not so new as some may thing. In 1911-12 I built (for
J. H. Hammond, Jr.) while working in Fritz Lowenstein's
laboratory, 115 Nassau St., New York City, an infrared
automatic guidance device that was known as the "Electric
Dog." This was a three -wheeled box. Two wheels were 6 -volt
motor -powered via a differential gear box; the third was
at the other end, turnable on a vertical shaft by opposing
electromagnets for steering, like a velocipede.

Up front, two headlight -like "eyes" consisting of 5 -inch -
diameter lenses with Korn (selenium) photocells, sensed
infrared and visible light. A horizontal plate was located
between and forward of the two lenses. Sensitive Weston
microammeter relays, which I fitted with anti -vibration,
mercury -globule fixed contacts, were operated by the sele-
nium cells. These relays in turn operated heavy -current re-
lays for turning the motor on and off, and for operating the
steering -wheel solenoids.

A dpdt motor switch permitted either forward or rear-
ward drive for the front-end power wheels. A 6 -volt storage
cell provided the power.

The Electric Dog would start moving if a light or heat
source were turned on 10 to 20 feet away and in angular
range of its "eyes." If forward motion were selected by
the external, manually operable dpdt switch, the dog would
move toward the radiant energy source. For reverse motion
it would back away, always facing the "light" in either case.

(Continued on page 26)

RESIDENT SCHOOL COURSES
IN NEW YORK AND LOS ANGELES

Industry needs Electronic Technicians!

Let RCA
train you in
Advanced Electronics
This is the college -level training you need
to work with professional engineers on re-
search, development, or production projects
in such fields as: automation, guided missiles,
radar, television, computers, and other ad-
vanced electronic applications.
RCA Institutes Resident Schools in New
York City and Los Angeles offer this com-
prehensive course that prepares you for any
field of electronics you may choose. Other
courses in TV and General Electronics,
Radio and Television Servicing.
Classes start four times each year. Applica-
tions now being accepted.

RCA INSTITUTES
SCHOOLS OF TELEVISION & ELECTRONIC TECHNOLOGY

A Service of Radio Corporation of America

Another Way RCA Serves Education Through Electronics

to the school nearest

RCA Institutes, Inc., Dept. RER-50
350 West 4th Street Pacific Electric Building,
New York 14, N.Y. 610 S. Main St., L.A. 14, Cal.

Please send me your FREE catalog of Resident School
courses.

Name

Address

City Zone State

(PLEASE PRINT)

For Home Study Courses See Ad On Opposite Page
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LET RCA TRAIN YOU
IN ELECTRONICS
RCA Institutes, one of the world's leading electronic

technical schools, offers a Home Study Course in . . .

ELECTRONICS FOR AUTOMATION
... Now you have four comprehensive courses for your
electronic training . . . from basic electronic theory to the more
advanced principles of color TV and Automation.

Send for our

64 page Home

Study Catalog

FREE!

For Resident School courses

see ad on opposite page.

ANOTHER WAY RCA SERVES EDU-
CATION THROUGH ELECTRONICS

r
Practical work with the very first lesson. Pay -as -you -learn.
You need pay for ony one study group at a time.

RCA INSTITUTES, Inc. Home Study School, Dept. RE -50
A Service of Radio Corporation of America

350 West Fourth Street, New York 14, N. Y.
Please rush me your FREE illustrated 64 -page book "Your Career in Electronics,"
describing your home training programs. No obligation. No salesman will call.

Name Age
Please print

Address

City Zone State

Veterans: Enter discharge date

CANADIANS - Take advantage of these same RCA courses at no
additional cost. No postage, no customs, no delay. Send coupon to:
RCA Victor Company, Ltd., 5001 Cole de Liesse Rd., Montreal 9, Quebec

To save time, paste coupon on postcard.
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UNIVERSITY POWRPAGE®
(Medal, ultra-comPact
soundmosting systems

NEW...TRANSISTORIZED Model PP -1T
tops for every portable use... police, fire, sports, etc.

Features fully transistorized 25 watt amplifier especially designed for low dis-
tortion and high stability in any operating conditions. Ruggedly constructed
dynamic microphone has controlled response curve for maximum speech in-
telligibility. Press -to -talk switch gives instantaneous operation, conserves power
supply. Special input jack for record player, tuner, or tape recorder ... talk/over
feature reduces music program level 6 db when microphone button is pressed,
allowing voice to be heard over music. Talk/listen switch converts PowrPage into
highly directional, sensitive listening device. Powered from standard lantern type
batteries. Includes leather carrying strap.

UNIVERSITY LC SERIES
for real high fidelity in
weatherproof speakers

MODEL BLC ... For
General Applications
A sensation ever since its
introduction ... continues
to set new standards in
high quality p.a. work.
Light in weight, shallow
in depth, easy to trans-
port. Diameter: 223/4".
Depth: 91/4".

MODEL MEC ...
Compact Version for
Music and Voice
Especially suited for cov-
erage cf moderate -size
crowds or areas. Operates
easily off existing high fi-
delity systems for outdoor
musk at low cost. 123/4"
w. x 91/4" h. x 101/4" d.

 horn -loaded  high efficiency  for fixed or mobile applications
ONLY UNIVERSITY OFFERS 3 GENUINE DUAL -RANGE
SYSTEMS...with separate bass and treble drivers
For further information and specifications,write Desk J-1,
University Loudspeakers, Inc., White Plains, N. Y. A suluidiary of Lin-Altec Electronic;Inc.

Model PP -1 -Non -transistor-
ized version of PP -1T. Similar
in operation. Powrsavei press -
to -talk switch.
Model PP -2 - Rand -held op-
eration for maximum freedom
of action. Slim handle bolds
pencil batteries. Powrsaver
press -to -talk switch. Built-in
jack can draw 6-12 volts from
boat or auto ignition system.

triC )EL WLC
Heavy Duty System
Known throughout the
wlrll's stadiums, concert
frills. auditoriums and pa-
rade grounds for its ex-
ceptional full -range per-
fo-nunce at higher output
levels. Diameter: 331/2".
Depth: 20".
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Here is the new Standard Coil Tuner
Replacement and Repair Program that

enables you to offer better service to your
customers at greater profit. Now Standard

Coil Products provides the tools that will
enable you to cash in on the profitable
tuner repair and replacement market.

TUNER REPLACEMENT LISTING IN SAMS PHOTOFACT

Starting in January, Standard Coil tuner
replacement listings will appear in all Sams TV
Photofact. Tuner replacement information will

be right at your finger tips. Standard Coil is the
only manufacturer ever to provide this service.

NEW TV TUNER REPLACEMENT GUIDE

Lists original equipment TV tuners with the
Standard Coil equivalent replacement

for each. Also includes major mechanical
replacement for all Standard Coil Tuners

-those used in original equipment as well
as the universal replacement. Eliminates all

guesswork-minimizes your tuner repair and
replacement problems.

48 HOUR FACTORY GUARANTEED REPAIR SERVICE

Standard Coil's special service department set-up assures
factory guaranteed repairs-on a 48 hour in -plant cycle!

All repaired tuners carry a six month warranty on
defective workmanship and parts failure (excluding

tubes). Gives you more time for additional
service calls-promptly returns your customer's set

to like new operating condition.

DEFECTIVE TUNER TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE

Tuners which can not be repaired can be traded in
against a new replacement tuner which carries a
full twelve month factory guarantee. See your

Standard Coil Distributor for complete details on
how trade-ins can increase your tuner sales

and profits-create greater customer satisfaction.

JUMP ON THE STANDARD COIL PROFIT WAGON TODAY!

For additional details, see your authorized
Standard Coil Distributor or write to:

z?zzitztaw6
Coil Products Co., Inc.

2085 North Hawthorne Avenue, Melrose Park, Illinois
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the
2 Set Coupler with GUTS
now has
TEETH!

The famous M F-2 TV -FM Coupler with its
specially engineered circuitry making it the
first choice of servicemen everywhere, now
requires no wire stripping!

Features Include  Extremely low forward loss  Positive
matching . Complete isolation between receivers  Isolates AC
from antenna  No twin -lead stripping . Permanent connec-
tions Universal mounting  Attractive unbreakable case.

Mounts
anywhere

BASEBOARD MAST EAVE ATTIC

p!,.1",..
I1468

'

I I I 'ti 1

Two additional models availab e - the M-2 (recommended for
UHF).The MF-4 (for 3 or 4 TV -FM sets fed from single antenna).

JE HOU
Order from your Jerrold distributor or write

ELECTRONICS CORPORATION, Distributor Sales Division
Dept. IDS. -22 The Jerrold Building, Philadelphia 32, Pa.

Jerrold Electronics (Canada) Ltd., Toronto Export Representative: CBS International, N. Y. 22, N. Y.

CORRESPONDENCE (Conf'd from page 22)

If the light were moved, the dog would
follow or back away, crablike. For
forward motion, it would follow the
light or heat source in circles, figure -
eights or any other course, within its
turning radius of a few feet.

This automatic orientation machine
(as we called it) was made to demon-
strate the principles of an automatic
homing type of radiant -energy -sensing
guidance system for torpedoes, using
high -power searchlights or the hot
smokestacks of enemy battleships as the
attracting energy, just as the Side-
winder missiles use the hot exhausts of
aircraft jets or engines.

I worked out a double orientation
mechanism with a 90° cross -axis for use
on aerial missiles, as described in my
book Radio Dynamics (D. Van Nostrand
Co., 1916) on pages 198-9.

For a remote -command guidance sys-
tem, this orientation mechanism can be
used with an infrared (only) search-
light, to keep the "eyes" always facing
the searchlight. If the light is modulated
by an ac supply, the missile's receiver
is made insensitive to other steady light
or heat sources by tuned circuits.

Energy from the target plane or
missile is not seen by the "eyes" of the
controlled missile. Interruptions of the
searchlight beam for short periods can
provide guidance signals.

Does it not seem incongruous that 50
years should elapse before the principle
is put to work for national defense?

BENJAMIN F. MIESSNER
Miami Shores, Fla.

HELPFUL HINTS
Dear Editor:

May I express my opinion of your
magazine? I think it is excellent. I first
came into contact with it in England,
my home before I came to Canada in
1958.

Its pages display such a variety of
electronic aplications that one can never
fail to find interest in them. Industrial
Electronics is a feature of prime in-
terest, although my work is as a full-
time radio-TV technician.

Many jobs that have seemed to be
tough -dogs at first have ceased to be
such after I have looked through back
issues and found a similar problem
described. One that comes to mind is a
Crosley Super V with lack of vertical
hold at high contrast, due to first if
grid -coil pickup from the deflection
yoke. Screening was the answer to that
one.

I quote this example as an idea of
the tremendous help one can get by
taking time off to read up on other
people's problems. No other magazine
does this as efficiently as yours does.

F. H. FRENCH
Manitoba, Canada

RECORD OF THE FUTURE?
Dear Editor:

A recent juke -box advertisement sug-
gests that the 7 -inch 33% -rpm record
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1)o
Yoursel

good
Turn

Newest automatic
and manual models in
the Alliance Tenna-Rotor
line. Available in Mahogany
Ivory and Forest Green.

Sell Alliance Tenna-Rotor for Easy Extra Profits

Extra because: 1. A rotator is a natural add-on
for every TV set and outdoor antenna. 2. A rotator
improves reception for 99 out of 100 sets. 3. The
need grows daily with the swing to Color TV.

Easy because: 1. Alliance Tenna-Rotor leader-
ship makes it the name most customers know and
respect. 2. Alliance advertising makes selling
easier. 3. Alliance control units look modern.
4. Alliance has the complete line.
Booth 225, Electronics Parts Distributors Show
You're invited . . . Hospitality Suite 2104-5-6-7

World's Largest Producers of Sub -frac-
tional H. P. Motors and the Famous
Genie Automatic Garage Door Openers.

alliancem
CTENNI%  ROTOR

THE ALLIANCE MANUFACTURING COMPANY
ALLIANCE, OHIO (Division of Consolidated Electronics Industries Corp.)
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yes

STANci OR
complete line of

The Stancor name is a
synonym for quality and
dependability. Just as you

rely on Stancor for the
best in exact replacement

flybacks and yokes,
so you can expect the

highest standard of
performance from Stan co

coils. Your parts
distributor has them

in stock.

RADIO -ELECTRONICS

has in store for you in the morns ahead
 Transistor Stereo Preamp
 Designing Your Own Twin -Coupled Amplifier
 Toward Smaller Loudspeakers with Bigger Bass
 Photoelectric Controls
 Professional Meter Scales for Everyone
 Trouble Shooting Sweep Circuits
 Air Ionizers
The June issue of RADIO -ELECTRONICS goes on sale
May 26 at all better parts distributors and newsstands.

SUBSCRIPTION RATES
7 year $4 2 years $7 3 years $10

RADIO -ELECTRONICS 154 West 14th St., New York 11, N.Y.

CORRESPONDENCE (Continued)

may become "the singles record of the
future."

Why did it flop when brought out
some years ago? Was the small spindle
hole, vintage 1896, one factor?

Small spindles did little damage un-
til the invention of stack -and -drop auto-
matic changers, although seating the
record was-and still is-at best, a
fumble. Spindle scratches on record
labels show the energy wasted in fum-
bling for the hole.

Why not start the small 33 on its
second try for fame with a modern and
practical center? and why not, at long
last, give the 12 -inch 33 similar ad-
vantages:

1. Eliminate the "stabilizing -lever"
nuisance.

2. Eliminate center -hole elongation
and consequent wow.

3. Simplify changer mechanism. Put
it all in the center.

4. Protect delicate stereo grooves
with label areas thick enough to sep-
arate playing surfaces all the way
across.

5. Make it very much easier to stack
records.

6. Rejuvenate and revitalize the rec-
ord and player business with another
revolution.

CHARLES W. FARRINGTON
Arlington, Mass.

CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR
Dear Editor:

I recently built the crystal -controlled
transistor oscillator described on page
82 of the January (1960) issue and
would like to say that I am very pleased
with it. I used it with a 10.7 -me crystal.

I have two Heathkit FM -3A tuners
and had no success in aligning them
with an Army signal generator, an old
rf generator and a Heath TV alignment
generator. (I have since found out that
the crystal used with the TV generator
was defective).

I could not find a plastic box of the
size called for, so I built it in one about
twice as large. This worked out well, as
I mounted clips in the box for four pen-
light cells.

A friend of mine checked the output
of the oscillator on his scope. The output
was good, but not quite a true sine
wave. For some reason the variable
capacitor had no effect on the output.

I tried to align my tuners as pre-
scribed by Heath with no results. I
thought that the output of the oscillator
might be too high and might be biasing
the rf and if tubes to cutoff. I wrapped
the "hot" lead around the tube instead
of connecting it to the grid. It worked
fine. I went over the slug adjustments
four times (instead of the recommended
once) until the readings on the volt-
meter did not change.

My tuners now work well and I
recommend this oscillator to anyone
with a similar problem.

R. E. BORDEN
Encino, Calif. END
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The specs prove it ...your best buy is

B

TV -FM SWEEP GENERATOR

AND MARKER 4-368
KIT $69.95 WIRED $119.95

D

PEAK -TO -PEAK

VTVM #232 &
UNIPROBE

KIT $29.95

WIRED $49.95

Tests all receiving tubes (picture tubes with
adapter), n -p -n and p -n -p transistors. Com-

posite indication of Gm, Gp & peak emission. Simul-
taneous selection of any one of 4 combinations of
3 plate voltages, 3 screen voltages, 3 ranges of
continuously variable grid voltage (with 5% accurate
pot.). Sensitive 200 ua meter. 10 six -position lever
switches: freepoint connection of each tube pin.
10 pushbuttons: rapid insert of any tube element in
leakage test circuit. Direct reading of inter -element
leakage in ohms. New gear -driven rollchart. CRA
Adapter $4.50.

pt Entirely electronic sweep circuit with
''''

accu-

rately -biased increductor for excellent line-
arity. Extremely flat RF output. Exceptional tuning
accuracy. Hum and leakage eliminated. 5 fund. sweep
ranges: 3-216 mc. Variable marker range: 2-75 mc

A

DYNAMIC CONDUCTANCE
TUBE & TRANSISTOR
TESTER .666
KIT $69.95 WIRED $109.95
Complete with steel cover & handle

C

RF SIGNAL GENERATOR .±,324
KIT $26.95 WIRED $39.95

in 3 fund. bands, 60-225 mc on harmonic band.
4.5 xtal marker osc., xtal supplied. Ext. marker
provision. Attenuators: Marker Size, RF Fine, RF

Coarse (4 step decade). Narrow range phasing con-
trol for accurate alignment.

#150 kc to 435 mc with ONE generator in 6
fund. bands and 1 harmonic band! -±1.5% freq.

accuracy. Colpitts RF osc. directly plate -modulated
by K -follower for improved mod. Variable depth of
int. mod. 0-50% by 400 cps Colpitts osc, Variable
gain ext. mod. amplifier: only 3.0 v needed for 30%
mod. Tur-et-mounted, slug -tuned coils for max. ac-
curacy. Fine and Coarse (3 -step) RF attenuators.
RF output 100,000 uv, AF output to 10 v.

D Uni-Probe - exclusive with EICO - only 1
probe performs all functions half -turn of probe

tip selects DC or AC -Ohms. Calibration without re -

COLOR & MONOCHROME
DC TO 5 MC LAB & TV
5" OSCILLOSCOPE #460
KIT $79.95 WIRED $139.50

5- FUSH-PULL
Oscilloscope
Kit T?44.95 Wired $7995

moving from cabinet. Measure directly p -p voltage
of complex & sine waves: 0-4, 14, 42, 140, 420, 1400,
4200. DC/RMS sine volts: 0-1.5, 5, 15, 50, 150, 500,
1500 (up to 30,000 v. with HVP probe, & 250 mc with
PRF probe). Ohms: 0.2 ohms to 1000 megs. 41/2"
meter, can't -burn -out circuit. 7 non -skip ranges on
every function. Zero center.

E Features DC amplifiers! Flat from DC to 4.5 mc,
usable to 10 mc. Vert. Sens.: 25 my/in.; input

2 3. megs; direct -coupled & push-pull throughout.
4 -step freq.-compensated attenuator up to 1000:1.
Sweep: perfectly linear 10 cps - 100 kc (ext. cap.
for range to 1 cps). Pre-set TV V & H positions.
Auto sync. lim. & ampl. Direct or cap. coupling;
bal. or unbal. inputs; edge -lit engraved lucite screen
with dimmer control; plus many more outstanding
features.

FREE CATALOG shows you HOW TO SAVE 50% on 65 models of top quality professional test equipment. MAIL COUPON NOW!

New Transistor
Portable Radio RA -6
Kit $29.95
Wired $49.95
Incl. F.E.T.; less 9V batt.
Prealigned RF, IF
xfmrs; push-pull
audio; 6" spkr.

°PAT. PEND.

NEW Power & Bias
Supply for
Transistorized
Eqpt. #1020 *
Kit $19.95
Wired $27.95

33.00 Northern Blvd. L.I.C. 1, N.Y.

Add 5% in the West. c:,) 1959

TURN PAGE FOR MORE EICO VALUES

NEW Tube &
CRT Fil.
Tester #612
Kit $3.95
Wired $5.95
Fast -checks
radio/TV tubes,
pilot lamps, etc.

 4 '

R -C Bridge & R -C -L
Comparator #950B
Kit $19.95
Wired $29.95
Reads 0.5 ohms -
500 megs,
10 mmfd-5000 mfd,
power factor

Series/Parallel
R -C Combination
Box #1140
Kit $13.95
Wired $19.95

VTVM Probes

Tube Tester #625
Kit $34.95
Wired. $49.95
 tests 600 mil
series string type
tubes

illuminated
roll -chart
Pix Tube Test
Adapter $4.50

Kit Wired
Peak -to -Peak. $4.95
RE $3.75
High Voltage
Probe -1
High Voltage
Probe -2
Scope Probes
Demodulator .$3.75
Direct $2.75
Low Capacity $3.75

6V & 12V Battery
Eliminator
& Charger #1050
Kit $29.95
Wired $38.95
Extra -filtered for
transistor equipt.
#1060 Kit $38.95
Wired $47.95

EICO

33-00 Northern Blvd.
L.I.C. 1, N.Y.

20,000 Ohms/Volt
V -0-M #565
Kit $24.95
Wired $29.95
1000 Ohms/Volt
V -0-M #536
Kit $12.90
Wired $14.90

C-5

$6.95 Show me HOW TO SAVE SO% an EL] Test Instrtme

$4.95 HI-Fi 0 Ham Gear, 0 Send tree Stereo Hi -Ft
0 Send free short course for novice license. Send me

$6.95 FREE Catalog. name or neighborhood dealer.

$4.95 Name

$5,75 Address

$3.95 CR, Zone State
$5.75
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IF YOU LOVE TO CREATE...13UILD EICO KITS

Stereo Preamplifier HF85ft

100W Stereo Power Amplifier HF89
70W Stereo Power Amplifier HF87
28W Stereo Power Amplifier HF86

 Exclusive advanced systematized engineering
 Lastest and finest quality parts
 Exclusive "Beginner -Tested" easy step-by-

step instructions
 Exclusive TRIPLE quality control
 Exclusive LIFETIME guarantee at nominal cost
IN STOCK - Compare, then take home any EICO
equipment - right "off the shelf"- from 1500
neighborhood EICO dealers throughout the U.S.
and Canada.
HF81 Stereo Amplifier -Preamplifier selects,
amplifies, controls any stereo source & feeds it
thru self-contained dual 14W amplifiers to a pair
of speakers. Provides 28W monophonically.
Ganged level controls, separate balance control,
independent bass and treble controls for each
channel. Identical Williamson -type, oush-pull
EL84 power amplifiers. "Excellent"- SATURDAY
REVIEW. "Outstanding ... extremely versatile."
- ELECTRONICS WORLD. Kit $69.95. Wired
$109.95. Incl. cover.
HF85 Stereo Preamplifier: Complete master
stereo preamplifier -control unit, self -powered.
Distortion borders on unmeasurable. Level, bass,
& treble controls independent for each channel
or ganged for both channels. Inputs for phono,
tape head, mike, AM, FM, & FM -multiplex. One
each auxiliary A & B input in each channel.
"Extreme flexibility . . . a bargain." - HI -Fl
REVIEW. Kit $39.95. Wired $64.95. Incl. cover.
New HF89 100 -Watt Stereo Power Amplifier:
Dual 50W highest quality power amplifiers. 200W
peak power output. Uses superlative ultra -linear
connected output transformers for undistorted
response across the entire audio range at full
power, assuring utmost clarity on full orchestra
& organ. 60 db channel separation. IM distortion
0.5% at 100W; harmonic distortion less than 1%
from 20-20,000 cps within 1 db of 100W. Kit
$99.50. Wired $139.50.
HF87 70 -Watt Stereo Power Amplifier. Dual 35W
power amplifiers identical circuit -wise to the
superb HF89, differing only in rating of the out-
put transformers. IM distortion 1% at 70W;
harmonic distortion less than 1% from 20-20,000
cps within 1 db of 70W. Kit $74.95. Wired $114.95.
HF86 28 -Watt Stereo Power Amp. Flawless repro-
duction at modest price. Kit $43.95. Wired $74.95.

Stereo Amplifier -Preamplifier HF81t

FM Tuner HFT9Ott
AM Tuner HF194tt
FM/AM Tuner HFT92tt

Stereo Integrated Amplifier AF4tt

FM Tuner HFT90: Prewired, prealigned, tempera-
ture -compensated "front end" is drift -free. Pre -
wired exclusive precision eye-tronic® traveling
tuning indicator. Sensitivity: 1.5 uv for 20 db
quieting; 2.5 uv for 30 db quieting, full limiting
from 25 uv. IF bandwidth 260 kc at 6 db points.
Both cathode follower & FM -multiplex stereo
outputs, prevent obsolescence. Very low distor-
tion. "One of the best buys in high fidelity kits."
- AUDIOCRAFT. Kit $39.95*. Wired $65.95*.
Cover $3.95. *Less cover, F.E.T. incl.
AM Tuner HFT94: Matches HFT 90. Selects "hi-fi"
wide (20-9000 cps @ -3 db) or weak -station
narrow (20-5000 cps @ -3 db) bandpass. Tuned
RF stage for high selectivity & sensitivity. Pre-
cision eye-tronicW tuning. "One of the best
available." -HI -Fl SYSTEMS. Kit $39.95. Wired
$65.95. Incl. cover & F.E.T.
New FM/AM Tuner HFT92 combines renowned
EICO HFT90 FM Tuner with excellent AM tuning
facilities. Kit $59.95. Wired $94.95. Incl. cover
& F.E.T.
New AF -4 Economy Stereo Integrated Amplifier
provides clean 4W per channel or 8W total out-
put. Kit $38.95. Wired $64.95. Incl. cover & F.E.T
HF12 Mono Integrated Amplifier (not illus.): Com-
plete "front end" facilities & true hi-fi perform-
ance. 12W continuous, 25W peak. Kit $34.95.
Wired $57.95. Incl. cover.
New HFS3 3 -Way Speaker System Semi -Kit com-
plete with factory -built 3/4" veneered plywood (4
sides) cabinet. Bellows -suspension, full -inch ex-
cursion 12" woofer (22 cps res.) 8" mid -range
speaker w.th high internal damping cone for
smooth response, 31/2" cone tweeter. 21/4 cu. ft.
ducted -port enclosure. System Q of 1/2 for
smoothest frequency & best transient response.
32-14,000 cps clean, useful response. 16 ohms
impedance. HWD: 261/2", 137/8", 143/4". Un-
finished birch $72.50. Walnut, mahogany or teak
$87.50.
New HFS5 2 -Way Speaker System Semi -Kit com-
plete with factory -built 3/4" veneered plywood
(4 sides) cabinet. Bellows -suspension, We" excur-
sion, 8" woofer (45 cps. res.), & 31/2" cone
tweeter. 11/4" cu. ft. ducted -port enclosure. Sys-
tem Q of 1/2 for smoothest free,. & best transient
resp. 45-14,000 cps clean, useful resp. 16 ohms.

Mono Hi-Fi
the experts say
your Best Buy
is EICO

Stereo Automatic Changer/
Player 1007

3 -Way Speaker System HFS3
2 -Way Bookshelf Speaker Systems

HFS5 and HFS1

INSTITUTE OF

HIGH FIDELITY
MANUFACTURERS

INC.

HWD: 24", 121/2", 101/2". Unfinished birch $47.50.
Walnut, mahogany or teak $59.50.
HFS1 Bookshelf Speaker System complete with
factory -built cabinet. Jensen 8" woofer, match-
ing Jensen compression -driver exponential horn
tweeter. Smooth clean bass; crisp extended
highs. 70-12,000 cps range, 8 ohms. HWD: 23"
x 11" x 9". Price $39.95.
HFS2 Omni -Directional Speaker System (not illus.)
HWD: 36", 151/4", 111/2". "Fine for stereo" -
MODERN HI -Fl. Completely factory -built. Mahog-
any or walnut $139.95. Blond $144.95.
New Stereo Automatic Changer/Player: The first
& only LUXURY unit at a popular price! New
unique engineering advances no other unit can
offer regardless of price: overall integrated
design, published frequency response, stylus
pressure precision -adjusted by factory, advanced
design cartridge, Compact: 103/4" x 13". Model
10070: 0.7 mil diamond, 3 mil sapphire dual
stylus - $59.75. Model 1007S: 0.7 mil & 3 mil
sapphire - $49.75. Includes F.E.T.

tShown in optional Furniture Wood Cabinet
WE71: Unfinished Birch, $9.95; Walnut or
Mahogany, $13.95.
ttShown in optional Furniture Wood Cabinet
WE70: Unfinished Birch, $8.95; Walnut or
Mahogany, $12.50.

EICO, 33.00 N. Blvd., LI.C. 1, N. Y. C-5

Show me how to SAVE 50% on easy -to -build !
top-quality HI-Fi. Send FREE catalog, Stereo Hi-Fi I
Guide plus name of neighborhood EICO dealer ,

I
Name I

a
Address I
City Zone State I

I
R

Listen to the EICO Hour, WABC-FM, N.Y.,95.5 MC,
Mon. to, Fri. 7:15-8 P.M.,Sat. 11-12 P.M.
© 1960 by EICO, 33-00 N. Blvd., L. I. C. 1, N.Y.
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Radio -Electronics
Hugo Gernsback, Editor

INVENTIONS WANTED
. . . Our Armed Forces Call for New Electronics Ideas . . .

IN our February, 1959, issue, we printed a list of elec-
tronics ideas wanted by our Armed Forces. Here is the
latest list, which contains mostly new requests.
Anyone may submit proposals to the National Inventors

Council for basic inventions needed for national defense.
Such proposals should be submitted separately, typewrit-
ten, if possible. It is advisable that descriptions be com-
plete, including references to the basic principles under-
lying the invention and a discussion of any experimental
work or tests that have been conducted. Advantages of
the invention as compared to existing devices or techniques
should also be listed. It is not necessary that sketches
or drawings be professional.

Keep copies of all items presented and retain one copy
that has been notarized with the exact date so you will
always have proof of conception for patentability. This
is important because your original copy will not be re-
turned by the Government.

It is suggested that you write for the booklet "Inven-
tions Wanted by the Armed Forces," November, 1959, issue.
Write to: National Inventors Council, US Department of
Commerce, Washington 25, D. C. -H.G.

* * *

819. (Revised) ELECTRONIC TIMER. -Device to measure time inter-
vals, 0.1 µsec to 0.9999999 seconds, to an accuracy of -1-..01 Asec or better.
The device should be similar to units now capable of resolving to ±0.1
asec over the same time interval.

859. (Revised) MICROWAVE FILTERS. -Extremely sharp -cutoff se-
lective filters for the microwave region (L -band or X -band). A significant
increase in signal-to-noise ratio would be realized by the use of filters
having a bandpass of a few kilocycles.

864. (Revised) MISS -DISTANCE SYSTEM. -A system which will de-
termine the vector miss distance between a missile and an aerial target.
The system should be of a passive or semi -active type and should possess
the capability of measuring miss distance to the nearest foot at extremely
high sampling rates at any altitude below the ionosphere.

973. LOW -LOSS HIGH -POWER FERRITES FOR USE AS MICRO-
WAVE PHASE SHIFTER.

974. A BROAD -BAND MASER AMPLIFIER FOR USE IN THE
MICROWAVE REGION.

975. A NEW METHOD OF ELECTRONICALLY (NOT WITH FRE-
QUENCY CHANGE) SCANNING AN ANTENNA.

976. RELIABLE LONG -LIFE CATHODE. An efficient indirectly heated
unipotential thermionic cathode having 100,000 hours life in negative
grid tube with current density of 500 ma de per ern;

983. PREFORMED SEMICONDUCTOR CRYSTALS FOR DEVICE
FABRICATION. -Germanium and silicon single crystals grown in ribbons
or rods with uniform physical and electrical characteristics to the sizes
suitable for direct fabrication into diodes, transistors, solar cells, etc. is

desired. The semiconductor material should have properties equal
or superior to material presently used in germanium and silicon tran-
sistors. The new growing method should permit the direct utilization
of the semiconductor for device fabrication, thus eliminating the conven-
tional wasteful and expensive slicing, lapping and polishing operations.

998. TECHNIQUES FOR SUPPRESSING SIDE LOBES OF HIGH -GAIN
ANTENNAS BELOW ANY SPECIFIED MINIMUM. -It has been shown
theoretically that the optimum antenna for microwave communications
is that having high gain and very good side -lobe suppression. Invention
of techniques for achieving high gain and negligible side lobes would
result in a great saving in equipment and installation costs.

1000. METHOD OF TRANSMITTING SPEECH ON TELETYPE CIR-
CUITS. -The use of narrow bandwidths for the transmission of speech
requires eliminating the redundancy of speech waveforms and transmit-
ting only the desired information. A single method of extracting this
information, transmitting it in a code and re-creating speech at the ter-
minal end is needed.

1001. ANTENNA MEASUREMENTS. -For use in interference predic-
tion, as well as to determine antenna behavior outside of the design
band, rapid and reliable technique is required for measuring three-dimen-
sional antenna response outside the design band. The technique should
include consideration of aperture feeds at frequencies other than the
design band.

1002. MICROWAVE DELAY LINE. -A microwave delay line of reason-
able size, with stable electrical characteristics and capable of producing
delays in the order of several hundred microseconds. It is desired that
attenuation should not exceed 50-60 db, but higher values are acceptable.
Bandwidth of at least 0.2 me is desired.

1008. TRANSDUCERS THAT ARE RELATIVELY UNAFFECTED BY
HIGH -TEMPERATURE ENVIRONMENT. -Accuracy of generally 1%

or better.
1018. VIBRATION -ISOLATED PRESSURE TRANSDUCER. -A pres-

sure transducer and/or mounting assembly capable of operating under
an environment of: (1) 3,500°F at the transducer diaphragm ; (2) 500 g's
varying from 0 to 5,000 cycles per second with less than a 1% detri-
ment on the data produced is required.

This transducer must have a frequency response flat to 3 db up to 10,000
cycles or more. This device is desired for the study of unstable rocket
engines.

1024. HIGH -POWER BROAD -BAND SOLID-STATE RF AMPLIFIERS.
1025. BROAD -BAND, RF MEMORY CAPABLE OF REMEMBERING

FREQUENCIES RECEIVED SIMULTANEOUSLY, PHASE AND VIDEO
INFORMATION WITH QUICK READOUT (.05 µSEC).

1043. APPLICATION USEFUL TO THE MILITARY FORCE FIELDS,
GRAVITATION FIELDS, ANTI -GRAVITY FORCES, ETC.

1056. TRANSISTORS. -Transistors with power gain and linear char-
acteristics at extremely small emitter currents and collector voltages per-
mitting efficient operation at very low signal levels.

1057. SOLID-STATE MICROWAVE OSCILLATORS. -A solid-state de-
vice is wanted capable of producing more than 50 mw of microwave
power in the frequency range above 2000 me/sec to serve as a solid-state
pump for parametric amplifiers.

1059. IONICALLY CONDUCTIVE MATERIAL (CATION).-Ionically
conductive material with the following characteristics: (1) strength suffi-
cient to permit the casting of thin films practically impermeable to gases
such as hydrogen, oxygen, etc., (2) very high capacity (in the thin film
form) for the acceptance of hydrogen ions at the film or membrane
surfaces. (3) high mobility of hydrogen ions within the material so that
films or membranes made of the material will have low electrolytical
resistance, (4) high concentration of cation acceptor groups throughout
the material, (5) hydrophyllic, (6) high stability in acid solutions, (7)
very low electronic conductivity.

1060. NONMECHANICAL MICROWAVE CAVITY TIMING METHOD
FOR GAS MASERS. -Microwave cavities in X- and K -band should be
tunable smoothly and without hysteresis over a range of at least ±2 me
with a sensitivity 1 kc per reproducible control step. No electric or mag-
netic field is allowed to be present in the cavity besides the microwave
field to avoid Stark or Zeeman influences. The total mechanism (with-
out the cavity proper) should not weigh more than % pound and should
be easily adaptable to drive by a servo control circuit to hold the cavity
to the exact molecular frequency. The time needed for the tuning device
to effect a frequency change of 5 kc should be less than 1 second.

1061. PRESSURE TRANSDUCER. -Pressure transducer (s) for the
range 0.1 to 1,000 mb with an electrical output (preferably resistance)
which employs no moving parts such as diaphragms, linkages or liquids
(hypsonneters).

1063. PHASE -COHERENT EXCITATION OF MOLECULAR BEAMS
IN THE MM -WAVE RANGE. -Ramsey excitation of a molecular beam
results in a narrow spectral line whose center position depends to a
small extent on the phase difference between the two exciting electro-
magnetic fields. For zero phase difference the center frequency is unshifted.
For 180° phase difference the center is shifted by the amount of the
bandwidth. A simple excitation method is needed to allow a Ramsey
type excitation of molecular beams in the region between 100 and 300
kmc with a maximum phase difference of 2° between the two separated
oscillating fields. For information on the Ramsey method see book by
N. F. Ramsey, Molecular Beams, 1956, Oxford University Press.

1064. HIGH -POWER INSTANTANEOUSLY TUNABLE RESONANT
CIRCUIT FOR THE VHF AND LOWER UHF RANGE. -A resonant cir-
cuit capable of handling 200 watts at a minimum efficiency of 50%.
400 -watt maximum input. Q of approximately 50 to 100. Rate of tuning
to be in the order of milliseconds within the band. This could be an im-
provement of the existing power increductors.

1065. MINIATURE ANTENNA IN THE 6 -60 -MC RANGE. -An antenna
not over 6 feet in any dimension, weighing less than 100 lbs. and capable
of handling 200 watts average power over the 6 -60 -me range with an
impedance of 50-75 ohms. Omnidirectional to 90° beam width in the
horizontal plane and a minimum beam width in the vertical plane of 20°.
Linear polarization is desired.

1066. PCM REPEATER. -A PCM repeater for land or submarine
cables, to handle capacities from 6 to 96 channels, having extreme reli-
ability, of size small enough to become an integral part of the cable or
connector, capable of being self -powered, self -fault -locating, and of such
design that failure of several repeaters in a system will not affect opera-
tion of the system.

1068. CRYSTAL OSCILLATOR. -A crystal oscillator which will auto-
matically adjust its frequency so that the crystal unit operates at zero
phase angle (resonance). It must be capable of this self -adjustment to
within 1 part in 10, whenever there is a change in the crystal parameters,
or when one crystal unit is replaced by another. The frequency range of
current interest is 1-200 me.

(Continued on Page 120)
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A WELD TIMER

Close up of
brain panel.

tt

It doesn't
take e new
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reapplicatiou of
Zusu electronic
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major electronicassemblies

By DELLROYE D. DARLLN

FOR years you have been fixing TV
sets. But today a customer comes
into your shop and says he has a
weld, timer that doesn't work i i gh t .

(Don't think this can't happen to you.
With the amount of industrial elec-
tronic equipment now in use, and a
shortage of trained technicians, more
and more plant operators are turning
to television technicians to maintain
their equipment.)

It's a challenge, so you decide to
have a crack at it. What's the
step? Well, let's use the TV man's
approach right down the line:

1. Make and model, It's a Robotron
model 3B weld timer, operating a spot
welder.

2. Symptoms: When the initiation
switch is pushed to make a weld, noth-
ing happens. Power? Yes, the customer
looked inside the cabinet, and the tubes
were lit.

3. J7 a'amine the equipment, You'll
have to go to the job, because most
industrial equipment is pernianently
installed and -wired directly to the
power lines.

The unit is in a steel case, the timer
section is about 12 x 14 x 18 inches,
and has a double front door. Open the
small one. Inside we find a control panel
with four knobs and three toggle
switches.

The knobs are labeled SQUEEZE, WELD,
HOLD and OFF. The SQUEEZE knob is
calibrated to 120, the HOLD and OFF to
60, and the WELD has two scales, one in
red to 15 and one in black to 60. Ques-
tion the customer (diplomatically, of
course), and he tells you the calibra-
tion is in cycles of time. The line supply
is 120 cycles, so you reason that 1 cycle
on the dial equals 1/60 second.

Basic operation
A few more questions, and you learn

that SQUEEZE is the time the weidei
electrodes take to squeeze the work
pieces together before a weld can be
made. WELD time is the length of time
current flows through the metal to
develop the correct heat. The length
of time the electiodes stay closed while
the weld cools and congeals is called
HOLD time, and OFF time is the time
the electrodes stay open between weld:.
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The power panel mounts a couple of
thyratrons, rectifiers, fuses and relays.

to allow the next piece of work to be
inserted.

The WELD knob has two ranges, Low
(to 15) and HIGH (to 60) as selected
by a toggle switch next to the WELD
knob. Of the two remaining switches,
one is labeled SINGLE and REPEAT, to
allow the machine to work automat-
ically, one weld after another (this is
where oFF time comes in) or to limit
it to one weld each time the pilot switch
is pressed. The last switch is marked
WELD and NO WELD, and allows the
service technician to test -operate the
welder without actually passing weld
current.

Now that we have seen the controls,
open the main door and we'll have a
look at the innards. Inside we find two
separate units or panels. One small
one, on the back of the control panel,
is called the BRAIN panel and carries
six small thyratrons, some terminals
and a large plug and cable connecting
to the POWER panel in the main case.
Turn a "quick -fastener" on the right
edge one -quarter turn and the BRAIN
panel swings open, revealing the com-
ponents which make up the timer cir-
cuits.

Here is a service technician's dream!
The wiring is open, and the parts are
easy to get at. Each part is labeled
(1R, 3C, 2T, etc.), to correspond to
the circuit diagram. This is certainly
an improvement after working on
portable TV sets!

T
L

C

Fig. 1-Relay symbols (industrial sym-
bol on left) : a-normally open; b-

normally closed; c-relay coil.

ELECTRODES MOVED
TO NEW POSITION

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS

installed. Inside are schematics, specifi-
cations and a good description of how
the circuit works.

A quick visual inspection, substitu-
tion of tubes and fuses, and a voltage
check tell us that the power panel seems
OK, so we'll look for our trouble in
the brain or timer circuits. Dig out the
timer schematic and spend a few min-
utes studying the description of how
the circuit works. (By the way, an
electrician or industrial technician
would call this a print, as many dia-
grams are in blueprint form.)

Some of the symbols look a little
strange, but common sense tells us that
a rectangle with 2R alongside it must
be a resistor, 3T is a transformer, and
so on. Watch out for relay contacts,
though, they're drawn much like a
capacitor (Fig. 1).

Another point that you have to watch
in an industrial print is the coding.
Unlike electronics style (for example,
Vi for a tube), the number comes first
(IV). In such instances 5V above a

OPERATOR CLOSES FOOT -SWITCH OR START -BUTTON

TIME FOR ELECTRODES
TO CLOSE a BUILD

UP PRESSURE
BEFORE

WELDING

OFF TIME

HOLD
TIME

SQUEEZE
TIME

ELECTRODES STILL
CLOSED TO ALLOW
METAL TO CONGEAL

In the rear of the main case we find
the POWER panel, carrying two larger
thyratrons, power transformer, relays,
fuses, etc. Now here is a feature that
appeals both to the user and the tech-
nician. If this control requires more
extensive repairs than you can make
conveniently with the unit in its cab-
inet, either the BRAIN or the POWER
panel can be removed and replaced
without cutting wires, disconnecting
leads, etc. Just pull the plugs, turn the
quick -fasteners, and remove the panel.
This feature cuts down -time and saves
thousands of dollars in lost production.

4. Get a schematic. This problem is
a little different from fixing TV sets,
too. With the variety of industrial
equipment in use, it is almost impos-
sible for an independent technician to
stock all the service information nec-
essary. However, the owner will usually
have the information received from the
maker when the control was purchased.

We'll ask the customer for the enve-
lope he received when this timer was

VALVE RELAY CLOSES TO
BRING ELECTRODES TOGETHER

REMAINS CLOSED UNTIL END
OF CLOSING TIME

TUBES FIRE TO ALLOW
CURRENT TO PASS
THROUGH WELDING
TRANS

Fig. 2-Sequence of opera-
tion diagram shows steps in
one cycle of the Robotron 3B
Weld Timer.

tube is an identifying code and not the
plate voltage. With thyratrons, uni-
vibrators, frequency dividers and sim-
ilar circuits where one or more tubes
are cut off and others are conducting,
the normally conducting tubes (when
the equipment is at rest) are shown by
crosshatching or shading the tube
envelope. (In Fig. 3, 2V is conducting
only between grid and cathode while
5V is conducting cathode to plate.)

Into the circuit
Now let's take the symptoms, go

through the circuit and figure out what
part could cause nothing to happen
when the initiation switch is pressed.

The circular sequence diagram (Fig.
2) shows that things must happen in
this order: SQUEEZE, WELD, HOLD, OFF.
Air pressure must be admitted to the
welder during SQUEEZE, WELD and HOLD.
The solenoid valve control relay turns
on the air whenever 1V conducts to
energize its coil, marked SVCR (Fig. 3).
Weld current flows through the elec-
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Fig. 3-Simplified schematic shows
brain panel of Robotron timer in two
languages: a-industrial diagram; b-
electronic diagram.

The brain panel with
its back door open.

trodes only during WELD time. In the
equipment, weld current is controlled
by ignitron tubes fired by the two
thyratrons on the POWER panel, which
get their grid voltage from a trans-
former in 4V's plate circuit. Since we
are interested right now in the BRAIN
circuits, we can simplify things by
assuming the weld current is turned
on and off by WCCR, the weld current
control relay.

The sequence begins with air being
turned on, which happens when IV
fires. Our sick timer won't start at all,
so we'll look first at this 1V circuit.
What would you suspect first? The tube,
naturally. Although industrial controls
use high -quality premium tubes, tube
failure is still the most common cause
of trouble, just as it is in radio and TV.
Try a new 2050 thyratron in place of
IV. No change? Well, while we have
the tube handy, let's try it in place of
the other five tubes. There's another
nice thing about industrial service;
even though there may be a lot of tubes
in a control, you often find that most
of them are the same type.

Now that we've tried all the tubes
and the control still doesn't work, we'll
have to analyze the circuit to see which
underchassis component could keep 1V
from closing the air -valve circuit. But
wait: how about the relay itself? Use
your TV multimeter to check the
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Fig. 4-Waveform across 6V's grid and
cathode when capacitor 5C is open.

resistance of its coil. A reading of 1,000
ohms or more indicates a burned -out
coil. (In this Robotron timer the relay
plugs in and can be removed easily
for checking or replacement.) While
you have the relay out, you might as
well check contact resistance too.

If the initiation switch also checks
out with the ohmmeter, 1V's cathode
and plate circuits are OK. Now there
can be only one reason left for 1V not
firing-negative grid bias. With a plate
voltage of 115 rms, a 2050 will not fire
if the grid is negative about 2 volts
or more.

The first grid of 1V is tied to 6V's
plate, and when 6V conducts a voltage
is developed across 4P and 6C with
the correct polarity to block 1V. Check
the grid voltage on 1V and we find
almost 150 volts negative bias.

According to the description on the

Fig. 5-Waveform across 6V's grid and
cathode when capacitor 5C is good.

print, when the timer is at rest, 5V
should fire to charge 5C negative to
the grid of 6V, keeping 6V blocked.
We've already substituted 5V, so there
must be some other reason for 5V not
firing. But wait-did you notice that
faint blue glow inside the tube? 5V is
firing. (Thyratrons are nice to trouble-
shoot. When conducting, they glow.)

Think it out
Sit back and think a minute. If 5V

is firing, it must be developing a volt-
age across potentiometer 3P, negative
to 6V's grid. Metering 6V's grid-
cathode circuit shows 100 volts negative
at the grid, yet 6V keeps firing. As a
TV technician, used to de plate supply
and vacuum tubes, it's easy to overlook
an important point here. Because the
only way to make a thyratron stop
conducting is to cut off its plate supply,

INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS

thyratrons are generally used on ac.
Because 5V and 6V are connected

with their plates on opposite supply
lines, they cannot conduct at the same
time. 5V conducts only when L2 is
positive, and 6V conducts only when
Ll goes positive. If capacitor 5C were
open, there would be a voltage across
3P only when L2 is positive, and 6V
can't conduct then anyway. When L1
goes positive, the bias is gone, and 6V
fires to charge 6C and blocks 1V.

A TV service scope connected to V6's
grid-cathode circuit will show half -
wave pulses at line frequency if 5C is
open (Fig. 4), de with a slight saw -
tooth ripple if 5C is OK (Fig. 5).
(Remove 6V for this check or its firing
will cause other, stray signals to appear
on its grid.)

This time 5C was bad. Since it is a
timing capacitor, it is important to
replace it only with a unit that has
the same value, tolerance, etc. to main-
tain the calibration of the HOLD pot.

Now, clean up, check the operation
of the control, present the bill and
you're finished with your first job as
an industrial electronic technician.

On the way back to the shop you get
to thinking. That plant had a lot of
electronic equipment and no one to
repair it. How many other small shops
are there in your town with the same
problem? You may have just made the
most important service call in your
whole career. END

Using Surplus 24 -2$ -Volt Relays
SINCE the end of the Second World

War there have been plenty of
24-28 volt de relays on the surplus
market. These could be useful in various
control devices, but their odd voltage
has often seemed an obstacle to their
use. Many people have built expensive
24 -volt supplies so they can use these
relays.

Most people think of these relays in
terms of voltage and not current. Sur-
prising as it may seem, quite a few of
them operate on relatively low current.
This type has a dc resistance of 200 to
400 ohms, and the higher the coil resist-
ance the less current it will draw.

The applications in Figs. 1 and 2 will
work well in most circuits having be-
tween 250 and 400 volts de and drawing
50 ma or more.

The output of the power supply is
connected to one terminal of the relay
coil. The other terminal of the coil is
connected to the load, which can be a

By GEORGE P.
receiver, amplifier, transmitter or any
circuit which draws enough current to
meet the 50 -ma or more current require-
ment of the relay.

When the equipment is turned on, the
relay energizes as soon as the tube fila-
ments warm up. In much equipment the
power transformer center tap or B -plus
is broken, which would de -energize the
relay. One switch in the power supply of
a piece of equipment can control addi-
tional equipment with these relays. A
switch can be wired across the relay
coil to de -energize it, if you do not want
to shut-off power.

The 350 -ohm 10 -watt adjustable re-
sistor (R) connected across the relay
coil in Fig. 1 is used when the equip-
ment would draw too much current
through the coil. The resistor is adjusted
to give a voltage drop of 24-28 volts
across the relay. Measure with a dc volt-
meter. Connect the positive test prod
of the meter to the B -plus side and the

Fig. 1-Adjustable resistor
gives correct voltage across
coil.

Fig. 2 - Capacitor elimi-
nates relay chattering.

OBERTO, K4GRY

STAN COR
PA -8421
OR EQUIV

117 VAC

S + 1K

SEL
RECT51205 mV

150MA
130V

i
1741

Is,
RELAYS

40/150V

Fig. 3-Independent relay power supply.

negative prod to the load side of the coil.
If the relay chatters, connect a 10 -

to 40-,uf capacitor across the coil, as
shown in Fig. 2. Since the voltage drop
is small, the rating of this capacitor
need be no more than 50 volts.

The Fig. 3 circuit is most useful for
applications where an independent relay
power supply is desired. Several relays
may be connected in series to give com-
plete control of all circuits. The relays
are energized by pressing the spst
switch.

If more relays are needed in the cir-
cuit of Fig. 3, the power supply can
be increased to handle the load.

With a little thinking, additional
ways can be found to use these relays,
saving yourself the cost of new ones. I
have used this method for several years
in a AM and SSB amateur station with
excellent results. END
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more

STATIC CONTROL
New control systems are built around logic units
made up of magnetic amplifiers. The reason: logic
units are complex programmed switches and the
magnetic amplifier makes an excellent switch

By TOM JASKI

AST month we discussed magnetic
amplifiers and the Ramey units
based on that principle. Next we
explained how these units are

made up into a control system, marketed
by Westinghouse under the name
CYPAK. The Ramey units are self -
saturating. They control because of
conduction due to saturation in the on
state and nonconduction when satura-
tion is blocked in the off state. In other
words, the impedance of an ac winding

2

3
ON

0 "...SA,

OFF

20

BIAS Ica
0
0

ON

OFF

COMMON

2

BIAS O
0
0

LOAD
c, WINDING

LOAD
WINDING

AC LINE
CT

-A-

LOAD

LOAD
BIAS

LOAD
WINDING WINDING

OFF ON

Fig. 1-a-Circuit of switching unit made
from conventional magnetic amplifier;

b-core and winding arrangement.

in INDUSTRY

is varied by partially or completely
saturating the core with a small amount
of dc "bias" current put through an-
other winding on the same core. Thus,
a large amount of power in the ac
winding can be controlled with small
direct -current changes.

Of course we can use conventional
magnetic amplifiers to build logic units.
To do so we take advantage of the
magnetic amplifier's switching char-
acteristics. General Electric makes two
industrial control systems based on
magnetic amplifiers. One uses conven-
tional and the other special pulsed
units. Both systems are important to
industry, and are discussed here.

G -E ICD system
Fig. 1 is the circuit of a conventional

amplifier used to build logic units. We
have two cores, each with a load wind-
ing of N turns, and a set of bias, and
combined feedback and signal windings
common to both cores. The supply is
center -tapped, giving us full -wave out-
put. Obviously, the on winding turns
the unit on and the off winding turns
it off. But the bias winding is also
center -tapped, allowing us to apply
zero, one unit or two units of bias as we
choose or need. (For simplification, we
will assume that one unit of bias is
1 ma.) The bias opposes the effects of
the signal windings. The feedback will
tend to aid the on winding.

55V

0_ -
GATE 120%

GATE VOLTAGE
PULSES (CARRIER)

LOAD

Fig. 2-Basic unit for pulsed magnetic
amplifier system.

It is fairly obvious how logic units
can be built from these amplifiers. If we
have 2 ma of bias and require an on
signal at both terminals 1 and 2 (1 ma
and 1 ma), we obviously have a two -
input AND unit. (There must be a
signal at both inputs to cancel the
bias.) If we tie the two input terminals
together (either the two on or the two
off terminals), and supply only 1 ma of
bias, we simply have a switching unit.
If we set the bias at 1 amp and supply
separate signals for either 1 or 2 (1 ma
or 1 ma), we have an OR unit (either
input cancels the bias). With zero bias
the feedback winding keeps the unit
saturated even when the input signal
is removed. This becomes a memory
unit, which remains on or off, according
to the latest pulse signal. We can
similarly manipulate the bias and the
off windings to produce a NOT and an
OR -NOT circuit. The OR-NOT unit is
turned off by either of two NOT pulses.
The name OR -NOT is most often con-
tracted to NOR, and this is what we
shall use.

Last month we also discussed how
these logic units are used to make a
control system. With this type of con-
ventional magnetic amplifier, we can
also use a relay as the final element.

+SIGNAL
SUPPLY

_1111.11
B2O'L

I

GATE COMMON

OUTPUT

GATE
VOLTAGE

Fig. 3-Unit with series feedback wind-
ing is basis of pulsed logic units.
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Fig. 5-Circuit of 3 -input OR unit from
pulsed magnetic amplifier.

But we can make magnetic amplifiers
in such a variety that it may well be
possible to handle the controlling func-
tion with a magnetic amplifier without
any relay.

G -E GPCP controls
The other G -E system uses magnetic

amplifiers in a different way. The basic
circuit is in Fig. 2. The unit has three
windings, a gate winding (which we
have been calling the load winding),
a bias winding and a signal winding.
The bias winding is shown in reverse,
indicating that it opposes the action of
the signal winding.

If we apply a pulse (carrier pulse)
to the gate winding with the core not
saturated and a constant bias on the
bias winding and no signal applied, the
gate pulse starts to drive the core into
positive saturation. But it does not
succeed very well and the effect at the
output is negligible, because of the
bias. However, with a signal (input
pulse) applied, the pulse goes toward
positive saturation, and load current
flows. The signal nullifies the bias
current. Remember that we are dealing
with a rectangular magnetization curve,
which means that, after a certain level
of current is reached, the core mag-
netizes very rapidly. If we add a feed-
back winding to this unit (Fig. 3), a
rectifier and a capacitor, we have a
true switching unit. As the pulses
arrive, the capacitor charges. Between
pulses the rectifier keeps the capacitor
from discharging through anything but
the feedback winding, which keeps the
core saturated between pulses. We can

GATE Et BIAS

CONTROL

drimprita
CONTROL
4

3

CONTROLI .1411=q111121140jni P
11111101.1111

CONTROL 2

Fig. 6-Physical arrangement of AND
units. Stacking the cores is required.

make the feedback great enough to
keep the core magnetized with no signal
at the input.

To turn the unit off we need a strong
negative signal. We are interested only
in the effect of a negative signal, not
necessarily in the polarity. Essentially,
then, this idea gives us the basis of a
NOT unit (Fig. 4). If we have the
gating and feedback windings and two
signal windings (one large enough to
block the effects of the other), we can
prevent an output by applying a signal
to the larger winding. Notice that this
is the same as the original switching
unit with the reversed winding, but
now we apply a NOT signal instead of a
constant bias.

If we have several signal windings,
any one of which can turn on the unit,
we have an OR unit (Fig. 5). The core
is not saturated until at least one input
is present. Then the bias is cancelled
and the gate winding delivers an out-
put.

The idea of providing enough feed-
back to keep the unit saturated without
input signal is the basis of the MEMORY
unit, which must have a bias winding,
an overgrown feedback winding, an on
winding and a reversed off winding.

To build an AND unit, a stack of
several cores is used, with a common
gate winding and bias winding and
separate signal windings. The general
arrangement is shown in Figs. 6 and 7.
Any one core can block the gating cur-
rent, and an input to all the core signal
windings is required for an output.

The system is powered by pulses
derived from a 60 -cycle power supply
by saturable reactors and rectifiers.
We'll not go into detail on how this is
done since it takes a lot of space. But
there is one noteworthy feature about
this G -E system: The bias windings in
any one system or section of a system
are all connected in series, and we get
fail-safe operation by including a relay
to turn off all supply power. The reason-
ing is that, if bias fails, a unit would
turn on. This might have disastrous
results if it does so out of sequence.
Rather than have such failure, they
would turn off the entire system.

The G -E systems are also packaged
in plug-in units, like their competitor,
the CYPAK. Ready-made buses allow
simple plug-in construction for control
systems. Such units feature an obvious
economy in service and troubleshooting.

Before leaving magnetic amplifiers to
go on to other static switching systems,
let's take a brief look at other func-
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Fig 7-Circuit of pulsed magnetic am-
plifier AND unit.

tions that by magnetic amplifiers can
handle.

Other switching units
Knowing the switching characteris-

tics of the magnetic amplifier, we might
ask ourselves if they can be used to
build flip-flops, one of the more common
types of switching circuits. They can.
Fig. 8 shows a magnetic amplifier flip-
flop. We have two cores with appro-
priate gate (or load), signal and feed-
back windings. The latter also serve as
bias windings. The rectifiers provide
the de voltages used to saturate cores,
and the power winding also generates
some de voltage in the rectifiers.

When we consider conventional flip-
flops, we are accustomed to thinking of
the tubes in terms of conducting and
cutoff. In magnetic amplifiers, the sat-
urated state corresponds to the con-
ducting state and the nonsaturated to
the cutoff state. However, a saturated
magnetic amplifier (unlike the cathode
circuit in a tube flip-flop) does not
generate a bias, since no voltage is
induced in the winding, while in the
cutoff state a very large voltage is
induced in the bias winding.

Now look at Fig. 8. The bias windings
are in series with each other. Assume
that core 1 is saturated and this circuit
conducting. Since no voltage is gen-
erated in bias winding 1, but a large
voltage in the bias winding on core 2,
which aids the voltage generated by
the power winding, core 1 has a rela-
tively large de in its bias (feedback)
winding, keeping the core saturated.
If we apply a signal to the signal wind-
ing, this core momentarily desaturates
a bit. This causes a voltage to be in-
duced in the bias winding on 1, which,
after rectification, produces a de in the
bias winding on core 2, giving it a bit
of magnetization toward saturation.
This in turn reduces the dc feedback fed
to the bias winding on core 1, and so
on. So we get the typical runaway or
regeneration process as we know it
from other kinds of flip-flops. Thus,
with a strong enough signal in the
signal winding, the units will change
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COUNTER INPUT PULSES

cc..02 CORE I

)
'BLOCKING

RF POWER 1.15 MC
0

1N38(4)

IN38 1N38 RLOADDEMODULATE

CLIP

4.7K

-3V BIAS

GATE

1.001 39K

CORE 2

Fig. 8-Magnetic am-
plifier flip-flop. De-
modulation and filter-
ing are required to get
clean square wave out-
put.

GATE INPUT
PULSES

GATE OUTPUT (GATED PULSES)

Fig. 9-Magnetic audio amplifier is
theoretically possible, but not very prac-

tical.

state. The next pulse gives core 1 a bit
of magnetization, reducing the de bias
it is feeding to core 2's bias winding
and also reducing the current keeping
core 2 saturated. The units again
change state in typical flip-flop fashion.

To build this kind of a flip-flop, we
use a special core material, since the
flip-flop must be much faster than we
cah make it with ordinary core steel,
or even with the special high-perme-

Control system built from
G -E Megamp logic units.
Power supply is on the
bottom.

ability steels used in the magnetic
amplifiers described. So we use a
ferrite, something which looks like the
material in the loopstick, but has radical
magnetic characteristics which have an
even squarer magnetization curve than
those we have been showing. FeiTites
also have three states, saturated in
either direction and not saturated.

For the flip-flop in Fig. 8, we need
not consider the negatively saturated
state. If we operate the units with
positive -going pulses only, there is no
way in which the cores could reach
negative saturation.

Magnetic -amplifier applications
We have been talking mostly in terms

of digital types of control systems, and
thus have been busy with switching
characteristics of magnetic amplifiers
and similar devices. But these are not
the only functions that can be labeled
static control. We can make many
kinds of analog or continuously variable
controls with magnetic amplifiers. And
if this is possible, we should even be
able to build radios and audio amplifiers
with them. This has in fact been done,
and in several ways.

We can balance magnetic amplifiers
so well that we can actually balance
out the carrier and end up with only
the modulation. This kind of amplifier
is shown in Fig. 9. The rectifiers as well
as the magnetic amplifier windings must
balance perfectly. This is very difficult
to achieve, particularly to a point where
the average hi-fi fan is satisfied with
the hum elimination. Another solution

Encapsulated units are G -E multi -pur-
pose conventional Megamp logic units.
Pilot lamp in center of unit lights to
indicate when unit is on.
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BASIC
115V RECT-OSC
60'1, i POWER

SUPPLY

Fig. 10-Basic magnetic amplifier radio.

DEMODULATOR

I

LINE I

L__

LINE

Cr

zz U

MAGNETIC AMPL

V....jMANUAL CONTROL

Fig. 12-a-Thyratron control of split -
phase ac motor; b-magnetic amplifier

equivalent.

is to make the carrier such a high
frequency that we cannot hear it. But
remember, even if the speaker cone does
not respond to the signal, it still dis-
sipates energy in the speaker, reducing
its efficiency to audio signals. The
amplifier of Fig. 9 is theoretically pos-
sible, but practically not a very good
instrument. However they have been
made and they have terrific gains, but
we can still do the same thing more
economically in other ways. The radio
receiver shown in Fig. 10 is also pos-
sible, but not particularly practical.

Much more practical and applied
daily in industry are motor control
systems using magnetic amplifiers. A
typical arrangement is shown in Fig. 11.
The diagram is self-explanatory. Fig.
12 shows a comparison between a
thyratron-controlled directional motor
drive and its magnetic equivalent. The
polarity of the input signal determines

DC DRIVE MOTOR FOR
IRADAR ANT OR SONAR

r4

FIELD

Fig. 11-Magnetic ampli-
fier used to direct radar
search antennas.

the direction the motor turns. In both
cases, the control polarity determines
which INPUT magnetic amplifier (or
saturable reactor) reaches saturation
first. This lets the thyratrons fire or
the output magnetic amplifier "half" to
feed current to the motor. The phase
relationship between the windings
determines the direction the motor
rotates.

We have covered some of the more
common applications of magnetic ampli-
fiers and a small portion of their pos-
sible or even their actual uses. We
could not even begin to describe them
all. But there are other industrial static
controls which also merit consideration.
They include vacuum tubes, transistors,
Unijunction transistors, controlled rec-
tifiers, and special devices which handle
either analog control or digital control.

These devices can be and have been.
combined into control systems fully as
sophisticated, and perhaps as reliable
as the magnetic devices, and in our next
discussion we will view such static
control devices and their many appli-
cations. END

INDUSTRIAL

SAFETY

INTERLOCK
By RONALD L. IVES

ACOMMON trouble with pushbutton -
controlled devices is that every so

often someone will push both buttons
at the same time. This can lead to any-
thing from an overheated motor to a
system burnout and, since human be-
havior is hard to change, protective
circuits are desirable. This is easily
done in many instances by using single -
pole double -throw pushbuttons and a
few minor circuit changes.

Fig. 1 shows such a modification as
applied to a capacitor type motor. In
this circuit, when S1 is depressed to
produce counterclockwise rotation, cur-
rent flows from the line through S2's
normally closed (NC) contact through
the switch -arm interconnection and
finally through S1 to the motor. Press-
ing S2 for clockwise rotation does the
same thing, but through the opposite
switch and motor winding. If both
buttons are pressed simultaneously, the
line is disconnected and nothing hap-
pens.

A similar safety circuit can be used
with a permanent -magnet dc motor as

pressed, both sides of the motor are
connected to the same side of the line
and nothing happens. When S1 is
pressed to give counterclockwise rota-
tion, the one brush is connected to the
negative side of the line while the
other remains connected to the positive
side. If S2 is pressed for clockwise
rotation, the upper brush remains con-
nected to the positive side of the line
while the lower brush is connected to
the negative line.

CAPACITOR MOTOR

Fig. 1-Protective circuit for capacitor
motors.

NC

PM DC
MOTOR

S2-CW

Fig. 2-Permanent magnet de motors
can be protected by using this control

circuit.

By some rather obvious modifications
following the same lines, this general
principle can be applied to a variety
of dual -control situations to prevent
conflicts of circuits or functions. END
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4°' >0</4" 1-3/8"
<
7/8'

t'N1/16" THICK

4" LONG

/8"

-f_1/8"

CUTOUT I/16" DIA HOLE
TOP

SPACERS ( 2 REQUIRED)

1/4" EACH (I/8" THICK)

3/4"

MATERIAL: -
POLYSTYRENE

DIMENSIONS & HOLE SAME AS TOP

Fig.I BOTTOM

)*-1/16" THICK

0

1/4" BETWEEN SPACERS

Fig.2

LINE

10" LAMP CORD

Fig.3

SPACERS CEMENTED TO "-BOTTOM
BOTTOM WITH POLYSTYRENE CEMENT

SPACERS & BOTTOM ASSEMBLY

I8K RESISTOR

NE -2H

NEON LAMP

IN38 DIODE
(CATHODE END TO LAMP)

WIRING ASSEMBLY

TO LINE PLUG (AS ABOVE) SPAGHETTI

r r

MOLDED RUBBERRUBBER
(UNSEPARATED)
LAMP CORD LAID
FIRMLY INTO CHANNEL

Fig.4 BOTTOM,SPACERS a WIRING ASSEMBLED

BASE OF NE -2H EVEN WITH
END OF SPACERS

18 K RES IN38 CHANNEL FILLED WITH POLYSTRENE
CEMENT FLOWED OUT TO HOLD END
OF NE -2H FIRMLY TO BOTTOM

STROBE DISCSTOP NE 2H

'LINE CORD ''BOTTOM SPACERS
f

ANTI -WOBBLE POLYSTYRENE
CEMENTFig.5 COMPLETED ASSEMBLY (SIDE VIEW)

a

STROBE

for

TAPE
Home-made unit checks
your tape recorder's speed-
a must when playing
prerecorded tapes

By W. E. McCORMICK

HERE is a pocket-size strobe that
measures accurately tape speeds
of 33/4, 71/4 and 15 inches per
second.

Since it contains a built-in diode
rectifier that flashes a 1/4 -watt high -
brilliancy neon lamp 60 times a second,
it requires no external light source.
This feature permits on -the -spot checks
wherever 117 -volt 60 -cycle current is
available. Though small enough to be
carried in a shirt pocket, the strobe
will reach to the hub of a 7 -inch reel.

To make the strobe, first cut the
polystyrene handle pieces to the dimen-
sions given in Fig. 1.

Cement the two spacers to the bottom
with polystyrene cement, leaving a 1/4 -

inch channel between them, as shown in
Fig. 2.

Next, attach a male line plug to a
10 -inch length of No. 18 lamp cord, and
wire up resistor, diode and lamp, as
shown in Fig. 3. Cover soldered connec-
tions with pieces of spaghetti split
lengthwise.

Position the base of the neon lamp
even with the ends of the spacers, and
press the cord, resistor and diode into

Bottle polystyrene cement (3 oz.)
4 x 8 x Ns -inch sheet polystyrene (I)
4 x 8 x 1/4 -inch sheet polystyrene (I)
Length No. 18 lamp cord (10 inches)
Male line plug (I)
I/8 -inch diameter spaghetti (4 inches)
IN38 diode (I)
NE -2H 1/4 -watt neon lamp (I)
I8,000 -ohm 1/2 -watt resistor (I)
Pencil clip (I)
Rivet, I/8 -inch diameter, I/8 inch long (I)
Rivet, 146 -inch diameter, 1/4 inch long (I)
4 x 4 -inch pasteboard (I)
Rubberband (I)
Wood glue

Fig. 1-Dimensional drawing of the polystyrene
parts of the tape strobe. Fig. 2-How the poly-
styrene parts are put together. Fig. 3-Wiring
the strobe unit. Fig. 4-Close-up of the handle
assembly. Fig. 5-This is how the strobe disc is
mounted.
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the channel between the spacers. Then
fill the channel with polystyrene cement.

Hold the neon lamp and the bottom
handle piece together with a rubber
band, and apply a generous drop of
cement between them at the base of the
lamp (Fig. 4). Put this assembly aside
to dry.

Cut out the strobe dial and glue it
to a 3 -inch diameter pasteboard disc.
Press flat until dry.

Put a Vs -inch diameter by 1/2 inch
long tubular rivet through the center
of the strobe disc. The cross on the
strobe dial locates its center accurately.
Split the rivet and peen it over, distort-
ing its hole as little as possible. The
assembled disc should spin freely on a
1/16 -inch drill shank.

Sand the edge of the disc assembly
evenly all around until it is exactly
9 inches in circumference. This dimen-
sion is important. It can be checked by

The tape strobe
in action.

pencilling a starting mark on the under-
side of the disc and rolling it over the
face of a ruler.

Cement the top handle piece in place,
aligning the upper and lower rivet
holes with a 1/16 -inch drill shank.

Slip the strobe disc into the handle.
Its inside edge will be under the bead
of the neon lamp, which acts as an
anti -wobble (Fig. 5).

Fasten the strobe disc in the handle
with a 1/16 -inch diameter by 1/4 inch
long rivet. At this point, a word of
caution is in order. Polystyrene is a
temperamental material. It is better to
cement the end of the rivet to the
bottom handle piece than risk cracking
it trying to spread it with a hammer.

Next, a pencil clip, with its wrap-
around flattened out and trimmed, is
cemented to the handle.

TEST INSTRUMENTS

Fig. 6-Cut out and use
this strobe dial in your
unit.

Round off the handle corners to suit,
and the strobe is finished.

To check tape speed, plug the strobe
into any handy extension, and turn the
recorder on. Press the strobe disc gently
-against the tape on the recorder's
supply reel. Either near the neon lamp
or beyond the end of the handle where
the polystyrene "pipes" the light,
observe the circle of radial lines on
the strobe disc corresponding to the
speed at which the recorder is set.

If the tape is traveling too slowly,
the lines will appear to slip backward.
If it is traveling too fast, they will
creep forward. Let's hope the lines
remain stationary, for when they do,
the tape is moving along at exactly the
right speed. END

EQUALIZE VTVM READINGS
VTVM users have often noted that

the DC + meter indication is normally
slightly higher than (or conceivably,
slightly lower than) the DC- indica-
tion. This difference is explained as the
result of the bridge tube operating on
different sections of its characteristic
curve, and some have said that nothing
can be done about it except to try to find
a bridge tube with a more linear char-
acteristic curve.

However, a far easier and more cer-
tain method is to connect a high -ohmage
resistor across the meter on the high
side, to reduce the meter sensitivity on
this side. The sensitivity reduction is
slight and is of no moment anyway,
since the difficulty here is that the meter
is relatively too sensitive on the high
side. The procedure below is outlined
for the Heathkit 7-A, but can easily be
adapted to other vtvm's having a simi-
lar switching arrakigement.

If the meter indication is higher on
the DC+ side, calibrate on the DC- side.
Then temporarily connect a 100,000 -

or 250,000 -ohm carbon potentiometer
across positions 15 and 18 of selector -
switch deck 2. (Position 15 is most
readily reached at the meter "+" con-
nection (A), while position 18 is most
easily reached at the ZERO -ADJUST con-
trol (C) ). Now rotate the temporarily
connected pot until the meter indication
is the same on the DC + as on the DC -
side. Disconnect the pot, without chang-
ing its setting, and with the ohmmeter
note the resistance used. (My V7 -A
required approximately 80,000 ohms.)
Then select a 1/2 -watt 10% carbon resis-
tor which gives the same, or nearly the
same, ohmmeter indication. A series or
parallel pair of resistors may give a
closer match. Finally, insert this resis-
tor or pair permanently across positions
15(A) and 18(C) as above.

Alternatively, if the meter indication
is higher on the DC- side, calibrate on
the DC+ side. Then proceed as above,
except that switch positions 18(C) and
22(B) will now be used.-Joseph H.
Sutton

I2AU7
BRIDGE TUBE

50 TO 75 V

7

150K 220K
150 K

-60 TO 75V
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HAND -SIZED GRID DI METER

By I. QUEEN
EDITORIAL ASSOCIATE

Portable uait covers a wide range of frequencies and

include_.s a crystal oscillator for self calibration

AGRID -DIP meter is indispensable
for measuring tank resonance.
It is helpful when winding coils
and for tuning up circuits. The

device may be transistorized (see RADIO -
ELECTRONICS, May, 1956, page 34) but
the tube version is better. A tube does
not load its tank coil, so it permits
higher sensitivity and wider tuning
range with a given tuning capacitor.
A tube is more stable with respect to
ambient temperature and operating
voltages. Finally, a tube is less expen-
sive than an rf transistor.

Unfortunately, portability is often
impractical because of the physical size
of a tube and its need for heater power.
This grid -dip instrument overcomes
these disadvantages. Its range is 3.4
to 31 mc at full efficiency, and 30-55
me at reduced efficiency. Coils for lower
frequencies may be wound if desired.

The tube is a IAH4 flat subminiature
made by Raytheon. (Other manufac-
turers make it as a round submin-
iature.)

The B -battery is a Burgess Y20 which
measures 11/4 x 11/8 x 9/16 inches and
should last more than 100 hours. The
A -supply is much smaller. It is a nickel-
cadmium cell (Eveready N32T) that
should last about 5 hours in this cir-
cuit, and may be recharged again and
again. In the life of a dip meter, 5 hours
usually means many weeks, perhaps
months. I keep a spare N32T fully
charged for immediate replacement
when the cell becomes exhausted.

Circuit details
One of the unit's features is high-

low switch S1 (Fig. 1) which shorts
out part of the coil winding. Therefore,
two bands are available with a single
coil. Without changing coils, frequency
coverage is 3.4 to 15 mc! This is a wider
stretch than was covered by the tran-
sistor dip meter (previously mentioned)
with its two coils. Yet bandspread is
excellent, each dial range being a fre-
quency ratio of only 2 to 1.

Like other dip meters, this one acts
as a variable -frequency signal generator
when needed. But there is an extra
feature. When a crystal is plugged in,
and the tank tuned appropriately, the

signal is crystal -controlled! This can be
done on a crystal fundamental and its
odd overtones! Simply tune the tank for
approximately an odd harmonic and
watch the meter dip.

Low -frequency crystals work best on
overtones. My 3.7-mc rock generates
third, fifth and even seventh overtones,
the latter becoming tricky to tune.

Obviously, the crystal feature comes
in handy when you calibrate the instru-
ment. You can locate easily and exactly
any frequency (and its overtones) for
any handy crystal.

An earpiece jack lets you monitor
external signals. For example, you can
tune your ham rig by zero -beating it
against the dip meter.

My IAH4 is so small that it fits
between the variable capacitor and the
B -battery (see photo). The tube is
wedged in upside down and its socket
is plugged onto the tube. My tube has
an external metal shield coating which
I scraped off to keep it from shorting
against the capacitor plates. You can
use a sheet of plastic or some other
insulator instead.

For want of a more complicated
arrangement, a rubber band holds the

CI 5p-Ff J2
5

ji 4

XTAL
SOCKET

CHASSIS

COIL 02-a
SOCKET 110p.p.f

2
TUNING

HI

SI
C2 -b

230µ/Lf

METER SET

R2

C3

A -cell grounded against the variable
capacitor. Its positive terminal is
grounded. A lead is soldered to the tab
of the negative terminal to make cir-
cuit connection. Use a minimum of
soldering heat.

The tuning capacitor is a two -gang
superhet type with an 11 -plate oscil-
lator section and a 19 -plate antenna
section. It measures about 11/2 inches
on each of its three dimensions. Maxi-
mum capacitances are approximately
230 Aid (antenna) and 110 Alif (oscil-
lator). There is no reason why other
capacitors with nearly the same capac-
itance should not work. I tried a very
tiny unit (Lafayette MS -261) and
found it worked well, but with slightly
reduced bandwidth.

For the rf choke I use the larger
winding of a broadcast type oscillator
coil (Lafayette MS -265, terminals 2
and 5.)

Coil data
Winding the tank coils is the hard

part, but the following specifications
will save you time and work: Coils are
wound on Millen No. 45005 or other
1 -inch forms with five prongs. Only

120Nxt

RI
47K

RI -47,000 ohms, '/2 watt
R2-pot, 10,000 ohms, linear taper, with spst switch

S2
CI -5-00f disc ceramic
C2-tuning capacitor: antenna section, 230 µµf; os-

cillator section, 110 AO
C3-.01 pi, disc ceramic
C4-120-µpf disc ceramic
All capacitors 50 -volts or higher
BATTI-1.3 volts, nickel-cadmium cell

(Eveready N327 or equivalent)
BA1T2-30 volts (Burgess Y20 or equivalent)

IAH4

BATT1

F -1-

S2

ON-'
.3V '

OFF;

EARPIECE

J3

'RFC

S

T BATT 2
30VOR
MORE

IAH4
(RAYTHEON)

RED
DOT

F+ P

G1/11'\ 62
F
G3

JI-crystal socket
J2-coil socket
J3-phone jack, closed-circuit
LI, 2, 3, 4-see Fig. 2 and text
M-50 pa (Lafayette TM -200 or equivalent)
RFC-see text
SI-spst toggle
S2-spst on R2
V-IAH4
Case, 4 x 21/4 x 21/4 inches
Socket for tube
Miscellaneous hardware

Fig. 1-Circuit of the 1 -tube unit.
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three prongs are actually used; the
others serve as tie terminals.

All coils are close -wound following
the specifications in Fig. 2, and all are
wound in the same direction. The actual
direction does not matter, of course.
A 1/8 -inch space is left between coils
Ll and L2. Note the smaller diameter
of L3. It is wound to be self-supporting
and is placed inside the coil form.

You may have to vary the number
of turns in your particular instrument,
but Fig. 2 will serve as guide. Note
how Si shorts out one winding when it
is closed, to tune to the upper half of
the frequency range. When Si is open,
both windings are effective.

Following are the frequency bands
covered by the dip meter:

LF COIL
SI open 3.4- 7.5 mc
SI closed 6.9-15.5 mc

HF COIL
SI open 13.7-31.0 mc
S I closed 28.0-55.0 mc

Note that the coils are designed to
overlap. Furthermore, I have favored
the ham bands by resonating them at
the high -capacitance end of each range.
Bandspread is much better at this end.
Here are typical dial calibrations:

LF coil, S1 open
HF coil, S1 openDIAL FREQ. (mc)

DIAL FREQ. (mc)
16 3.5
42 4.0 9 14.0

68 5.0 15 14.4

91 7.0 97 31.0

LF coil, SI closed HF coil, SI closed
3 7.0 57 27.0

13 7.3 67 30.0
53 9.0 92 50.0
80 12.0 97 54.0
95 15.0

To measure an unknown tank, couple
its coil to that of the dip meter. Start

with a spacing of 1 inch or less and
start tuning from the low -frequency
side. When you find the dip, separate
the coils because a smaller dip is more
accurate. To use the instrument as a
crystal -controlled signal source, plug in
the desired crystal and tune for a dip
(again from the low side). Stop as soon
as you note the beg inning of a dip.
Tuning for maximum dip may result in
instability.

Calibrate the dial by listening to the
dip signal on an all -wave receiver or
with the help of several crystals (as
mentioned above).

R2 controls the meter setting for any
given range. The meter does not have
to be set for full scale, of course, but
it should be in the upper half for a

TEST INSTRUMENTS

The completed grid -dip
meter. Coil -capacitor assem-
bly is used to test the unit.

Inside the meter's case.
The subminiature tube is
sandwiched between the
tuning capacitor and B-
B ATT.

more distinct dip. Meter readings tend
to decrease with increasing frequency
range. The lowest band easily gives
full-scale readings. On the highest
band, the maximum readings will be
near mid -scale. END

LI

L2

TO PIN I

OF COIL FORM L3
I3T, N°26 ENAM

TO PIN 2

237, N° 26 ENAM

TO PIN I

10T, N°16 ENAM
3/8" DIA

TO PIN 2

L4
4-1/4 T,N° 22 ENAM

TO PIN 3 TO PIN 3

LOW -FRED COIL HIGH -FRED COIL
NOTE- LI,L2,L4 WOUND ON 1" FORM

L3 WOUND INSIDE FORM

Fig. 2-Coil data for grid -dip coils cov-
ering 3.4 to 55 mc in four bands.
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The completed unit with
the rf probe attached.

mini -

tracer
Pspeeds

radio

repairs

By DAVE STONE
Pocket-size unit does every-
thing its shop counterpart
can. The difference is the min-
iature unit travels to the job
with the technician

V3 12 V4 R 8 R7 BATT

A look inside the tracer's case. The pos-
sibilities for miniaturization are obvious.

THE signal tracer is a time-honored
instrument universally used for
troubleshooting and isolating de-
fective stages in many types of

electronic equipment. It is used as a
detector-amplifier to check the opera-
tion of rf and if amplifiers. It can be
used as a straight audio amplifier to
check phono cartridges, microphones
and preamps and the operation of audio
circuits and to detect noise and hum in
amplifiers.

This test instrument is so versatile
and useful that I built a compact tran-
sistor unit to fit into a rear pocket or
small toolbox so it could be on hand at
all times. Battery requirements are
modest and the transistors are almost
indestructible. This combination of long
life, ruggedness and dependability is
hard to beat.

An rf signal is applied to the unit
through the probe's dc -blocking capac-
itor C5 to the diode, for detection. For
audio use, C6 serves as a dc -blocking
capacitor, and the signal is applied
directly to potentiometer R1, which
doubles as the diode load and its GAIN
control. The detected audio signal is
coupled to Vi's base.

The push-pull output stage (V3, V4)
is driven by a 2N215 voltage -amplifier
driver (V2), and produces more than
adequate sound output from the minia-
ture speaker. A 100-µv input at VI's
base gives an audible response, at a
total battery drain of 6 to 8 ma.
Construction kinks

The only critical consideration is the
location of the 2N220 input stage and
GAIN potentiometer Ri. They must be
mounted close to plug P1, and as far
as possible from the output stage to
minimize coupling between input and
output.

The rest of the circuit is straight-
forward. I used two pieces of copper-
clad laminate board for a chassis-one
to mount the input circuit, the other for
the driver and push-pull output. Driver
transformer T1 and output trans-
former T2 are mounted at right angles
to each other to minimize coupling.

The input probe connector can be any
good quality type that is strong enough
to support the probe's weight and stand
the pressures of use. I used Cinch series
300 plugs and sockets because they are
rugged enough to take rough handling
and are easily adapted for probe con-
struction.

The rf probe is fabricated from a
standard test probe and connector.
If necessary, enlarge the inner diameter
of the probe body by drilling carefully.
Then slip the capacitor and diode into
the probe housing. Solder the probe tip
to the capacitor and the diode lead and
ground wire to the connector terminals.
File a little notch in the connector shell
to allow the ground lead to pass through
freely, then assemble the shell over the
connector and probe body and fasten in
place.

The audio probe is made from a
banana plug and plug connector. It may
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2N220 2N2I5 DRIVER TRANS
C2 -.0I VI V2 TI

200V C4 .1 .7* -2:`,
200V

Z1103 R4
I K 4 22K

R2 200V

100K
R547K !

r
L

D=1N67-A
RF PROBE

R6
10K

c'
.
2.2Kea

c. CT

R7
47K

2N109 OUTPUT TRANS
V3 T2

EV (:)

5005t
CT o.

3.20
SPKR

V4
2N10910K

2 J2

RI-pot, 250,000 ohms
R2, 7-47,000 ohms
R3-I,000 ohms
R4-22,000 ohms
R5-100,000 ohms
R6, 8-10,000 ohms
All resistors Y2 watt, 10%
CI -220 upf, mica
C2, 3-.01 tif, 200 volts, paper
C4-.I i.cf, 200 volts, paper
C5-.001 Af, miniature paper (Aerocox P83Z or

equivalent)
C6-.0I Af, miniature paper (Aerovox P83Z or

equivalent)
BATT-9 volts
D -1N67 -A

AUDIO PROBE

-o
gv ;,:ccooi

BATT ON
POWER

JI, 2-jacks (Cinch -Jones Series 300, No. 5302-CCT)
P-plug (Cinch -Jones Series 300, No. P302 -A13)
S-spst toggle
TI-driver transformer: primary, 10,000 ohms;

secondary 2,000 ohms ct (Lafayette TR-98 or
equivalent)

T2-output transformer: primary, 300 ohms ct;
secondary 3.2 ohms (Lafayette TR-99 or
equivalent)

V1 -2N220
V2 -2N215
V3, 4-2N 109
Speaker, miniature, 3.2 ohms
Case, 51,4 x 3 x 21/e inches (Bud Minibox CU -3006

or equivalent)
Test probes
Miscellaneous hardware

Circuit of the 4 -transistor signal tracer.

also be necessary to enlarge the inner
diameter of the banana -plug body to
admit capacitor C6, which is soldered
to the plug tip. The other capacitor
lead and the ground lead are attached
to the connector terminals and as-
sembled the same as the rf probe.

A 24 -inch cord with mating con-
nectors on each end extends the probe's
reach into tight corners or deep chassis.
The battery is a small 9 -volt unit and
can be mounted with a mounting clamp
in any position where space is available.

Final check
When the unit is completed, carefully

check transistor connections and bat-
tery polarity. Incorrect polarity may
ruin the transistors! Throw POWER

switch S to oN and listen for the char-
acteristic rushing noise produced by the
first transistor stage. The 2N220's in-
ternal noise is amplified by the succeed-
ing stages and indicates that the ampli-
fier is working. If nothing is heard,
remove the battery power immediately
and recheck the circuit or transistors.

If all seems well, apply an audio
signal from a generator or phono car-
tridge for a check of the amplifier's
performance. Then connect the rf probe
and test it with an operating broadcast
receiver tuned to a strong local station.
Connect the probe ground to the re-
ceiver ground and place the probe tip
at the detector tube's diode pin or the
plate of the last if amplifier. The sta-
tion program should be heard loud and
clear if the probe is wired correctly.

BENCH

Using the tracer
Very little audio input is needed to

operate the signal tracer as a straight
audio amplifier. Always start with the
GAIN control turned down, for it is easy
to overload and distort the small speak-
er's response with too much input. Don't
use the tracer for a cheek of fidelity for
it is designed for maximum sensitivity
without regard to frequency response.

For rf testing, the probe's ground
lead must be connected to the power
supply ground of the receiver under
test. This may be the chassis or, in
ac-dc types, the common ground at the
power switch or the filter capacitor
negative lead.

Start at the detector diode side of
the last if transformer and work your
way toward the front of the set. The
sequence should be detector diode, last
if amplifier plate, then grid, next if
amplifier plate, and so on. If there is
no output at any of these test points,
the stage is defective and the defective
components can be isolated.

The probe may load the mixer plate
or input if grid in some receivers. If
this happens, inject a tone -modulated
rf or if signal into the receiver's front
end to get an output from the tracer.

This instrument will return the
modest investment of parts and con-
struction time a hundredfold by its use-
fulness and versatility. The old-timer
knows the value of a good signal tracer,
and the younger technician will be de-
lighted with the help this servicing aid
can give. END

The unit was checked and found to operate satisfactorily. It gets a good
signal between antenna and ground although it did not pick up a satisfactory
signal at the output of a converter stage in a ferrite -loop type receiver except
on a strong local station.

TESTED

CHROMA

TRACER

\x/HEN a color TV receiver gives a
good black -and -white picture but

-does not produce a color picture, some-
thing is obviously wrong with the set's
color circuitry. A fast but accurate way
of checking these circuits is to follow
the chroma signal to determine if it is
coming through. A tuned dc voltmeter
(chroma tracer) will do this job.

One such unit can be built around
a 6AM8. The tube's pentode section
serves as a tuned 3.58 -me amplifier
while the diode forms a vtvm (see
diagram). Resistor R1 adjusts the
unit's sensitivity. If the value shown
does not give a wide enough range for
very high signal levels, increase its
resistance or connect a 1.5-µ,af capacitor
in series with Cl. R2 and R3 form a
network that develops a voltage in the
meter circuit which cancels the 6AM8
diode's contact potential. This arrange-
ment zeroes the meter when no signal
is present. R3's value may have to be
changed slightly to get zero deflection.

After building the unit, it must be
aligned. To do so, connect the chroma

3-15"1 2

1300

6AM8
tt 8

11

T2.25

IK

150V

.05

R2
1000 R3

22K

150V

METER
-

SENSITIVITY
0 I MA

TI-CHROMA TAKEOFF TRANS(SYLVANIA N°120-0014)
T2-CHROMA BAND TRANS (N° 120-0013-SYLVANIA)

Simple chroma tracer circuit uses only
one tube.

tracer's probe to the subcarrier gen-
erator of an operating color receiver.
Then adjust transformers T1 and T2
and trimmer capacitor C2 for maximum
meter deflection.

The chroma tracer lets us measure
the chroma signal and only the chroma
signal, thanks to the 3.58 -me tuned
amplifier. By following the chroma sig-
nal through the color circuits (in the
same manner you would circuit trace
a radio receiver), the technician can
find out where it disappears and start
looking for trouble in that stage. While
the chroma tracer is a useful instru-
ment, it is not intended to replace the
oscilloscope. It only supplements the
scope.-Sylvania News
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TEST INSTRUMENTS

AUDIO

ATTENUATOR-

PADDER

for

LOW

LEVEL

TESTING

Tiny passive unit
for making prac-
tical amplifier noise
tests with inputs of
1 my or smaller

By HAROLD REED

WH EN testing audio amplifiers
we would often like to check
the microphone input vs am-
plifier output, and noise lev-

els with a microphone input. Unfor-
tunately, the voltage delivered across
its characteristic load impedance by a
low -impedance mike or other low -im-
pedance device is so low that it cannot
be measured with an ordinary audio
vtvm.

The standard way of getting around
this problem is to set an audio gener-
ator to some output level that can be
easily measured and use pads to reduce
the signal to the fraction of a millivolt
we apply to the amplifier's input, rather
than try to use a microphone to supply
the input signal. But making the neces-
sary pads on short notice or trying to
find the ones you used the last time is
time-consuming.

I solved this problem by putting all
the pads (L -pads) into a single box;
a Signal Padden as I call it. By turn-
ing a single rotary switch, I can now

The completed
Signal Padder.

Banana plugs on the instrument's
rear plug into an audio oscillator.

select the proper impedance source for
the amplifier and the desired input
voltage.

How it's made
All parts are built into a 2% x 21/8

x 1% -inch aluminum box. I installed
two banana plugs on the back of the
box so it would plug right into my
oscillator. Binding posts on the left
side of the case are connected to the
banana plugs and are used to take
voltage readings. Leads from the ba-
nana plugs to the pads are kept short
and are twisted together. The circuit
is shown in Fig. 1. Just remember to
keep all leads as short as possible and
you won't have any trouble. A chart
cemented to the top of the case lists
levels and impedances.

Using the padder
After the unit is plugged into or

otherwise connected to your oscillator,
connect an audio vtvm to its input bind-
ing posts. The amplifier is connected to
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PI JI

INPUT.5V VTVM

P2 J2

RI
SELECTOR- 7

2500 /51-b

240K

R2

130K

R3

75K

R4

180K

R5

110K

R6

62K

R7

1201<

R8

62K
R9

36K

Ell
MN

-DODB4,

250D,

-55DB

250 0

-50 DB

1500

-60DB

150 A

-55DB

1500

DB

500

--60DB

500

-55 DB

500

-50DB
R12
2400

J3

OUTPUT

J4

R1-240,000 ohms
R2-130,000 ohms
R3-75,000 ohms
R4-180,000 ohms
R5-110,000 ohms
R6-62,000 ohms

R7-120,000 ohms
R8-62,000 ohms
R9-36,000 ohms
R10-51 ohms
RI 1-150 ohms
RI2-240 ohms

All resistors are 1/4 -watt units. Actual value should be
as close as possible to the indicated value, so select

the output binding posts on the right
side of the case. No input impedance
load is needed since it is included in
the device. Set the switch for the de-
sired impedance and dbm level.

Next set the oscillator output for
0.5 volt on the vtvm. This is the input
voltage to the Signal Padder. When
this is done, the selected output is fed
to the unit under test.

Any practical output level can be
arranged for. Or by changing the input
level you can change the output. I used
three of the most common low -imped-
ances and power levels in my unit.
Others can be added.

Accuracy depends on the tolerance of
the resistors you use. For a really pre-
cision unit use selected 1% units. If
you decide to use 10% resistors, check
their resistance and use the ones that
come closest to the desired value.

Additional pads
To add another pad we have to know

what voltage level we want to dupli-
cate. If the device is rated in Ndbni (a
given number of decibles below 1 rnw),
we find this power level first 1:y using:

W = (1 x 10') / (antilog -55 dbm
10-') where W is watts and 1 x 10-' is
equal to 1 mw. For example, let's try
and duplicate the output of a 50 -ohm

Fig. 2-Basic L -pad arrangement.

Fig. 1 - Cir-
cuit of the Sig-

nal Padder.

the units you use by checking them with a resistance
bridge.
JI, 2, 3. 4-binding posts
PI, 2-banana plugs
SI-2 poles, 9 positions (Mallory 3229)

or equivalent)
Dial plate (Mallory 459 or equivalent)
Case 234 x 21/8 x 1% inches
Miscellaneous hardware

Test setup for feeding very small test
voltages to an amplifier.

TEST INSTRUMENTS

mike rated at -55 dbm. Our formula
would read:

W = (1 x 10 ") / (antilog - 55 dbm
x 10 ') and the power level comes out
to 3.16 x 10 watts.

The next step is to find the voltage
across the characteristic load imped-
ance. E' = V WZ. Using the preceding
example, E' = V3.16 x 10' x 50
and E, which comes to 0.398 or rounded
off, to 0.4 my. Some handbooks' give
tables of power and voltage levels re-
ferred to 1 mw. Remember, a power
level holds for any impedance, but the
voltage holds only for a given imped-
ance.

The circuit of the L -pads is in Fig.
2. When not referring to a 1 -mw power
level, use the following simple equa-
tions: R1 = Z/C and R2 = Z/B where
Z is the output impedance and B and
C are from a table of values from a
handbook'. R1 is also equal to the im-
pedance multiplied by the voltage ra-
hio. So R1 = E1/E2(Z). R2 can also
be determined for attenuations from 20
to 100 db simply by dividing the im-
pedance the pad is to work into by 0.95.
Thus R2 = Z/0.95. END

References
I Langford -Smith, Radiotron Designer's Handbook,

Fourth Edition, 1952, page 814.
z Allied's Electronics Data Handbook, Second Edi-

tion.

Inside the Signal Padder. Resistors are
wired directly to the switch and binding -

post terminals.
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THE NEWS

The master plot screen on which the game is played.
Umpires-in foreground-monitor the play and evaluate results.

AWAR game, as defined at the
Naval War College, is a
"generic term describing the
means for simulating the play

of systematic strategic or tactical oper-
ations of opposing forces." In the past,
war games were played with small
models of ships, aircraft and sub-
marines manipulated on the floor of a
large auditorium. The opposing sides
consumed hours of time to play out
only a few minutes of actual action. Ex-
perienced senior officers did the umpir-
ing. They used the roll of dice to pre-
dict the probabilities of damage.

The speed and complexity of modern
warfare have outstripped these methods.
Fortunately, the very technological con-
cepts that have given rise to the new
concepts of naval operations have also
provided the means for updating war
games. The Navy Electronic Warfare
Simulator (NEWS) is the vehicle
developed to answer the nuclear -age
need in war gaming technique. Costing
over $7.25 million, containing 250,000
terminations interconnected with 2,500
miles of wiring, using 10,000 tubes and
drawing an equipment electrical load
of about 250,000 volt-amperes, the
NEWS is an electronic engineer's
dream-one of the most elaborate elec-

* Lieutenant Commander, US Navy, Naval
War College, Newport, R. I.

tronic equipment systems ever assem-
bled under one roof.

General description
The NEWS is primarily a two-sided

electromechanical warfare simulator
making available the elements of mobil-
ity, firepower and intelligence to oppos-
ing commanders for use in controlling
assigned forces as programmed in an
operational war game. Command de-
cisions are based on simulated infor-
mation the commanders receive (similar
to what they would receive in actual
combat at sea), and result in inter-
actions which are then assessed and
evaluated by the NEWS in percentage
of damage to engaged forces.

Outputs of the assessment and evalu-
ation processes modify the mobility,
firepower and intelligence available to
the two forces. Human umpires can
interpret or override any portion or all
of the computed damage results. These
modifications are fed back to the com-
manders, who are now confronted with
a new situation requiring a new esti-
mate and new decisions. This continuous
dynamic "closed -loop" play in real time
provides the technique for the conduct
of educational war games.

Functional areas
The NEWS occupies a building a

block long and three stories high, and

Naval Electronic
Warfare Simulator
brings atomic -age
techniques to
traditional war
games

By D. C. REDGRAVE*

extending to over 35,000 square feet of
floor space. Within that area are 20
command centers, a large umpire area,
a communication control room, main
control room and equipment room. Fig.
1 is a simplified schematic that shows
the NEWS major components and the
flow of electronic and mechanical data.
The 20 command centers (10 to each
side) are manned by the commanders
and staffs of the active forces in a war
game. Each command center has facil-
ities for maneuvering forces (one to
four forces per command center),
obtaining radar detection and evaluated
CIC (combat information center) infor-
mation, weapon control (four weapons
per force) and communications (eight
voice and one teletype channel per com-
mand center). Plotting boards maintain
navigation information, and meters in-
dicate the percentage of own -force effec-
tiveness remaining at all times. One of
the command centers on each side is
that of the admiral, who has only one
force (his flagship) and directs the
action through communications to other
command centers, as would be the case
in a real engagement.

The umpire area is dominated by the
great square master plot screen, 15
feet to a side. The movements of all
48 forces (24 to a side) are projected
on this screen as shaped, colored images
(green, white or amber) by 48 optical

48 RADIO -ELECTRONICS
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ACTIVE INDICATOR

14/ S. MANUAL SET KNOB

COUNTER CONTROL SWITCH

COURSE DIAL

ACTIVE SWITCH

SPEED DIAL

SPEED RANGE
MULTIPLIER SWITCH

117 V. 60
REGULATED

5000 KNOT SPEED
RANGE INDICATOR

LIMIT S UNUSABLE
RATIO WARNING

N/S RAPID
TRAVERSE SWITCH

Dana

E>-

-LATCH RELEASE

projectors. Large panels on each side
of the screen contain 5,136 lights show-
ing the complete weapon -target status
of all 48 forces. Below these, meters
show remaining effectiveness of each
force.

Positioning forces
A grid coordinate system positions

all forces in the NEWS. The simulated
ocean area is gridded into 4,000 x -co-
ordinates measured from the western
ocean boundary to the east, and into
4,000 y -coordinates measured from
south to north. The z-coordinate, for
aircraft altitude and submarine depth,
is introduced into the display system
via the force characteristics panels.

The umpires have facilities to control
the "ocean size," making the screen
represent an area 40, 400, 1,000 or
4,000 miles on a side; the problem
speed, 1, 2 or 4 times clock time; damage
assessment, and other factors such as
force and weapon characteristics, com-
munication networks and intelligence-
type information to command centers.

The communication control room sets
up and patches networks as required
by the commanders. It also contains
facilities for leaking communications
from one of the opposing sides to the
other when the umpires detect viola -

N/S COUNTER

E./W COUNTER

E1W MANUAL SET KNOB

COURSE CONTROL SWITCH

IREMOTE CONTROL INDICATORS

SPEED CONTROL SWITCH

50 KNOT SPEED RANGE
INDICATOR

117V. 60 n,
UNREGULATED

500 KNOT SPEED RANGE
INDICATOR

POWER ON
INDICATOR

MASTER SWITCH

Fig. 2-Navigational
computer, front
panel.

tions of radio security. The main con-
trol room houses the 48 navigational
computers, one of which appears on the
cover picture, also the controls for area
size, problem clock time and problem

speed. The equipment room includes
the damage computer and various elec-
tronic and electromechanical compo-
nents of the maneuver and display, and
the communications subsystems.

Navigational computer
When a commander in a command

center maneuvers his force by adjust-
ing the course and speed dials, he is
remotely transmitting a signal to one
of the navigational computers (see
cover picture). The computer simulates
the course and speed of his force by
generating rectangular coordinate data
from the course and speed inputs
(polar voltages) so that the movement
of a force-on any of the four ocean
sizes and at any of the three clock
speeds-can be presented on the master
plot screen.

Speed is set in-either locally on the
front of the computer (Fig. 2) or re-
motely from the parent command cen-
ter-by a speed switch. (Fig. 3 is a side
view of the computer opened for inspec-
tion or service.) The speed control
motor rotates in the direction speci-
fied by the switch to increase or de-
crease the speed setting. The motor
shaft rotation transmits speed output
information to local and remote indi-
cators and to the speed voltage resolver.
A top -speed -limiting facility located on
the force characteristics panel is con-
nected electrically to this speed system
to limit the top speed of the force.

Course information is set in-either
locally or remotely-by a course switch.
The course control system is generally
similar to the one for speed. Speed in-
put is represented by a 60 -cycle voltage
and course input by the mechanical
angle of a shaft.

The output of the speed Variac is
exactly proportional to the speed dial
setting controlled by the speed switch.
This output is applied to the stator
terminals of the sine -cosine resolver,

One of the 20 command centers. Officer in left background
adjusts course dial and altitude level; officer in foreground is probing

radar pip and reporting results to superior by radiophone.
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a transformer in which the angle be-
tween primary and secondary windings
is continuously adjustable. It resembles
a small wound -rotor induction motor
with two stator windings at right
angles to each other. The speed voltage
E is fed into the stator winding and the
motor shaft, geared to the course dial,
rotates through an angle 0 in accord-
ance with course information.

The output of the resolver is, then,
two rectangular (x and y) voltages
proportional to the speed and course.
(The x-coordinate E. is equal to E
sine 0 and the y-coordinate voltage Ey
is equal to E cosine 0. These coordinate
voltages, after suitable amplification,
are applied to one of the optical pro-
jectors, which displays a shaped image
representing that particular force on
the screen. The projector unit (contain-
ing the lamp and reflector) of the
optical projector is supported by a
gimbal mounted in a pivot support and
positioned by the x and y synchro
voltage input. The heading of the
shaped image-as distinct from the
position-is controlled by a separate
synchro voltage from the computer
course information.

In addition to positioning the image
of its force on the screen, each com-
puter supplies a number of other out-
puts, including digital counter readings
to the parent command center (also
displayed on its own front panel) as
well as information used in the com-
mand center to plot own -force position
for navigational purposes. The course
and speed information is furnished to
the radar display system and the dam-
age computer.

The navigational computers have
three auxiliary control functions that
provide greater convenience and more
flexibility in programming and opera-
tion. Rapid traverse enables the force
controlled by the computer to be slewed
rapidly across any ocean size before
the start of a game. Transmission sync
provides rapid rotation of the electro-
mechanical transmission input shafts
to permit meshing the change gears in
a few seconds. Position matching is a
remotely controlled operation for
matching the position of one force
with that of another (such as an air-
craft on the deck of a carrier or a
Polaris missile in a submarine). With
this feature it is possible to slave three
forces to one master force, or to three
different ones.

Damage computer subsystem
The damage computer is the most

novel equipment from an electronic
standpoint. Unfortunately, its very
complexity prevents its being described
in detail here. This partial treatment
is due only to the difficulty of describing
it-the subsystem is possibly the most
important feature of the NEWS, and
would be well worth an article in itself.
The reader can get a rough idea of its
complexity from the flow diagram,
Fig. 4. Not all the components shown
in that diagram will be mentioned, and

OCEAN'8"
TRANS
RESOLVER

1 X COURSE
SYNCRO
3X COURSE
SYNCHRO
RELAY
BANK
RATE Ex
TORQUE
AMPL

OCEAN "B" TRANS
OCEAN"A' TRANS
CLOCK SPEED TRANS

/TORQUE MOTOR

CLOCK SPEED
TRANS

SYNCHRO
E/W OUTPUT

Fig. 3-Side view of computer. Some components
mentioned in text are on the opposite side.

those that are must in most cases be
discussed in terms of what they do,
without attempting to explain how they
perform their functions.

One of the features of the damage
computer is a sequential switch that
somewhat resembles a magnified tele-
phone -exchange stepping switch. It con-
sists of 193 vertical rows (192 weapons
and one test circuit) of 14 active con-
tacts each, all arranged on the pe-
riphery of a circular tub. Fourteen
brushes sweep across the active con-
tacts of each vertical row once a second.

Another portion of the computer
consists of a bank of 2,000 Helipots,
grouped in 20 horizontal rows of 100
pots each.

To simplify the required machine
parameters, the 192 weapons (4 each
for each of the 48 forces) are divided
into a possible 20 weapon types (such
as 5 -inch guns, missiles, torpedoes or
depth charges) and the 48 forces are
grouped into a possible 20 target types
(such as cruiser, destroyer, aircraft or
submarine) .

To follow the operation of the dam-

age computer subsystem, let us assume
that the commander of White Force
25 sees a pip on his radar. He inter-
rogates (or probes the pip with an
electronic eye) this target, and obtains
such information on it as has been pre-
programmed. (This information may
change during an action-for example,
a pip at maximum radar range may
give only the bearing of an opposing
force; as range decreases, the type of
target, its range and other information
may become available, as would be the
case in a real engagement.) The com-
mander decides to acquire (place him-
self in readiness to fire on) this target
with his weapon C. (The four weapons
per force are identified as A, B, C and
D.) The acquisition button of weapon
C is pressed, starting a chain of events.
The computer picks up, from the
navigational computer, the coordinates
of the weapon and the target (Green
Force 1) and calculates the range. It
also computes, from a number of fac-
tors, a probability of a hit, and, if there
is a hit, the amount of damage that
might be inflicted. A steady light is
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lighted on the weapon target status
boards (matrix) in the umpire area to
let the umpires know what target the
weapon has engaged. Five of the po-
tentiometers, those programmed for
weapon 25C against target Force 1, in
the 2,000 -pot bank are connected to the
sequential switch and their output is
sampled once per second for calculation
of the hit probability and damage per
hit. All this flow of information takes
place even though the weapon does not
fire at the target. But unless the weapon
fires, there is no output from the hit
resolver and damage resolver.

ASSOCIATED EQUIPMENT
30 V SYNC VOLTAGE SOURCE

30 DC VOLTS

The sequential
switch that
samples all
weapons once
each second.

When the commander of White Force
25 presses his firing button, two pulses
are sent out. One rings an "under -
attack" gong and lights an indicator
for Green Force 1 for 25 seconds. It
also causes the steady light for weapon
25C in the umpire area to blink for
25 seconds, informing the umpires that
firing has commenced.

The other pulse is routed through
the sequential switch to the hit resolver,
where it triggers a gate. A random
noise generated in the hit resolver is
trying to feed pulses continuously
through this gate. The length of time
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the gate is open is determined by the
height of the hit probability pulse (50
to 80 volts) as determined by the com-
puter. If the gate is open long enough
for three noise pulses to get through),
a hit pulse is generated. Employment
of the noise generator results in a
randomization of hit probability not
under human control.

If a hit resolver gate pulse is re-
ceived, the damage resolver generates
damage pulses through a gate as in the
hit resolver. Each damage pulse repre-
sents 1% damage to the target.

The number of damage pulses gen-
erated is proportional to the voltage of
the damage weighting pulse from the
control function computer. The damage
weighting pulse varies between 50 and
80 volts, with 50 volts representing
zero and 80 volts representing 100%
damage. If the damage resolver is
operated in the "fixed" mode, the dam-
age pulses have a frequency of about
45 kc and their number is proportional
to the amplitude of the damage weight-
ing pulse. If the damage resolver is
operated in the "random" mode, a
chance factor is introduced. The pulses
occur at random intervals and the
number of pulses will vary above and
below that which would be expected
from the amplitude of the damage
weighting pulse.

Since there is only one damage
resolver in the system, the pulses must
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Fig. 4-The damage computer. Simplified schematic and
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be routed to the correct target. The
coincidence gate is again used. The
damage pulses are routed to all tubes
in the damage distributor but there is
no output from them until another
pulse is received. This is a 30 -volt
pulse P3 fed from the vertical row
of the sequential switch for (in our
example, 25C) the weapon to the acqui-
sition switch assembly. The acquisition
switch for weapon 25C is pointed at
Force 1, so the tube in the damage
distributor for Force 1 is gated. The
damage pulses then feed through this
tube to the vehicle effectiveness remain-
ing converter (VERC). In the VERC,
the damage pulses are recorded by
electronic counters and the percent
damage is converted into percent effec-
tiveness voltage. The counters of an
undamaged vehicle will read 00, and
its effectiveness voltage will be 28,
giving an effectiveness reading of 100%
on the effectiveness meters. After a hit
which causes, for example, 25% dam-
age, the damage resolver will generate
25 pulses which will give a reading of
25 on the vehicle effectiveness register
converter damage counters. This pro-
duces an effectiveness voltage of 21,
which gives an effectiveness of 75%
on the effectiveness remaining indi-
cators.

The percent effectiveness voltage is
transmitted from the vehicle effective-
ness register converter to the control

48

indicator, effectiveness remaining indi-
cators in the target command center,
umpire area and the force character-
istics panel in the control room.

If the target damage equals or ex-
ceeds 100% (effectiveness remaining is
zero), additional outputs from the
VERC indicate to the umpires that the
force has been killed and also prevent
the force killed from doing further
firing.

Another feature of the damage com-
puter, one not always used, is per-
mitting the firing force to know he has
registered a hit. To do this, the coin-
cidence gate is again employed. The hit
pulse generated in the hit resolver is
on one line and fed to all tubes in the
hit indication driver group. A 100 -volt
synchronizing pulse (P4) from channel
8 of the sequential switch goes out on
the vertical row to the weapon channel
in the hit indication driver group. In
our example, weapon 25C vertical row
is connected to the tube for 25C and, if
a hit is made, a pulse is fed through a
switch (manually preset) on the con-
trol indicator to the command center.
If permitted, the commander of Force
25 knows when he has obtained a hit.

While the discussion on the damage
computer subsystem takes a lot of
words, the actual hit computation, dam-
age assessment and hit indication for
any one weapon take place within 4.5
milliseconds. The damage computer sub -
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system can sample all the possible 192
engagements once each second.

Summary
The NEWS represents a novel con-

cept in the employment of a computer
as a military problem aid. Computers
have been used to help analyze various
aspects of warfare, but in these cases
mathematical models describing a rigid
situation have been fed into them, and
an outcome, or series of outcomes, has
been the generated result. In the NEWS
the situation is not rigid, and the com-
puter serves to assist in the rapid as-
sessment of weapon employment as dic-
tated by the opposing commanders. The
NEWS does not provide for automatic
operation but rather for manual varia-
tion in the parameters of the various
elements of warfare. The skill in the
exercise of professional military judg-
ment is the most important element in
the NEWS.

The full potential of the Navy Elec-
tronic War Simulator is rapidly gaining
recognition, though years of operational
experience may be required to realize
all its potentialities. It has already pro-
vided the US Navy with an immeas-
urably valuable vehicle on which to
further the education of its officers
and to provide them the opportunity to
gain significant command experience in
various aspects of modern naval war-
fare. END
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ELECTRONICS
CAN
SAVE
YOUR
HEART

Two electronic instruments prom-
ise to help you live longer by
keeping pumping

By DR. BERNARD S. POST *
MEDICAL electronics is the spe-

cial field which deals with all
electronic devices and tech-
niques used in the diagnosis

and treatment of disease in the human
body. It also includes special pieces of
apparatus used in basic medical re-
search. Among such equipment are two
items which are more spectacular than
others in their application. These are
the cardiac Pacemaker and cardiac
defibrillator.

The Pacemaker is used if the heart
has stopped completely or is not beating
rapidly enough to maintain life, as in
certain forms of heart block where the
pulse beat may fall to a rate of 30 or
less. The heart is essentially a four -
chambered pump (Fig. 1) which oper-
ates on a mechanical force basis. It
pumps blood through the organs, sup-
plying them with nutrition and oxygen
and a way to eliminate waste products.
The chambers of the heart contract in
a definite sequence called the cardiac
cycle. The contractions are controlled
and timed by nerve impulses. These im-
pulses are electrical in nature, as has
been demonstrated with oscilloscopes
and electrocardiographs.

In some situations the nerve mecha-
nism in the heart is either poisoned by
the toxic products of disease or scar

* BS, MD, PGME of IRE. In charge, Electro-
myography Laboratory, St. John's Episcopal
Hospital, Brooklyn, N. Y.

tissue constricts the conducting tissues
in the heart. When this happens, some
of the impulses which initiate the nor-
mal contraction cycle are blocked and
insufficient contractions take place per
minute. This causes a deficit in the sup-
ply of food and oxygen, which can re-
sult in death. In these cases there is
time to supply the patient with an
artificial Pacemaker which takes over
the nerve tissue's job and sets up a
cycle of impulses that keep the heart
beating properly. This equipment, if
available, can also be used on a patient
who may have died suddenly from shock
or during surgical procedure. If used
promptly, normal heart action may be
re-established.

There are other diseases which affect
the human heart by setting up a period
of wild, asynchronous contractions of

Combined Pacemaker and
external Defibrillator.

Cardiac Pacemaker, Monitor
and Electrocardioscope in use.

all the chambers. This condition is
called fibrillation and may involve
either auricles or ventricles or both.
When the heart fibrillates, it twitches
in all directions at the same time and
there is no concerted, unified pumping
action. The condition rapidly leads to
death because, even though the ven-
tricles are beating, the body is not get-
ting enough blood to carry on its vital
function. The defibrillator is a piece of
equipment used to re-establish a suit-
able rhythm. It delivers a pulse to the
ventricles each time a switch is de-
pressed. This pulse, known as a counter -
shock, has a fixed 0.15 -second duration
with a 1.5- to 3 -amp current. The shock
will sometimes stop the heartbeat com-
pletely, after which the Pacemaker is
applied. Or the heart may be shocked
out of fibrillation and made to beat
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Fig. 1- The human heart: a-schematic drawing; b-block
diagram-hydraulic analogy to demonstrate force -pump action.

regularly on its own. Countershock
voltage may be applied in steps up to
750 and up to 15 amps can be applied
through the closed chest wall. The
power relay contacts and isolation
transformers will safely transmit 12,-
000 watts. The automatic timing circuit
which fixes the impulse duration at 0.15
second will not allow successive counter -
shocks more often than one per second,
to protect the patient from undue
heating.

Pacemaker circuit
Fig. 2 is a typical example of Pace-

maker circuitry. Power to the instru-
ment is controlled by an ON-OFF-STAND-
BY switch (S) located on the front
panel. All power is disconnected in the
OFF position. In STANDBY, all circuits
are activated with the exception of the
pulse output jacks to the patient's elec-
trodes. These are energized in the ON

position. With the switch in oN or
STANDBY, the POWER INDICATOR glows.
The PULSE INDICATOR is excited only in
the ON position and only when a pulse
occurs. This makes the lamp flicker
once for each pulse. A typical power
supply consists of a transformer and

S NAL
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PUSH-PULL
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ALARM DEVICE
TRIGGERING
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TO
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OSCILLOSCOPE
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selenium rectifier. They are used in a
conventional half -wave rectifier supply
that delivers approximately 325 volts
dc. Ripple is filtered by R6 and C1.

The pulse is produced by the block-
ing oscillator pulse generator composed
of V1 and associated circuits. This is
how it works: Assume that C2 and C3
are charged in such a manner that V1's
grid is negative with respect to ground.
If this potential is large enough, V1
is cut off and no plate current flows.
Vl's grid potential will then rise slowly
toward the voltage dictated by the set-
ting of the HEART RATE control (R2) as
C2 and C3 charge through R2, R3 and
R4. At some point in this charging
cycle, V1 will start drawing plate cur-
rent which will flow through wind-
ing L2 of T2. This current flow induces
a voltage in L1 the upper part of T2
in the diagram. This in turn causes the
grid to go even more positive, which
causes even more current to flow in L2.
This regenerative action takes place
very rapidly and the current drawn by
V1 increases to the saturation point of
T2. Now there can be no further change
in current flow through the lower por-
tion of T2's winding. In 2 to 3 milli-

OSC
TRANS
T2

C2 I

2A3

Fig. 2- Typical Pacemaker unit: a-block diagram of monitor system to
start the Pacemaker automatically when it is needed; b-schematic diagram.
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seconds, the voltage on T2's grid wind-
ing begins to drop, causing current
through V1 to decrease. A similar but
opposite action to the buildup portion
of the pulse cycle, takes place, return-
ing the circuit to cutoff. In so doing, C2
and C3 are discharged to a negative
voltage with respect to ground and the
slow charging of the capacitors starts
another pulse cycle. RECT2 is used as
a diode and prevents negative over-
shoot of the pulse at Vl's filament. R5
and C4 form a shaping network to
round off the top of the output pulse.
The pulses flowing in the filament re-
turn circuit of V1 are coupled to the
electrodes through T3. R9 is the PULSE

AMPLITUDE control.
The HEART RATE control (R2) sets

the interval between pulses, and there-
fore the pulse rate, by controlling the
capacitor voltage toward which C2 and
and C3 rise during the charging part
of the cycle. The pulse at Vl's fila-
ment is coupled to the output through
coupling transformer T3. Pulse ampli-
tude is controlled by R9. The schematics
presented are not meant to be used as
a guide for the construction of a pace-
maker. (Circuitry in such equipment
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Fig. 3 - Typical electrocardiograph
waveform-one cycle.

is critical and requires careful labora-
tory trial and checking before they can
be used, since improper use could result
in a death.)

The cardiac Pacemaker is often com-
bined with a device which monitors the
rate of the patient's heartbeat and
automatically cuts in the Pacemaker if
the rate falls below a safe level. The
patient is wired to the circuit and re-
mains connected to the equipment at all
times, whether he is in his bed or on
the operating -room table. In cardiac
surgery, the hookup is made to the
limbs so that the chest is free for the
surgical procedure. The equipment con-
sists of three parts which are unified in
construction. On the left in the head
photo is the Pacemaker section; on the
right, the automatic monitor, and
above, a specialized oscilloscope called
an electrocardioscope. The apparatus
is compact and simple to operate. The
oscilloscope controls are standard. The
Pacemaker controls consist of two
potentiometers. One of them controls
the rate of stimulation (between 30 to
180 impulses per minute). The other
varies the voltage amplitude continu-
ously from 0 to 150. A neon signal light
is activated by each impulse for visual
reassurance that the current is flowing
to the heart muscle. Note also the
switching device which activates a jack
plug to transmit impulses directly to
the exposed heart during surgery if
necessary. These internal electrodes
may be placed directly by the surgeon
if desired.

The three monitor controls include
a potentiometer to regulate the audio
component of the electrocardiographic
tracing on the scope; a second one to
increase the sensitivity of the alarm
system which goes off simultaneously
with the Pacemaker is the patient's
heart rate falls below a safe level, and
a third to vary the interval between
heartbeats (periods of asystole). A
neon signal light flickers for each heart-
beat. A panel light indicates power to
the preamplifier through the on-off-
alarm switch.

Reading head action
The electrical activity of the heart

is picked up through the patient's elec-
trodes, amplified by a self-contained
electrocardiograph amplifier and dis-
played on a long-persistance oscillo-
scope tube for continuous visual moni-
toring of the patient's electrocardio-

gram. The scope has a writing rate of
1 inch per second and a total sweep
time of 3 seconds. Electrosurgical in-
struments do not disturb the operation
of this instrument. The typical wave-
form picked up from cardiac output is
shown in Fig. 3.

The heart's contractions are timed
and controlled by nerve impulses which
arise within the heart itself. As these
impulses stream through the heart, they
leave the tissue through which they
pass momentarily electronegative with
respect to the rest of the heart and
body. The resultant shifting of this
electronegative area with the passage
of the nerve impulse constitutes a
minute electrical current change which
produces the waveform shown in Fig. 3.
This wave is referred to physiologically
as depolarization. When the impulse
has passed, the muscle tissue returns
to its normal state by a process called
repolarization.

The letters P, Q, R, S, T are arbi-
trary names given to each part of the
total heart -contraction waveform. The
P -wave is the deflection produced by
auricular depolarization. The Q -wave
is the initial negative deflection caused
by ventricular depolarization. It pre-
cedes the R -wave, which is the first
positive deflection during ventricular
depolarization. S is the first large nega-
tive deflection of ventricular depolari-
zation. This does not contradict the
statement concerning the Q -wave, since
that is not always present and when it
is, it usually is of very small amplitude.
For this reason, I referred to it as the
initial negative deflection. The T -wave
is considered to be the repolarization of
the ventricular muscle. Sometimes a
repolarization wave for the auricular
muscle is also seen and, when present,
is referred to as the Ta-wave. However,
it is rarely seen in the usual electro-
cardiographic examination of the heart.

The QRS complex which represents
the ventricular contraction is further
amplified by the monitor while all other
electrical activity is filtered out. The
QRS is converted to a neon flash and a
sharp audible note of about 800 cycles.

The audible signal of each heartbeat
immediately indicates any abnormality,
making it unnecessary to view the
scope constantly. This has its greatest
advantage in the operating room. If the
heart should stop or slow down, an
alarm will immediately go off. A loud
continuous 800 -cycle tone (high A) will
sound when the time interval between
any two heartbeats exceeds the time
set by the systole (interval) control on
the instrument. This time may be
varied from 1 to 10 seconds (6 to 60
beats) per minute. When the alarm
sounds, the pacemaker section is ener-
gized through a relay timing circuit,
and begins to produce monophasic
round -topped 3 -millisecond impulses.
These are optimum for cardiac stimu-
lation but can cause no physical dam-
age. The low internal impedance (less
than 50 ohms) permits better than ade-
quate power output even across very
low body resistances.

Thanks to close cooperation between
medical men, electronic engineers and
workers in medical electronics, progress
has been accelerated in this field in the
last 15 years. Equipment for diagnostic
and therapeutic purposes has been pro-
duced to fill each need as it arose, so
today our instruments border on what
would have been unbelievable 20 years
ago. Recent reports mention transistor
cardiac Pacemakers small enough to be
implanted in the body tissues (2 inches
in diameter by 1/2 inch in thickness and
permanently encased in epoxy resin)
and with a battery life of nearly 5
years. These are in operation in a
number of human patients as well as
laboratory animals. This has taken the
patient out of his bed and made a use-
ful human being out of him, rather
than a medical oddity.

A number of other electronic applica-
tions to medical problems will be dis-
cussed in later articles. The series is
being written so all technicians may
have some insight into the electronic
requirements of modern medicine and
also in the hope that some of you may
be stimulated to go still further in
this field. END
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SOME-or maybe a great deal-of
our future electric power may be
generated by one of the uncon-
ventional means shown on this

page. This was the theme of a recent
demonstration at the Westinghouse Re-
search Laboratories.

Basically, it was pointed out, the
ideas are not new-their application to
power production is. The fuel cell dates
back to Sir Humphrey Davy in 1802,
thermoelectricity to Seebeck in 1821,
and thermionic effects to Edison in 1878
and magnetohydrodynamics to Faraday
in 1831.

The devices that were demonstrated
produced direct current at potentials
ranging from a fraction of a volt to
about 30 volts, and powers from 0.2
watt to 5 kilowatts.

At present all are highly experi-
mental, and electricity produced by
them is far more costly than by con-
ventional methods. But even now one
or another of these generators may be
economic for certain applications, such
as those in which noise or vibration
cannot be tolerated, or for use in remote
areas (the Russians sell a kerosene -
powered thermoelectric generator to
operate a radio in remote areas).

Within a few years, it is expected
that the power available from devices
using these techniques will be vastly
increased, with possibly a correspond-
ing drop in initial cost and fuel ex-
pense. END

In the fuel cell at A, carbon and oxygen
or air are consumed in a high -tempera-
ture furnace (about 800°C) to produce
electricity. Such cells may be capable
of producing 2 kw per cubic foot of cell
(excluding surrounding furnace). In
the thermionic converter (B), a vac-
uum -tube cathode (filament) at high
temperature emits electrons which are
collected at the anode and do useful

FOUR NEW
SOU

POWER

work passing through a load to the
cathode. This unit produced small
amounts of power at 3-volts-lit a pilot
lamp brightly and turned a tiny fan.
The tube is a "soft" type, containing
cesium gas.

This magnetohydrodynamic generator
(see RADIO -ELECTRONICS, January,
1960, page 8) blasts ionized gas through
a magnetic field at velocities from 1,000

CES OF

to 2,000 miles per hour to generate cur-
rent. The generator shown (C) pro-
duces about 1 watt-a larger unit dem-
onstrated at the same time was capable
of 5 -kw output. The thermoelectric
generator at D consists of a large num-
ber of thermocouples, uses propane gas
for heating. It produces 100 watts. A
1,000 -watt unit-powered by nuclear
fuel-is under construction.
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N
The Ear Is Not Fooled (Much)

A series of experiments in which
listeners were given the opportunity
to rate various types of stereo sys-
tems was described by Harwood B.
Moore of the General Electric Co.,
Utica, N.Y.

Various types of stereo and partial
stereo, including regular stereo sys-
tems with two distinct channels, sat-
ellite systems with mixed bass, and
single -cabinet stereo systems, were
used in the experiments. Though
nothing startling came from the ex-
periments, many high-fidelity affi-
cionados had their previous opinions
confirmed. The listeners almost
unanimously preferred the true
stereo over all other systems. And
the closely placed speakers of the
single -cabinet systems gave the lis-
teners less feeling of stereo than any
of the others.

Stereo at I7/8 ips
Dr. Peter Goldmark of the CBS

Laboratories unveiled a new tape
playing and recording system at the
IRE convention. It consists of a
revolutionary new tape that pro-
duces good sound at I% ips and a
stereo tape -changer mechanism that
plays for five hours without atten-
tion. The tape is 150 mils wide and
carries three tracks. Two are the
ordinary stereophonic pair. The
third track-situated in the center
of the tape-is intended to carry the
reverberated and delayed sound
which is an important part of what
the listener hears in a concert hall.

at the 1960
IRE CONVENTION

Engineers' meeting and show held in
New York March 1960, brings out
some original ideas and novel gadgets

(See News Briefs for other convention news)

Experiments show this sound adds
greatly to the illusion of realism.
Each track is 40 mils wide.

The tape is wound in sealed car-
tridges approximately 31/2 inches
square and 5/16 inch thick. Each
tape plays 64 minutes and can be re-
wound in 20 seconds. Dr. Goldmark
stated that Zenith in this country
and Grundig in Germany intend to
market the equipment in 1961.

The CBS instrument may not be
the only tape changer to appear in
the near future. Another changer
was described to the convention by
Marvin Camras, whose work was
largely responsible for our present-
day magnetic recording equipment.
Camras' changer is to be compatible
with existing tape recorders and
players, only a takeup reel with a
ball detent in the hub (costing about
50c) would be necessary, said
Camras. Inexpensive adapters could
modify the same players for semi-
automatic operation. The system is
applicable to all type speeds and
modes of operation.

Human Body a Broadcaster?
Muscles of the human body origi-

nate radio -frequency signals, mem-
bers of the IRE were told at the
recent convention. Frequencies as
high as 150 kc have been detected,
but higher -frequency radiations may
exist.

According to Dr. Volkers of Cohu
Electronics, one of the authors of
the paper presented to the IRE con-
vention, signals are emitted by
muscles in action, such as those of
the chest while inhaling. No signals
were sent out during exhalation,
though they continued if the subject
inhaled and held his breath. Another
interesting feature is that some of
the smaller muscles of the body
transmit stronger signals than larg-
er ones. Thus, exceptionally strong
signals are sent out from the muscles
of the little finger. The only part of
the body that does not transmit sig-
nals, Dr. Volkers found, is the head!
The signals are in the form of sharp
spikes.

Varicaps Tune Auto Radio
One of the few new departures

that appeared at the Radio Engi-

neering Show was a remote radio
tuner in a car steering wheel. Ex-
hibited as an experimental model by
Hughes Aircraft Co., the tuner uses
voltage -variable capacitors to tune

the receiver. Pushbuttons in a head
mounted in the center of the steering
wheel select stations. The receiver
itself may be mounted in the usual
place (where it may be tuned manu-
ally when expedient) or in any other
desired location in the car.

Ultrasonics Measures
Liquid Flow

Two papers presented at the con-
vention described how ultrasonics
can be used to measure flow of liq-
uids. Both pointed out that the speed
of sound is low enough that, in a
moving stream, a transverse acous-
tic wave is carried along by the
stream as it passes through the
water. If acoustic signals-sonic or
ultrasonic - are introduced into a
flowing stream-either a river or in
a pipe-and reflected from the oppo-
site side of the stream, they will
have traveled a longer distance in a
flowing liquid than in a still one, and
the length of the path would increase
with the speed of liquid flow. Thus,
measuring the time required for the
signals to return measures the rated
flow. One of the papers, presented
by Miller, Richardson and Serotta
of Raytheon, discussed measuring
river flow; the other, by Dahlke and
Welkowitz of Gulton Industries,
measurement of flow in pipes. END
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By EDWIN BOHR
Microminiature unit is a complete
3 -transistor amplifier

ERE is a microminiature tran-
sistor amplifier you can build
and hide behind a postage stamp.
The circuit -board area is less

than 0.5 square inch.
The circuit is ultra simple, too. The

only components are three transistors,
three resistors and one capacitor. Cost
is low, and assembly is unusually easy.

Circuit simplicity and reductions in
commercially available component sizes
make a home -built amplifier of such
exceedingly small size possible. Resis-
tors are 1/10 -watt type and the elec-
trolytic capacitor is the minimum -size
variety sealed in a ceramic or aluminum
sleeve.

The transistors are the smallest
available, 2N207's. However, other
slightly larger transistors, the 2N105
for example, can be used without in-
creasing the circuit board size.

Circuit details
The direct -coupled circuit is a Philco

development and appears on the data
sheet for the 2N207. The collectors of
V1 and V2 operate at about 0.3 volt.
This mode of operation yields some-
what less than normal gain, but is
tremendously simple and gives a con-
siderable reduction in transistor -pro-
duced input -stage noise.

MIKE

V1,2,3=2N207

Resistor R3 supplies bias current
for the input transistor (V1) and,
because of the direct coupling, sub-
sequently controls the bias current for
the second stage and output transistor
V3.

Because transistors, even of the same
type, vary enormously in the amount of
no -bias current flow (Ico), R3's value
must be selected experimentally to pro-
vide optimum bias for V3.

Bias variations caused by changes in
temperature are reduced by dc negative
feedback, since R3 connects to V3's
collector. For example, as Vl's Teo in-
creases with temperature, V3's collector
voltage decreases. This reduced voltage
causes less current to flow through R3,
partially compensating for the in-
creased Ieo.

Generally, the circuit compensates
against temperature changes of bias
and operating point to about 107°F.
Above this temperature, the transistors
may be driven into nonlinear operation.
This, of course, results in distortion
and greatly reduced power output.

Fig. 1 gives the circuit details. Input
and output impedances are both about
1,000 ohms. Maximum output voltage
into the earphone is approximately 0.5.

'Earphone resistance is important.
Earphone voltage drop affects the bias

13
RI R2

VOLUME 3.3K 2.7K

VI

5K \ r

, I .3V r .3V 1-,...---

APPROX l_. APPROX 11Lv.,

V2 V3

2 C :...1
>-c,

12/6V
)1

I 2/6V R3(SEE TEXT)
I_
1 ....

PHONES ( I K DC)

c!,:c-r

3;

410<

ADJ R3 FOR .8V o-

51 S1 1.34 V BATT

i ON -
1 OFF

2N207, -A, -E1

-
RI -3,300 ohms, 1/10 watt (Allen-Bradley, Ohmite) C--2 0, 6 volts, miniature electrolytic
R2-2,700 ohms, 1/10 watt (Allen-Bradley, Ohmite) BATT-I.34 volts (Mallory RM-400R, RM-401R or
R3-see text, 1/10 watt (Allen-Bradley, Ohmite) equivalent)
R4-pot 5,000 ohms, with spst switch MIKE-Shure MC -I or equivalent

and operating conditions of all three
stages. Use an earphone with a de
resistance of approximately 1,000 ohms.
Most 2,000 -ohm impedance earphones
actually have resistances of about 1,000
ohms.

If in doubt, measure the earphone
resistance with an ohmmeter. Also, its
de resistance may be marked on the
box.

A volume control is needed to pre-
vent overloading and distortion on loud
signals from the microphone or other
pickup device. Fig. 1 shows how a
5,000 -ohm volume control and micro-
phone connect to the amplifier input.

Fig. 1-b gives an alternate connec-
tion for coupling from a crystal detec-
tor or similar source.

Build one yourself
Fig. 2 shows the printed -circuit wir-

ing for this unit. However, ordinary
prepunched or solid insulating board
and standard wiring also work. Drill
holes, pull the leads through and tie
them together with short pieces of
small wire.

If equipment is available for drilling
small holes, use No. 76 wire drills for
the lead holes. This size is excellent for
capacitor, resistor and transistor leads.

Wire the circuit, but omit resistor

COUPLING CAP

INPUTof
CONNECTION
N°5

Fig. 1 -a --Circuit of the 3 -stage
amplifier; b-alternate input ar-
rangement for coupling from a
crystal detector or similar source.
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EEE

PHONES o
I 34V

DOTTED LINES ARE ETCHED -FOIL WIRING ON REAR OF BOARD-a-
R3. However, be sure to leave a space
to connect R3 later conveniently.

Next, connect the volume control,
microphone, earphone and mercury cell.
Be sure battery polarity is correct.

Connect a voltmeter from terminal 4
to terminal 5 and select a value for R3
that produces a reading of about 0.8
volt. The resistance may range any-
where between 27,000 and 180,000 ohms.

For convenience, temporarily con-
nect a 250,000 -ohm variable resistance
-a volume control will do-in place of
R3 and adjust it until 0.8 volt is
measured. Then measure the resistance
of the control with an ohmmeter and
substitute the nearest value of fixed
resistance.

If the measured resistance of the
variable control is 110,000 ohms, use
either a 100,000- or 120,000 -ohm fixed
resistor. After the fixed resistor is in -

go coo 000 oo

ONICrommeimmil)
3/4"

9/16" Fig. 2-a-Parts layout on the
printed circuit board; b-wiring
side of board shown approxi-
mately twice actual size.

stalled, it is a good idea to remeasure
V3's collector voltage to see if it is
still approximately 0.8 volt.

When transistors are changed or
swapped, even though they are the
same type, R3's value will have to be
readjusted.

If ultra -low noise levels are needed,
the selected low -noise 2N207 -B's and
2N207 -A's should be used in the first
two stages. However, the 2N207 is a
very -low -noise unit and we feel it is
satisfactory for most applications.

Operating notes
The amplifier's supply voltage should

be constant and present low internal
resistance. For this reason, a single
mercury cell is recommended.. Current
drain is roughly 2 ma.

A tiny RM-400R operates the ampli-
fier for about 40 hours, and the RM-401

Power Amplifier for
AC -DC Sets

By JOHN A. DEWAR
F you have ever tried to connect a
power amplifier to an ac-dc receiver,

you know the difficulties involved with
hum and hot line connections. The
power output amplifier described here
solves the ac-dc coupling problem and
also kills another bird with the same
stone.

Being a little Scottish by nature, I
have long worried about what to do
with power transformers from c' .olete
radios. Many of these with a 2.5 -volt
heater winding for 45, 46, 47 or 2A5
output tubes are husky types that put

1619

10112
I

RECEIVER
1 (2) 8OUTP

STAGE T

T3

B+ 1

X 2 . 5 V
42

0

T 7 5W
10K

0 v:

VC

©SEE
TEXT

5Y3-GT

300V
47K
2W

out 350-400 volts at more than 100 ma.
Brittle insulation and potted trans-
formers make rewinding the 2.5 -volt
secondary to 6.3 volts impossible. How-
ever, by using a 1619 tube, we can still
use the 2.5 -volt secondary and extend
the useful life of those old transformers.
(New, this tube runs about $4; surplus
less than 50c.)

The 1619 is a metal tube, similar to
the 6L6 but with a 2.5 -volt 2 -amp di-
rectly heated filament that can handle
up to 36 watts of audio in class -AB,
operation.

Characteristics of the 1619 are:

a
3 4)t" j2 7,2
"S F, VS

asV

AB, 400 300 50 -20 17.5 14,000
AB, 400 300 75 -16.5 36 6,000

The amplifier (see photo and dia-
gram) is built into a 4 x 11 -inch chassis
and incorporates a unique system for
coupling to the ac-dc receiver. The
push-pull output transformer from the
obsolete radio is used as the push-pull
to input transformer for the amplifier.
The receiver's voice -coil winding is
connected to the voice -coil winding of
the input transformer. This couples the
audio but isolates the amplifier from
the ac-dc set as long as the input trans-
former is left floating. Also, since the
de resistance of the input transformer's
grid winding is low, the amplifier can be
driven into the region of class -AB,

gives approximately 400 hours of
operation.

To prevent ultrasonic parasitic oscil-
lations, keep microphone leads as short
as possible, or use shielded wire for
necessarily long leads. If the amplifier
is placed in a metal case, connect the
case to either terminal 3 or 5.

Any additional tendency toward
oscillation can be cured by connecting
a .05-µf microminiature ceramic capac-
itor from V2's collector to terminal 5.
Do not connect capacitance across the
microphone or earphone because this
will produce resonances and an undesir-
able amount of sea -shell ringing and
noise enhancement.

You can get considerably more gain
and better low -frequency response re-
sults if C1 is increased to 10 µf or more.
It may, however, increase the ampli-
fier's size slightly. END

operation without running into serious
distortion caused by grid current.

Removing the screen connection from
the receiver's output tube and con-
necting its screen to its plate for triode
operation gives less audio gain but bet-
ter quality and the output tube acts as
the 1619's driver. For better treble re-
sponse, remove the bypass capacitor
usually connected to the output tube
plate, since some of the highs will be
lost in the distributed capacitance of
the succeeding transformers.

The impedance of the output trans-
former is not critical-about 10,000
ohms is suitable. I even used a vibrator
transformer in my unit. Strange as it
may seem, this gives good audio re-
sponse and has a large power -handling
ability. Either half or all of the center -
tapped low -voltage winding can be used
for best impedance match.

No claim is made that this is a high-
fidelity amplifier, but it does have good
quality. The highs are brilliant, bass
is strong, and the amplifier will load a
heavy-duty 12 -inch speaker to the point
where the windows rattle. END
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YOUR OWN

By NORMAN H. CROWHURST*

HAVING discussed the salient
points of the various important
sections of a preamp, we can
now design a complete unit.

The exact shape will depend upon
your choice of styling, but there are
some construction features that should
be mentioned from the viewpoint of per-
formance. A preamp has to handle ex-
tremely small signals and bring them up
to a level suitable for the input of the
basic amplifier. This means that hum
and other spurious sounds must be
minimized.

To do so, the low-level circuits should
be adequately shielded and kept away
from possible radiating fields from
which they may pick up hum. This is
an advantage of the long low type of
construction that has become popular
in preamp styling. It permits the input
end to be kept well away from the
power transformer and other power
supply components.

You can save yourself considerable
trouble in hum elimination by using an
aluminum chassis rather than a steel
one. All power transformers radiate a
certain amount of hum field, and the
steel chassis tends to convey it through-
out its length while the aluminum
chassis does not.

The entire amplifier should be en-
closed in a metallic casing, preferably
aluminum. This provides integrated
shielding for all the low-level stages
and avoids the necessity for shielding
individual leads. The latter practice
causes difficulty with high -frequency
response because shielded leads intro-
duce extra capacitance to ground,

'Author: Understanding Hi-Fi Circuits, Gems -
back Library.

Fig. 1-Preliminary
figuring; first the
general tube plan is
laid out and prospec-
tive signal levels at
various points filled
in.

"IJIMV

LOW-LEVE
INPUT

'1.,60MV

Part V-Putting the pieces together

REAMP
which means that the high -frequency
rolloff will be quite severe. Use a com-
pletely enclosed construction, so the
tubes and their associated circuits are
all surrounded by a metallic shield,
and arrange the layout so the signal
path progresses steadily across the
chassis from left to right with the
minimum lead length between any two
points, to get the best all-around per-
formance.

General circuit plan
Assume we want the low-level input

to take 1 my from a pickup and give
2 volts from the preamp output, to
provide a margin for the usual ampli-
fier input-in the region of 0.5 to 1

volt. One half of a 12AX7 operating
with a 270,000 -ohm plate coupling
resistor and a following -stage grid re-
sistor of 470,000 ohms will give a gain
of 66, according to the tube manual.
Three such stages will give a gain of
663 or 287,000, or 109 db.

We need equalizing circuits that will
introduce 20-db attenuation and our
tone control circuit should provide a
similar loss. This will leave a net gain
of about 69 db, which allows 3-db mar-
gin over the 66 db we set for ourselves
(1 my in to 2 volts out). This looks as
if we could use two 12AX7's, using the
spare half for a cathode -follower out-
put (Fig. 1).

From this we can sketch out the
approximate level at different points,
as in Fig. 1 to see how we can arrange
the sequence. With a 1-mv input, the
first stage will give a gain (in round
figures) of 60, producing 60 my at the
plate. If we put the equalization in at
this point, it will reduce the level to

HIGH LEVEL INPUT

I2AX7

EQUALIZER
(20DB
LOSS)

r1,360MV
VOLUME

270K

TONE
CONTROL
(20 DB

LOSS)

6 my at the grid of the second stage,
which is 16 db higher in level than the
grid of the first stage and hence keeps
a safe margin above noise.

The second stage will give a further
gain of 60, bringing the level up to
360 my at its plate. We also need a
high-level input for radio, TV, crystal
pickup or tape sources, each of which
may be in the region of 0.5 to 1 volt,
and none of which require this phono
equalization. So the output of the second
stage is a convenient point to place a
high-level input.

Next we can add the volume control,
followed by the tone control. The tone
control brings the maximum level down
into the region of 36 my. The last of
the three amplifying stages brings the
level up to a maximum of 2 volts-
our specified output level.

Here we can insert the loudness
control and finish off with the cathode
follower. It provides a low source
impedance for the connecting link to
the power amplifier and insures that
loading by the power amplifier input
impedance does not affect loudness -
control performance or any other part
of the preamplifier in any way.

We have based this calculation on
the 12AX7, but this tube is notoriously
microphonic and hum -generating in
low-level application. But the 7025 has
electrical characteristics identical to
those of the 12AX7, and is specially
constructed to be non-microphonic and
have low hum for preamplifier use.

Power supplies

With the amount of bass emphasis
given by the equalizer (and possibly

12AX7
'1,2V

270K

OUTPUT
2V
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SEE TEXT
ON SEL RECTS
a TRANS

7025
HTRS

+ ADJUST 100µf/ 25V -
RESISTOR
TO GET NOT
MORE THAN 24 V

Fig. 2-Ac heaters may cause hum
problems; this dc heater supply solves

them.

with the aid of a 100-µf electrolytic
capacitor and a resistor to provide the
necessary voltage drop to protect the
tube heaters.

The dropping resistor must be care-
fully adjusted to avoid burning out the
heaters. Start with a value that is
obviously too large-say 50 ohms-and
work your way down until you get 24
volts or a little less. If you start the
wrong side of 24 volts, you may well
blow the tubes.

Fig. 3-Basic outline of B -plus supply arrangement with values.

Fig. 4-Basic low -frequency section of
the equalizer circuit.

some additional from the tone control),
hum level is not low enough using ac
heaters. The tube data give the max-
imum rms hum level referenced to the
grid as 7 µv. With the circuit dis-
cussed, the audio level at the input is
only 1 my, so this gives us a hum level
only 43 db below maximum audio level,
although this will, it is true, be all 60
cycles.

The best sure-fire remedy is to use
dc for the heaters of all tubes (using
7025's both places). If the heaters are
connected in series, the supply needed
for them is 24 volts at 0.150 amp. This
is conveniently supplied by a selenium
rectifier and a suitable transformer.
A minimum of filtering gets heater
hum down to a satisfactory level. A
100-µf 25 -volt electrolytic across the
heater line will do, as shown in Fig. 2.
This circuit may need a little trimming
to get the right heater supply voltage.
Don't have it over 24 volts. If any-
thing, err on the low side-say 20-22
volts.

A de heater supply can be built
around one of the newer transformers
for feeding selenium rectifiers and a
rectifier that can handle 24 volts at
150 ma. Two connected in full -wave
with a suitable transformer will give
24 volts at 150 ma quite well filtered

A 3,300 -ohm cathode resistor gives
correct bias for each stage. To get
maximum gain it is bypassed by an
electrolytic capacitor. A no -id 6 -volt
unit is satisfactory.

For the B -supply, a transformer
with a 500 -volt center -tapped secondary
rated at 20 ma is ample. A pair of
selenium rectifiers feeding a resistance-
capacitance filter give adequately
smooth B -plus at each point.

To minimize feedback problems
caused by the common B -supply, the
cathode -follower feed is decoupled on
the first stage, while the middle two
stages have a common B -plus feed
point as shown in Fig. 3. This insures
that any common coupling through the
supply will always be negative feed-
back. This can occur only under max-
imum -gain conditions, with bass boost,
volume control and loudness control all
set at maximum.

The resistors are calculated to pro -

Fig. 5 - Low - fre-
quency equalizer
with click suppress-
ing resistors added.

Fig. 6 - The com-
plete equalizer and
input switching ar-
rangement.

vide the right plate voltages at each
supply point. Each tube takes 0.45 ma
(according to the tube manual). The
rectifier will give about 300- volts on
the 10 -pi electrolytic. Allowing 50 volts'
drop in the feed to the cathode follower
requires 56,000 ohms. A further 100,-
000 ohms to the first stage will give it
about 200 volts. The feed to the middle
stages also uses 56,000 ohms to give
250 volts B -plus.

Equalization
Now for the audio circuits. We de-

cide we want three equalizations: one
for the RIAA curve which gives a 20-db
low -frequency boost between 50 and
500 cycles and a high -frequency rolloff
commencing at 2,120 cycles. The ffrr,
for older London records, requires a 14-
db low -frequency boost, with the critical
points at 150 and 750 cycles, and a
20-db downward step for the high end,
with the critical points at 1,000 cycles
and 10 kc. Finally, a curve to suit the
European 78 is desirable. It gives a
20-db low -frequency boost, with the
critical points at 25 and 250 cycles,
with no high rolloff at all. If a special
equalization is needed, it can be added
in a similar manner.

The maximum low -frequency boost
required for any of these is 20 db,
although the ffrr requires only 14 db.
So we can use a 1-megohm series resis-
tor from the plate -coupling resistor of
the first stage to provide the top end
of the boost network as a starting
point.

For the European 78 characteristic,
which has no high rolloff, connecting
this circuit to the grid of the second
stage causes a loss of high frequencies
due to about 5-0-µµf stray capacitance
to ground. This will be across a result-
ant resistance of approximately 100,000
ohms. To compensate for this, connect
a 5-wif capacitor across the 1-megohm
resistor.

For each of the 20-db boosts, the
bottom -end resistor should be about
120,000 ohms. The capacitor has to be
modified to give the right turnover
point in each case. For a 14-db boost,
the bottom -end resistor must be about
220,000 ohms.

To get the boost in the right place,
the turnover point should be at 500
cycles for the RIAA. For a 120,000 -ohm
reactance at 500 cycles, we need .0025
µf. For the European 78, we need a ca-
pacitor with a 120,000 -ohm reactance at
250 cycles. This requires .005 pf. For
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Fig. 7-Figuring out the
tone control circuit values.

the ffrr we need a capacitor with a 220,-
000 -ohm reactance at 750 cycles. This
requires .001 id. The circuit so far is
shown in Fig. 4.

As a precaution against switching
clicks when the switch is turned with
the program turned on, connect a 10-
megohm resistor between the switch
contact and ground, to keep each of
these capacitors discharged when not
in the circuit, as shown in Fig. 5.

To take care of the high -frequency
rolloff, the RIAA requires a capaci-
tance with a 100,000 -ohm reactance at
2,120 cycles. Here 750 ityf will serve.
For the ffrr characteristic, we need a
12,000 -ohm resistance in series with
a capacitance giving a 110,000 -ohm
reactance at 1,000 cycles. This requires
.0015 if. This takes care of the three
equalization characteristics, which can
be wired as shown in Fig. 6. A three -
pole four -position switch is used to
select phono equalization character-
istics in three positions. The fourth
position is for high-level input.

Volume and tone controls
To satisfy the loading requirements

of the second stage, a 500,000 -ohm
LEVEL control should be used. This is
the minimum value to secure maximum
gain from the second stage. At same
time, the resistance of the second stage,
looking back from the top end of the
volume control, is somewhat less than
100,000 ohms while the maximum

source resistance, looking in at the
slider of the volume control, occurs
when this is approximately 300,000
ohms from the bottom and will be a
resistance of 150,000 ohms. So the
source resistance, looking back into the
volume control from the tone control
circuit (Fig. 7), will be a maximum of
150,000 ohms and a minimum, near its
bottom position, in the region of zero.

It should have a logarithmic taper
to give the correct range discussed in
the article on this subject. An inexpen-
sive little luxury is the 100,000 -ohm
preset potentiometer connected in the
high-level input, which adjusts the in-
put so program switching does not
drastically alter level.

If we make the top -end resistor of
the tone -control divider network 1

megohm, and the bottom -end resistor
120,000 ohms, we should get tone
compensation which is practically un-
affected by the volume control setting.
The bass -boost capacitor should have
a reactance of 120,000 ohms at about
500 cycles, which requires .0025 if.
The rolloff capacitor should be about
250 Aid. The BASS control should be
2.5 megohms as an optimum value.
If more control is required, 5 megohms
may give better results but this runs
the risk of putting too much resistance
in the grid circuit of the third stage.

High -frequency rolloff needs a capac-
itor with a 120,000 -ohm reactance at
2,000 cycles. A 620-µgf unit is about

Fig. 8-Details of loud-
ness control circuit.

right. For high -frequency boost, the
capacitance should have a 1-megohm
reactance at 2,000 cycles-about 75 pg.
Another 2.5-megohm control serves as
the TREBLE control. The completed vol-
ume and tone control circuit is shown
in Fig. 7.

Next is the loudness control. Its cir-
cuit is shown in Fig. 8.

Cathode -follower output
The cathode follower for this circuit

is quite simple. The same circuit values
can be used, putting the 270,000 -ohm
resistor in the cathode circuit instead
of the plate. However, it is advanta-
geous to use a somewhat lower value
as we do not need maximum gain and
we do not want to strangle the tube.
About 150,000 ohms would probably be
better, with a bias resistor in the region
of 2,700 ohms. The grid -to -bias point
resistor can be lower than usual-in
the region of 100,000 ohms. This will
not appreciably load the loudness con-
trol circuit, because of the feedback in
the cathode follower which is in the
region of 34 db, which will multiply its
effective value by 50, to 5 megohms.

The output coupling capacitor choice
depends on the input resistance of the
basic amplifier. If it is 100,000 ohms,
a 0.25-µf capacitor will give less than
1 db loss at 20 cycles. If the basic
amplifier input resistance is 250,000
ohms, a 0.1-g capacitor will give the
same results. But if the input resist -
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Fig. 9-The complete preamp circuit
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ante (or impedance) is 600 ohms, 0.25
id will give bass loss beginning 3 db
down at 500 cycles, while 0.1 itf will
start the bass rolloff at 1,250 cycles!
Apart from which, operating a cathode
follower this way will cause much
distortion.

We have now gone through all the
essential features of this preamplifier
circuit and the whole circuit is shown
in Fig. 9. We have still a few more
points that need attention.

Coupling capacitor values have not
been given. There are four. To find the
3-db point in the whole amplifier, it
will correspond with 0.75 db each, if
they are all the same. If this frequency
is made 10 cycles, we shall have a 1-db
loss at 20 cycles in overall response,
which should be acceptable. So the 3-db
point of each coupling should be at
about 3.5 or 4 cycles. For the first
stage, the associated resistance is just
over 1 megohm, so .05 Id will be ade-
quate. For the second stage, the asso-
ciated resistance can be as low as about
600,000 ohms (100,000 ohms in the
plate and 500,000 ohms in the following
grid), so we should use 0.1 Af. For the
coupling from the third stage to the
loudness control, 0.1 if again is needed,
while the input to the cathode follower
looks like 5 megohms, so .01 will be
adequate here.

This completes the story as far as
values are concerned. The input resis-

the type of pickup used.
The high-level input is 100,000 ohms.
If a larger value is needed for satis-
factory operation of whatever you
connect (a crystal pickup, for example),
it can be changed without causing
serious difficulties.

A final point is ground wiring. If the
following points are observed, you
should have no trouble with hum or
instability.

Wire all ground returns to the
associated stage, and make the ground
a single continuous bus running from
input to output.

Connect the ground bus to the
chassis only at one point, preferably
near the input end. Avoid using electro-
lytic capacitors that provide a ground
to chassis. If they have a metallic case
connected to their negative lead, isolate
the case from the chassis, and connect
it to the ground bus at the appropriate
point, which should be near the output
end or where the transformer center
tap is.

Keep all heater current out of the
ground bus. Wire the heaters sep-
arately, including the supply and filter-
ing, and ground the negative side at
one point only.

You may like to add an on-off switch,
attached to either the VOLUME or LOUD-
NESS control. If so, be sure the ac
wiring to the switch is kept well away
from audio circuits, especially low-level
ones. Follow the same precaution if
you add a pilot light. As stated earlier,
it pays to keep audio leads short, and
it's also a good idea to run them close
to the chassis. END

Night Switch
for

Hi-Fi
By RICHARD G. BEMIS

FOR hi-fi system owners who like to be
lulled to sleep by the soothing strings

of Mantovani or some other favorite
musical selection, here is a device that
automatically shuts off all components
after the last disc has ended.

It is an adaptation of a feature now
available on many record changers.
The changer's built-in automatic shutoff
is extended to include the power ampli-
fier and its associated components.

An inexpensive hookup of six com-
ponents on a small chassis completes
this project in an evening at home.
The basic component is the 6 -volt
single -pole double -throw relay. It is
mounted near the center of one cover of
a 4 x 4 x 2 -inch cabinet. Mounted next
to the relay are two ac outlets for the
turntable and amplifier. On the other
side of the relay, a dpdt toggle switch
and a 117 -volt neon pilot light assembly
are mounted (see photos).

The relay's coil is connected in series
with the turntable motor when switch

TURN

ANI

I

AUTO
ON

AUTO,

NORM

The completed unit makes
package.

S is in the AUTO position. Using only
6 volts, this relay has no undesirable
effects on the 105 -130 -volt turntable
motor circuit. (The model used by the
author is Garrard model RC -88.) This
relay passes ac line power for the amp-
lifier through its contacts when in the
energized position. After the last record
has played, the automatic shutoff of the
turntable motor stops current through
the relay, which opens, turning off line
current to the amplifier.

The neon pilot light is connected
across the alternate amplifier power
circuit and is on when the relay is ener-
gized in the AUTO position. In the
NORMAL position the pilot lamp is out.
A 220,000 -ohm resistor (R) is a cur-
rent limiter for the lamp circuit.

There must be a common ground be -

a neat little

frontAll parts are mounted to the unit's
panel.

tween the night switch and the main
power amplifier to keep the neon bulb
from glowing dimly in the NORMAL posi-
tion when the equipment is not in use.
If, upon original hookup, this does not
put out the glow, reverse the plug from
the power amplifier. The lamp will still
glow dimly in the NORMAL position
when the power amplifier is on. I have
not found a solution to this problem.
Any suggestion will be appreciated.

If the record player is in operation

NO CONKS

AUTO

J2

AMPLIFIER

R-220,000 ohms, 1/2 watt
J I , 2-ac sockets, female
RY-6 volts, spdt
5-spdt toggle
Pilot -light assembly with NE51 neon lamp
Case, 4x4x2 inches

Circuit of the simple night switch.
when the switch is thrown from NOR-
MAL to AUTO, there is a noticeable pop
in the sound system. This is an unavoid-
able reaction caused by the mechanical
operational delay of the relay over that
of the dpdt switch. So be sure the sys-
tem is turned off before switching in
the night switch. Also, remember to
place the switch in the NORMAL position
before restarting the record player the
next morning. Pleasant dreams. END
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FROM

HE THKIT®
...12 NEW

AND

WONDERFUL

STERE

MARINE,
AMATEUR

& TEST
GEAR

ITEMS!

HEATHKIT AA -50 $79.95
New hi-fi stereo features!
25/25 watt stereo amplifier kit
In one handsome package, you get both stereo power
and control, with a host of deluxe features. Hi-fi rated
at 25 watts per stereo channel (50 watts mono), this new
Heathkit design includes channel separation control;
new mixed center speaker output; stereo reverse and
balance controls; separate tone controls for each channel
with ganged volume controls, and five switch -selected
inputs for each channel. Ease of assembly is assured by
two circuit boards, minimizing the possibility of wiring
errors. Adjustment of individual channel controls gives
a pseudo -stereo effect to even monophonic program
material. 30 lbs.

HEATHKIT DF-3 $99.95
Now is the time to build marine equipment
and Heath brings you a new
3 -band direction finder kit
Featuring a nine -transistor circuit ... flashlight battery
power supply . preassembled, prealigned tuning sec-
tion . . . three bands (beacon and aeronautical, broad-
cast, and marine -telephone) . . . and a new "sense"
antenna system that eliminates 180° ambiguity in bear-
ings . . . this beautifully styled, splash -resistant, rugged
instrument is an incomparable value at its low Heathkit
price. 13 lbs.

MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE
Heath Company unconditionally guarantees that each Heathkit8
product assembled in accordance with our easy -to -understand
instruction manual must meet our published specifications for
Performance or your purchase price will be cheerfully refunded.

Build now for er fun & enjoyment



HEATHKIT® GIVES YOU MORE IN THESE TEN WAYS:
1. Building a Heathkit is easy-Check-by-step instruction

manuals make it virtually impossible for you to fail.
2. Building a Heathkit is quick-No complicated, technical

jargon for you to decipher; at most, a Heathkit takes only a
few evenings to assemble.

3. Building a Heathkit is economical-Mass production and
purchasing economies are passed directly along to you,
our customers.

4. Building a Heathkit is educational-As you build, you
learn ... more about electronics, more about the component
units and when and where to add them.

5. Building a Heathkit is fun-Nothing quite equals the sense
of achievement you receive when you successfully complete
a Heathkit unit and "tune -in" for the first time.

6. Your Heathkit is Guaranteed-Every Heathkit unit is guar-
anteed to meet advertised performance specifications . .

or your money will be cheerfully refunded.
7. Your Heathkit is available on Convenient Credit-Our

time payment plan makes it possible for you to order now
. .  pay later.

8. Your Heathkit is Tops in'Quality-The very finest in elec-
tronic equipment comes to you in kit form from the Heath
Company.

9. Heathkit Dealers can Serve you Locally-Carefully se-
lected Heathkit representatives are available in most localities.

10. Heathkit Service is Customer Service-Our staff of tech-
nical experts is always ready to answer your questions or
help you if you have any difficulty.

HEATHKIT DS -1

$69.95

HEATHKIT
(Ten Meter)
HEATHKIT
(Six Meter)

HEATHKIT

HEATHKIT

HEW- 19

I -1W - 29
839.95
$39.95

$34.95
XR-213 $29.95

For boatsman, fisherman or skindiver
a new, low-cost, depth sounder kit
Completely transistorized, this invaluable ma-
rine accessory enables you to detect submerged
objects and their depth as well as to gauge the
depth of the water and the nature of the bottom
from 0 to 100 feet. Self-contained power supply
uses 6 standard flashlight cells and 1 long -life
9 V. battery. Attractively styled, two-tone
marine -green cabinet uses "tongue and groove"
joints for splash protection; all metal parts
treated to resist corrosion. Transducer may be
mounted permanently through hull or tempo-
rarily outboard. 10 lbs.

A wonderful addition to the "ham shack"
two new 6 and 10 meter transceiver kits
They're combination transmitters, designed for
crystal control, and variable tuned receivers
operating on :he 6 and 10 meter amateur bands
(50 to 54 Inc from HW-29 and 28 to 29.7 me for
HW-19) in either fixed or mobile installations.
Highly sensitive superregenerative receivers pull
in signals as low as 1 microvolt; low power out-
put is more than adequate for "local" net oper-
ation. Other features include: built-in RF trap
on 10 meter version to minimize TVI; adjust-
able link coupling on 6 meter version; built-in
amplifier metering jack and "press -to -talk"
switch with "transmit" and "hold" positions.
Can be used in ham shack or as compact mo-
bile rigs. INo: for Citizens Band use. 10 lbs.

Wherever you are ... wherever you go
you can carry your music with you
6 -transistor portable radio kit
Assembled in only a few hours, both of these
models incorporate superior design features that
will give you portable listening enjoyment day
after day. Vernier tuning control gives smooth,
easily -separated station tuning. Large 4°' x 6"
PM speaker with heavy magnet provides "big
set" richness of tone. Operates on standard size
"D" flashlight batteries. Six Texas Instrument
transistors.
XR-2t. (simulated leather and plastic) 7 lbs.
XR-2P (high -impact plastic) 6 lbs.

HEATHKIT EK-1 19.95

HEATHKIT AD -10 533.95

HEATHKIT AA -20 $34,95

EILEATHICIT AA -30 *45,95



ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS
Fill out the order blank below, giving us your name and address in the space
provided at right. Include charges for parcel post according to weights
shown. Express orders are shipped delivery charges collect. All prices
F.O.B. Benton Harbor, Mich. A 20% deposit is required on all C.O.D. orders.
Prices subject to change without notice.

Quantity Item

Ship via. 11] Parcel Post

Model No, Price

0 Express  C.O.D.  Best Way

DAYr1111\ a subsidiary of

STROM

FREE
CATALOG!
Over 150 items of
stereo, marine,
amateur and test
equipment are
illustrated and
described in the
complete Heathkit Catalog.

HEATH COMPANY Benton Harbor 20, Mich.

Please send my free copy of your complete catalog.

Name

Address

City Zone State

Learn more about the wonderful world
of electronics! Educational kit
Teaches, as you build, the basic "yardsticks" of
electronics-opens up many fascinating areas
of study for youngsters and adults alike. At less
than the cost of a few textbooks on the subject,
here's a complete basic electricity course result-
ing in a volt-ohm-milliammeter of a thousand -
and -one uses. See the practical results of what
you are learning-the EK-1 is first in a series
of educational kits prepared by Heath. 4 lbs.

Here it is! A new
manual stereo record player kit
Made by famous Garrard of England, the AD -10
is a compact 4 -speed player designed to provide
trouble -free performance with low rumble, flut-
ter and wow figures. Rubber matted heavy
turntable is shock -mounted, and idler wheels
retract, when turned off, to prevent flat spots.
Powered by line -filtered, four -pole induction
motor at 16, 33/3, 45 and 78 rpm. Supplied with
Sonotone STA4-SD ceramic stereo turnover
cartridge with .7 mil diamond and 3 mil sap-
phire styli. 10 lbs.

It's easy and economical to go stereo with
these two Heathkit "compatibles"-
stereo preamp kit (AA -20)
Made for each other, either of these components
can be incorporated with your present stereo
system. The preamplifier (AA -20) features 4
inputs in each stereo channel and gives you a
choice of 6 functions. It will accommodate a
magnetic phonograph (RIAA equalized), a crys-
tal or ceramic phonograph, and 2 auxiliary
sources (AM -FM tuners, TV, tape recorders.
etc.), and is completely self -powered. 8 lbs.

Hi-fi rated 14/14 watt stereo power
amplifier kit (AA -30)
Two 14 -watt high fidelity amplifiers, one for
each stereo channel, are packaged in this single.
compact, handsomely styled amplifier (AA -30).
Ideal for use with the AA -20, any stereo preamp
or with a pair of monophonic preamps, it features
individual amplifier gain controls and speaker
phase reversal switch. Output terminals ac-
commodate 4, 8 and 16 ohm speakers. 21 lbs.

1-31EATHKIT TT -1

$134.95

HEATHKIT TCR-1

546.95

1-1EATIIKIT GC -1

$99,95

Outstanding professional quality ...
mutual conduction tube tester kit
An impressive list of electronic and mechanical
features make this tube tester one of the finest
values in the industry. Tests Gm (amplifiers)
from 0-24,000 micromhos, Emission, Leakage,
Grid current ( microampere sensitivity), Volt-
age regulators (Built-in Variable DC Power
Supply), low power thyratron and eye tubes.
Features 300, 450 and 600 ma constant current
heater supplies, Life test, Hybrid tube test,
built-in switch operated calibration circuit.
Large easy -to -read meter, constant tension free
rolling roll chart mechanism. Includes 7 wiring
harnesses. Assembly skill of technician or higher
recommended. Assembly time, 40 hours aver-
age. Black leatherette case with white trim,
nylon feet, removable top. (27 lbs.)

Start the day ... spend the day ...
with "your cue" transistor clock -radio kit
Completely portable . superb modern styling
in high impact plastic . . powerful 6 -transistor
circuit operating from long -life mercury bat-
teries or ordinary pen -light cells. Does every-
thing you expect from a clock-radio-and costs
you so little! Handsome cabinet measures only
3 !./2" H. x 8"'W. x 7M" D. for ease of placement
anywhere in the home. Batteries not included.
5 lbs.

New, all transistor "Mohican"
general coverage receiver kit
The "Mohican" is the first all transistor com-
munications -type receiver in kit form and first
to use ceramic IF transfilters. Covers 550 kc to
30 me on five bands, with five separately cali-
brated bands to cover amateur frequencies (in-
cluding .11 meter citizens band). Powered by 8
standard size "C" flashlight cells. Built-in 54"
whip antenna, flywheel tuning, tuning meter,
and headphone jack. Truly an outstanding re-
ceiver! Batteries not included. 20 lbs.

HEATH COMPANY Benton Harbor, Michigan
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Zenith has extended stereo control (A) on panel of their hi-fi instruments. Clock-
wise rotation moves indicator from monaural to standard stereo to extended stereo
(C). Balance control {El) is mounted coaxially with stereo range control.

By ROBERT F. SCOTT
TECHNICAL EDITOR

IN the article "Stereo in a Package,"
page 57 in the November, 1957 issue,
Larry Steckler described some of the
circuit features in new packaged

stereo equipment. As a followup, we
will cover in detail unusual circuitry
in late Zenith, Magnavox and Motorola
stereo phonographs and combinations.

Zenith's extended stereo
Many new Zenith stereo units fea-

ture amplifier circuits with a control
that permits the listener to vary the
spread of the stereo effect-filling the
hole in the middle so there is no sensa-
tion of separate sound sources, or
exaggerating the separation as desired.
The information from the left and
right channels of the pickup is mixed so
one amplifier carries the sum (L ± R)
of the signals derived from the right
and left channel and the other carries
the difference (L - R) signal. The sum

12AZT
LEFT PRE.AM.

+,1- R3 Cr -EL---.-
1.00,--1 I -
68K 1 C411.2,7 10f4,f
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II20K 180K
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0022.-;
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Fig. 1-Simplified cir,Itit of Zenith exteA(12d stereo s'st.ent.
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channel carries the combined informa-
tion of both channels and provides good
monophonic hi-fi reproduction when the
difference channel is eliminated. The
difference channel is responsible for
the separation or spread in stereo
reproduction.

The output transformers of the
L + R and L -R power amplifiers are
connected as a matrix network so the
information originating in the left
channel of the source comes out of one
speaker while that from the right
channel comes out of the other. The
stereo effect is controlled by varying
the magnitude of the R -L signal fed
to the difference amplifier. When no
signal is fed to the difference amplifier,
the system operates monophonically
with the sum signal appearing in both
speakers. Standard stereo is obtained
with the control set for equal signals
fed to the sum and difference amplifiers,
and extended stereo is obtained when
the greater signal is fed to the differ-
ence channel.

Fig. 1 is a simplified circuit of the
Zenith extended -stereo system. Right
and left signals from the stereo car-
tridge are fed through J1 and J2 to
the arms of the dual BALANCE control.
The sections of this control are con-
nected so the signal to the grid of one
of the preamplifiers increases as the
signal to the other decreases in pro-
portion.

Circuit analysis
Assume that at a given moment the

stereo source delivers minus L ( -L)
and minus R ( -R) signals to inputs
J1 and J2, respectively. The left preamp
inverts the phase of the signal and
amplifies by a factor A, equal to stage
gain. If, in this case, stage gain is 2,
a +2L signal will appear at the plate
and at the junction of Cl and C4.

The plate load for the left preamp
(V1 -a) consists of R1 and R2 in series.
This network forms a voltage divider
developing a +L voltage at the junc-
tion. This +L signal is tapped off and
fed through a network consisting of
C2, R4 and C3 to the grid of V1 -b, the
right preamplifier.

The incoming -R and the +L sig-
nals appear as an L -R signal on
V1-b's grid. The phase is inverted and
the amplified signal O (R - L) appears
at the plate and across R6, the STEREO
control. A portion of this voltage is
tapped off and fed as R -L to the
high end of section R7 -a of the LOUD-
NESS control. Here it combines with the
+2L signal from V1-a's plate to develop
a sum (R + L) signal on V2-a's grid.

The R + L and R -L signals on
the arms of the LOUDNESS control are
amplified by V2 -a and V2 -b and passed
through tone controls, a second audio
amplifier and phase inverter to the
grids of the push-pull 6BQ5 power
amplifiers.

The matrix
The matrix network consists of the

secondaries of output transformers Tl

What's the

latest score

on Ca ridges?
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years ago.
Today, over ...

different manufacturers

have specified
Sonotone for ,..

models of high -quality

phonographs.
Altogether over...

Sonotone Ceramic

Cartridges have been used

for original and

replacement purposes.
('Huff said!)
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Electronic Applications DIstslon, Dept. C2-50
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ELMSFORD, NEW YORK
In Canada, contact Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto

Leading makers of fine ceramic cartridges. speakers, microphones, electronic tubes.
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ALL-AMERICAN KITS

... EVERY PART AMERICAN MADE
Complete with easy assembly instructions.

Model
TR- 1

$2395
SIX
TRANSISTOR RADIO
Fun to build . .. a pleasure to hear. No
dangerous high -voltage . . . it's battery
powered. Even a child can hook-up the
all -transistor circuits. Place it any-
where . . . play it anywhere. Beautiful
all -wood cabinet and perfect sound
from full -fidelity 4" Alnico PM Speaker
enhances any room. 9"x6"x414 ". Order
Model TR-1. Battery not included.

Model PP -1

$34"

3 -SPEED
FOUR TRANSISTOR

PORTABLE PHONOGRAPH
Play records ANYWHERE. . . and
learn basic Hi-Fi with easy hook-up
printed circuits. Plays for approx. 100

on 4 flashlight batteries. Full -fi-
delity speaker, balanced tone -arm, and
special 5 -pole motor insure big sound.
Adaptable for stereo. Plays 7 , 10", or
12" records at 33 Vs, 45 and 78 rpm
All -leather case with hardware. Order
Model PP -1. Battery not included.

Model
TR-2

$2195
SIX TRANSISTOR

PORTABLE RADIO
MUsic, news, sports wherever you go

. and you can build it yourself. Easy
assembly. No special tools, only solder-
ing iron, needed. Special 6 -transistor
reflex printed -circuit for long distance
tuning. 4" Alnico PM full -volume
speaker. French -stitched tan leather-
ette case. Size: 63 "x2% 'x43( ". Order
Model TR-2. Battery not included.

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Money back if not completely satisfied.

AVAILABLE FROM:
McGee Radio - Kansas City, Mo.
Dow Radio - Pasadena, Calif.
Radio Supply & Engineering - Detroit, Mich.

OR MAIL COUPON BELOW
to um woo MI IMO immi

TO: ALL-AMERICAN KITS CO., DEPT. RE -1
1830 N. Sheffield Ave., Chicago 14, III.

olell

I

Send_TR-1 Radio Kits. I enclose $23.95 ea.
Send_ PP -1 Phone. Kits. I enclose $34.95 ea. .I
Send_TR-2 Radio Kits. I enclose 521.95 ea.
Send Batteries I enclose $1.10.

Ship C.O.D.
NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE
Smog mit ion me

I

I
IJ
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and T2. The secondary of T2, the differ-
ence amplifier's output transformer, is
center -tapped and the tap is connected

Ti's sec-
ondary.

The sum voltage developed across
Ti's secondary is in series -aiding with
the voltage across one half of T2's
secondary and in series -opposing with
the voltage across the other half.
Polarities are indicated on the diagram
to show this relationship. As shown,
the voltage from T1 is in series -aiding
with the voltage between terminals 1
and 2 on T2 and we have (L + R) +
(L - R) = 2L. This signal appears
across the left speaker.

Similarly, Ti's signal is in series -
opposing with the voltage across ter-
minals 2 and 3 so we have (L + R) -
(L - R) = 2R applied to the right
speaker. These examples assume that
the STEREO control is set for normal
stereo so signals of equal amplitude are
fed to the sum and difference amplifiers.

Recalling that the difference channel
determines the spread or separation, we
can control it by varying the signal fed
to the difference amplifier. Assume that
for extended stereo, the STEREO control
is set so the output of the difference
channel is twice that of the sum chan-
nel. Now, the signal in each half of T2's
secondary is 2 (L -R). The voltage
across the lower half of T2 is in series -
opposing with that developed in T1 so
the signal applied to the right speaker
is (L+R) - 2 (L -R) or 3R -L. On
the other hand, the voltage across the
upper half of T2 is in series -aiding
with that from T1 and the voltage on
the left speaker is (L+R) + 2 (L-R)
or 3L - R. Thus, the spread of the
stereo effect is determined by the mag-

The Motorola model SK30 comes in ma-
hogany, blond, and walnut finishes.

nitude of the out -of -phase components
applied to the individual speakers.

3 -channel stereo
Many manufacturers of stereo radio

and phono packages are touting "three -
channel" systems. Do not confuse these
with the three- and four -channel sys-
tems that have been demonstrated with
tape. In these three -channel systems,
the third or center channel is obtained
by mixing portions of the left and right
signals of a conventional two -channel
stereo source.

The third channel was introduced to
eliminate or minimize the hole -in -the -
middle effect that is heard when the
right and left speakers are too far
apart or when the system is not phased
properly. Frequencies below around 350
cycles do not contribute as much to
the stereo effect so most package manu-
facturers use those frequencies for the
center channel while the stero effect is
maintained by frequencies above 350
cycles from the right and left speakers.
The third channel is obtained by elec-
tronic or acoustic mixing.

With acoustic mixing, the stereo sys-
tem generally uses three-way speakers
in the outputs of the left and right am-
plifiers. The woofers for the two chan-
nels are placed in the center of the
cabinet while the mid -range speakers
and tweeters are in the ends of the
cabinet or in separate enclosures. This
gives the effect of a "wall of sound"
with the stereo effect maintained by
the directional characteristics of fre-
quencies above 350 cycles from the
mid -range speakers and tweeters.

There are several ways of mixing the
L and R signals electronically to obtain
a center channel. The most common is
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WITH

DYNA-QUIK
DYNAMIC MUTUAL CONDUCTANCE

TUBE
AND TRANSISTOR

TESTERS
Many thousands of servicemen today
insure their professional reputation and
make each job more profitable-with
B&K testers. Each model is based on
actual servicing experience, and
combines both speed and accuracy.
Each is designed to meet individual
servicing needs. Each is a top value,
with features that mean more
for your money.

Measures true dynamic mutual
conductance- not just emission.
Makes complete tube test under the
actual dynamic operating conditions
of the TV set. Tests complete set in
minutes. Shows your customer the true
tube condition. Sells more tubes
right -on -the -spot. Saves costly call-
backs. Pays for itself over and over
again. It's good business to choose B&K.

lt-
MODEL 650. Fastest and most complete
portable Tube and Transistor Tester. Checks
over 99% of the tubes most widely used
in television receivers. Tests each section
of multiple tubes separately for Gm, Shorts,
Grid Emission, Gas, and Life. Includes spare
sockets and filament voltages for future
new tube types.
Tests transistors, too. Net, $1795

MODEL 675 Completely reliable, long -
service Automatic Tube and Transistor Test-
er. Only 60 indexed phenolic Dyna-Cards
test over 99% of tubes most widely used
in television receivers. Tests each section of
multiple tubes separately for Gm, Shorts,
Grid Emission, Gas, and Life. Easily kept
up-to-date with extra cords and punch
included.
Tests transistors, toe.

#MODEL 550 Low-cost professional
model for limited budgets. Provides 52
tube sockets to test more tubes faster,
easier. Accurately quick -checks most of
the television tubes usually encountered
in everyday service work. Tests each sec-
tion of dual tubes separately for shorts,
grid emission, gas content, and leakage.
No multiple switching.
Big value. Net, $11995

Net, $16995

See Your E&K Distributor or Send for Bulletin ST24 E

B&K MANUFACTURING CO.
1801 W. BELLE PLAINE AVE  CHICAGO 13, ILL.

Canada: Atlas Rodio Corp., 50 Wingold, Toronto I 0, Ont.  Export: Empire Exporters, 277 Broadway, New York 7, U.S.A.
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to bridge a woofer between taps on the
output transformers of the left- and
right -channel amplifiers. When multi-
channel speaker systems are used for
the outside channels, the woofer is often
bridged across the low -frequency out-
puts of the right- and left -channel
cross -over networks.

Another method is to feed the sum of
the left and right input signals to a
third amplifier through a low-pass filter
and feed the individual left- and right -
channel signals to their respective am-
plifiers through high-pass networks.

Some of Motorola's phonographs and
combinations feature a "three -channel"
stereo system with a separate low -fre-
quency (below 300 cycles) amplifier
for the center channel. Fig. 2 shows
the circuit of the HS -768 and HS -793
power amplifier chassis used in the
SK28, SK29, SK30 and SK31 models.
All models in this series have a 15 -inch
woofer in the center channel. The SK28
and SK30 have 8 -inch dual -cone mid-
range speakers and 5 -inch tweeters in
the right and left channels. The SK29
has 6 x 9 -inch mid -range units and 5 -
inch tweeters. The SK31 is similar to
the SK28 and has a pair of 5 -inch
tweeters in each of the outside channels.

The right- and left -channel signals
from the preamplifier are applied di-
rectly to the inputs of the single -ended
right- and left -channel amplifiers
through two -section high-pass filters
Cl, R3, C4, R6 and C2, R4, C5, R7 re-
spectively. The incoming signals from
the preamp are mixed in R1 and R2 to

470µµf

C4 R6
R3 330K 2MEG

RIGHT
c

CHAN
INPUT

390K

LEFT \1/4
CHAN
INPUT

C2

I2AX7(2)
RIGHT AF AMPL

VI -a 1

.0027

RI
R5

1.5 MEG

1
1C3
7001

.0027

produce a center -channel signal that is
the sum of the signals in the right and
left channels. The L+R signal is ap-
plied to the input of the bass (center -
channel) amplifier through a 300 -cycle
low-pass filter composed of C3, R5 and
C6. Signals below 300 cycles readily
pass through the filter and on to the
push-pull bass power amplifier and the
15 -inch woofer.

135V3.3K

.01
I(

IV 3 1220ppf f 120K

1.2 f..-

AF AMPL

EL84/61305(4)
RIGHT PWR AMPL

V3 17 265V

470K

245V
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220
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IV 3 10033

1.8 K

11.5K -

V2 -b8 IV

PHASE
INV

0 V

120K

61 150V
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.05
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R4
330K

R7
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I.2K

I5K

3.3 K
Wo,

.01

4120K

BASS PWR AMPL

BASS
PWR
AMPL

LEFT

V4 315 V

PWR AMPL

The Magnavox model 1-ST215H.

When used on a monophonic source,
the function switch on the preamplifier
and control chassis (not shown) con-
nects the right- and left -channel inputs.
The system then functions as a twin -
channel amplifier with electronic cross-
over at 300 cycles.

The Magnavox circuit
Magnavox stereo units using the 182

.20

V6 265V

470K
7.5 V

150V 3I5V

285V
245V

5
80
MID-
RANGE

80
TWEETER

RIGHT CHANNEL SPKRS

LEFT CHANNEL SPKRS

ea
TWEETER

BASS CHANNEL SPKR

80
WOOFER

Fig. 2 - "Three - channel"
stereo as used in the Motor-
ola HS -768 and -793 power

amplifiers.
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Fig. 3-Stereo balancing cir-
cuit and one channel of the
Magnavox 182-20 and -31

power amplifiers.

CHAN I
INPUT I2K

LI

L2 CI ,033
00

.068

50K
MASTER

BALANCE

CHAN 2
INPUT I.2K

27K

2.2 K

5K

.022 100K

C2
7.033 100K

R3

1/212AX7 150K
220µµf '4044,
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CHAN 1
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- LEVEL

TO CHAN 2 CROSSOVER FILTERS

V4 -o

6V6-GT
V5

4

.01
5

.0I

31 320V

220K

IK .7.01

series chassis have separate bass and
treble amplifiers for each stereo chan-
nel. Each bass channel uses push-pull
6V6's delivering around 12 watts and
the treble channels use single -ended
6V6's with 3 watts output. The sche-
matic of one of the stereo channels is
shown in Fig. 3.

The signal from one channel of the
stereo source is fed to 1,000 -cycle high -
and low-pass filters in parallel. Signals
below 1,000 cycles pass through the low-
pass filter (L1, C2) to the 12AT7 volt -

8 IIV

6V6-GT(2)

()QS); 330V
320V

CHAN 1
illSPKRS

TWEETER

WOOFER

I5K
4

.001

1200

5K 68/.14Lf

2

Y230 V

TO CHAN 2 6V6 -6T CATHODES

20= 1250

age amplifier and phase inverter to the
push-pull grids of the 6V6-GT power
amplifier tubes. The high-pass filter
(C1, L2) feeds signals above 1 kc to
half of a 12AX7 treble voltage ampli-
fier driving a single 6V6-GT. The bass
and treble amplifiers have negative
feedback from their respective speakers
to the cathode of the input stage.

The stereo balancing circuits vary
with different versions of the 182 chas-
sis. In the 182-20 and -31 chassis, the
bass amplifiers are carefully engineered

NEXT
MONTH.

.

Reading Industrial
Diagrams
Convert troublesome industrial draw-
ings to electronic terms you are
familiar with. Don't let the seem-
ingly confused symbols and circuits
throw you. Use the handy chart
that shows industrial symbols and
their communications counterparts.
Find out how and where industrial
symbols are used.

Better R -E Twin -Coupled "Milli"
Amplifier
The original R -E twin -coupled cir-
cuit is updated. More power, in-
creased gain, improved bass response,
voice -coil feedback, additional treble
and bass controls make the twin -
coupled circuit more useful and
versatile than ever.

for equal gain and output and a MAS-
TER BALANCE control is connected across
the inputs ahead of the crossover filters
as in Fig. 3. Separate TREBLE LEVEL
controls are connected in the grid cir-
cuits of the treble amplifiers. In the
182-00 and 182-10 versions, the bass
balance control is between the low-pass
filter and the input grid of the second
channel. Here, the resistor correspond-
ing to R3 in the second channel is a
potentiometer with its arm connected
to the input grid. END

Dictionary of Color TV
Controls
Don't know which color TV control
does what? Here's a simple detailed
chart that lists all the color TV
controls a technician is likely to
encounter. It tells what the control
does, what it looks like, what it's
called, where to find it and how to
use it.

No -Parts Radio
Well practically none. Two -transistor
matchbox radio has a total of six
parts. Coupling capacitors and re-
sistors are eliminated by using a
novel direct -coupled design. Battery
drain is low, size is small, cost is low.
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SIGNAL VOLTAGES in the CHROMA MATRIX

CAMERAS The chroma matrix doesn't have to be a confusing
RED GUNS area when you work on a color -TV receiver-

here's proof
(RED

BLUE
COLOR
PIXBLUE I

TUBE

'GREEN .1

By ROBERT G. MIDDLETON
GREEN

Fig. 1-The end result of matrix
operation, no matter what the
type of matrix or demodulator.
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IF
AMPL
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VIDEO DET
AMPL

CHROMA
BANDPASS
AMPL

j PIX

---1

--11
CATH

RED GRID

GREEN GRID

BLUE GRID

Fig. 2-Block diagram
of G -Y matrix system.

w

z
0

REF WHITE
FIX CARRIER MARGIN

Fig. 3 - The com-
plete color signal.

CHROMA

R

COLOR BURK,...*

M W

B

1.1
II; ti

; ;

SYNC PULSE COMPOS TE VIDEO
NTSCSTANDARD

I 1891 1 I I I I

I, 1 .71 I

L AI I

II I

0

BRIGHTNESS COMPONENT

A4
5 3 59

BLANKINL._1111
LEVEL

IIF

BLANKING
EVEL

CHROMA COMPONENT

Fig. 4 -A breakdown of
the composite color signal.

CHANNE

Y OUTPUT

CHROMA
CHANNEL

COLOR PIX

J -L

CHROMA OUTPUT

Fig. 5-Y channel accepts only Y signal;
chroma channel only chroma signal.

(G -Y) /90° SIGNAL

OUTPUT FROM (R -Y)
OR (B -Y) CHANNEL

VALUES and relations of signal
voltages used in color TV ma-
trices are important to the bench
technician. He must know what

should be present before he can deter-
mine what's wrong. Matrix circuits are
used only in color receivers. One type
recovers a chroma signal from a mix-
ture of two other chroma signals.
Another type obtains a primary color
signal from a mixture of chroma and
Y (luminance) signals.

A G -Y matrix is used in receivers
with R -Y and B -Y demodulators.
A B -Y matrix is used in receivers
with R -Y and G -Y demodulators.
Old-style receivers used R G B matrices,
following I and Q demodulators. Still
other matrices are used in receivers
which demodulate R -Y and Q, and
those which demodulate X and Z. The
boostrap demodulator has a built-in
G -Y matrix in the cathodes of the
demodulator tubes.

To the beginner, the wide variety of
matrices seems confusing. However, it
helps to remember that the color pic-

(Continued on page 79)

POS PEAK OUTPUT FROM (R -Y) DET

NEC PEAK

POS
PEAK

+Q
OUTPUT

+(B DWYE-f)

/9

-(B-
NEG

Y)

PEAK
OUTPUT
FROM
(8-Y)
DET

POS PEAK
OUTPUT FROM
(G -Y ) MATRIX

-I

(G -Y) /90°

NEG PEAK OUTPUT
.FROM (R -I) DET

Fig. 6 -G-Y matrix has peak out-
puts on (G- Y) chroma signal.

UTPUT FROM (G -Y) MATRIX Fig. 7- G-Y matrix nulls
on ±(G - Y) <90°
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NATIONAL ADVERTISING:

A year-round customer
build-up for Bonded TV
Service. Every month a
powerful ad in TV Guide,
number one weekly mag-
azine in the U.S.A. with
over 7,500,000 circulation.

LOCAL TIE-IN WITH NATIONAL ADS:

Raytheon Bonded Dealer
ads appear in each local
program listing section of
TV Guide. This gives you
the opportunity to list
your name in the TV
Guide edition covering
your area.

HE'S MR.

...ONE OF 10,372

Mr. Van Akkeren, President of Van's Radio
and Television Service, Sheboygan, Wiscon-
sin, who has been in the servicing business
since 1924 says, "We average about 1,000
calls per month. With that many calls we
must keep our call-backs to a very minimum
and maintain good customer relations. We
are doing that by using dependable Ray-
theon tubes and operating as a Raytheon
Bonded Dealer."

Here's how you,

MERCHANDISING KIT:

Every Bonded Dealer
gets a Merchandising Kit.
It's a complete advertis-
ing and promotion pro-
gram that includes your
Bonded Dealer Certifi-
cate, Identification Card,
Creed Display, Newspa-
per ad mats and 90 -day
Repair Bonds, everything
you need to start you on
the way to more profits.

BUSINESS BUILDERS:

Your local Raytheon Dis-
tributor is ready to pro-
vide many other promo-
tion and merchandising
extras. Your name in the
Classified Telephone
book, outdoor and trans-
portation advertising, and
a whole program of busi-
ness and shop aids for
your store.
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CLARENCE J. VAN AKKEREN

RAYTHEON BONDED DEALERS!

The Raytheon Bonded Dealer Program is an
exclusive program limited to qualified inde-
pendent TV service technicians with adequate
service facilities. You get all the benefits and
advantages of a nationwide service program,
prestige of the nationally respected Raytheon
name and the exclusive competitive advan-
tage of being local headquarters for Bonded

TV -Radio Service. The Raytheon Bonded
Dealer Program is backed by top-quality
Raytheon products, technical service, sales
aids, promotion materials, business -building
advertising materials and much more. It's a
complete program designed to pay off in cus-
tomer confidence and in more business and
more profits for you.

too, can benefit as a Raytheon Bonded Dealer!

STORE IDENTIFICATION:

Eye-catching red and
gold window valance,
smart looking outdoor
signs, truck and door de-
cals and colorful window
displays make your entire
place of business more at-
tractive.

NEW, OFFICIAL BONDED

DEALER MAGAZINE:

The Raytheon Bond is
the official magazine for
Bonded Dealers only. In
it is summarized the lat-
est merchandising and ad-
vertising plans, technical
articles and other mate-
rial available to Bonded
Dealers.

EXCLUSIVE 90 -DAY REPAIR BOND:

Here is the most dy-
namic goodwill builder
in TV servicing history!
As a Raytheon Bonded
Dealer, you will have
working for you the
salespower of an official
90 -day Repair Bond.
Proof that you and Ray-
theon stand behind your

superior workman-
ship. Each bond pro-
vides space for your
itemized bill listing
all parts and serv-
ice, along with the
Bonded Dealer
Code of Ethics.
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Raytheon Company, Distributor Products Division
P.O. Box 200, Westwood, Massachusetts

I'm interested in becoming a Raytheon Bonded Dealer and tak-
ing advantage of the nationally advertised program and the
exclusive use of the 90 -day Repair Bond. I understand that this
program is limited to full-time, independent TV -Radio Service
Dealers.

Firm Name

Business Address

City lone State

Telephone Number

Your Signature & Title

IF YOU

WANT TO

PUT A
PROFIT

PLAN IN
YOUR

POCKET
Fill out and mail in this coupon today.
The Raytheon Bonded Dealer Program is
the outstanding profit plan for independ-
ent dealers like you. No dues! No fees! No
gimmicks! It's open to all top independent
dealers.

RAYTHEON

D)

TE-V-AlADIOISERVICE

Raytheon Company, Distributor Products
Division, Westwood, Massachusetts



(Continued from page 74)
ture always works with the same grid-
cathode voltages. Hence, no matter
what type of matrix is used, the end
result at the picture tube is the same.
This is shown in Fig. 1. The end result
of matrix operation is always as if the
output of the red camera were con-
nected to the red gun in the color pic-
ture tube, the blue camera to the blue
gun and the green camera to the green
gun.

G -Y matrix
Many color receivers have used, and

still use, the G -Y matrix system

Fig. 8-Keyed rainbow generator dis-
play.

Fig. 9-First and seventh "pips" null if
G -Y matrix is operating correctly

shown in Fig. 2. In this arrangement,
the G -Y matrix follows the R -Y
and B -Y chroma demodulators.

Let us see how a color signal is
processed. Fig. 3 shows a complete color
signal from the picture detector applied
to the Y and chroma channels. This is a

I DEMOD ±
OUTPUT

Q DEMOD ±OUTPUT

( R -Y)
DEMOD
OUTPUT

(13-Y).
DEMOD
OUTPUT

+Q NULL

NULL

+(R -Y NULL

-I NULL

+113-19 NULL

-(G-Y)/90* NULL
+(G -Y)/90° NULL

(G -Y)
DEMOD ±
OUTPUT

-(R-
NULL

00 1 60* I 120° I 1004 2104 300
30° 900 150° 210° 270°

Fig. 10 - Correct nulls for I, Q, R - Y,
B -Y and G -Y chroma channels.

TO BLUE,.
OUTPUT

TO GREEN

OUTPUT

Fig. 11 - Some color receivers inter-
change the B -Y and G -Y demodulator
and matrix positions in the chroma cir-

cuits.

color bar. It has a Y signal upon which
the 3.58 -me chroma signal rides. These
are broken down in Fig. 4. The Y signal
passes through the Y amplifier to the
picture -tube cathodes. The chroma
signal is stopped by the Y amplifier.
The chroma signal passes through the
chroma channels. The Y signal is

398 MC

INPUT

(B -Y ) (13 -Y)
DEMOD (B -Y ). 1.78

TELEVISION

circuit. A number of modern receivers
interchange the B -Y demodulator and
G -Y matrices, as in Fig. 11. However,
the test results are the same in the
R - Y, B -Y and G -Y channels.
This is a very useful point to keep in
mind.

A G -Y matrix operates as shown
in Fig. 12. It combines -0.51 of R -Y
with -0.19 of B -Y to make the
G -Y signal. Note that the output
from the B -Y demodulator is 78%
higher than the output from the R -Y
channel. This is done to obtain un-
adjusted chroma values. You will recall
how an FM signal is pre -emphasized
at the transmitter and de-emphasized
at the receiver to get a better signal-
to-noise ratio on high frequencies. In
somewhat the same manner, the chroma
signal is readjusted at the color TV
transmitter to avoid overmodulation of
the picture carrier. The chroma signal

BLUE

Fig. 12-G -Y matrix combines -0.51 of R -Y with
- 0.19 of B -Y to make G - Y.

stopped by the chroma channels.
The chroma signal is demodulated in

the chroma channel. It is applied as
a square wave (envelope of the chroma
signal) to the picture -tube grids, as
seen in Fig. 5. A chroma signal always
has a certain phase, as shown in Fig. 6.
This diagram shows also that a G -Y
matrix has peak outputs on a

(G - Y) chroma signal.
We also see from Fig. 6 that R -Y

and B -Y are separated 90° in phase.
Or, we say that R -Y and B -Y are
in quadrature. An R -Y demodulator
has zero output (nulls) on a B -Y
signal. Likewise, a B -Y demodulator
nulls on an R -Y signal. Many color
bar generators have a (G - Y) /90°
signal-this is a chroma signal in quad-
rature with G - Y. Hence, a G -Y
matrix nulls on a (G - Y) /90° signal,
as in Fig. 7. Note that, as we expect,
the R -Y and B -Y channels do not
null on a (G - Y)/90° signal.

Many color bar generators are the
keyed -rainbow type. They display color -
difference stripes on the picture -tube
screen as in Fig. 8. If we connect a
scope at the G -Y matrix output, we
see the pattern shown in Fig. 9. The
first and seventh "pips" are ±(G - Y)
/90°. Hence, we find the first and
seventh pips nulling on the scope pat-
tern, if the G -Y matrix is operating
properly.

Similar tests can be made in any
chroma channel with a keyed -rainbow
signal, as shown in Fig. 10. It makes
no difference whether the chroma chan-
nel is a demodulator circuit or a matrix

TO COLOR
AMPL OR
CRT GRIDS

Fig. 13-Inner hexagon shows relative
values of readjusted chrominance volt-
ages. Outer hexagon shows relative un-

adjusted values.

must then be readjusted at the color
receiver to get true colors.

In this readjustment, R -Y is re-
duced to 0.877 and B -Y to 0.493 of its
initial value. Hence, the relations be-
tween the received signal and the signal
as applied to the color picture tube are
as illustrated in Fig. 13. B -Y is
given 78% greater amplification than
R - Y.

The circuit details for a typical
G -Y matrix are seen in Fig. 14.
Matrixing is handled by the three resis-
tors connected to the grid of the G -Y
matrix tube. The tube is merely a
phase inverter and amplifier. The ma-
trixing mixes the R -Y and B -Y
signals in the three grid -circuit resis-
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40eza-yeee,...
 tape recorder  P. A. system
 portable TV set  hand tools

FROM YOUR CAR, Boot or Plane!

with

INVERTERS

for changing your storage
battery current to

A.C. HOUSEHOLD ELECTRICITY
Anywhere .. . in your own car!

OPERATES
PORTABLE TV SET
directly from your car!

OPERATES
 RADIOS
 RECORD PLAYERS
 MIXMASTERS, ETC.

directly from your car!

MAKE YOUR CAR, BOAT OR PLANE

OPERATES
n  TAPE RECORDERS

 DICTATING
MACHINES

 PUBLIC ADDRESS
SYSTEMS

 ELECTRIC SHAVERS
directly from your car!

tat

mounted Out
of sight under
dash or in
trunk
compartment

UNIVERSAL
INVERTERS

Especially designed to change 6 or 12 volt
D.C. to 1 10 volt A.C. 60 cycles.
for..

 EXECUTIVES  POLICEMEN
 SALESMEN  REPORTERS
 OUTDOOR MEN  FIREMEN

 PUBLIC OFFICIALS
MODELS 6U-RHG (6 volts) 125 to 150 watts. Shipping
weight 27 lbs. List price S99.50

DEALER NET PRICE....... $66.34
12U-RHG (12 volts) 150 to 175 watts. Shipping weight
27 lbs. List price ;99.50

DEALER NET PRICE $66.34

Write for literature on other Sizes and Models
of AIR INVERTERS, priced as low as $11.95 list.

SEE YOUR JOBBER OR WRITE FACTORY
VNEW MODELS /NEW DESIGNS /NEW LITERATURE

 "A" Battery Eliminators  DC -AC Inverters  Auto Radio Vibrators

AMERICAN TELEVISION 8 RADIO CO.

.2erality Pea:tread Slate 1931
SAINT PAUL 1. MINNESOTA. U. S. A.
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(R-Y)
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PEAKING
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--/WSr- (FILTER)
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PEAKING

-MA,- COIL
(B-Y)
DEMOD --WV- (FILTER)

Fig.

CYAN

Fig. 15-Chrominance phase diagram
shows each color in terms of phase

angle with respect to burst phase.

tors. It is obvious that the resistors
must have correct values to get normal
matrix operation.

Fig. 15 is a chroma phase diagram,
showing the primary and complemen-
tary colors, in addition to the basic
color -difference signals. Note that red
and R -Y have different phases.
R -Y is not a pure red because a red
signal has a 30% Y component. The Y
component produces an output from all
three guns. To display a pure red, we
must cancel the output from the blue
and green guns arising from the Y sig-
nal.

Hence, the red chroma signal has a
phase which produces output only from
the red gun, in spite of the fact that the

Fig. 17 - Relative out-
puts from the three
chroma channels using
a keyed or unkeyed

rainbow signal.

14-Typical circuit of a G -Y matrix.
three cathodes have a 30% Y signal
present. The phase of the red chroma
signal works as shown in Fig. 16. It
gives a 70% grid signal to the red gun.
This grid signal adds to the 30% Y
signal to give 100% output from the
red gun. The B -Y channel delivers
a -30% output to the blue grid. This
cancels the 30% Y signal on the blue -
gun cathode. The G -Y matrix delivers
a -30% output to the green grid. This
cancels the 30% Y signal on the green -
gun cathode.

When we sweep the chroma signal
360° around the chroma phase dia-
gram, the outputs from the three
chroma channels appear as in Fig. 17.
This diagram shows that output is least
from the G -Y matrix, next highest
from the R -Y demodulator and high-
est from the B -Y demodulator. If
we use a keyed or unkeyed rainbow
signal, the curves shown in Fig. 17 can
be checked with a scope, at the out-
puts of the color receiver's three chroma
channels. END

( R -YL[ 170%3
0%

0 0

-30%(B-Y)0 -30% (G-Y)

(MARK XD BY (G-Y)

Fig. 16-When a color bar pattern is
being transmitted, a saturated red bar
develops the indicated square -wave volt-

ages in the color receiver circuits.

YELLOW
13°

BURST
2

1.5
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0

.5

1.5

2

RED MAGENTA BLUE CYAN GREEN
76.6° 119° 193°

B-Y

256.6° 299°

R-Y

-Y

303.6°
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CORONA
on the

AGC LINE
The Magnavox CT316 chassis showed

symptoms of a simple age defect-no
picture on a strong signal, but a pic-
ture on a weak signal. The age c ffcuit
was "simple" too. It consisted of an age
detector biased so that only the sync
tips sticking up above the noise made
the tube conduct.

The age detector is followed by one
stage of amplification and filtering, a
clamp, and a bleed to the B -plus line to
supply the tuner age bias. When meas-
ured, age voltage was too low for the
scads of microvolts coming into the
tuner. A finger across the antenna in-
put terminals brought in a smeary pic-
ture and a lower age voltage.

To add to the confusion, all the re-

sistors, capacitors and other components
in the detector and agc circuits checked
out OK. A scope couldn't be used be-
cause of the if overload. The set would
work with external agc bias, but what
could be causing the trouble?

I decided to run a quick check of the
overall response curve. It showed a
nearly perfect response. A little tired
and very disgusted, I doused the light
and turned to leave. A passing glance
at the scope pattern, as I reached out to
turn it off, stopped me cold. In the
dark room I could see a fence about
% inch high along the entire length of
the response curve. I started to look
for the high -voltage arc which usually
causes this sort of display. There was
a tiny blue corona around the nut that
fastens the high -voltage filter capacitor
to an insulating strip and the ground
return. Two turns of the nut and the
corona disappeared.

TELEVISION

This could not cause the age trouble,
I thought, but by this time I was
becoming a firm believer in ghosts and
gremlins. On removing the alignment
harness, what should appear but a
perfect picture. By this time I was
wondering what could have happened to
cause this set of circumstances.

A little careful checking showed that
the lead connected to the age clamp tube
was routed near the corona. The corona
pickup was being rectified by the age
clamp tube and was bucking out the
agc voltage generated by the sync
pulses and causing the gain of the if
strip to increase until the signal was
blocked.

W=hen I placed my finger across the
antenna input terminals, I reduced the
age voltage but I also cut down the
input signal to a point that the if was
not completely overloaded, producing a
smeary pieture.-F. L. H., Roanoke, V a.

Remember when everybody lit cigar-
ettes with matches that sold for a
penny a box? Then along came a
lighter at 500 times the cost of mate vies.
Lighters, today, sell by the millions
. . . making bigger profits for dealers
than matches ever did!

You get the idea. People do have
the money . . . and when they have a
choice, they invariably buy the best
. . . even if it costs more. The wide-
spread acceptance of our patented
Color'Ceptor proves that people also
want the best antenna. Dealers who
offer it to them are the ones who make
the most money. In fact, Color'Ceptor
has gained such tremendous popu-
larity that eleven imitations are now
masquerading as substitutes!

Now Know This and Make More Money
Color'Ceptor outsells others for many
reasons: PERFORMANCE-uniform
high gain over all channels, sharp di-
rectivity, no suck -outs, no gain roll -
off on end channels, no spurious side
lobes, uniform high front -to -back ratio
on all channels. A HIGH QUALITY
OF CONSTRUCTION not found in
any other antenna-rides out winds
up to 100 mph, yet weighs less, in-
stalls quicker and easier. Elements
lay flat and neat. Has exclusive non -
crush mast clamp and Winegard's 7 -
cycle bright gold anodizing that
doesn't turn green . . . defies salt
spray, fuel acids, corrosion. Three
models to meet most needs. Has the

G Winegard
ANTENNA SYSTEMS

r

most attractive package, best dealer
sales aids, by far the strongest na-
tional consumer advertising. Has
what dealers and their customers both
want. So good you could build a retail
business on Color'Ceptor alone-and
that's been done!

Any dealer who can sell imitations
and other "second-best" antennas
will do far better selling the Color-
ceptor. WHY SELL PENNY MATCHES?
Get OUT all that's IN this business.
Feature Color'Ceptor! Speak to your
Winegard distributor or mail the
coupon now.

WINEGARD CO. 3013-4 Scotten, Burlington, la.

Send me full Color'Ceptor details.

Name

Address

City Zone

State
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conducted by
JACK DARR

WE get many letters wanting
details about changing a
metal -shell picture tube to a
glass type. This is a com-

paratively easy conversion, and one
which is sure to find favor with all
technicians who will work on the set
in the future.

The first step is to select a glass-
bulb tube with electrical characteristics
close to the original. For example, the
popular (in its day) 21MP4 can be
replaced by a 21YP4, with only phys-
ical changes, mounting, etc. The -YP4
is not quite an inch longer, but other
dimensions are very close. (One note
here: watch out for faceplate curva-
ture! For example, if you tried to re-
place a 21MP4, which has a spherical
faceplate, with a 21FP4, which has a
"cylindrical" faceplate, the result would

CABINET
MASK

CLAMP FOR FACE
OF TUBE

Fig. 1-Bracket supports yoke and rear
of picture tube.

be a large gap at most places in the
front mask.)

The most difficult part will be mount-
ing the new tube. If the set is a console,
the new tube can be mounted on the
front of the cabinet, especially if the
original tube was so affixed. The plastic
mask is trimmed if necessary, to allow
the new tube to fit snugly, and the
original mountings are often easily
converted to hold the new tube. This
is especially true if they included a
bracket to hold the yoke, which supports
the back end of the tube (Fig. 1).

Many times original mountings con-
sist only of a clamp around the face
of the tube, leaving the yoke held up
only by its leads! Yoke brackets can
always be added, if necessary. Make
them out of sheet -metal straps about an
inch wide, or No. 16 or 18 gauge steel.
These can be found in large quantities
at your local sheet -metal shop or in the
scrap bin. They can be bent to any

il"

shape needed, and fastened to the cab-
inet (wooden ones) with short wood
screws.

The bracket can be fastened to the
yoke in any one of several ways. Two
methods are shown in Fig. 2. An alter-
nate mounting is shown in Fig. 3. The
bell of the tube is held in a "cradle"
of heavy fabric straps against the front
of the cabinet. These can be made out
of luggage straps as sold in auto -
supply stores, or any available mate -

SCREWED TO
TOP OF CABINET

SCREW

YOKE

it to an open place on the chassis or
to the sides if there are no open places
on the chassis. (Most of the sets upon
which this job will be done are older
models and there is usually some open
space on the chassis.)

Regular conversion kits are available
for quite a number of the older sets,
like the Stewart -Warner 9300 series
for example. These include all wooden
blocks, straps, and screws needed to
make the changeover. However, with a
drill, saber saw, a few bolts and nuts
and a bit of native ingenuity, the TV
technician can make almost any tube
fit any chassis he wants to, in just a
short while.

Hum -bars in color TV
I have a Motorola TS 902 color TV,

converted. There is a hum bar visible
on the screen when there is no signal
applied. It appears as a dark bar mov-
ing swiftly from bottom to top, and
also appears on the scope as a pip
moving left to right through the signal
pattern. When a station is tuned in,
this hum bar disappears, sometimes for
quite a while, then returns, at times
moving very slowly, usually from top

Fig. 2-Bracket may use nut and bolt
(a) or screw and captive nut (b).

EDGEWISE VIEW
OF STRAP

"CAPTIVE NUT"

rial. They must be heavy enough to
support the weight of the tube, at least
1 inch in width and very strong. Make
some kind of a fastening like the
gadget shown in the small detail of
Fig. 3, so that the straps can be pulled
very tight. This one consists of a small
plate of metal, held down by screws,
the strap is passed under it, pulled
tight, then held in place by tightening
the screws. Yoke brackets can also be
added, if the finished rig looks flimsy.

With a few exceptions, chassis -
mounted tubes are always provided with
yoke brackets. These are the easiest:
the old tube is removed and the insulat-
ing ring adapted to fit the new tube by
trimming it with a sharp pocketknife
or tin shears. In some cases a pair of
wooden blocks can be cut out and
fastened to the front corners of the
chassis to hold the tube (Fig. 4). These
are usually cut to fit each individual
set. Be sure to make them small enough
to allow the set to go back into the
cabinet without fouling on the back
corners. The yoke can always be moved
back to take up the extra inch, as these
brackets are usually adjustable. (If not,
they can be made so by drilling a
couple of new holes here and there.)

If there are no yoke braces on the
original chassis, they can be made up
out of the helpful sheet -metal strap.
Bend it to a right angle lengthwise,
to give it greater rigidity and fasten

Fig. 3-Straps sup-
port weight of tube.

SCREWS STRAPS

MASK

to bottom. It seems to be coming to the
picture tube through the video output
tube. I disconnected the regular fila-
ment supply of the CRT, fed it with de
and still got the hum bar. The 60 -cycle
signal seems to be strongest on the
screen leads if I clip my probe on the
insulation.-L. S. L., Englewood, Colo.

This would seem to be a case of our
old friend "marginal electrolytics." You
said before that you had shunted sev-
eral of the filter capacitors without
result. I believe, from the "timing" of
the hum bar that you mention, that the
trouble is going to be found somewhere
in or around the vertical output stages.
PAD CORNERS
WITH
FRICTION
TAPE

WOOD
SCREWED

TO
CHASSIS

BOLT
a

NUT

CHASSIS

Fig. 4-Wood blocks hold front of tube.
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Notice that the hum bar moves rapidly
when there is no incoming signal (hence
no sync) and disappears, then re-
appears, moving very slowly, with sync.

Electrolytics with a high power fac-
tor will often give misleading results
on a shunt test because of the internal
leakage (which is, after all, the main
cause of the high power -factor condi-
tion). To get a reliable test, disconnect
each suspected unit and replace it with
a known good unit of the same or larger
size. Trace your power supply lines
with a direct probe (not a low -capac-
itance probe-it will attenuate the
low -frequency ripple signals!) and see
what kind of ripple you've got on them.

The most likely capacitors in this
case would be those "nearest" to the
screen leads to the CRT. If they are
OK, then go back to the capacitors
around the vertical output stage, as I
said before. It is quite possible that
some of the pulse voltage from this
stage is leaking into the video.

You might also investigate the elec-
trolytics in and around the vertical
convergence circuits. A 60 -cycle pulse
is fed to these controls through the
plug and cable connections, and filtered,
etc., by three nonpolarized electrolytics,
C15, C16 and C17. These are 100-i.of
units, connected at the three vertical
convergence controls, R16, R18 and
R20. If these are defective, they will
give you trouble much like what you
have.

Tricky horizontal hold
The horizontal hold control in an

Admiral 18XP4BZ chassis is very sen-
sitive. When the raster jumps out of
sync, a sawtooth wave shows up ver-
tically and the screen goes blank. I can
lock it back in again with the hold
control, but it does the same thing over
again.-B. M., Delton, Mich.

This sounds as though you have a
marginal defect in the horizontal oscil-
lator. In other words, the oscillator is
just barely working and the slightest
disturbance throws it out of sync, mak-
ing it stop completely. The collapse of
the horizontal sweep is giving you the

SYNC PULSE

FROM
FLYBACK 1511

I W

6AL5
HORIZ AFC

1N100K

.0047

FROM . YNC
PHASE INV

470 K

4.7
MEG

.0471'

resistor having shifted in value. The
most likely one would be the 470,000 -
ohm unit which feeds the horizontal
oscillator. If it has increased in value,
a common complaint, it would make the
oscillator most unstable. Also, check
the resistors in the grid circuit of the
control section of the horizontal oscil-
lator (Fig. 5). Some trouble was found
with these if they drifted too far off
tolerance. Replace with 5% resistors.

Transistor antenna booster
Do you have a diagram for

sistor single -channel antenna
for a TV set? This one will

I2AU7
HORIZ MVB

390p.p.f

5.6K Z150K

I.5K a
LOCK

on'T HORIZ

.0039 pi

a tran-
booster

be used

TO HOR I Z

OUTPUT
Ofid

5.6K

150K

260V

Fig. 5-Horizontal oscillator circuit in Admiral 18XP4BZ.
wavy vertical white line on the screen,
as the vertical sweep is still running
for a fraction of a second.

The trouble is probably due to a

on a single set, and I'd like to find one
that wouldn't cost a fortune to build.
-A. A., Rutland, S. D.

Transistor antenna boosters are being

FROM 4MLI1L3...QUALITY MICROPHONES

FOR EVERY APPLICATION

Model
58

FOR TV,

BROADCAST

AND HI-IFI

RECORDING
Model 58, a dynamic miniature with
high fidelity, meets TV, broadcasting,
recording, PA requirements of perform-
ance, durability, compactness. Model 58
has the sensitive Turner Dynaflex dia-
phragm which resists shock, tempera-
ture extremes, moisture. Response; 60 -
13,000 c.p.s. Level; -57 db at high im-
pedance. Model 58 wired for quick se-
lection of high or low impedance.
Model 58A for quick selection of 50 or
200 ohms impedance. List price $57.00.

FOR DISPATCH,

PAGING, P.A.,

CONTROL TOWER

AND

AMATEUR USE

The Turner
"Lift - Switch"
Model 250 dy-
namic offers
you more vers-
atility, conven-
ience and ease of operation than any
other microphone. Wired to operate
both relay and mike circuits at a touch.
Has Turner's exclusive 3 -way switching.
1) Lift the mike, it's live; 2) depress
the front bar for push -to -talk; 3) move
the lever -lock forward. The mike is live
and stays live. The model 250 is a high
impedance microphone. Response; 60 -
10,000 c.p.s. Level; -52 db. Complete
with single unit die-cast case and 20 ft.,
three conductor (one shielded) cable.
Furnished in satin chrome. List $49.50.

Model
250

GENERAL

PURPOSE

A slender, compact
and graceful crys-
tal microphone.
Highly versatile.
Can be adapted kk---J

for hand, stand or
desk uses. Total weight only five oz.
Response; 80 - 7,000 c.p.s. Level; -54
db. Equipped with 7 ft. single conduc-
tor shielded cable. List price $15.95
(Less C-4 stand illustrated).

THE

Write for free catalog

Model
80

MICROPHONE COMPANY
933 17th St. N.E., Cedar Rapids, Iowa

IN CANADA: Canadian Marconi Co.,
Toronto, Ontario and Branches

EXPORT: Ad Auriema, Inc.,
85 Broad St., New York 4, N.Y.
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Build a permanent collection of your
favorite music

NEW
ARKAY-HARTING

MS -5

STEREO
RECORD  PLAYBACK

TAPE DECK

1299'
Records and plays back in STEREO

and 4 track monaural
Now you can afford the satisfaction and pride
of owning a professional quality tape deck. The
MS -5 features amazing simplicity of design and
operation, yet is engineered to broadcast stand-
ards. Compare it to tape decks costing over
$200!

With all the features you'd expect in a profes-
sional quality stereo tape deck ... PLUS:
 5 push button operation and drop -in loading
 Automatic interlock prevents accidental

erasure
 Double shoe brakes for split-second non -slip

stops
 All metal tape fingers for longer tape life
 Oversized capstan insures constant tape

speed
 2 speed Stereo and monaural operation

LY ARKAY
'60 components give a

IME GUARANTEE
With Crystal Control Superhet Receiving

Circuit-No Tuning Necessary!

NEW ARKAY SQ-9 `SKY -VOX'

CITIZENS BAND TRANSCEIVER

fully pre -wired and
prealigned front end

KIT $ 95
ONLY

Factory wired $119.95

Advanced circuitry
and design with spec-
ifications you'd expect
to find in units costing
many times more ...
PLUS:

 Nothing else to buy
- Ready to operate
12V DC, 110V AC

 Crystal controlled Su-
perhet receiving cir-
cuit

 Crystal controlled os-
cillator, Pentode RP
amplifier transmitting
circuit

In the tradition of other  Multi -Channel opera -
outstanding ARKAY tion
units the ARKAY SQ-9  Automatic noise Iim-
Citizens Band Transceiv- Her
er offers you the finest  Audio Squelch
in two-way communica  Comes complete with
tions at the lowest pose microphone and I set
sible price. of crystals.

For business or fun, in
your home, office, car
or truck, this newest
method of communi-
cation has no equal at
any price. It's like
having a direct line to
your home or place of
business from wher-
ever you happen to
be - and there is no
tuning necessary! If
you can flip a switch
you're on the air.

- - - - - - -- -
ARKAY HFT-7 FM -AM- -ARKAY CS 28 -watt T ARKAY VT -I0 Vacuum

Tuner
Another Golden '60 component

with the Lifetime Guarantee

KIT $3200 $49.95

Wired

Stereophonic Dual
Amplifier-Preamp Another Golden '60 component

Another Golden '60 component with the Lifetime Guarantee
with the Lifetime Guarantee

Ask your dealer or Write to-
day for an illustrated catalog
of the complete ARKAY
Golden '110 line.

KIT $6495 $99.95 I
Wired

Tube Voltmeter

KIT $2595 $47.95

Wired

CIVILILIVW
88.06 Van Wyck Expressway Richmond Hill 18. N.Y.

TV TUNER24 HR REPAIR and
ALIGNMENT SERVICE

VHF or UHF - All Makes
90 DAY

WARRANTY
ISSUED ON
ALL TUNERS

THE

DEALER VHF Tuners

NET UHF Tuners
UHF Converters

PRICE UHF -VHF Combinations $17.95
ABOVE SERVICE & PRICES ARE FOR UNMUTILATED UNITS. Missing, broken &damaged parts, defective tubes charged extra at LOW net prices.

IMPORTANT. SHIP COMPLETE. -INCLUDE ALL BROKEN PARTS. STATE MODEL
 & COMPLAINT. PACKAGE WELL TO AVOID TRANSIT DAMAGE.

SPECIAL DISTRIBUTOR PRICES ON REQUEST

F.O.B.
EVANSTON, ILL.
WE SHIP C.O.D.

JW ELECTRONICS 1538 W. Jarvis Ave., Chicago 26, Illinois
Telephone Broadway 4-9757
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made at present by Benco TV Asso-
ciates of Canada and by some US
manufacturers, but they are quite
definitely out of your last category!
The only ones now in production, to
my knowledge, are broad -band types,
designed for use with community
antenna systems, and their cost is quite
high.

At this time, I don't know of a design
that would fit your requirements, I'm
sorry to say. Try locating one of the
old TACO 1628 single -channel antenna
boosters. There should be plenty of
them floating around, and they did an
excellent job, although they are not
used too much any more. I used one for
several years on my own antenna, back
when we could get only one channel,
and that from a long way off.

Critical vertical hold
I'm working on a CBS 22C07M TV.

The vertical hold control won't stop
the picture until it is right at the
grounded end, and then it's very crit-
ical.-A. W. A., Queens, N. Y.

If you have to run the vertical hold
control all the way to the grounded
end, you undoubtedly have too much
resistance in the circuit. In other words,
the 2.2-megohm resistor between the
hold control and the oscillator grid has
increased in value, or the hold control

SYNC PIPS (NORMAL) SYNC PIPS (TOO SMALL)

\

Fig. 6-Vertical waveform with normal
(a) and too small (b) sync pulse.

itself has increased. Check both of them
to be sure. While we normally don't
think of trouble in controls, it is still
very possible for one to increase in
resistance, just as a standard carbon
resistor does! Check the amplitude of
your vertical sync pulse by applying
a scope to the oscillator grid and rolling
the picture slowly downward with the
hold control. The sync pulse should be
visible as a small pip on the waveform
(Fig. 6).

If this is too small, it will not lock
the oscillator as it should. Check sync
amplifier and separator tubes, and the
vertical integrator network.

Picture "bounce"
In a Sylvania 225MU TV set the

picture bounces up and down whenever
the sound is turned up to high levels.
Turning the volume down below normal
listening level steadies the picture, but
bringing it back up makes it bounce.
I have changed all the tubes in both
vertical and sound circuits. What might
be causing this problem?-P. B. G.,
Waldron, Ark.

This is caused by incorrect bias on
either the vertical output tube or the
sound output tube. Change the 0.1-Af
capacitor in the grid circuit of the
vertical output and the .005-Af input
coupling capacitor in the sound output.
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A slight leakage in either of these will
alter the bias so that the sound output
tube draws more than its normal plate
current. When high sound peaks are
encountered, the added current drain
lowers the voltage on the vertical
oscillator and output, making the pic-
ture shift position.

Vertical instability
Can you, give the reason why an RCA

KCS-124 TV will not stop rolling ver-
tically? It does this on all channels. It
can be held momentarily, then a change
in the picture when a commercial comes
on will start it again.-V. J. D., Wash-
ington, D. C.

This trouble is due to insufficient
vertical sync amplitude. In the field,
the most common cause is a weak 6CG7
tube. This is used as a sync amplifier
and vertical oscillator. If a new tube
doesn't cure the trouble, check the plate
voltage on the sync section. It should
be 65 volts on pin 1, the plate. The
6BU8 should have 185 volts on pin 8,
the plate, and 110 volts on pin 9, the
screen grid. The 6AW8 first sync sep-
arator should have 75 volts on pin 3,
the plate. Changes of value of any of
the plate load resistors would cause
sync trouble.

The .033-µf capacitor on the grid of
the 6CG7 should be checked for leak-
age, also the .0056-4 capacitor on the
grid of the vertical oscillator.

Incidentally, before taking any dras-
tic steps, be sure that the vertical
height and linearity controls are prop-
erly set. If they aren't, this may cause
vertical instability.

Dim raster
We have a CBS TV which has only

a dim raster, no control of brightness
and no picture. I suspected the bright-
ness control, but it checks out. Is it a
bad picture tube?-A. M. F., Calif.

Watch this one, you've got a beautiful
"double symptom" here! It is possible
that you have a defective picture tube.
Only testing with a reliable CRT
checker will show it up. However, before
doing this, change the sync -separator/
video amplifier 6U8 tube. A short in
the 6U8 will show exactly the symp-
toms described, which are the same as
a heater-cathode short in the picture
tube. The short removes bias and pic-
ture signals from the tube, leaving a
low -brightness raster and no pix. END

"Takes a while to warm up."

A TUBE TESTER FOR EVERY PURPOSE
Here's how easy it is to test all tube types with a MERCURY

TUBE TESTER - completely, accurately - IN JUST SECONDS
JUST SET FILAMENT AND LOAD CONTROLS...INSERT TUBE...

PRESS QUALITY BUTTON AND READ EMISSION ON METER

IMPORTANT! Mercury Tube Testers positively cannot become obsolete as they

are engineered to accommodate all new tube types as introduced. New tube listings
are furnished periodically to all registered owners.

Model 101 Portable Tube Tester
THE SPEED AND ACCURACY OF A MULTIPLE SOCKET

TUBE TESTER AT A FABULOUSLY LOW PRICE
Checks emission of over 700 tube types ... Checks inter -element
shorts, leakage and gas content ... Checks all sections of multi-
purpose tubes ... Housed in sturdy gray hammertone steel case
... Handy tube chart contained in special back compartment ...
Size, 9 x 81/2 x Model 1011 $1995

Dealer Net ...

410

Ilk .416 4,gis ek.1,

Model 102-P Portable Tube Tester
A DELUXE TESTER AT A SENSIBLE PRICE

Checks emission of over 700 tube types ... Checks inter -
element shorts, leakage and gas content ... Checks all
sections of mulb-purpose tubes ... Checks diodes, filament
and external continuity, power rectifiers, pilot lamps, auto
and TV fuses .... Housed in handsome oak carrying case
with compartment for all test leads ... Size, 11V4 x 12 x

Model 102-P $c950
Dealer Net ...

Model 102-C Caddy Tube Tester
TESTER AND TUBE CADDY 'ALL IN ONE'

Includes the specifications of the Model 102-P above ...
Tester fits securely on guiders but can easily be removed
... Tube caddy will hold over 125 tubes ... Convenient
drawer stores tools and test leads. Size, 93/4 x 16 x 131/2".

Model 102-C
$7450Dealer Net ...

Model AD -1 CRT Adapter available ... makes Mercury Tube Testers highly
accurate picture tube testers of all black and whOe picture tubes (including the new $395
short neck 110 degree RCA type) for emission, shorts and gas content. Dealer Net ..

Model 201 Self -Service Tube Tester

A VALUABLE MONEY -MAKING ASSISTANT IN YOUR SHOP
Checks quality (emission, shorts and gas) of over
800 tube types ... Checks each section of multi-
purpose tubes ... Tests all 6 and 12 volt stand-
ard auto radio vibrators ... Handy push button
fuse can be reset manually-never needs re-
placement ... Tube compartment with own lock
holds over 400 tubes ... Tube storage drawers
with tube carton dividers and drawer sheets
provide for automatic inventory control ...
Etched aluminum panel always retains its hand-
some appearance ... Takes only 19" x 19" of
floor space. Stands 6'1" high... Illuminated col-
orful plastic display tops the cabinet ... Colorful

window streamers suppllied with each tester
to attract customers.

Model 201-F (Floor Model) $1585°
Dealer Net ...

Model 201-C (Counter Model) $1 0950
Dealer Net ... I

SEE YOUR LOCAL ELECTRONICS PARTS DISTRIBUTOR

EDE IBTIN6

cifimellay ELECTRONICS CORP.
manufacturers of quality electronic products

77 Searing Ave., Mineola, N. Y.
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EMC advances in Audio and Test
Equipment - by far the Best Values

obtainable in Wired or Kit form.

EMC Model 801
RC Bridge and
In -Circuit
Capacity Checker

A new comprehen-
sive resistance and
capacity checker. It
measures condens-
ers for actual value,
leakage, and power
factor. In addition it
Measures condensers
while still connected
in their original cir-
cuits for opens, shorts or intermittents.
Model 801 Wired $38.95 - Model 801 Kit

EMC Model 802
Signal Tracer
and Generator
Generates its
own audio, IF
and RF signal for
tracing. Uses
both a magic eye
tube and a
speaker for sig-
nal detection.
Checks noisy
components.
Checks and compares magnetic, ceramic and crystal
cartridges. Supplied with two shielded audio probes and
RF crystal demodulator probe. Model 802 Wired ....$38.95
Model 802.Kit $24.95

$24.95

EMC Model 107A
Peak to Peak
Vacuum Tube
Volt -Ohm
Capacity Meter
6" meter cannot burn
out - entirely elec-
tronic. Measures peak
to peak AC voltages to
2800 volts in 6 ranges.
Measures capacity in 6 ranges from 50
mmfd to 5000 mfd. Measures resistance
in 6 ranges from .2 ohm to 1000 megs. Measures DC volts
to 1000 volts in 6 ranges. Input resistance 16.5 megs.
Model 107A Wired ....$51.40 - Mod& 107A Kit ....$36.50

EMC Model 214 Stereo Amplifier
A compact, highly attractive dual 14W ampli-
fier with built in preamplifiers having 56 watts peak
power output. Has rumble filter and contour control
switch. Extremely low distortion and noise level. It can
be used as a 28 watts (56 watts peak) monaural amplifier
or as a monaural amplifier so arranged that one pre.
amplifier is used to drive the internal amplifier while
the other preamplifier is used to drive any existing mon-
aural amplifier.
Model 214 Wired $106.80 - Model 214 Kit $68.90

IIMMIIIMMIMMIMMOBMMINIMIM11111111
RE -56

III Yes, tell me more, send me FREE a detailed
II catalog of the Complete EMC Line.

NAME
MI STREET

II CITY . STATE

111 Emc Electronic Measurements Corp
625 B'way, New York 12, N. Y

III Ex. Dept. 370 BROA9WAY. New York 13, N. Y
111NMEIIII=INWM1111111111111=IMMIIMI

TELEVISION

IMPROVING
the TV

RECEIVER
Keyed -age systems can cause warm-up buzz.
Here's a simple way to get rid of this annoyance

By WILLIAM FEINGOLD
ALL television receivers have some

sort of age to help maintain a con-
stant video detector output regardless
of variations in the signal at the an-
tenna. The simpler systems used in low-
cost sets usually allow a three- or four -

VIDEO DE T VIDEO AMPL

4.7K

fold variation at the detector; the
deluxe receivers generally hold the
change to about 10%. This article
deals with a strange performance com-
plaint that is a byproduct of this better
age action.

VOLUME
CONTROL

4.7 MEG

TRAIN QUICKLY! OLDEST, BEST
EQUIPPED SCHOOL of ITS KIND in U.S.
Get practical training in New Shop -Labs of Coyne.
Prepare for a better job and a successful future in a
top opportunity field. Advanced education or pre-
vious experience not needed. Employment service to
graduates.

Enroll NOW-Pay Later
Finance Plan and Easy Payment Plan. Also Part
Time Employment help for students.
FREE BOOK Clip coupon or write to address

below for Free Illustrated Book.
"Guide to Careers"-Describes all training offered.
No obligation and No Salesman Will Call. Act NOW.

B. W. Cooke, Jr., President CHARTERED
NOT FOR PROFIT

C OYN E 1501
Established 1899

W. Congress Pkwy.
Chicago. Dept. 50-5C

rCOYNE Electrical School
1501 W Congress Pkwy., Chicago 7, III.
Dept. 50-50
Send FREE book "Guide to Careers" and details
of all training you offer. However, I am especially
interested in:
 ELECTRICITY 0 TELEVISION 0 BOTH FIELDS

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY STATE J

AUDIO AMPL

Two resistors and
a crystal diode arc
the only addition-
al parts.

the ANSWER TO

NOISY CONTROLS

and SWITCHES

12 YEARSvil OF

PROVEN SUPERIORTY
Costs Just Pennies more than
the poorest substitute . . .

Supplied in Spray can and 2, 4, 8 oz. bottles

OUIETROLE
COMPANY

SPARTANBURG, South Carolina
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These deluxe sets invariably use keyed
age. This circuit derives control bias
for the set's rf and if stages by using
a keying pulse supplied by the hori-
zontal deflection system. Therefore,
during warmup and prior to lock -in of
the horizontal system, no control bias
is applied to the rf and if stages. This
lack of control voltage allows overload-
ing, and intermodulation takes place
between the video and the sound. The
result is a raucous 60 -cycle buzz blast-
ing out of the speaker.

Although this situation is not new
and has been more or less tolerated by
the general public for a number of
years, a simple innovation has pushed
it into the aggravation stage in the
last year. Many manufacturers are now
incorporating preset volume controls
with either push-pull or a push -push
on-off switch. This leaves the volume
set for normal listening during warmup
instead of at the lower level that is gen-
erally used with the rotary on -off sys-
tem.

Readers who would like to eliminate
this annoying warmup buzz can easily
make the necessary modification. Ex-
cept for the three new elements-R1,
R2, and Dl-the diagram shows a
conventional TV circuit.

Operating theory is straightforward.
During warmup, the overloaded if strip
puts an abnormally high signal voltage
on the video detector which rectifies it,
thereby deriving a high negative
voltage. This negative voltage is used
to bias the audio amplifier into cutoff
during this period. The voltages in the
diagram show that the warmup video
voltage is -22. The values of R1 and
R2 are selected so E2 is -16 volts
during warmup and the audio ampli-
fier is cut off. When the detector finally
falls to its normal value of -2 volts, E2
goes a little positive, thereby re-
storing the audio tube. In the interest
of audio quality, we preserve the nega-
tive contact voltage of E3 ( -0.7 volt),
so a germanium diode clamp is added to
keep the value of E2 from going too far
positive. END

WHEN THE CAT'S AWAY
An Indiana housewife blamed a

neighbor's amateur operation for her
distorted TV picture. She was not satis-
fied when an FCC field inquiry indi-
cated that her receiver, rather than the
ham, was at fault. So she wrote to
President Eisenhower. However, a sec-
ond visit by an engineer of the Chicago
office showed that the disturbance had
been eliminated. The method used was
unique. On a day when the lady of the
house (described by her husband as
the "dominant member of the family")
was away, the helpful amateur, with
the consent of the woman's husband,
but without her knowledge, installed
a wavetrap and a line filter in her set
to make up for its poor interference -
rejection capabilities. - Kilocycling
With the FCC

S i11111

4 NEW E COUPLERS
In just a matter of seconds, new quality engineered B -T
couplers featuring 'No -Strip' terminals provide a low loss,
matched installation for superior multi -set performance.

13-T 'NO -STRIP' TERMINALS
Speedy, Secure Positive Installation - No Stripping. Simply slide the 300 ohm ribbon
into groove provided on the coupler and tighten slotted hex head terminal screws.
12 sharp teeth bite through the insulation making positive electrical contact...secure,
weather-proof. Eliminates loss and impedance mismatch caused by exposed wires.

2 -SET COUPLER - MAXIMUM INTER -SET ISOLATION-MINIMUM SIGNAL LOSS
Model A-102 Two -Set Coupler delivers more signal to each TV or FM set, with greater
inter -set isolation than other couplers. A new original B -T circuit with phase can-
cellation feature automatically defeats interfering signals. No ghosts, no smears, ideal
for color TV and FM. List $3.50.

NEW B -T COUPLERS - FOUR -SET, HI -LO AND UHF -VHF
A -I04 FOUR -SET COUPLER - Low -loss 300 ohm
directional coupler only 7.5 db insertion loss and
12 to 20 db inter -set isolation. Flat response 50 to
220 mc. List $4.95.

A-105 HI -LO ANTENNA COUPLER - Combines low -
band and high -band VHF antennas or provides sep.
arate low and high outputs from a common line or
antenna. List $3.95.

A-107 UHF -VHF ANTENNA COUPLER - Combines
VHF and UHF antennas, or provides separate
VHF and UHF outputs from a common line or
antenna. List $3.95
A-100 OUTDOOR MOUNTING KIT - Bracket and
strap assembly for fast, easy mast mounting for
Models A-102, A-104, A-105, A-107. List $1.10.

 SMARTLY STYLED  WEATHERPROOF  NON -BREAKABLE CASE

Available at parts distributors. For further information write Dept. RE -5.
BLONDER -TONGUE LABORATORIES, INC.

9 Ailing Street, Newark 2, N. J.
The largest manufacturer of TV Signal Amplifiers, UHF Converters and Master TV Systems
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By HENRY J. MILLER

TEST equipment that rolls to where it's needed is
one of the secrets of the unorthordox time -saving
design of a busy one-man TV repair shop in Sara-
sota, Fla.

A technician's time is his prime commodity, and need-
less waste of it can mean the difference between profit
and loss, especially in a one-man operation. With this
in mind, Martin J. Stahl, Jr., revamped his Television
Service Laboratory in an unusual manner for maximum
efficiency.

"It invariably happened that if I opened a TV set at
one end of the bench, the test instruments I needed
were at the other end," says Stahl. "And in between stood
several sets in the process of repair or check, or being
fixed. Often this meant time in moving equipment
around to get at the instrument.

Not a single meter or piece of test equipment is
mounted at a fixed location in Stahl's shop-all instru-
ments are completely mobile. "To have a shelf with
$2,000 worth of equipment laid out on it may be im-
pressive to the customer, but it can mean the loss of a

the
ONE-MAN

SHOP

lot of money to the one-man shop owner," say Stahl.
He achieved the mobility by mounting his test units on
pipe frames with legs on large furniture casters.

Among his other efficiency innovations: "I count it a
must to have a long workbench, and mine is 23 feet
long." This means that when he yanks a chassis out of
its cabinet, the case can be pushed back out of the way
on the 50 -inch tabletop, right behind the chassis. Thus
seven sets are easily accommodated at one time on the
long bench. If a hurry -up job comes in, it is placed in an
unused space on the bench, the needed instruments
rolled down to it and work begun at once.

Stahl's lengthy bench elim-
inates needless handling of
test equipment or receivers.
"By the end of the day I'll
often have half a dozen sets
on the bench proving them-
selves," he explains. "If a
part has to be ordered, I
don't need to pick up or lift
the chassis. It is simply
pushed back out of the way
toward the rear while
awaiting the arrival of the
component." Note the test
instruments mounted on a
castered rolling frame (at
left). Another feature of
the shop is the use of light-
ing designed to minimize
glare and eyestrain.
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Important to the small shop is an adequate
supply of parts to stave off needless trips
to the supply house. Stahl keeps small parts
in baby -food jars to insure maximum visi-
bility and easy inventory keeping.

Stahl spent $300 for this Hickok video
scanner and considers it an excellent invest-
ment as a time saver. It's connected to the
antenna system so he can get a test pattern
on every set. Thus he can quickly check
the size, height and linearity of a picture
at a glance; he also uses it to judge band-
width of video if stages and for trouble-
shooting sync circuits. "Its eliminates guess-
work and saves time," he states, "which is
the essence of a one-man shop."

The shop owner finds a slate handy for
reminders to himself and to make a graphic
portrayal of ailments, costs and parts to an
inquiring set owner. Stahl also keens a pad
for each set undergoing repairs. He marks
the parts used and their cost as he installs
them in the set, so when the job is ended
only a fast calculation is required to total
up the bill. If necessary, there's room for
another man at his long bench, and "a
glance at the pads enables you to see the
progress of each job and what parts have
been used up to the moment."

Unlike Mohammed and the mountain, Stahl
glides his rolling -stock test equipment to
the jobs, eliminating the lugging of heavy
sets to fixed instruments. This arrangement
speeds service in the one-man shop.
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A Home Study Program for Engineering Technicians and Profes-

sional Engineers Comparable in Technological Content to College -

Level Electronics Residence Courses.

CR 11's Extension Division offers combinations of
courses in advanced electronics engineering technology
to meet present or future employment requirements,
and step up your earning power.
A CREI program, the product of
33 years experience, is neither
short-cut nor magic formula. It
is an accredited home study cur-
riculum which may take as little
as 18 months, or as much as 3
years, depending upon the course
selected and amount of stick-to-
itiveness brought to bear. The
program is designed specifically
for men employed in a technical
capacity in the electronics indus-
try, where a shortage of man-
power with advanced technical
education not only exists, but
shows every likelihood of in-
creasing.

Now fifth in volume among
American industries, the elec-

90

tronics industry offers almost
unlimited employment and ad-
vancement opportunities. Appli-
cations of new electronic devel-
opments in automation, instru-
mentation, industrial electronics,
aeronautical electronics, guided
missiles, servomechanisms, com-
puters, astronautics and tele-
metering create new jobs every
day. Yet, paradoxically, indus-
try growth does not always mean
individual growth. Companies
actively seeking men with
modern, advanced technological
knowledge are simultaneously
firing mediocre men who lack
this knowledge.

CREI students (more than

20,400 are currently enrolled)
keep pace with the needs of the
ever -advancing electronics indus-
try and are eagerly sought by
employers who offer solid oppor-
tunities for rapid promotion.

Since 1927 we have directed
the technical education of stu-
dents in advanced electronics en-
gineering technology. We devel-
oped the prototype civilian elec-
tronics course for the Army Sig-
nal Corps in 1941, supplied 300,-
000 texts to the U. S. Navy in a
special course for radio techni-
cians in the South Pacific in
1943, trained hundreds of techni-
cians during World War II for
the Signal Corps. We co-founded

RADIO -ELECTRONICS



the National Council of Technical
Schools, which first established
scholastic and business stand-
ards for the technical school
field. We were among the first
three technical institutes whose
curricula were accredited by the
Engineers' Council for Profes-
sional Development. In 1946 we
instituted the group training
programs used by companies rep-
resenting the cream of the elec-
tronics and aviation industries.
CREI courses are widely em-
ployed today in company -spon-
sored educational plans by com-
panies throughout the U. S. and
Canada.

What does this record of
achievement mean to you as a
CREI student? It means that
industry and the Armed Services
alike respect CREI men. It
means that your CREI diploma
is a door -opener. Significantly,
Help Wanted ads often specify
"CREI education or equivalent
required." Our Placement Bu-
reau, which helps grad-
uates and advanced
students find more de-
sirable positions, is al-
ways available to CREI
men. While no place-
ment guarantees will
be made by CREI or
any other reputable in-
stitution, for many years the de-
mand for CREI graduates and
advanced students has far ex-
ceeded the supply.

CREI HOME STUDY ADVANTAGES.

This advanced technical edu-
cation is accomplished on your
own time, during hours chosen
by you. You waste no time
in travel. You have plenty of
time to do your best. Your
work is under the supervision of
a regular staff instructor who
guides your progress step by
step. Courses are prepared and
taught by men experienced both
in teaching and in electronics,
presented in easy -to -understand
form, kept up to date by periodic
revision. Experience in more
than three decades of home -
study teaching, during which
time we have corrected and com-
mented on many hundreds of
thousands of examinations, en-

ables us to anticipate questions
in our lesson material.
CREI STUDENTS are professional
electronics engineers and tech-
nicians, all over the world and
in every phase of electronics,
about one-third military, the rest
civilian. Their median age is 28.
In 1958 they devoted approxi-
mately 1,572,400 hours to 104,831

lesson texts,
answered and
were individu-
ally graded up-
on 1, 048,310
searching
questions and
engineering
problems. They

studied advanced electronics en-
gineering technology associated
with transistors, microwaves,
forward scatter, computers, ser-
vomechanisms, radar, electronic
navigational devices and the en-
tire field of modern electronics.
New students enrolled during the
year are on the missile ranges of

Vandenburg AF Base
and Cape Canaveral.
They are at Alamagor-
do and China Lake, at
SAC bases around the
world. They are in the
research laboratories
and manufacturing
plants where the latest

electronic equipment is designed
and produced. They maintain
electronic equipment for United
Air Lines, and Trans -Canada Air
Lines. They share in electronics
at All America Cables and Radio,
Inc., and The Martin Co. They
work for USIA (Voice of Amer-
ica) and Columbia Broadcasting
System, for Gates Radio and Fed-
eral Electric, to name but a few.
All of the firms mentioned offer
their personnel CREI education
under company sponsorship.
CREI men are found by the hun-
dreds among field engineers of
major electronic manufacturers.
They're across the world and
across the street. They're men

you'll compete
with-to gain or
hold your place
in the electron-
ics profession.

If ambition is
part of your
make-up-if you

want to convert interest and en-
ergy into dollars of income-if
you want to convert your spare
evening hours into material ben-
efit and the personal satisfaction
that comes with advancement
and respect of your associates-
then CREI's home study educa-
tion assures you of :

1. A solid foundation of col-
lege -level, advanced technical
electronic engineering knowl-
edge.

2. A means of keeping abreast
of the complex developments in
electronics.

3. The ability to communicate
intelligently with your engineer-
ing associates and superiors.

4. The best preparation for
professional advancement in elec-
tronics as the industry demands
more qualified personnel.
QUALIFICATIONS FOR CREI. Col-
lege degree is not essential. If you
have had basic electronic educa-
tion, practical experience in elec-
tronics and a high school educa-
tion, you can probably qualify.
A good way to find out : Use the
postage -paid card. It will bring
you the free 54 -page book which
has launched thousands on their
advanced careers : "Insurance for
Your Future in the New World
IA Electronics." Tuition is reas-
onable and may be paid monthly.
It takes just one $10 -a -week
raise to repay your investment in
CREI education and leave you a
substantial bonus the first year.
Available to veterans under GI
bill.

RESIDENCE SCHOOL in Washing-
ton, D. C. for those who can at-
tend classes. Day and evening
classes start at regular intervals.
Qualified graduates earn AAS
degree in approximately 27
months. Electronics experience
not required for admission.

CAPITOL RADIO
ENGINEERING INSTITUTE
ECPD Accredited Technical Institute
Curricula. Founded 1927
Dept. 1405 -GI
3224 16TH ST., N.W.
WASHINGTON 10, D. C.
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By LEE CRAIG

F you are a boating enthusiast and
cannot afford a professional radio
direction finder, you can find out
Where you are and where you are

heading by using a pocket-size tran-
sistor radio as a direction finder. Some
of them work very well for this pur-
pose. And their cost starts at about
$25 and runs all the way up the scale.
Even the man with a rowboat can now
have a radio direction finder!

These portable transistor sets are
powered by a self-contained battery.
Most are superheterodyne receivers.
Two of the imported types I tested
proved very sensitive and their built-in
loop antennas have extremely good
directional qualities. One of them has
directional characteristics superior to
those of a radio direction finder cost-
ing more than six times as much.

A radio direction finder consists of
a radio receiver with a loop antenna.
Practically every AM broadcast re-
ceiver on the market has one built in.
Since the suitability of an ordinary
radio receiver as a direction finder
depends upon the directional charac-
teristics of its antenna, not all radio
sets make useful direction finders.

A loop antenna provides strongest
reception when its edge is pointed in
the direction from which the signal is
coming (Figs. 1-a and -b). When the
loop is turned (in the case of built-in
loops, the whole set is turned) so its
open end faces the incoming signal,

Turn your portable receiver
into a radio direction finder

reception is poorest. The antenna's
maximum -signal position is very broad
while the minimum -signal position or
"null" is quite narrow. There are two
maximum -signal positions and two
nulls (Fig. 1-c). This is true because
the loop has two sides. Since the nulls
are much sharper, they are used for
determining direction.

The two nulls are supposed to be

LOOP

RADIO RECEIVER

STRONG
SIGNALS

a
0 0 0 0 2

STRONG SIGNALS

FERRITE CORE
LOOP

RADIO
RECEIVER

NULL

FERRITE
LOOP

ANT

NULL

STRONG
SIGNALS

180° apart. But, in practical loops
there is some error. They may be a few
degrees removed from 180°, so some
error in taking bearings is to be ex-
pected. In professional direction finders
(DF), special care is taken to minimize
this error. This is done by balancing
the loop with respect to ground. Fig. 2
shows why unbalance occurs and Fig. 3
shows various means for correcting un-

RF AMPL
OR MIXER

TUNING

AVC BYPASS

T AVC

Fig. 2-Unbalanced antenna
causes poor symmetry in an-
tenna's directivity pattern.

Fig. I-a-A conventional loop antenna
picks up the strongest signals when
either edge of the coil is pointed toward
the station being received. b-In minia-
ture portables, a ferrite core loop is
used. Maximum signal is picked up by
the broad side of the loop while mini-
mum signal is picked up by the ends.
c-The approximate directional pattern

of a midget ferrite core loop.
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balance as used in professional DF
units.

It is easy to determine the suit-
ability of a small transistor radio as a
direction finder. Merely take an accu-
rate map and note your location. Then
take bearings on various radio stations
whose transmitter locations are known.
These bearings (nulls) should conform
with lines drawn on the map from your
location to the radio stations. By
reversing the set 180° to use the oppo-
site null position, you can quickly check
the loop's balance. One of the low-
priced sets had only a 1° error com-
pared to a professional direction finder
which had a front -to -back error of 6°.
Both units were tested at the same
location.

Professional direction finders and
portable radios give two nulls, so the

MATCHING
TRANS

RF AMPL
OR MIXER

TUNING

BALANCING TO
CAPS RCVR

Fig. 3-Two ways of improving an an-
tenna's directivity pattern.

navigator has to determine which of
the two directions is the correct one.
For instance, if he knows he is south
of the station on which he has taken a
bearing, he knows that the bearing to
the north is not the one to use. Some
professional DF units have a sense
antenna which eliminates this guess-
work. The operator rotates the loop to
get a maximum -signal indication first.
When a sense antenna is used, one of
the maximum -signal positions is much
stronger than the other one because
the sense antenna adds to the signal
in one direction and bucks the signal in
the other one. Then, after determining
general direction, he takes a null bear-
ing to get an accurate reading.

By using two transistor radios, you
can take bearings on two stations at the
same time. This will yield directional
information quickly. A fix is made by
taking the two bearings and drawing
lines on a chart or map. The ship is
located at the point where the two
lines join.

While you can merely lay one of the
little transistor radios on top of a map
to get rough bearings, a jig on which
to mount the radio will give more

(Continued on page 98)

LEARN ALL ABOUT THESE VITAL SUBJECTS

EASILY... COMPLETELY... ECONOMICALLY...

ULTRASONICS

FRACTIONAL HORSEPOWER MOTORS

INDUCTION HEATING
announcing three new

RIDER PICTURED -TEXT' COURSES

BASICS OF INDUCTION HEATING (Pictured -Text' Course)
by Chester A. Tudbury-2 Volumes

With dramatic force, pictoriahy and verbally,
this two volume 'Pictured -Text' course makes it
easy for you to understand the fundamentals of
induction heating-what it is and how it works.
It describes and explains the operation of the
more common types of induction heating
machines in use today; presents material to
assist in developing a quantitative understand-
ing for new applications and it deals with elec-
trical and thermal aspects in detail and touches
upon some of the mechanical problems associated
with fixturing (holding workpieces of different
sizes and shapes).

The book uses many worked -cut numerical ex-
amples to make induction heating techniques and
processes completely understandable. Questions
and problems are included so that you can check
your progress. The book is written in the belief
that an understanding of the basic laws leads
the way to an understanding of each specific

application. For example, an intricate induc-
tion hardening machine for tiny gyroscope
spindles operates in accordance with the same
laws as a massive induction furnace melting a
thousand pounds or more of seething alloy. Other
industrial heating applications include: harden-
ing a part to prevent wear; making the metal
plastic for forging or hot -forming into a de-
sired shape; to brazing or soldering two parts
together; to melting and mixing the ingredients
which go into the high -temperature alloys which
make jet engines possible and numerous other
areas.
If you are seeking a career or if you wish to
expand your knowledge of this vital subject, this
'pictured -text course' is must reading. More than
275 carefully selected illustrations.
:247, 2 vols. soft cover, $7.20; #247-H 2 vols. in
one cloth binding $8.25

BASIC ULTRASONICS (`Pictured -Text' Course)
by Cyrus Gliekstein

Your progress in electronics requires an under-
standing of ultrasonics-the new tool of industry.
This book utilizing the famous Rider 'pictured -
text' technique, makes the subject of ultrasonics
completely understandable.
GENERAL THEORY-What is Ultrasonics?;
Nature of Sound Waves; Why Ultrasonic Waves
are Used; Table of Frequencies and Applications.
EQUIPMENT-Basic Units of Ultrasonic
Equipment; Types of Ultrasonic Generators:

Transistors in Ultrasonics; Pulsed Output;
Ultrasonic Transducers; Curie Temperatures;
Equivalent Transducer Circuit; Comparative
Transducer Types and Characteristics; Associ-
ated Equipment.
APPLICATIONS-General Applications; Typi-
cal Echo -Ranging Applications, Basic Sonar
Principles; Nondestructive Testing; Ultrasonic
Cleaning, drilling Soldering, Welding.
4259, 1 Vol. soft cover $3.50, #259H, Cloth, $4.60

BASICS OF FRACTIONAL HORSEPOWER MOTORS AND REPAIR
(`Pictured -Text' Course) by Gerald Schweitzer

Do you want to know how to repair fractional
horsepower motors? Fractional horsepower
motors are used in-air conditioners, fans, refrig-
erators, washing machines, dishwashers, sewing
machines, record changers and turntables, power
mowers, power tools and hundreds of other prod-
ucts. You can learn the theory of fractional
horsepower motors rapidly and easily from this
'pictured -text' course. You can readily apply this
Prices subject to change without notice.

theory to servicing and maintenance as a money-
making career, or to save money on repair bills
of home appliances. #236, $3.90.

These new 'pictured -text' courses are the latest
in the Rider Basic series. There are more than
150 Rider titles covering every area of electronics
from basic electricity to space age electronics.
Look for Rider Books at your electronic parts
distributor, bookstore or write direct:

At your jobber or bookstore or order direct

\ JOHN F. RIDER PUBLISHER. INC. 116
Canada. Chas. W. Pointon, Ltd.,

Europe A British Isles: Chapnian & Hall Ltd., 37 Essex St.,

West 14th Street. New York 11. N. Y.
166 Racine Rd., Rexdale, Ont.

London India: Asia Publishi t House. Bombay and other cities

ALWAYS INSIST
ON PROVED

BRAND NAMES
Ask By Name For

GENUINE

"

NO -NOISE

TUNER -TONIC

With PERMA-FILM

goceosnoamilcoati-a little

 Cleans, lubricates,
restores all tuners,
including wafer type.
Non-toxic, non -in-

NO -NOISE
VOLUME CONTROL

and
CONTACT RESTORER

to Cleans Protects
Lubricates

NOT A CARBON TET
SOLUTION

2 Oz. 6 Oz.
Bottle Spray Can

$100 '2'
ServicemenServicemen SeNrvEiceT=

NOW AVAILABLE

FR EE
AT YOUR JOBBERS

5" PLASTIC
EXTENDER

With Push
Button
Assenitily
For Pin -
Point Ape
plications

Does Not
Cause
Shorts

N.
OISE"

PRODUCTS
BEWARE OF

CHEAP
SUBSTITUTES

flammable.
 Use for

radio l
andand FM.

6 Oz.
Aerosol Can

$ 3 .2 5 ,rt, et
TOUI

NET
to Servicemen _

ELECTRONIC CHEMICAL CORP. 813 Communipaw Avenue Jersey City 4, N. J.
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E'"' VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER

Mode/ 77 - VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETER
...Total Price $42.50-Terms: $12.50 after
10 day trial, then $6.00 monthly for 5
months if satisfactory. Otherwise return,
no explanation necessary!

WITH NEW 6" FULL -VIEW METER
Compare it to any peak -to -peak V.T.V.M. made by any other manufacturer at any price

Lor Model 77 completely wired and calibrated with accessories
(including probe, test leads and portable carrying case)
sells for only $42.50.

hor Model 77 employs a sensitive six inch meter. Extra large
meter scale enables Its to print all calibrations in large
easy -to -read type.

por Model 77 uses new improved SICO printed circuitry.
Model 77 employs a 12AU7 as D.C. amplifier and two
9006's as peak -to -peak voltage rectifiers to assure maxi-,/ muin stability.
AS A DC VOLTMETER: The Model 77 is Indispensable in
Hi-Fi Amplifier servicing and a must for Black and Whiteand color TV Receiver servicing where circuit loadingcannot be tolerated.

AS AN AC VOLTMETER: Measures 121413 values if sine
wave, and peak -to -peak value if complex wave. Pedestal
voltages that determine the "black" level in TV re-ceivers are easily read.

AS AN ELECTRONIC OHMMETER: Because of its widerange of measurement leaky capacitors show up glaringly.Because of its sensitivity :Ind low loading, Intertnittents
are easily found, isolated anti repaired.
Model 77 comes complete with operating instructions, probe and test leads. Use it on the bench-use it on calls. A streamlined carrying case, included at no extra charge, accommodates the tester,
instruction book, probe and leads. Operates on 110-120 volt 60 cycle. Only

hor Model 77 uses a selenium -rectified power supply resulting
in less heat and thus reducing possibility of damage or
value changes of delicate components.

poor Model 77 meter is virtually burn -out proof. The sensitive
400 microampere meter is isolated from the measuring cir-
cuit by a balanced push-pull amplifier.

d/ Model 77 uses selected 1",/e zero temperature coefficient're-sistors as multipliers. This assures unchanging accurate
readings on all ranges.

SPECIFICATIONS DC VOLTS -0 to 3/15/75/150/300/750/1.300 volts at 11
megohms input resistance.  AC VOLTS (RMS)-0 to 3/15/75/
130/300;750/1,500 volts.  AC VOLTS (Peak to Peak) -0 to8/40/200/400/800/2,000 volts.  ELECTRONIC OHMMETER
-0 to 1.000 ohms/10,000 ohms/100,000 ohms/1 megohm/10
megohms/100 megohms/1,000 megohms  DECIBELS -10 <11)to + 18 db. + 10 rlb to + 38 db + 30 db to + 58 db. All basedon 0 fib = .006 watts (6 mw) into a 500 ohm line (1.73,1.
 ZERO CENTER METER-For diseriminator alignment with full
scale range of 0 to 1.5/7.5/37.5/75/
input resistance.
150/375/750 volts at 11 megohms 50

SUPERIOR'S NEW SUPER -METER WITH NEW 6"
MODEL 79 FULL -VIEW METER

ecion,4iHatio," VOLT -OHM MILLIAMMETER.
Plus CAPACITY, REACTANCE, INDUCTANCE AND DECIBEL
MEASUREMENTS. 41d,a c-lesid, SELENIUM AND SILICON RECTI-
FIERS, SILICON AND GERMANIUM DIODES.

Model 79-SUPER-METER . . . Total Price
$38.50-Terms: $8.50 after 10 day trial,
then $6.00 per month for 5 months if
satisfactory. Otherwise return, no expla-
nation necessary!

Spec4icaiiafrts
D.C. VOLTS: 0 to 7.5/15/75/150/750/1,500.
A.G. VOLTS: 0 to 15/30/150/300/1,500/3,000.
D.C. CURRENT: 0 to 1.5/15/150 Ma. 0 to 1.5/15 Am-

mmes.
RESISTANCE: 0 to 1,000/100,000 Ohms. 0 to 10 Megoluns.
CAPACITY: .001 to 1 MM. 1 to 50 MM.
REACTANCE: 50 to 2,500 Ohms, 2,500 Ohms to 2.5 Meg -

ohms.
INDUCTANCE: .15 to 7 Henries, 7 to 7,000 Henries.
DECIBELS: -6 to +18, +14 to +30. +34 to +30.

The following components are all tested for QUALITY
at appropriate test potentials. Two separate BAD -
GOOD scales on the meter are used for direct readings.

The Model 79 represents 20 years of continuous experience in
the design and production of SUPER -METERS, an exclusive
SICO development,
In 1938 Superior Instruments Co. designed its first SUPER -
METER. Model 1150. In 1940 it followed with Model 1250 and
in succeeding years with others including Models 670 and
679-A. All were basically V.O.M.'s with extra services pro-
vided to meet changing requirements.
Now, Model 79, the latest SUPER -METER includes not only
every circuit improvement perfected in 20 years of specializa-
tion, but in addition includes those services which are -musts"
for properly servicing the ever increasing number of new eem-
pOnentS used in all phases of today's electronic production.
for example with the Model 79 SUPER -METER you can meas-
ure the quality of selenium and silicon rectifiers and all types
of diodes --components which have come into common use only
within the past five years, and because this latest SUPER -

All Electrolytic Condensers train 1 Mli'D to 10(111 51F1). METER necessarily required extra
All Selenium Rectifiers. All Germanium Diodes. meter scale. SICO used its new full -
All Silicon Rectifiers. All Silicon Diodes. view 6 -inch meter.

it on calls. A streamlined carrying case included at no extra charge accommodates the tester,
Model 79 comes complete with operating instructions and test leads. Use it on the bench-use aNET
instruction book and test leads only

$ 50

GENOMETER
7 Signal Generators in One!

V R.F. Signal Generator for A.M. 1," Bar Generator
R.F. Signal Generator for P.M. 1," Cross Hatch Generator

tot Audio Frequency Generator Color Dot Pattern Generator
v° Marker Generator

A versatile all-inclusive GENERATOR which provides ALL the
A.M. Radio  F.M. Radio  Amplifiers  Blac

1 R. F. SIGNAL GENERATOR: VARIABLE AUDIO F R E -
The Model TV -50A Genometer QUENCY GENERATOR: In ad -Model TV-50A-Genometer. Total price-

$47.50-Terms: $11.50 after 10 day trial, then
$6.00 monthly for 6 months if satisfactory.
Otherwise return, no explanation necessary!

CROSS HATCH GENERATOR: The
Model -V-50A Genometer will project a
cross -hatch pattern on any TV picture
tube. The pattern will consist of non -
shifting, horizontal and vertical lines
interlaced to provide a stable cross-
hatch effect.

provides complete coverage for
A.M. and F.M. alignment. Gen-
erates Radio Frequencies from
100 Kilocycles to 60 Megacycles
on fundamentals and from 60
Megacycles to 180 Megacycles
on powerful harmonics.

dition to a fixed 400 cycle
sine -wave audio, the Model
TV -50A Genometer provides a
variable 300 cycle to 20,000

cycle peak wave audio signal.
DOT PATTERN GENERATOR (FOR COLOR TV)
Although you will be able to use most of your
regular standard equipment for servicing Color
TV, the one addition which is a "must" is a Dot
Pattern Generator. The Dot Pattern projected on
any color TV Receiver tube by the Model TV -
50A will enable you to adjust for proper color
convergence.

MARKER GENERATOR: The Model TV -
50A includes all the most frequently
needed marker points. The following
markers are provided: 189 Kc.. 262.5 Kc.,
456 Kc., 600 Kc., 1000 Kc., 1400 Kc., 1600
Kc., 2000 Kc., 2500 Kc., 3579 Kc.. 4.5 Mc.,
5 Mc., 10.7 Mc. (3579 Kc. is the color
burst frequency).

outputs for servicing:
k and White TV  Color TV

BAR GENERATOR: The Model TV -

50A projects an actual Bar Pattern on
any TV Receiver Screen. Pattern will
consist of 4 to 16 horizontal bars or
7 to 20 vertical bars.

THE MODEL TV -50A
comes absolutely complete
with shielded leads and
operating instructions.

m16, EXAMINE BEFORE YOU BUY!
Er USE APPROVAL FORM ON NEXT PAGE

7 50
I NET
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SUPERIOR'S NEW MODEL TW-11

STANDARD
PROFESSIONAL

Model TW-11-Tube Tester
Total Price $47.50
Terms: $11.50 after 10 day trial,
then $6.00 monthly for 6 months
if satisfactory. Otherwise return,
no explanation necessary.

TUBE TESTER
* Tests all tubes, including 4, 5, 6, 7, Octal, Lock -in,
Hearing Aid, Thyratron, Miniatures, Sub -miniatures, No-
vals, Subminars, Proximity fuse types, etc.
* Uses the new self-cleaning Lever Action Switches for
individual element testing. Because all elements are
numbered according to pin -number in the RMA base
numbering system, the user can instantly identify which
element is under test. Tubes having tapped filaments and
tubes with filaments terminating in more than one pin
are truly tested with the Model TW-11 as any of the pins
may be placed in the neutral position when necessary.
* The Model TW-11 does not use any combination type
sockets. Instead individual sockets are used for each
type of tube. Thus it is impossible to damage a tube by
inserting it in the wrong socket.
* Free -moving built-in roll chart provides
complete data for all tubes. All tube listings
printed in large easy -to -read type.

NOISE TEST: Phono-jack on front panel for plugging in
either phones or external amplifier will detect micro -
phonic tubes or noise due to faulty elements and loose
internal connections.

EXTRAORDINARY FEATURE

SEPARATE SCALE FOR LOW -CURRENT TUBES: Previ-
ously, on emission -type tube testers, it has been standard
practice to use one scale for all tubes. As a result, the
calibration for low -current types has been restricted to a
small portion of the scale. The extra scale used here
greatly simplifies testing of low -current types.

The Model TW-11 operates on 105-130 Volt 60 Cycles
A.C. Comes housed in a handsome portable saddle -
stitched Texan Case. Only

SUPERIOR'S NEW MODEL 82A

Multi -Socket Type

 et,  *
4-*

Model 82A-Tube Tester
Total Price .......................................$36.50

Terms: $6.50 after 10 day trial,
then $6.00 monthly for 5 months
if satisfactory. Otherwise return,
no explanation necessary.

TUBE TESTER
TEST ANY TUBE IN
10 SECONDS FLAT !

0 Turn the filament selector switch
to position specified.

(1)Insert tube into a numbered
socket as designated on our
chart (over 600 types included).

0 Press down the quality button-

THAT'S ALL! Read emission
quality direct on bad -good
meter scale.

SPECIFICATIONS
 Tests over 600 tube types
 Tests OZ4 and other gas -filled tubes
 Employs new 4" meter with sealed air -

damping chamber resulting in accurate
vibrationless readings

 Use of 22 sockets permits testing all
popular tube types and prevents pos-
sible obsolescence

 Dual Scale meter permits testing of
low current tubes
7 and 9 pin straighteners mounted on
panel

 All sections of multi -element tubes
tested simultaneously
Ultra -sensitive leakage test circuit will
Indicate leakage up to 5 megohms

Production of this Model was de-
layed a full year pending careful
study by Superior's engineering staff
of this new method of testing tubes.
Don't let the low price mislead you!
We claim Model 82A will outperform
similar looking units which sell for
much more - and as proof, we offer
to ship it on our examine before you
buy policy.
To test any tube, you simply insert
it into a numbered socket as desig-
nated. turn the filament switch and
press down the quality switch -
THAT'S ALL !.Read quality on meter.
Inter -element leakage if any indi-
cates automatically.

Model 82A comes housed in handsome, portable Saddle-
Stitched Texon case-, Only .. ......

SUPERIOR'S
NEW

MODEL 83

Model 83-C.R.T. Tube Tester
Total Price $38.50
Terms: $8.50 after 10 day trial,
then $6.00 monthly for 5 months
if satisfactory. Otherwise return,
no explanation necessary.

C.R.T. TESTER
TESTS AND REJUVENATES ALL PICTURE TUBES

ALL BLACK AND WHITE TUBES
From 50 degree to 110 degree types
-from 8" to 30" types.

ALL COLOR TUBES
Test ALL picture tubes-in the carton-
out of the carton-in the' set!

 Model 83 will detect tubes which are apparently good
but require rejuvenation. Such tubes will provide a pic-
ture seemingly good but lacking in proper definition,
contrast and focus. To test for such malfunction, you
simply press the rej. switch of Model 83. If the tube is
weakening, the meter reading will indicate the condition.
 Rejuvenation of picture tubes is not simply a matter
of applying a high voltage to the filament. Such voltages
improperly applied can strip the cathode of the oxide
coating essential for proper emission. The Model 83 ap-
plies a selective low voltage uniformly to assure in-
creased life with no danger of cathode damage.

83 comes housed inliihandsonmaiieportable case-
3850

SHIPPED
NO MONEY WITH ORDER NO C.O.D.
Try any of the instru-
ments on this or the
facing page for 10
days before you buy.
If completely satisfied
then send down pay-
ment and pay bal-
ance as indicated on
coupon. No Interest
or Finance Charges
Add;17rnot com-
p ete y satisfied re-
turn unit to us, no
explanation neces-
sary.

 Model 83 is not simply a rehashed black and white
C.R.T. Tester with a color adapter added. Model 83 em-
ploys a new improved circuit designed specifically to test
the older type black and white tubes, the newer type
black and white, tubes and all color picture tubes.
 Model 83 provides separate filament operating volt-
ages for the older 6.3 types and the newer 8.4 types.
 Model 83 employs a 4" air -damped meter with qual-
ity and calibrated scales.
 Model 83 properly tests the red, green and blue sec-
tions of color tubes individually-for each section of a
color tube contains its
own filament, plate, grid
and cathode.

MOSS ELECTRONIC, INC.
Dept. D-746, 3849 Tenth Ave., New York 34, N.Y.
Please send me the units checked on approval. If completely satisfied I will pay on Name
the terms specified with no interest or finance charges added. Otherwise, I will return
after a 10 day trial positively cancelling all further obligations.
0 Model 77 Total Price 842.50 0 Model TW-11 Total Price $47.50

$12.50 within 10 days. Balance $6.00 $11 50 within 10 days. Balance $6.00 Address
monthly for 5 months. monthly for 6 months.

0 Model 79 Total Price $38.50 0 Model 82A Total Price $36.50
$8.50 within 10 days. Balance $6.00 $6.50 within 10 days. Balance 86.00
monthly for 5 months. monthly for 5 months.

El Model TV -50A Total Price $47.50 0 Model 83 Total Price $38.50 City Zone... ..... State
$11.50 within 10 days. Balance $6.00 $8.50 within 10 days. Balance $6.00 All prices net, F.O.B., N. Y. C.
monthly for 6 months. monthly for 5 months.

Export Division: Rorke International Corp., 13 East 40th St., New York 16. N.Y.
X mmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmmm ma a IN M MN IM =I =I MS MN MI MI um ILES LUSI mmmmmm
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CLEVITE 'BRUSH' HI-FI HEADPHONES

STEREO
REPRODUCTION
UNATTAIN LE
WITH SPEAKERS
Here's stereo, the way it was
meant to be heard - the way it
was recorded - with complete
channel separation.

Clevite "Brush" Hi-Fi Head-
phones' capture all the realism -
the living presence of stereo re-
cordings - deliver sound repro-
duction unparalleled with sPeakers.
Uniform frequency response is ex-
ceptionally flat to 10,000 cycles.
Large, soft ear cushions, contoured
for comfort, extend low frequency
response and filter room noise for
undisturbed private listening. Cle-
vite "Brush" Hi-Fi Headphones can
be installed quickly and easily in
any stereo set with no added pre -
amplification. Monaural models are
also available.

Get in on this important new
market for quality Hi-Fi Head-
phones. Write, wire or phone Cle-
vite "Waleo" today!

*BA -206B Headphones by Clevite
"Brush" - famous for crystal pho-
nograph pick-up elements, crystal
microphone cartridges and tape re-
cording heads.

CLLII.TE

WALCO

CLEVITEINALCIf
60 Franklin Street, East Orange, N. J.

PHONOGRAPH NEEDLES  RECORD CARE ACCESSORIES
CLEVITE 'BRUSH' HI-FI HEADPHONES

RADIO

An HO gauge model -railroad turntable makes a handy lazy Susan
for rotating a tiny transistor radio used as a direction finder.

(Continued from page 95)
accurate results. A turntable designed
for HO model -train setups can be used.
The set is merely placed on top of the
turntable between and parallel with
the HO rails. The outer rim of the
stationary part of the turntable can
be marked in degrees so that it will
serve as an azimuth scale. A crank is
generally a built-in feature of these
turntables and can be used for rotating
the radio. A pointer marked on the
rotating disc of the turntable is used
as an indicator.

For even better results, buy a surplus
pelorus with which visual bearings are
made. A clamp can be fabricated for
holding the radio set to the pelorus.
The advantage of the pelorus is that it
can be locked in place at the desired
position. Furthermore, it can be used
for calibrating the improvised DF
against a visual object.

The weekend sailor who rents a boat,
even a rowboat, can enjoy the safety
and feeling of security afforded by a
DF by taking along a miniature tran-
sistor radio. At home, it is used for
entertainment. While afloat, it can be
for entertainment as well as for direc-
tion finding. If he is lost, he can set
the radio on one of the seats so that the

Friends, do you see a
double image on your TV
Screens? Call EQ 0-0001

for expert TV repair.

null side of its built-in loop antenna
points straight forward. By steering
the boat for minimum signal strength,
which is usually the point where the
background noise is highest, he can
"home" on the station to which he is
listening.

And, if he is really critical, he can
take along a dc milliammeter (0-5- or
0 -10 -ma range) or a volt -ohmmeter.
When connected in series with the
transistor radio battery, it can be used
as a visual null indicator. When the
signal is weakest, current indication is
lowest. This is true only of transistor
radios. More precise null indications
can be measured when using a visual
indicator since the human ear cannot
accurately detect minute variations in
sound level.

Because it is so easy to use a portable
radio as a substitute for a DF, there
is little excuse for anyone who sails
out of sight of known landmarks to
sail blind. Even a modern-day Torn
Sawyer and Huck Finn wouldn't ven-
ture out on a raft without some sort
of DF. With the good ferrite loop
antennas now on the market, one can
even build a crystal set which can be
used as a direction finder when fairly
close to a broadcasting station. END
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NEW
DIPPED DIFILM® CAPACITORS

FOR EXACT ORIGINAL
REPLACEMENT

ULTRA -RELIABLE WINDINGS

DUAL DIELECTRIC TOUGH DIPPED CASE.

ROCK -HARD

CONSTRUCTION
SPACE SAVING

LEADS

SPRAGUE DIFILM does it again! First to give you at
regular prices the finest molded tubular capacitor
made-the DIFILM BLACK BEAUTY . . . and now
the newest DIFILM capacitor-the ORANGE -DROP
dipped capacitor.
leSPRAGUE ORANGE -DROP CAPACITORS are espe-
cially made for easy installation in tight spots ...
where only an exact replacement will fit. They are
the exact same dipped capacitors used by leading
manufacturers in many TV sets.

WHY ORANGE -DROPS
BEAT HEAT AND HUMIDITY

ac

Sprague Orange -Drop Mylar-Paper Dipped Capacitors corn.

bine the proven long life of paper capacitors with the
effective moisture resistance of film capacitors. Their
duplex dielectric of kraft paper and polyester film is

impregnated with HCX®, Sprague's exclusive hydrocarbon

material which saturates the paper and fills voids and
pinholes in the film before the HCX polymerizes. The
result is a solid, rock -hard capacitor section which is then
double -dipped in bright orange epoxy resin for moisture
protection. Leads are neatly crimped for easy installation
on printed wiring boards.

THIS NEW ... MINIATURE ... DIFILM

CAPACITOR OUTPERFORMS ALL

OTHER DIPPED TUBULAR CAPACITORS!

±10% CAPACITANCE TOLERANCE

IS STANDARD.

*SPRAGUE ORANGE -DROP CAPACITORS are a nat-
ural teammate for the molded Difilm Black Beauty.
Black Beauties, born out of engineering to tough
missile standards, are still far and away the best
replacement capacitors-better than any other
molded or dipped . . . paper, film, or film -paper
combination .. . capacitor made for entertainment
electronics.
*Where a dipped capacitor is called for, no other
dipped unit can match the ORANGE -DROP. Your
distributor is stocked with all popular ratings in
200, 400, 600, and 1000 volts in handy Sprague
Kleer-Paks. Order some today.
*Du Pont Trademark

don't be vague-insist on

&DM the mark of reliability

ANOTHER TESTED RELIABLE PRODUCT BY THE WORLD'S

LARGEST CAPACITOR MANUFACTURER
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RADIO

The Old -Timer shows the Young Ham how to solve
some of the radio woes that give technicians bald heads

T

By JACK DARR

THE Old -Timer came in through
the shop's back door, a smug ex-
pression on his face. He jingled a
small stack of dimes in his hand

and he whistled softly. The Young Ham
was piled up on his end of the bench,
with his face buried in a copy of Mad
magazine. Despite the presumably hi-
larious nature of his reading material,
he looked very unhappy. On the bench
completely disassembled, a small radio
lay.

"Well, Junior, what's your trouble?"
asked the Old -Timer jovially. "You
look a wee bit sour!"

"You'd be sour, too, if you had this
little stinker!" said the Young Ham
bitterly. "All it'll do is squeal and
squall. There ain't a thing wrong with
it, but it just won't work !"

"Well, now," soothed the Old -Timer,
pocketing his dimes," lessee what goes
on." He bent over the little set, turning
it on. As it warmed up, sure enough,
all he could get was an assortment of
birdies, squeals and whistles. "Hmm,"
he said, turning the signal generator
on. He clipped the output lead to the
loop frame, and tuned the generator
back and forth, moving the radio dial
once in a while. The Young Ham
watched him sourly. "That's all you're
gonna get!" he growled.

"Well, now, I wouldn't say that."
The Old Timer grinned. "Come on, I'll
buy the coffee with some of this money
I just won off Doc and Max. Had to
sink a long putt on the seventh to do it,
too!" He grabbed the copy of Mad out
of the Young Ham's hands, and dropped
it in the wastebasket as they shot out
the back door and across the alley to

the drugstore. Settled there with their
coffee, the Young Ham said, "All right,
quit looking so smug. You didn't find
out what was the matter with that set
that quick!"

The Old -Timer merely grinned know-
ingly and stirred another spoonful of
sugar into his coffee. "All right, then,
what's wrong with it? I give up!"

"Well," said the Old Timer, "you
gotta remember that I was fixin' them
things when you were just a gleam in
your father's eye! I've seen a lot of
troubles an' I've done just what you
did m'self quite a few times! Tell me,
have you aligned that set?"

"Yeah," said the Young Ham, "I
touched it up some. Didn't seem to help
though. Just squealed worse! I can't
get anything on the lower half of the
dial."

"Thought so. Well, I'll show you when
we git back to th' shop, but I can tell
you now. Your if on that set is neatly
peaked at around 650 kc!"

"650!" cried the Young Ham. "How
can that be? An' how can that cause
all that oscillation?"

"Well, when you keep on 'aligning'
a set by hand, without usin' a signal
generator, you unconsciously get far-
ther an' farther away from the right
frequency," explained the Old -Timer.
"Can't help it. First thing you know,
the if's away off. When it gets up into
the broadcast band, like this one, you
begin to get beats between the set
oscillator, the signal an' everything else,
an' your whole set goes kapoot. Bein'
so far off frequency, you get outside
the bandpass of th' if transformers and
your gain goes away down, so th' set is

weak." He paid for the coffee out of
his stack of dimes and they returned
to the shop. There he turned the little
set on again and called the Young Ham.
"Looky here now. I've showed you this
before, but you seem to need it ag'in,
so c'mere."

The Young Ham surreptitiously re-
trieved his new Mad from the waste-
basket and peered over the Old -Timer's
shoulder. "See here now. I'm feedin'
an if signal into th' set by coupling
into th' loop." He turned the generator
dial back and forth. "I am? Well! Let's
try this then." Turning the set over,
he connected the generator to the grid
of the if amplifier tube. Moving the
generator dial, he finally found the
signal. "Now look there. 640 kc. Not
too close to 455 kc, is it?" The Young
Ham gaped in amazement.

Don't fiddle with alignment
"How did the thing get so far off?"

he asked.
"Fiddlin' with it!" snapped the Old -

Timer. "Tryin' to align the if's on a
broadcast signal! It just `cain't be did'!
Even I can't do it, smart as I am! Cali-
bration, yes. You can set th' oscillator
trimmer right on a signal, but you just
can't align the if that way. Now, see
here." He connected a vtvm to the avc
network, near the volume control, set
the signal generator to 455 kc, and
proceeded to adjust the transformer
for a peak reading. Several times he
was forced to stop and turn down the
signal generator level until at last he
was satisfied. Moving the generator
lead to the mixer grid lead, on the top
of the tuning capacitor, he repeated
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the process for the input if transformer.
Removing the signal generator lead, he
ran the dial back and forth. Several
stations came in fairly well.

"Now, Junior." He grinned. "We can
use broadcast stations for a signal gen-
erator at this point. Here's a station at
1200 kc, KLCO. How far away is Po-
teau, anyhow? 60 miles? That's about
right. Don't want to use th' local sta-
tion, he's too strong. So, we know he's
on exactly 1200 kc, within 4 or 5 cycles
if th' chief engineer's on his toes. So,
we set th' dial on 12 and adjust the
oscillator and antenna trimmers for
maximum avc readings an' then we got
it." He ran the tuning back and forth.
Now several stations came in loud and
clear without a sign of a whistle or
oscillation.

"Now," continued the Old -Timer,
"let's try the low end. Lucky this one's
oscillator coil has a tunable core. Some
of 'em haven't, and there's not much
you can do with 'em. But on this one,
just pick up a station near 600 kc, set
the dial to the station's right frequency,
and adjust the slug till you get the
loudest signal." Making the adjustment
as he spoke, he quickly ran the dial
back to 1200 kc, retuned the oscillator
trimmer slightly, tuned back across the
low -end station, and grunted with satis-
faction.

"So there you are," he said, leaning
back. "Now you see how it's gotta be
done. Always remember, young squirt,
that there's a difference between 'cali-
bration' and 'alignment'. There ain't
but one right way to align a radio and
that's the way I just did it. If it's far
enough off, start at the last if trans-
former an' work your way back toward
the antenna. You know how to find an
unknown intermediate frequency?"

"You showed me once," said the
Young Ham. "Lemme see now-"

"I showed you several times!" said
the Old -Timer. "Looky here," and he
coupled the signal generator to the
radio again, by clipping the lead to
the loop frame. "Here, I got a signal.
Is it the correct if or is it a beat that's

T T

comin' in through the front end? How
do you tell the difference?" The Young
Ham looked blank. "Like this." And
the Old -Timer moved the tuning dial
of the radio. The signal tone disap-
peared. "See? We can tune this signal
in and out, so it ain't the if. Now, if
I set the generator on the right fre-
quency, we can still hear it." He set
the generator to 455 kc. "But! Notice
that the setting of the tuning dial on
the set doesn't have any effect on it!"
He demonstrated. As he moved the
pointer back and forth the signal still
came through. "So that signal's going
through the if stages only, it's not
coming in through the front end. The
first one I had there was some kind
of a harmonic or something that you
could hear, but it wasn't the if. You can
always tell. If you can't tune a signal
with th' set dial it's goin' through th'
if."

The Young Ham's face took on a
look of comprehension. "I see now," he
cried. "You're going through the mixer
stage, but you're just using it as an
amplifier. The oscillator doesn't have
anything to do with it at that point."

"Right!" agreed the Old -Timer,.
"Now you're beginning to get th' point.
Remember, your if stages are a fixed -
tuned bandpass amplifier an' you can't
align them properly without usin' an
accurate signal source. Best method,
look up th' correct intermediate fre-
quency for that particular set in the
service data file. Although most of th'
sets nowadays, outside of th' transistor
models, use 455-kc if's, still you never
can tell when somebody'll try to throw
you a curve. Better be safe an' look it
up. Only takes a minute and then you're
sure."

Lightning strikes twice
The next day the Old -Timer came

into the shop only to find the Young
Ham in the identical attitude he had
been in the day before. Another small
radio lay on the bench before him. This
time he was simply glaring at it. The
new Mad lay in the far corner of the

Fig. 1-Circuit of a
typical ac-dc radio.

shop where he had flung it. The Old -
Timer grinned at the woebegone ex-
pression on the youth's round face.

"Oh, no!" he said. "Not again! What
is it this time?"

The Young Ham snarled at him. "I
tried everything you told me yesterday
on this and it's worse than the other
one! I aligned it real careful! Just
when I get it right up to where it ought
to peak, the blasted thing goes into
oscillation! The only way I can stop
it is to detune one of the if transform-
ers! Now what's the matter? I thought
I had 'em pretty well down, but now
I don't think I'll ever learn anything
about 'em!"

The Old -Timer laughed sympathet-
ically. "Well now, don't be a defeatist!
Let's see what's wrong. Seems to me
I've had the same kind of troubles in
the past. Fact, I've had a lot of 'em!
Lessee here," and he turned the set on.
In truth, it did oscillate wildly. Turn-
ing it over, he carefully touched the
tip of a finger to several points, then
picked up an electrolytic capacitor from
a drawer. He carefully bridged it across
the filter capacitor in the set. The os-
cillations stopped and the set played
sweetly. The Young Ham's jaw
dropped.

"You mean the thing had a bad filter
capacitor?" he howled. "Why, that dirty

91 I thought about
that once. Never occurred to me to
shunt it. Didn't have too much hum, I
thought."

"Well, sir, you don't always have to
have a loud hum to have a bad filter
capacitor," replied the Old -Timer.
"Lemme show you something. Where's
that 'typical radio schematic' I was
always making you draw me a while
back?"

"Right here somewhere," said the
Young Ham, scrabbling in the litter
at the back of the bench. He emerged
with a small battered notebook and
opened it. "Here (Fig. 1)."

"Yeah, that's it," said the Old -Timer.
"However, I'd much rather have this
schematic here," giving the Young
Ham's crew-cut head a brisk Dutch
rub, "than in here," tapping the note-
book. "Now, looky here. All radios are
built like this. Don't make a dern what
kind they are, tube or transistor, you
got these same parts in 'em. Just like
all cars got four wheels and a motor,
you got these parts in radios. Kind of
a irreducible minimum, might say. So
look at the return paths from all of the
rf and if stages. All go back to the
power supply and that output filter
capacitor has to bypass all that mess
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Fig. 2-Scope and signal -generator con-
nections for sweep alignment. The small
coupling capacitor may be 5 to 50 Aid

of assorted frequencies to ground or B -
minus if you want to be correct about
it. So it gets a little off, and don't have
the filtering efficiency it oughta have.
Then, when you're aligning a set you
wind up building up a large signal in
the return paths back to th' power sup-
ply, an' th' first thing you know, it finds
a feedback path somewhere, and th' set
goes into oscillation. Like i said before,
y' don't necessarily have to have the
customary loud hum. This capacitor's
just got too high a power factor; in
other wards, it has resistance as well
as capacitance, that's all."

"Well!" marveled the Young Ham.
"I sure didn't think of that."

"Well, if you can kinda keep that
schematic in mind, an' make a logical
deduction about just what's happenin',
you won't have too much trouble," said
the Old -Timer. "Experience is a great
help, too! Every time you run into some
characteristic trouble like this, make
a note of it, an' pretty soon you'll have
a mental file of dang near all of 'em."

"How can you remember all of the
darn things?' asked the Young Ham.

Try this one
"I got news for you. You can't! The

Old Timer grinned. "However, if you
got a good groundin' in the basic facts
about a radio an' you remember how it
works, you can get pretty close most
of th' time. Say, by the way, I got one
for you; almost like this, only worse.
Came in this mornin' while you were
in school an' I saved it for you." Ig-
noring the very sarcastic "Thank you!"
from the Young Ham, he went to his
end of the bench and brought back
another small radio. "Here, try this
out and see what you think of it. Gimme
a tentative diagnosis on it. I gotta run
across the street a minute."

When he returned, he found the little
radio playing sweetly on the local sta-
tion. The Young Ham beamed up at
him. "Hey, Dad -O! Listen to that! I
realigned it like you said, and listen.
Stations all over the place!" He ran
up and down the dial, demonstrating.

"Like way out, man!" agreed the
Old -Timer. "Only one little thing an'
that's what I wanted you to find. Notice
anything out of th' ordinary?"

"Well, not too much," said the Young
Ham. "Kinda seems like it whistles a
little too much when you tune it across
a station."

"That's it!" said the Old Timer, de-
lighted. "That's what I wanted you to
find! Congratulations! Now what'll we
do about it?"

Twiddling the if's helps
"There you got me, man. Seems like

I can help it a little by twiddlin' the
if adjustments, though," replied the
Young Ham.

"That's right. That's where it is.
Now lemme show you an easier way,"
said the Old -Timer, turning the sweep
generator and oscilloscope on and hook-
ing them up to the set (Fig. 2). He set
up the generator to produce a pattern
on the screen (Fig. 3). "Now, there's
a response curve of the if stages. See,
I hooked the generator to th' mixer grid
an' the scope to the detector output,
right here at the top of the volume con-
trol. Now, by settin' th' signal gener-
ator up to produce an FM signal, swept
about 30 kc at the if, I got an idea of
what the if stage response looks like.
See that funny -shaped pattern (Fig.
3-a) ? That don't look right, does it?"

"Shouldn't it be more symmetrical,
more rounded, instead of havin' that
sharp point?" asked the Young Ham.

"Right, Junior. You're sharp as a
tack today!" said the Old -Timer. "That
`point' indicates that the thing is just
on th' verge of bustin' into oscillation!
See those little 'squiggles' on th' base
line there? Those are always a good
clue. That an' th' sharp point and th'
general one-sidedness of the pattern.
Now, let's adjust the if transformers
until we git this thing a bit more sym-
metrical, huh?" Suiting action to words,
he retuned the if adjustments. As he
worked, the pattern gradually assumed
the rounded shape of Fig. 3-b. "Now
then," he said, disconnecting the instru-
ments, "lessee what she sounds like
now." Sure enough, the annoying whis-
tle was gone and the radio played
sweetly from one end of the dial to the
other.

"Hey, that's a lot better," said the
Young Ham. "Now, just what was
causing that?"
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"Well, that's a leetle hard to say,
precisely," said the Old -Timer, hon-
estly. "Might have been darn near any-
thing: too hot if tubes, some stray coup-
ling in the wiring, filter capacitor just
right on th' verge of bein' too high in
power factor, not enough shielding or
even a fault of the design of the set!
This you usually find in th' cheaper
sets. Poor ol' designer tryin' to get
more out of it than he put in, an' drivin'
his if stages too hard! Used to find a
lot of that right after th' war. Not so
bad now, thank goodness. Anyhow, the
basic fault was a kind of incipient os-
cillation, caused by a little -bitty feed-
back path somewhere in th' set. You
coulda tracked it down other ways, but
this is a heck of a lot easier! Of course,
if you do try this on some set and you
can't get th' pattern to come up like
it oughta, then you start lookin' for
other troubles: temporarily replace the
filter capacitors; shield the if tubes;
check th' lead dress on plate and grid
wires; check th' arc bypass capacitors,
and all of the other things you could
do to eliminate feedback paths in both
plate and grid return circuits. If you'll
do this while you watch your scope pat-
tern, it'll tell you right away whether
what you just did really helped or not."

"This is a kinda old signal generator,
isn't it?" asked the Young Ham. "Do
they make them any more? Seems as if
I haven't seen any like that for quite
a while, in the ads."

"Nope," said the Old -Timer, "guess
not. Hickok made this old 188 'way back
in 1941. Since then it's been superseded
by a new job. They call it the 288X.
There used to be a lot of 'em, an' there
may be more one of these days. Seems
like sweep alignment is comin' back, by
golly. Tell you another thing this'll do.
Tell me what you have to have to align
one of these little AM/FM/hi-fi tuners
that are gettin' to be so popular nowa-
days?"

"Some way to make the thing pass
a wide band of frequencies, up to 15,000
cycles, haven't you?"

"Right! At least, you ought to, if
you're gonna call the thing hi-fi," an-
swered the Old -Timer. "Now, suppose
you wanted to align the if stages on
one of them, on AM f'rinstance. Would
you just peak it like you did this one?
Or would you like to find some way to
flat -top th' if response curve so's it
would pass all those frequencies. Re-
member, the standard bandpass for a
regular if is only 10 kc and most of
'em a lot less'n that!"
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"Why, it would be much better if you
could flat -top it," said the Young Ham.
"But how would you do it?"

"Well, it'd be a leetle rough tryin'
to do it with just an output meter and
a standard signal generator," said the
Old -Timer. "But you could put this
sweep generator on it, on AM, like we
just did, and adjust the if trimmers to
give you a flat-topped response curve
like this (Fig. 4). If you wanted the
FM if's to be the same, like they
oughta be, all you gotta do is sweep
them at their correct if, 10.7 me ain't
it? Set your sweep width a little more,
'cause your FM signals cover a wider
band than AM: 150-200 kc, but you
can get the same nice wide flat -top

30 KC SWEEP
OF SIG GEN

BANDWIDTH OF IF BEINGSWEPT

Fig. 4-Flat-top alignment for wide-
band AM tuners for hi-fi radio reception.

response that you That'll give
you a tuner with pretty poor selectiv-
ity, on AM anyhow, but that don't seem
to bother much. Seems like most of th'
hi-fi bugs don't go in for dx'in' any
more. They confine their hi-fi listenin'
to the local stations an' the broad tunin'
don't make any difference. Of course,
if they want, you can set the response
any way they need it. If they want dis-
tant stations, set 'er up for a narrower
bandpass, say about 8 kc, and the selec-
tivity will be fine! So, you can make 'em
do anything you want, if you go about
it in the right way."

"Say, that's right," admitted the
Young Ham. "Never thought of it be-
fore." He turned the little radio on
and a burst of rock 'n' roll music came
out from the local station's late after-
noon Teen -time show. The Old -Timer
got a faintly nauseated expression.
"Junior " he inquired, "did I ever tell
you about the article I read a while
ago? An engineer down in th' jungles
was havin' trouble with th' leopards
eatin' his native workers? Know what
he did?"

"No," said the Young Ham, with a
suspicious look.

"Hooked up a PA system on a jeep
and ran up and down th' roads playin'
rock 'n' roll records so loud you could
hear it for a mile! Them leopards took
off for th' high lonesome and ain't been
seen since! And, y' know what? It
kinda affects me th' same way!" And
he grabbed his battered cap and a list
of service calls and beat a hasty re-
treat before the Young Ham could
come up with a rebuttal. END
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By J. H. THOMAS
I F you like to listen to foreign stations

and amateurs, and your receiver is
an inexpensive shortwave unit, here's
how you can pull in European stations
you never knew existed, as well as
many amateurs inaudible up to now.
The whole job won't cost much, nor
will it take more than about 20 minutes
of your time. It's just a matter of add-
ing a 12BA6, two resistors, four capaci-
tors and an rf choke to the circuit and
doing a little rewiring. A simple job
that adds a lot of sensitivity to the
simplest receivers.

Many inexpensive all -wave receivers
don't have an rf stage. To add a com-
plete rf stage, with coils, third section
of tuning capacitor, third section of
bandspread capacitor and additional
wafer on the bandswitch could be done,

455 KC

5 I ± On o 1 I TO DETECTOR

glig2
I

.005

.01 .01

RF
GAIN

101<

I5K

10K
4W,

2W

5

47 K 100µµf^ it
3.3 MEG

CW-STANDBY-PHONE SW

r
40

3

1 TO GND

2 T2FDET CATH

TO CT OF PWR TRANS HI -VOLT WINDING

ANT CAP

BANDSPREAD
CAP

TUNING CAP LUG

NEW POSITION 100,11

OLD POSITION

R2
Circuit of inexpensive all -
wave receiver showing 12BE6

added rf stage.
CI

Under the chassis, this
is how the modification

looks.

C4

RI

C2

12BA6 RF AMPL

NEW TIE POINT UNDER
PWR TRANS BOLT

500K .02 TO AUDIO

VOLUME AMPL GRID
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I'm
loaded with
performance,

man
(NO SYNC PROBLEMS

WITH ME)

I've got everything you need in a horizontal
oscillator: No heater -cathode leakage to throw

a TV set out of sync. No microphonism to tear
the picture. And long, long life to eliminate
call-backs for you.

The new CBS 6CG7 offers you total reliability

. . . proved in performance by leading TV set
manufacturers. You, too, can profit from the
total reliability of CBS tubes. Just make it a
habit always to replace with CBS.

The CBS 6CG7 is a
premium - performance
tube. Hum -free coil
heaters assure long life.
And combined with a
ring getter and pinched
cathodes, they virtually
eliminate heater -cath-
ode leakage ... notori-
ous for causing loss of
horizontal sync. Twin
top micas and semi -
automated precision as-
sembly minimize micro-
phonism. Truly the CBS
6CG7... best in the in-
dustry ... has advance -
engineered features
found only in premium -
performance tubes.

TOTAL RELIABILITY
.. proved in performance

CBS ELECTRONICS
Danvers, Massachusetts

A Division of Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.

Receiving, industrial and picture tubes  transistors and
diodes  audio components  and phonographs
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The
Beautiful

gichc24/1
CONSOLETTE
-only small
organ with
two full
61 -note key.
boards and
22 stops.
Requires only
2,03r2w floor
space! Com.
mercial value
approximate.
ly S1600
or more.

BUILD THIS SUPERB

ORGAN

FROM SIMPLE KITS

ad over50%

Yde,a4A,

Give Your Family A Lifetime
of Musical Joy With A Magnificent

Schober Electronic Organ!
Now you can build the brilliant, full -
range Schober CONSOLETTE or the
larger CONCERT MODEL with simple
hand tools! No skills are needed; no wood-
working necessary. Just assemble clearly
marked electronic parts guided by step-
by-step instructions. You build from kits,
as fast or as slowly as you please . . . at
home, in your spare time - with a small
table serving as your entire work shop.

Pay As You Build!
Start building your organ at once, invest-
ing just $18.94! The superb instrument
you assemble is as fine, and technically
perfect, as a commercial organ . . yet
you save over 50% on quality electronic
parts, high-priced labor, usual store
mark-up!

Free Booklet
Send for 16 -page booklet in full color
describing Schober organs you may build
for home, church or school - plus articles
on how easy it is to build
your own organ and how
pleasant it is to learn to
play. Also available is10" LP demonstration
record (price $2.00 - re-
fundable on first order).
Send for literature. No
obligation and no sales-
man will call.

THE GREAT

CONCERT
MODEL

meets
specifications of

American
Guild of

Organists

Mail This Coupon For FREE Schober Literature
And Hi-Fi Demonstration Record TODAY!

woe

The Schober Organ corp., Dept. RE -4
2248 Broadway, New York 24, N.Y.

0 Please send me the 10" hi -ft Schober
and other literature on the Schober organs.
0 Please send me the 10" hl -ft Schober
demonstration record. I enclose $2.00 (re-'
fundable on receipt of my first kit order).

Name

A ddress

COP Zone. State

RADIO

but would be relatively costly and diffi-
cult to fit into the receiver. It is simpler
to add a tuned rf stage using all the
present coils (and no more) and make
the converter an untuned stage. In this
way, you will not detract from the se-
lectivity (as you would with an untuned
rf stage) ; you will, at least, maintain
the signal to noise ratio and you will
gain a great deal in sensitivity.

Here's how I did the job on my Heath
AR -3. The modified circuit is shown in
the diagram and photo. The connections
to pin 7 of the 12BE6 are unsoldered,
and the entire group of coils is then
connected to the 12BA6 as shown. The
plate of the 12BA6 is fed through an
rf choke and a 100-wif capacitor cou-
ples it to the grid of the 12BE6. Keep
the connections to the grids short, and
well away from the heater leads. The
receiver should be realigned, paying
particular attention to the rf section.
Oscillator action should not have been
affected by the change. The socket for
the 12BA6 needs no sheet -metal work
and no separate support, if you use
solid No. 20 for the connecting wires.
The socket gets enough support from
the short wires (unless you intend to
ship your receiver somewhere).

For the broadcast band, the extra
rf amplification was not really needed
and, if you feel you want to be able

to do without it there, the new ampli-
fier connections can be switched in and
out so you can switch back to the origi-
nal circuit at once. This switch should
be. -a three -pole two -position . unit at
least, one section to switch the connec-
tions to the 12BA6 grid, a second to
switch the connections to the 12BE6
grid and the third to parallel a small
trimmer with the rf section of the
tuning capacitor, which needs a little
-lore capacitance with the 12BA6 in
the circuit. A 3 -15 -Aid trimmer should
be adequate. The selectivity of the AR-
3 is normally quite good, except for
strong interfering signals on the short-
wave bands. For this reason, Heath has
put out the Q multiplier, which is a
feedback type of amplifier giving tre-
mendous selectivity but no additional
sensitivity. With this modification,
which does not affect the use of the
Q multiplier, you can have the addi-
tional sensitivity as well. The perform-
ance of the whole assembly, if carefully
aligned, comes much closer to that of
the more expensive receivers, particu-
larly on the 10 -30 -me band.

Sputniks can now be heard, when
they are around. Try it out. If you
decide you don't like the result. you
can take it all out with a soldering
iron in a minute. I'll bet you keep
it in! END

COYNE
QUALITY

AT
TRALOWEST'INING

COSY

RAD o
Only from famous COYNE do you get this
modern up -to -the minute TV Home Training.
Easy to follow instructions-fully illustrated
with 2150 photos and diagrams. Not an old
Radio Course with Television tacked on. In-
cludes UHF and COLOR TV. Personal guid-
ance by Coyne Staff. Practical fob Guides to
help you EARN MONEY QUICKLY IN A
TV -RADIO SALES AND SERVICE BUSI-
NESS-part time or full time. COSTS
MUCH LESS -pay only for training-no costly
"put together kits."
SEND TODAY FOR FREE BOOK
SEND COUPON or write to address below
for Free Book and full details including EASY
PAYMENT PLAN. NO COST OR OBLIGA-
TION-NO SALESMAN WILL CALL.

B. W. COOKE, Ir., C OYN E FOUNDED 1899
Pres.

CHARTERED AS AN EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTION NOT FOR PROFIT
1501 W. Congress Pkwy. Dept 50-115 Chicago 7, Ill.

COYNE Television Home Training Div.
New Coyne Building, Dept. 50-H5,
1501 W. Congress Pkwy., Chicago 7, Ill.

Send FREE BOOK and details of your Television
Home Training offer.

Name

Address

iCity State

Nmeimiummilmw
add all UHF channels

to your tv set

BLONDER -TONGUE

MODEL 99R
UHF CONVERTER

Make your present IV set
a modern 82 -channel receiver
II sharper, clearer pictures

II easy, one -knob tuning
 drift -free performance-no

fading II approved for color TV
UL approved I tuned input

Outperforms all others in its class.
The nation's biggest selling UHF

converter. Only

2295
For fringe areas-the powerful

Blonder -Tongue Ultraverter
Model BTU -2R, 39.95.

Sold by parts distributors. RE -5
BLONDER -TONGUE LABORATORIES, INC.

9 Ailing St., Newark 2, N. 1.
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and

C0110

TUBES rule this month. There is a
power -output audio type, a high -
gain twin triode for cascode ampli-
fier service, a couple of pentodes

for if amplifier use and a full -wave
rectifier. Protecting the interests of
the semiconductor field are a couple of
vhf silicon transistors and a line of
Zener diodes.

6EW6, 4EW6
These tubes are miniature high-

transconductance sharp -cutoff pentodes
designed for service as if amplifiers.
The 4 -volt version has a controlled
heater warmup time for series -string

H

HO

KO OG2

GIO G3

6EW6,4EW6
operation. The tubes are identical except
for heater ratings. The 6EW6 has a
6.3 -volt 400 -ma and the 4EW6 a 4.2 -
volt 600 -ma heater.

Typical operating characteristics of
these Sylvania tubes as a class -Al
amplifier are:

VP

G3
VG:
RK bias (ohms)
Ip (ma)
IG2 (ma)
gm (Amhos)
Rp (approx)

(k ohms)

125
tied to cathode

125
56
11

3.2
14,000

200

6CA4
A full -wave vacuum rectifier tube in

a 9 -pin miniature envelope intended
for use in high-fidelity equipment. The
tube has a unipotential cathode with
a 6.3 -volt heater and has high -voltage
insulation between the cathode and

HO
H

0 NC

OPD2

ONC

UBES

NCO

PDI
6CA4

heater. The 6.3 -volt heater eliminates
the need for a separate heater winding
on the power transformer.

Maximum design -center ratings of

NC

cc

WORLD FAMOUS
MOHAWK MIDGETAPE PROFESSIONAL 500

HIGH SPEED

POCKET TAPE RECORDER

OI

Used by NBC - CBS
and numerous radio and TV

stations, for recording
in the field.

Records anything it hears and
plays it right back in

unbelievable broadcast quality.

S pecial built-in "VU Meter".

Weighs only 3 lbs.

"GP4

A

0

0

r -
THE PEER OF POCKET
TAPE RECORDERS ...
MIDGETAPE IS
AMERICAN MADE.
"Science Fiction" accessories
available for confidential
recordings.

For literature on model 300... 400... 500
write Dept. RE.

ANsisi
-711--.47----4 tee ----4.

business machines corp.
944 halsey street brooklyn 33, new york

manufacturers

  

M

Atik

**1

Quickly checks:

 RADIO
 TV SOUND
 HI-FI
 INTERCOMM
 TELEPHONES
 HEARING AIDS
 COMPONENTS

Completely self-contained:

 Uses One
Pen-lite Battery

 Transistor Powered
 Inductive Sensitivity

Couples to circuits
without leads

 Wide Frequency Range
Mid -audio to high RF

Takes the trouble OUT
of trouble -shooting -
THE NEW

ag°

Manufactured by

DON BOSCO
ELECTRONICS

INC.
56 ROUTE 10

HANOVER, NEW JERSEY

UiTO
Pat. Applied For

TRANSISTORIZED
SIGNAL
INJECTOR
Pen size, precision instrument, weighs

only one ounce. Ideal for electronic
servicing and testing. Used by

engineers, technicians and service
men for rapid signal substitution
in development work and trouble

shooting. Order through your
distributor or use handy coupon

below for immediate delivery.

DON BOSCO:
Enclosed is check for $
Ship MOSQUITOS at $9..95 each.

NAME

STREET

CITY STATE
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GENTLY AUTOMATIC

YOUR HIGH FIDELITY DEALER
IS NOW SHOWING THE NEW

GLASER-STEERS GS -400
THE GENTLY AUTOMATIC CHANGER

THAT PAMPERS
YOUR PRECIOUS RECORDS

Gently automatic, the new GS -400 handles your
treasured records with utmost care preserving
the brilliance of their original performance for
many additional playings.

Gently automatic, it combines the finest record
playing features with all the automatic conven-
iences of a record changer. The GS -400 draws
upon the major engineering advances developed
in the famous GS -77 to provide precise tracking
of stereo and monophonic records and trouble -

free operation for optimum performance.

The GS -400 in your high fidelity system, brings
out the best in the other components and, at
the same time, keeps the cost of the system in
a moderate range. Attractive Holiday Grey
changer with silver trim, white turntable pad.
Less cartridge and base.... only $47.50

GLASER-STEERS GS -77, World's only rec-
ord changer with 'Turntable Pause' and now
the distinguished companion of the GS -400.
Less cartridge and base only $59.50
See and hear the GS -400 and GS -77 at your
dealer today. For details write: RE5.

GLASER-STEERS CORPORATION
155 Oraton St., Newark 4, N. 1.

GS -400 FEATURES - 4 -speed automatic and manual
operation: 16, 33, 45, 78 rpm  rumble, wow and flutter
virtually inaudible  counter balanced, die-cast aluminum
arm damped acoustically isolated arm-shock sus-
pension prevents mechanical feedback through arm
pivot. Resonance is negligible 4 -pole, hum -shielded
motor for smooth constant speed full provision for
2, 3, or 4 terminal, stereo and mono cartridges
single -knob control sets all operations  double -channel
muting switch and RC network maintains silence for
bath stereo channels quick -change cartridge holder.

NEW TUBES & SEMICONDUCTORS (Continued)

the RCA 6CA4 in rectifier service are:

Vp (peak inverse)
Vp (ac supply, rms

voltage per plate)
I p (peak per plate) (ma)
LW (ma)

1,000

350
450
150

7543
A sharp -cutoff pentode in a 7 -pin

miniature envelope intended for use in
high -gain resistance -coupled amplifiers
where low hum and minimum micro-
phonics are essential.

H Op

G30
IS

GI

7543

G2

Characteristics of the RCA 7543 as
a class -Al amplifier are:

VP 100 250 250
VG, connected to cathode at socket
VG2 100 125 150
RK (ohms) 150 100 68
RP (megohms) 0.5 1.5 I

gm (ymhos) 3,900 4,500 5,200
I p (ma) 5 7.6 10.6
102 (ma) 2.1 3 4.3

6FE5, 50FE5
A series of beam -power tubes of the

octal type designed for use in the audio-
output stages of stereo or mono phono-
graphs. As the tubes have high power

H

6FE5,50FE5

sensitivity at low supply voltages and
can deliver relatively high power out-
put at low plate -load resistance, they
make possible compact, low-cost 3 -tube
stereo systems. The 6FE5's heater is
rated at 6.3 volts, L2 amps. The 50FE5's
heater is rated at 50 volts, 150 ma.

Typical operating characteristics of
the RCA 'FE5 (two tubes in cathode-
bias operation) are:

VP

VG2

RK (ohms)
Ip (zero sig ma)

(max sig ma)
IG2 (zero sig ma)

(mag sig ma)
HM (%)
13+01 (max watts)
Rp (ohms)

130
130

75
150
154

7.2
17

6

7

145
145
75

160
172

8

20
6
8.5

1,000

ECC88/6DJ8
A high -gain twin -triode with frame -

grid construction in a 9 -pin miniature
envelope. The tube offers high reliabil-
ity for instrumentation, industrial con-
trols, nuclear electronics, communica-
tion and broadcast equipment and TV
tuners. The tube is especially useful

MODEL 580

MILLER
FM high fidelity tuner

top performance
at a moderate price

Miller has designed every quality feature into this tuner, to bring you big value.
There's a tuned R.F. stage for good image rejection. There's ultra -stable per-
meability tuning. Dual limiters provide maximum noise control. The oscillator
stage is completely shielded to maintain radiation well below FCC requirements.
Tuner has AFC with defeat control, and cathode -follower audio output. Multiplex-
ing outlet provided.

SPECIFICATIONS: A six -tube unit, it has a tuning range of 86 to 110 Mc.
Typical sensitivity is 1.0 /Iv for 20 db quieting; 2.1 /Iv for 30 db quieting. Typical
selectivity: 200 kc at 6 db. Frequency response: 15 to 25,000 cps. Distortion
is less than 1/2% at rated output, and warmup drift is negligible. Size: 9" wide,
4" high and 7" deep.

Model 580 - in attractive 2 -tone cabinet . . PRICE : $69.50
Model 579 - sub -assembly only, completely wired . . $37.50

Write for literature and name of nearest dealer.

J. W. MILLER COMPANY
5917 South Main Street, Los Angeles 3, California

Manufacturers of Quality Radio and TV Equipment Since 1923
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NEW TUBES & SEMICONDUCTORS (Continued)

SECTION 2 SECTION I
H H

KT2

GT2

PT2 1IS
ECC88/6DJ8

PTI

DTI

TI

in cascode amplifier service where it
provides low -noise performance.

Characteristics (each section) of the
CBS ECC88/6DJ8 are:

VP 90
VG -1.3
lo (ma) 15

g,, (amhos) 12,500
33

International Rectifier offers an econ-
omy line of silicon Zener diodes. These
units feature low Zener impedance val-

be: used as a wattage regu LILO!.
n

,555

ues and very sharp Zener knees. They
are available in 50 -mw and 1 -watt rated
series and standard EIA voltage steps
from 5.6 to 27 volts.

2N7I5, 2N7I6
A pair of n -p -n double -diffused mesa

.100°

COLLECTOR

EMITTER \BASE

2N715,2N7I6

silicon transistors designed for use as
vhf oscillators and amplifiers at fre-
quencies up to 200 mc.

Maximum ratings of these Texas
Instruments transistors are:

2N715 2N7I6
VCB 50 70
VCE 35 40
VE8 5 5

PT (mw) 500 500

Typical characteristics at 25°C are:

Oscillator output power
Vcs=30, Ic=25 ma, f=70 mc)

(mw) 250 450
Amplifier power output

(Vcs=30, lc= 25 ma,
Pin (ac)=120 mw,
f=70 (mc) (mw) 400 600

hFE (VcE= 10, k= 15 ma) (min) 10 10
(max) 50 50

END

50 Pearcs Ago
In Gernsback Publications

HUGO GERNSBACK, Founder
Modern Metrics 1908
Wireless Association of America 1908
Electrical Experimenter 1913
Radio News 1919
Science & Invention 1920
Television 1927
Radio -Craft 1929
Short -Wave Craft 1930
Television News 1931

Some larger libraries still have copies of Modern Electrics
on file for interested readers.

In May, 1910, Modern Electronics
Bellini-Tosi Station at Boulogne, by A. C.

Marlowe.
Directive Aerials, by George F. Worts.
De Forest Radio Telephone Experiments.
Auxiliary Loose -Coupled Tuner, by Walter

E. Keever.
100 Mile Wireless Station Using the Duplex

Aerial, by Richard H. Foster.
New Detector.
Transmitting Pictures.
New Electrolytic Detector.
Wireless on Airship.
Experimental Wireless Telephone, by Moore

Stuart.
Wireless Registry.
Directive Aerials, by Bernadotte Anderson.
Simple Helix.
Duplex Aerial.

SWITCHCRAFT

ADAPTERS

To the Problem of

Interconnecting 2

Pieces of Equipment

with Different

Type Connectors

Save Time-No Soldering-Eliminate
Make -shift Connections-Provide a
Neat Job.
Over 65 different types. Low cost.
Send for Catalog S-590.

%1IXVCIMAD3r1
5579 N. Elston Ave., Chicago 30, III.

Stocked by leading Electronic Distributors

Please Mention

RADIO -ELECTRONICS

When Answering Ads

JFD

JFD

JFD

JFD

JFD

THE BUSINES IN THE SERVICEMAN SUIT
Features

HI-FI HELIX
TV ANTENNAS
FDby

course!

Build your professional re i tation ... insure cus-
tomer satisfaction with I e TV antenna line
America knows best-the -Fi Helix.

Quality...durability ...pj fitability ...are some
of the reasons why more d alers rely on the JFD

JFD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION Brooklyn 4, New York U.S.A.
WHEN REPLACING OLD ANTENNAS-INSTALL THE HI -Fl HELIX. . BANSHEE..OR FIREBALL

THE BRAND THAT PUTS YOU IN COMMAND OF YOUR MARKET!

of

Hi-Fi Helix brand to shrink the miles and flatten
the mountains.

Make the smart move today to Hi-Fi Helix an-
tennas at your JFD distributor.
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DAYSTROM g INCORPORATED
WESTON INSTRUMENTS DIVISION

CWO2r2Ct .gaadelL. (44.14t.W.6W2&14L24, 04241. 0.0140,6

TV TUNERS REBUILT

4/1 MAKES & MODELS

VHF or UHF
TUNER

OVERHAULED

90 DAYS
WARRANTY

COMBINATION
UHF/VHF

UNITS

$19.90

Fast Service -48 Hours, All types

Prices include labor and minor parts only,
defective tubes and damaged major parts
are extra at net prices.

Forward tuner complete with tubes, shield
cover and any damaged parts. State
fault.

QUOTE MAKE AND MODEL

F.O.B. CHICAGO OR TORONTO
We will ship C.O.D.

CASTLE TV TUNER SERVICE
5710 N. WESTERN 136 MAIN ST.
CHICAGO 45. ILL. TORONTO 13

U.S.A. CANADA

BATTERY REPLACEMENT
Some years ago a complete line of

transistor batteries labeled the VS
series appeared on the market. Among
them was a 4 -volt unit called the VS308.
Many experimenters used this battery
in their radios and other equipment.
Unfortunately, it was discontinued some
months ago. If you cannot find a suit-
able replacement, try this:

Obtain an Eveready battery No. 226
(a 9 -volt unit with 6 cells that is rough-
ly twice the length of a VS308 and has
about the same diameter). Pry off the
metal envelope and split the stack in
half to get two 4.5 -volt batteries. At
the split you will note black, carbony
surfaces.

To complete the new batteries, rip
apart an old VS308, salvaging the
terminal plates and cardboard pieces

(one red and one black to indicate
polarity). Add one terminal plate and
cardboard disc to each 4.5 -volt stack
at its open surface. Use a rubber band
to hold everything under pressure and
you have two new batteries, each about
the same size as a VS308.

The catalogs list P6M (Burgess) and
VS300A (RCA) as equivalent to the
Eveready 226.-1. Queen

SOLDERLESS CONNECTORS
Several solderless connectors which

allow rapid substitution of parts in
experimental circuits are available.
However, most of these connectors are
expensive. After a great deal of experi-
menting, a solderless connector which
I call a "connect -em" was developed to
permit parts to be changed quickly and
without damage. And best of all, each
connect -em costs only a few pennies!

To make the construction of experi-
mental circuits a pleasure at a mini-
mum of cost, you can assemble a supply

THE NEW MARK
FROM WESTON:

an advanced new design for the
WORLD'S FINEST PORTABLE ANALYZER

Here's an all -new version of the famous WESTON MODEL
980 Volt-Ohm-Milliammeter . . . engineered to offer you

 INCREASED RANGE. High -voltage range has been ex-
tended to 4000 volts.

 INCREASED SENSITIVITY. D -C sensitivity of 20,000
ohms/volt; accuracy within 2% of full scale.

 IMPROVED SHIELDING. Cormag® mechanism assures
positive magnetic shielding; housing shields against elec-
trostatic interference.

 GREATER RUGGEDNESS. Spring -backed jewel move-
ment resists shock, vibration; case is impact -resistant.
Ohm -ranges are fuse -protected.

 SIMPLIFIED CONTROL. Single dial control for range
and function switching.

 NEW COMPACTNESS. Size and weight are reduced for
maximum convenience and portability.

Order from your local Weston distributor. For information, write to
Weston Instruments Division, Daystrom, Inc., Newark 12, N. J. In
Canada: Daystrom, Ltd., 840 Caledonia Rd., Toronto 19, Ont.
Export: Daystrom's International Sales Division, 100 Empire St.,
Newark 12, N. J.
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TRY THIS ONE (Continued)

of these solderless connectors from
washers and grommets available in
most radio supply houses. Obtain some
5/s -inch diameter metal washers with a
1/4 -inch hole, and an equal quantity of
soft gum -rubber grommets to fit a 5/16 -
inch mounting hole. The extra 1/16 -inch
makes a tight fit when the grommets
are inserted in the washers.

To use a connect -em, simply insert
the leads of transistors, resistors and
capacitors between the grommet and
the inside edge of the washer. To use
tube sockets, potentiometers and parts
which do not have leads, solder a length
of solid wire to each terminal so they
maye be used with this connector.-
Roscoe Siceloff

DROP -CLOTH POCKETS
Have your wife sew a pocket into

each corner of your drop cloth. Use
them to store a set of dusting cloths,
sponges and other cleaning items. This
is an especially good idea if your caddy
or toolkit happens to be a bit over-
crowded. Snap fasteners on the pockets
will keep the contents from falling out.
-Joe C. Allen

SHARPENING A PUNCH
Eventually a chassis punch looses its

keen edge and doesn't cut as efficiently
as it should. If you have a dull punch
resharpen it by laying the punch and
die ring on an oil stone and slowly

rotating them with a circular motion,
using moderate pressure. Don't rock the
punch up on edge while sharpening or
you will get an uneven cutting edge.

If you don't have an oil stone, a
piece of very fine sandpaper tacked to
a perfectly flat surface will do the job
nicely.-John A. Comstock

TAPE PROTECTS CHEMICALS
If you've ever opened your toolkit and

discovered a tube of service cement,
lubricant or weatherproofing compound
punctured, you probably wished there
were some way to keep this from
happening again. Fortunately, there is
a way. Just wrap each tube with over-
lapped strips of electrician's plastic
tape. Leave enough of each tube un-
wrapped to identify its contents.-
Scott Mack

REDUCE NUISANCE CALLS
Quite often I make a house call to

find nothing wrong except that the
antenna leads have been pulled off the
back of the set. This is common on sets
which can be swiveled, since the leads
are moved each time the set is turned.

TIE ANTENNA LEADS TO BACK COVER WITH STRING

Fill in coupon for a FREE One Year Sub-
scription to OLSON RADIO'S Fantastic Bargain
Packed Catalog - Unheard of LOW, LOW,
WHOLESALE PRICES on Brand Name
Speakers, Changers, Tubes, Tools, H,-F,'s,
Stereo Amos, Tuners and thousands of other
Electronic Bargains.

NAME

ADDRESS

CllY ZONE STATE

If 'you have a friend interested in electronics
send his name and address for a FREE sub-
scription also.

OLSON RADIO
CORPORATION

707 S. Forge St., Akron 8, Ohio

HELP WANTED?-you'll get what
you want if you advertise in

RADIO -ELECTRONICS Opportu-
nity Adlets. Rates as low as $5.
Write

RADIO -ELECTRONICS,
154 West 14th Street, New York 11, N.Y.

JFD

JFD

JFD

JFD

JFD

THE BUSINESSMAN IN THE SERVICEMAN SUIT
Features GOLD ANODIZED

HI-FI BANSHEE
TV ANTENNAS

11 of

FD
by

J
'

course!
Customer confidence is you most important prod- way to more antenna business. Gold anodized, too.
uet. This is why more rep ation-conscious serv- to look better, work better.
icemen rely on Hi-Fi Bans e performance.

Now-there are 16 new, proved Banshees to Make the smart move today to Ili-Fi Banshees
give you the length and strength to power your at your JFD distributor.

JFD ELECTRONICS CORPORATION Brooklyn 4 New York U.S.A.
WHEN REPLACING OLD ANTENNAS-INSTALL THE HI-FI HELIX . . BANSNIEE . OR FIREBALL

THE BRAND THAT PUTS YOU IN COMMAND OF YOUR MARKET!
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TELECTRO Series.
900 Stereo Tape Deck

ADDS

VERSATILITY...
3 -speeds, 4 -track head for
every kind of stereo and mon-
aural tape, with interchange-
able head assemblies. Stereo
and monaural recording and
playback facilities.

CONVENIENCE...
Unique pushbutton controls
for fast, positive tape handl-
ing. Special brake design per-
mits easy reel rotation. Sole-
noid operated auto shut-off.

ENJOYMENT...
Twenty, fifty, five hundred
playings from now, your tapes
will still sound clean, crisp,
mint -fresh, long after discs
have developed pops and
scratches.

ECONOMY...
You can add a Telectro
Stereo Tape Deck for as lit -

$89.9588.95 tle as $89.95. There are five
models in all, one perfectly
suited to your require-
ments.

TO YOUR HIGH

FIDELITY SYSTEM
Telectro also makes a complete line of
tape preamplifiers, design -mated for use
with Telectro tape decks. See the Telec-
tro Series 900 stereo tape decks at your
high fidelity dealer. For further informa-
tion, write Dept. RE -5.

TELECTRO
a product of TELECTROSONIC Corp.

35-28 - 37th Street
Long Island City 1, N. Y.

TRY THIS ONE (Continued)

I solve this problem by tying each
antenna lead to the back cover with
string a few inches below the antenna
terminals. This keeps the leads from
breaking at the antenna terminals.
Holes seldom have to be drilled as most
back covers are perforated for ventila-
tion.-Albert J. Krnkowski

EARPIECE REPAIR
Some of the transistor radio ear-

pieces have rubber ear inserts. After
being used for a while, the ear insert
gets sticky and the rubber eventually
"rots" away. When this happens you
have to get a new insert. You can make
your own by simply obtaining a plastic
cap like those on the plastic squeeze
bottles that glue comes in. I used a
cap from a 2 -ounce bottle of Fuller's
all-purpose adhesive. Drill a 5/32 -inch
hole in the small end of the cap. Then
slip it over the earpiece knob. If the
cap slides off the knob, sand the knob
lightly and apply a small amount of
glue.-Les Leap

SHOCK ABSORBERS
Shock -absorbing pads for delicate

electronic instruments, record changers,
motors, etc. can be made from ordinary
discarded garden hose. Cut a section
of the hose into small pieces. Drill or
punch a small hole through the center
of each section as shown in the photos.
These holes are for the attaching screws

or bolts. If more convenient, the pads
can be permanently fastened to small
wooden blocks that are attached to the
equipment. In addition to stopping
vibration, these pads will keep a motor
(for example) from creeping on a
smooth surface.-Glen F. Stillwell

DOUBLE -DUTY ALLEN
WRENCH

To get at Phillips -head screws in
cramped quarters, grind one end of an
Allen wrench to fit the screw slots.
Pocket -sized, such a screwdriver will
loosen the most stubborn screw, and
its unaltered end can be used for the
regular Allen setscrews.-S. Clark END

DOUBLE PROFITS
with these two ILLINOIS "HOT" LINES
You really make extra profits with
ILLINOIS UMP Twist Prong Capacitors
which are especially designed for TV
replacement. Each capacitor is fully
guaranteed for one year . . and is

needed and in demand for re-
placement use NOW!

Here are popular, fast moving
capacitors which mean repeat
business for you. They with-
stand extreme moisture and
temperature conditions. Made
of highest quality and uncondi-

tionally guaranteed for
one year, these attrac-
tively -priced capacitors
are packaged in eye -
appealing boxes.

7isce
7eated 244eary

INTE-Flexible
Lead Types
Heavily Waxed
Cardboard
Case

1HCE-Tubular Types
Aluminum Case

,ELECTROMITE
Mane I, u. S. A

S 40 WV.
.450 WVDC.

ILLINOIS "UMP" and "ELECTROMITE" Capacitors are available from leading

PT

Write for
our complete

catalog.

electronic parts distributors.

ILLINOIS
CONDENSER COMPANY

1616 NORTH THROOP STREET
CHICAGO 22, ILL. EV 4-1300

Export Department: 15 Moore Street, New York 4, New York
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AIR -CONDITIONER
FAN MOTORS

Experience in our shop has shown
that many RCA air -conditioner fan
motors, which appear defective because
of open windings, actually have a cold -
solder joint where the motor winding
connects to the built-in thermal over --
load. The next time you run into a fan
motor that doesn't run when power is
applied, disconnect the fan motor leads
from the switch and check resistance
with an ohmmeter. If no resistance is
read between the black and white wires,
but you get a reading between green
and white a cold -solder joint may be
causing the trouble. To check, remove
the motor from the air conditioner, re-
move the bolts holding the end covers
in place, remove the cover opposite the
side the leads come out. Then carefully
cut the tape holding down the black
lead and withdraw the thermal over-
load. Check the joint between the over-
load and the enameled wire. If defec-
tive, resolder and reassemble the unit,
and you have saved your customer a
motor replacement.-W. C. Warren.

CBS U3T616
There was a bend in the picture at

the top of the screen. A check of the
circuit revealed hash on the afc line to
the horizontal oscillator. I couldn't
locate any bad components, so I had
to get the hash off the afc line. To do
so, I broke the line and installed an 18,-
000 -ohm resistor (any unit rated be-
tween 10,000 and 25,000 ohms will

FROM

SYNC
SEP

.047

_I4

100K

10

22 K

260V

6SN7-GT
V8 -a V8 -b
HORIZ AFC HORIZ OSC

TO HORIZ
OSC TRANS

150K

work). Then I bypassed both sides to
ground with a couple of .01-pf capaci-
tors. This filtered out the hash and re-
stored normal operation.-W. G. Eslick

BENDIX CHASSIS T-19
One of these sets came into the shop

with a complaint of hum pickup. Nor-
mal methods could not stop the hum.
Finally, we discovered that the hum was
being picked up by the filament wiring
of V11, 12, '7 and 9 from the green lead
coming from pin 1 of V11. The solution
was to dress the filament wiring as far
as possible from the green lead. -
Larry Steckler

FREEING IF COIL SLUGS
Quite often trying to touch up the if

alignment of an auto radio becomes a
major job because one or two slugs re-
fuse to budge. Usually, this is caused

Purchasing
A H141

SYSTEM
NOW YOU CAN CHARGE IT!

Up to 10 months to pay. No down payment
necessary. Just say you want to charge it.

We'll do the rest.
Altec Lansing
Electrovoice
Jensen
Hartley  Stephens
University
Acoustic Research
Janszen
Wharfedale
Karlson Cabinets
Viking
Concerfone
Bell  G.E.
Weathers
Harman-Kardon
Eico  Pilot
Sherwood
Acrosound
Quad Ampl & Spkrs
Dual Changer
Bogen  Leak
Dynakit  Fisher
H. H. Scott
Ferrograph
Thorens (Fair

Traded)
Pentron  Roberts
Ampex  DeWald
Sony
Challenger
Wollensak
Garrard
Miracord
Glaser -Steers
Rek-O-Kut
Components
Norelco
Fairchild
Pickering  Gray
Audio Tape
Magnecord

CORPORATION Full Line of
Wellcor Cabinets

64 -IRE Corflandf St., N.Y. 7, CO 7-2137

Send Us
Your

List Of
Components

For A
Package

Quotation

WE WON'T BE
UNDERSOLD!

All merchandise is
brand new, fac-
tory fresh & guar-
anteed.

AIREX
RADIO

What articles would you like to see pub-
lished in

RADIO -ELECTRONICS?
Maybe you're the man to write them. Ask
for an author's guide.

RADIO -ELECTRONICS
154 West 14th St. New York 11, N. Y.

JFD

JFD

JFD

JFD

JFD

THE BUSINESSMAN IN THE SERVICEMAN SUIT
Features

Customer confidence in your
when you install the JFD Hi -

Newly improved and expa
natural silver or gold anodized
from - Hi-Fi Fireballs now h

JFD ELECTRONI

HI F I FIREBALL
TV ANTENNAS

by of
"D course!

perience goes up Satellite dipoles plus famous ghost -killing Twin -
Fireball!
ed to give you 8
models to choose Make the smart move today to Hi-Fi Fireballs
ye fringe -proved at your JFD distributor.
S COR PO RATION Brooklyn 4, New York U.S.A.

Driven Fireball design.

WHEN REPLACING OLD ANTENNAS-INSTALL THE HI-FI HELIX . . BANSHEE . . OR FIREBALL
THE BRAND THAT PUTS YOU IN COMMAND OF YOUR MARKET!
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TV PRODUCTS

help you serve your market better!

Comp-ete line of VHF, UHF,
VHF. UHF and FM antennas.
17!:111101./S Inline (re -issue U.S.
Pat. 23,273) is considered by
impartial authorities as the fin-
est br)aclband VHF antenna
ever built.

A:Lenr.=-, or set couplers, ar-
.estor, important prod-

uctS'--all carefully engineered
t, highest quality standards.

Both receiving and transmit-
ting types are made by
\ MPHENOL., including the "hot-
test" twin lead on the market
-AMPHENOL MARINE, CORE.

ow -loss Polyfoarn.

A MPHENOL s Cable-bi/ity is
iamous: More types of RG-
iPolye7.hylene and Teflon).
more experienced engineering,
:-iost modern production facil-
ies,

stock the finest stock

AMPHENOL

AMPHENOL!

DISTRIBUTOR DIVISION
BROADVIEW, ILLINOIS

TECHNOTES (Continued)

by wax the manufacturer drops into
the core to keep vibration from affect-
ing the receiver's alignment. Trying to
force the slug may damage it, the coil
or the alignment tool.

Most auto radio if slugs require a
hex alignment tool and, as these tools
are nonmetallic, they cannot be used
to apply heat to the slug. Placing the
receiver under a heat lamp will eventu-
ally soften the wax, but this needlessly
subjects many parts to extreme temper-
atures.

I find that an easy way to soften the
wax holding an if slug is to heat an
Allen wrench of the proper size with
a soldering iron and insert it into the
slug opening. This not only provides
maximum transfer of heat but also
provides a means of starting the slug.
-Albert J. Krukowski

OUT -OF -SYNC COLOR
ON PURPOSE

Classroom instructors and shop
supervisors can make highly effective
demonstrations of out -of -sync color
patterns by using this stabilizing
method:

Feed the voltage from the red gun
back to the grid of the vertical sweep
oscillator through a 0.1 -,of blocking
capacitor and a 1-megohm pot. Lock
the pattern with the pot.

To make the demonstration, display
a color bar or rainbow pattern on the

I MEG

< )1
.1/600 V

VERT OSC

)

COLOR PIX

RED
GRID

screen of the picture tube. Next, throw
the burst afc off balance, so the pattern
loses color sync. Finally, adjust the
1-megohm pot to lock the out -of -sync
pattern.

By holding the pattern still on the
screen, the instructor can point out its
details to much better advantage.
Students can also study the pattern
more effectively when it is not moving
on the screen.

The effect of high or low off -frequency
operation of the color subcarrier oscil-
lator can be shown by turning the
burst afc one way or the other, by
greater or lesser amounts.-Robert G.
Middleton

FORD 74BF, 75BF
Transistors used in the audio output

circuits of hybrid auto radios are a
hardy breed, but they can be damaged
by excessive heat. To guard against
this they are mounted on the outside
of the set and, as an additional pre-
caution, usually in a heat sink. Under
certain conditions this is not enough
protection.

After a severe heat wave last sum-

Amphenol-Borg Electronics Corporation
RADIO -ELECTRONICS



TECHNOTES (Continued)

mer I had to replace the transistor in
half a dozen Ford hybrids (models
74BF and 75BF) that had weak or no
sound. No other faulty component or
circuit defect could be found in any
of these sets to account for the sudden
epidemic of transistor failures. Each of
these cars must have been parked in
hot sunshine with their windows closed
long enough to bake the transistor, in-
creasing its conduction to the point
where it was permanently damaged.
-Chase Bass

DON'T FORGET TUBE SHIELDS
Forgetting to replace tube shields can

cause a lot of trouble. Interference
beats in the picture, if oscillation, de-
graded picture, distorted sound and
critical fine tuning can result. Proper
placement of tube shields in the tuner,
pix if strip and audio if are especially
important. Check grounding springs for
good contact between tube shields and
chassis.-W. C. Warren

MARK GRID -CAP LEADS
Many older radios in use now have

grid -cap leads. When servicing these
sets, it is best to mark the grid -cap
leads. Two same -sized (but different
type or application) tubes close together
can have the same color and length
grid -cap leads. These leads come from
same hole in chassis. Or the lead from
the top of one if can may reach any
one of three tubes. To identify these

(after removing from tubes) mark two
squares of adhesive tape with the letter
A. Put one on the tube and the other
on the matching wire. Do the same for
other tube, using a different letter of
course.-A. von Zook

RCA 800 SERIES PORTABLES
The set came in with a jagged verti-

cal line on the right side of the picture
which we properly analyzed as para-
sitic oscillations in the horizontal out -

BREAK
a
INSERT

12012

put stage. The solution was simple: we
inserted a 120 -ohm 1/2 -watt resistor in
the screen grid of the horizontal output
tube, a 17DQ6-A.-C. S. Lawrence

ELECTROSTATIC -FOCUS CRT'S
These picture tubes are designed to

be self -focusing despite variations in
the voltage applied to the focus elec-
trode of the tube. However, focus can
sometimes be improved by trying the
various voltages found throughout the
chassis on the focus electrode.-Larry
Steckler END

ATLAS PAGING SPEAKER
STYLED FOR MODERN DECORS
The New Atlas DU -12 Perfect for the Most Discriminating Applications. For the first time here's
a loudspeaker that doesn't look like one. Modeled along the sleek, straight lines of a modern
lighting fixture, and finished in brushed satin aluminum, the Atlas DU -12 is styled to harmonize
and enhance the most ultra of modern decors.
Acoustically, the Atlas DU -12 offers high intelligibility, efficiency and directivity - features that
mark It as a fine quality loudspeaker. The frequency response of the DU -12 is "tailored" to
reproduce speech with clean, crisp articulation. Its horn type construction and universal mounting
bracket provide complete directional control, confining the sound coverage to the required service
areas. And, there's no wiring exposed to mar its appearance because all connections and line
matching transformer are completely hidden behind the mounting canopy. Canopy is equipped with
adapter strap for mounting on any flat surface or for use on standard electrical outlet box.
In commercial installations where both decor and true acoustical quality are important, the Atlas
DU -12 is the only answer. Investigate the profit opportunities for yourself. Write for information
on the complete line of Atlas P.A. speakers, mike stands and accessories.

Decor -Projector DU -12
List $35.00
Net $21.00

rp

S
 RES0P'

Write for complete Catalog

STORES

*19111"-:

Dept. RES, 1449 39th Street, Brooklyn 18, N. Y.
ATLAS Sound Corp. In Canada: Atlas Radio Corp., Ltd., Toronto, Ont.

CUT BACK

on CAL

------tuvox

OTT -7- 6710-

fc-firtz,

AEROVOX

CAPACITORS
Why risk call backs when de-
pendable Aerovox Mica Capaci-
tors insure a stay -put repair job.
Smart servicemen and techni-
cians everywhere use and
depend on Aerovox mica capaci-
tors for "trouble -free" operation.
POSTAGE STAMP MICAS ... for
all those applications where only
the smallest axial lead units will
do. Perfect for horizontal and
vertical oscillator requirements.
All units color -coded and
stamped.
HIGH VOLTAGE MICAS ...
designed especially for TV and
low power transmitters. You'll
find the highest voltages avail-
able in these small case sizes.
Every unit is tested at twice the
rated voltage to insure long -life.
Units color -coded and stamped.
DIPPED -MICAS . . . superior in
many cases to conventional
molded units. High operating
temperatures, excellent long -rife
characteristics. Perfect for
printed -wiring assemblies.
Smallest physical sizes with un-
surpassed performance and
stability features.
For "off -the -shelf" delivery on
all your capacitor requirements
see your local Aerovox
Distributor.

,AEROVOX CORPORATION
DISTRIBUTOR DIVISION

NEW BEDFORD, MASS.
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"1 couldn't operate without PHOTOFACTS"
"My Sams PHOTOFACT Library is as important

to my service shop as any equipment I own.
I couldn't operate without Photofacts."

-D. Conavatchel
Bronx, New York

Service Technicians! YOU EARN MORE...

YOU RATE with the public when you own

the PHOTOFACT® service data library!
You enjoy maximum earnings as the
owner of a complete PHOTOFACT
Service Data Library! It's inevitable,
because no matter how expert you are,
you can always save more time on
any job, get more jobs done daily-
EARN MORE, DAY IN AND DAY OUT...

What's more-as the owner of a
complete PHOTOFACT Library, you
know your customers' sets best. You
can actually show each customer you
have the PHOTOFACT Folder covering
his very own set. Result : You command
public respect and acceptance which
paves the way to more business and
earnings for you.

NOW IS THE TIME TO JOIN
THE POWERFUL NEW PROGRAAA

FOR QUALIFIED TECHNICIANS
If you now own a PHOTO -
FACT Library or plan to own
one, you can apply for mem-
bership in "PEET." It's the
first industry program really
designed to build powerful
public acceptance for the
Service Technician who qual-
ifies. Builds enviable prestige
and businessfor its members.
Benefits cost you absolutely
nothing if you qualify. Ask
your Sams Distributor for the
"PEET" details, or mail cou-
pon today.

L

HOW TO STAY AHEAD...
Yes, the truly successful Service
Technicians are those who own
the complete PHOTOFACT Library,
who can meet and solve any re-
pair problem-faster and more
profitably. And these men keep
ahead because they're on a Stand-
ing Order Subscription with their
Distributors to receive all new
PHOTOFACTS as they are released
monthly. (They're eligible for the
benefits of membership in PEET,
too-see below!)
For PHOTOFACT Library Easy -Buy
Plan details and Standing Order Sub-
scription, see your Sams Distributor
today, or write to Howard W. Sams...

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
1726 E. 38th St., Indianapolis 6, Ind.

 Send me full details on the new "PEET" Program.
Include full information on the Easy -Buy Plan and
Free File Cabinet deal.

0 I'm a Service Technician 0 full-time; 0 part-time

My distributor is

Shop Name

Attn:

Address

City Zone State

TECHNICIANS _,24v4'4'

WORTH JOINING
According to TESA News of Wiscon-

sin, the average income of a TESA
member is about $1,000 more a year
than non-members, or about $6,000 as
compared with $5,000. Lack of manage-
ment skills is the main cause of the
lower income. An example of this is un-
profitable pricing schedules. The article
also says that white shirts are good for
business. The members say that the
shirts give them more prestige, respect
and customer confidence.

WHY AREN'T YOU
ON THE LIST?

RADIO -ELECTRONICS is publishing a list of known
service associations in North America. Every now
and then some association will write in and ask us
why they have not been listed. We can only list you
if we know about you. Associations in certain states
seem reluctant to announce their presence. These
include Arkansas, Connecticut, Florida, Minnesota,
New Hampshire, Oklahoma, Rhode Island and Texas.
Your organization can be most effective if its exist-
ence is made known.

If your association or any you know of have not
been listed, let us know about it. Send a postcard
with the name and address of the president or sec-
retary to: Associations Editor, RADIO -ELECTRONICS,
154 W. 14 St., New York II, N. Y.

MISSOURI
TESA-CENTRAL MISSOURI -KANSAS

MISSOURI GROUP
Vernon Towner, Secretary J. B. Welch
710 Jefferson St. 12900 Elm St.
Jefferson City Lenexa, Kans.

THE ELECTRONIC
ASSOCIATION OF
MISSOURI (TEAM)

John V. Glass,
Membership Committee
Chairman

4134 Easton Ave.
St. Louis

KANSAS CITY CHAPTER
(TEAM)

Joe E. White, Chairman
5367 Independence Ave.
Kansas City 24

TELEVISION SERVICE
ENGINEERS -KANSAS
CITY (TSE)

J. Alex Earp, Secretary
7504 Troost
Kansas City

TESA OF THE OZARKS
Benton Linder, Secretary
854 S. Glenstone Ave.
Springfield

TESA-SOUTH CENTRAL
MISSOURI

Bill Pryor, Secretary
Mountain Grove

TESA-SOUTH WEST
MISSOURI

George Scott, Secretary
306 College
Greenfield

TESA-ST. LOUIS
Eugene Love, Secretary
6909 Glenmore Ave.
Pine Lawn 20

An addition is reported from OHIO:

TESA OF MANSFIELD AREA
Saul Hersch, Secretary

P. 0. Box 667
Mansfield, Ohio

G -E SERVICE POLICY
"Television receiver servicing tradi-

tionally has been done primarily by
independent servicers and this fact is
recognized by the newly issued com-
pany -wide policy statement."

These words from Steven R. Mihalic,
product service manager for G -E's TV
receiver department, sum up G -E's
present attitude toward TV repairs.

L
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TECHNICIAN'S NEWS (Continued)

The actual policy statement says that
the company believes "that its partici-
pation in product service activity is a
natural, desirable and essential part of
producing and marketing its products
. . . There are many competent and
efficient independent service organiza-
tions engaging in this activity as a
profitable business . . . Both the com-
pany and its customers depend on such
organizations to keep many kinds of
equipment in good operating condition.
Service manuals and service parts are
made available to qualified independent
service organizations in this work."

NEW OFFICERS
The Electronic Service Dealers Asso-

ciation (ESDA) of Cowlitz County
(Wash.) has elected Les Eddy presi-
dent; Forrest Duvall, vice president;
Ansel V. Heckman, secretary -treasurer,
and Rollie Mietzke and George Gorans,
directors. Their program for the year
includes a motion to join NATESA.

ANTI -LICENSE INJUNCTION
The Kansas City Chapter of TEAM

(Mo.), has secured a temporary injunc-
tion against enforcement of the license
ordinance in their city. W. C. Pecht,
editor of Team News, says they can
carry the case to the Supreme Court if
necessary to remove the ordinance from
the books.

TESA MILWAUKEE ELECTS
TESA of Milwaukee, Wis., has elected

officers for the coming year. They are
Larry Dorst, president; Arthur Nelsen,
vice president; Daniel Smith, secretary;
Lee Cowen, treasurer; Ed Bruning,
NATESA director.

NEW LOCAL
Technicians in the Mansfield, Ohio,

region have formed the TESA of Mans-
field Area. Officers for the NATESA-
affiliated group are: Fred Plew, presi-
dent; Berny Welker, vice president;
Saul Hersch, secretary; Walter Brandt,
treasurer; Don Queen, chairman, board
of directors. The group has about 50
members at present.

OHIO OFFICERS
TESA of Ohio has elected Marvin A.

Miller president; Robert Allen, vice
president; Wade Campbell, secretary,
and Adolph Stamguts, treasurer.

TRI-STATE CONVENTION
The fourth annual Servicing Industry

Telerama (1960) will be held in Atlan-
tic City, June 24, 25 and 26. The Shel-
burne Hotel, located on the boardwalk,
and its connecting motel, the Empress,
were selected to play host.

Manufacturers will be invited to dis-
play their products and services to the
delegates.

Room assignments will be made with

preferential accommodations going to
the earliest requests. If you are inter-
ested and have not received a reserva-
tion form, write to the Tri-State Coun-
cil of Television Service Associations,
4616 Westfield Avenue, Camden, New
Jersey.

PASADENA ELECTION
The Pasadena Chapter of the Radio

Television Technicians Association of
California has elected Virgil Gaither
president. Other officers elected are:
Ken Mendes, first vice president; Dave
Wyman, second vice president; Bob
Kealey, secretary; Chester W. Shep-
herd, treasurer. Directors are Stan Gil-
kinson ; Richard B. Hartwell and
Wayne B. Hartwell.

POSSIBLE LEGISLATION
Legislation, sponsored by Senator

Joseph F. Periconi of the Bronx and
Assemblyman Francis P. McCloskey of
Wantagh, that would require licensing
of TV service technicians and service
dealers was sent to committees in both
the N. Y. State Senate and House. A
written test for a license would be re-
quired of any technician who does not
have at least 4,000 hours of service ex-
perience (or equivalent) or 2,000 hours
of experience and completion of an
approved course of study. Licenses
would run for a period of 2 years.

TESA MEETING
TESA of Missouri elected new

officers: Earl Steffers, president; Wm.
Frasure, secretary; Carl Adcock, treas-
urer; Ed Engel, chairman of the board.
Benton Linder, Harry Robbins, Earl
Bess, Troy Braustetter, Ken Cleaton,
Wm. Reagon, Fred Reichman and
Albert Hawn were elected area vice
presidents.

ESFETA FOR BILL
The Empire State Federation of

Electronic Technicinas Associations re-
viewed the New York State license bill
at a recent meeting. It was ESFETA's
unanimous opinion, according to Melvin
Cohen, secretary, that the bill "is favor-
able to public welfare and safety and
will also protect the consumer from in-
competents and TV repair frauds."

Officers will be elected at the next
meeting, which will be held on May 1
in Binghamton. For more information
on time and place, write to Melvin
Cohen, R. D. 1, Hudson Falls, N.Y.

TECHS BUY PARTS
A group of service shops in the

Minneapolis area have incorporated a
parts -supply house, according to John
W. Hemak of Minnesota Television
Service Engineers, Inc. (MINTSE).
The move was made because of unsatis-
factory relations with local parts job-
bers. END

IMPORTANT NEW tr'vr;
SAMS BOOKS

"101 More Ways to Use
Your Scope in TV"

Here is the sequel to Bob
Middleton's first book on the
subject, prompted by the in-
sistent demand of readers for
still more of the unique and
practical help found in the
popular "101 Ways" series.
This working guidebook for
the service technician or for
any scope user, stresses the
proper interpretation of ob-
served waveforms. Specifies
equipment needed, connec-

tions required, procedure and evaluation of
results for each use. Special notes supplement
the uses described. Profusely illustrated. 150180 pages; 5M x 83h". Only

"Electronics For The Beginner"
This book derives from the
author's own periences in
helping his teenage son under-
stand this fascinating subject
and rewarding hobby. (Jay
Stanley, the writer, is a frequent
contributor to leading electron-
ics magazines.) Profusely
illustrated, the book includes
15 chapters which progressively
introduce the newcomer to the
basic fundamentals of con-
structing electronic devices,
such as a "one -hour radio," a pocket radio, a
home broadcaster, short-wave tuner, etc. The
book is unique in that all the projects described
make use of transistors rather than vacuum
tubes. This is without doubt the most readable,
up-to-date and best book of its type available.

12 pages; 5% x 8M", hard -bound. $395
it'Only

"Servicing Transistor Radios" Vol. 5
The latest volume in this best-
selling series; complete data on
popular transistor model radios
produced in 1958-59. You get
the famous Sams Standard
Notation Schematics, with
CircuiTrace used throughout;
full photo views of each chassis;
complete alignment data; fullreplacement parts data-
everything you need to be suc-
cessful in fast-growing transis-
torized radio servicing. Includes

valuable section on special techniques for
servicing transistor circuits. With cumulative
index for all volumes in the series. 160 $295
pages; 83% x 11". Only

"Video Speed Servicing" Vol.4
Newest volume in Sam Mar-
shall's valuable series. Con-
sists of 456 practical trouble-
shooting hints for solving hard -
to -find faults in many late
model TV receivers. All models
are indexed by brand name,
model and chassis number for
quick reference. Each hint is
accompanied by an explanatory
liagram or schematic. An
nvaluable shop reference;
a real time-saver. 160 $995
pages; 8M x 11". Only..

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.
Order from your Sams Distributor today,
or mail to Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., Dept. E-20
1720 E. 38th St., Indianapolis 6, Ind.
Send me the following books: II

A 0 "101 More Ways To Use Your Scope" (TEM-7) II

c 0 "Electronics For The Beginner" (BHJ-1) II
1 e
ti

0 "Servicing Transistor Radios" Vol. 5 (TSM-5)
8

X 0 "Video Speed Servicing" Vol. 4 (VSM-4) Ti

8
A

$ enclosed. 0 Send Free Book List 8

m
Name li

X
Address

E

ii

g
E , A

City Zone_State X

isemprx to (outside U.S.A. priced slightly higher) soussusull
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ALL TUBES
INDIVIDUALLY BOXED . .

UNCONDITIONALLY
GUARANTEED ONE YEAR

SEND FOR FREE COMPLETE
TUBE LIST & ORDER BLANK

INQUIRY PUTS YOU
ON MAIL -LIST

GIFT OFFER
ONE 6BG6G tube will be
shipped FREE with any $10.00
or more order accompanying
this ad.

FREE
EICO TUBE

TESTER

BY Popular
demand we
are repeat-
ing thisfabulous

FREE GIVE-AWAY. You
get this EICO tube test-
er kit It625K ABSO-
LUTELY FREE when you
purchase $199.00 worth
of receiving tubes from
TELTRON within 60
days.

Tube tester may be
p rchasedu outright for
$34.95 PREPAID. Send
for FREE list of other
EICO test equipment &
HI Fl components that
we distribute.

Semiconductors for
mediate delivery.
1 N34
1N38
INGO
INES
1N824
1N253
IN256
1 N295
1 N460A
1 N1096
2N63
2N1304
2N329A
2N484
2N622
2N633

.49

.95

.34

.49
1.00
4.25

19.95
.30

4.60
9.00
3.75
2.75

40.00
1.75

30.00
1.35

Special-purpose, transmit-
ting and industrial Tubes
for immediate delivery.

042 .70
2A4G .75
2021 .65
2E26 2.50
2X2 .75
5R4GY1.00
6J4 1.00
12A6 .60
FG27 8.50
HY69 1.75

807
81IA
813
833A
866A
2050
5675
5879
6146
6161

HEAVY DUTY
SOLDER GUN
KIT. 135 w gun.
Dual spotlight
ilium. work when
gun on. INCL.wire soldering
brush & aid to
make tight twists,
reopen old joints,
lge. pkg. solder.
Prepd., $4.99. 3
for $14.29.

1.00
3.25
9.25

40.00
1.00

.85
12.25

1.10
3.85

34.50

TELTRON
SMASHES PRICES

®n TUBES for '60!

155 1

174 43
1U4 .51

.51
1x2
2A F4

.g3
3C86
3DT61e

413C8

:g01
54M8
SANS
SATS
SAV8
513K7
518
5T8
5U4G
:LJ4GA

.90
.45
.51
.51

NEW PRICE SCHEDULE OFTELEVISION PICTURE TUBES
PICTURE GUARANTEED R ONE (1) YEAR

17EP4 $13.FO25 21AVP4 $19.25BDP4
104BP4 5 21AWP4 18.75
1P4.$ 7.95 17GP4 17.95 21EP4 17.25
12LP4 10.75 17HP4 16.49 21FP4 19.25
14BP4 11.75 17JP4 16.49 21MP4 21.25
14CP4 11.95 17LP4 17.45 21 P4 17.25
I4QRP4P4 13.25 17Q17TP4P4 13.25 21XP4 18.75
14 14.25 16.49 21TP4 18.75
16AP4 16.45 17YP4 16.49 21ZP4 17.25
16CP4 12.49 19AP4 18.25 24ADP4
16DP4 11.99 20CP4 15.75 24AP4
16EP4 15.99 200P5 15.75
16GP4 15.99 20HP4 17.75
16HP4 12.49 21ACP4 21.95
16KP4 11.95 21ALP4 18.75
16LP4 11.95 21AMP4 18.75
I6RP4 11.95 2IAP4 21.2516TP4 11.95
17ATP4 16.75 21ATP4 19.25
17AVP4 15.75 21AUP4 19.25
*Price upon request.ALUMINIZED ON ANY TUBE, $4.00 EXTRA
All picture tubes require a deposit on your dud.
Please add an additional $5.00 on tube sizes to
17". Add $7.00 on sizes 19", 20", 21" and
24"s. Your cash deposit will be refunded Immedi-
ately upon receipt of your dud prepaid.
Picture tubes are shipped promptly from our
warehouse (the US continent and Canada only)
F.O.B. Harrison, New Jersey.

24CP4 27.25
2413P4 28.75
24TP4 *
24VP4 5

24VP4
24EP4
27RP4

FIBER FUSE
CLIPS 15c ea.

12 for $1.65
PREPAID

RCA CHEATER
CORDS
39c ea.6 for $1.95
PREPAID

Complete Outdoor
ALL CHANNEL

CONICAL ANT.
local /fringe are-as. 8 elem. ant.
with crossbar. 5'
seamless mast
(alum.), chimney
m ort. 7" wall
brkt. (state need)
8 standoffs, SO'
300 ohm wire. 3

FOB Harrison, N.J.

SWITCH -TYPE
Indoor Antenna
Shipped postage
paid. New 6
position switch
for use on UHF,
VHF and color
sets. Attrac-
tively packaged
$2.99, lots of
6 $2.49.

NEW LIBERAL TERMS: NO MINIMUM ORDER. FREE POSTAGE ON ALL
TUBE & PARTS ORDERS OVER $5.00 IN U.S.A.. APOS & TERRITORIES.
25% DEPOSIT REQUIRED ON CODs. PLEASE SEND APPROXIMATE POSTAGE
ON CANADIAN AND FOREIGN SHIPMENTS. EXCESS WILL BE REFUNDED.
All picture tubes and outdoor antennas shipped FOB Harrison. New Jersey.

NEW AND HARD
TO GET TYPES

PROMPT DELIVERY
IONS .60
1G3GT/1B3 .70
2CY5 .50
3AF4 1.02
4DE6 .55
4DT6 .59
5CQ8 .59
6618 .64
68Q5 .74
6CQ8 .59
6CX8 .64
ROSS .69
MAWS .75
SCXB .90
11CY7 .74
12EK6 .59
17AX4GT .50
1704.50 SOEHS .59
APPROX. COST
ANY TYPE. EX-
CESS REFUNDED.

Obsolete,.besm
delivery.

1A6

seldom used

1A6 .93 764 .44
1C5GT .57 785 .41
1C7G .39 7B8 .47
IFS .39 7C5 .44
1H4G .39 7F13 .77
1LA6 .66 7H7 .51
1LB4 .69 7N7 .52
1 LH4 .66 7V7 .82
1 LN5 .66 7Y4 .35
3LF4 .66 7Z4 .40
5T4 .59 12A8GT .45
6A7 .59 12K7GT .40
6A8 .40 12Q7GT .48
6AB7/ 12SR7 .57
1853 .60 14A7 .43
6AQ7GT.60 1486 .36
6457G 1.50 14Q7 .52
606 .59 27 .45
6FSGT .44 3SAS .48
6F6 .42 35Y4 .35
657 .84 37 .59
6587Y .50 39/44 .39
6SR7 .43 45 .55
6U5 .54 5OAS .48
6U7G .40 50X6 .537A4/ 56 .48
XXL .47 71A .65
7A6 .47 75 .44
7A8 .46 77 .55
7A7 .42 80 .40

RECEIVING TUBE
SPECIALS

6SN7GT A 6. B
Lots of 50 $24.50
Lots of 100 $44.50

6W4GT
Lots of 50 $18.95
Lots of 100....$34.95

12AU7 & A
Lots of 50 $24.95
Lots of 100_.$47.95

6AU6 & A
Lots of SO $18.95
Lots of 100 $34.95

6CB6 & A
Lots of 50 $22.95
Lots of 100 341.95

Free Postage

PARALLEL PICTURE
TUBE BRIGHTENER 99c
Series type $1.39

AUTO VIBRATORS
6 Volt 4 Prong

Universal $1.59
12 Volt 3 Prong

Standard $1.79
12 Volt 4 Prong

Standard $1.99

TUBES LISTED MAY
BE FACTORY SEC-
ONDS OR USED
TUBES AND CLEAR-
LY MARKED.

428 Harrison Ave. Harrison. N. J Phone HUmboldt 4-9848

Please Mention RADIO -ELECTRONICS
When Answering Ads

CONVERT TO COLOR TV
COLORDAPTOR-A simple 10 -
tube circuit and rotating color
wheel converts any size B & W
TV to receive compatible color
TV.
COLORDAPTOR - Easily at-
tached to any TV set, does not
affect normal operation, often
built from parts experimenters
have on hand, BRILLIANT
COLOR! ONLY

Complete hooklet-gives theory of opera- $195
tion, all construction details, schematic,
and sample color Biters.
Essential Parts Kit -All Special Parts -Coils,

Delay Line, Crystal, Color Filters

Sets -Up
to 16" $1 a C 17" and eon tic

I 0.0 it Larger 41 L v. a ir
Ofher Kits. Wired Chassis, Motors Available
COLORDAPTOR 1798 Santa Cruz,

Menlo Park, Calif.

Dept.
RE -5

ANY MAGAZINE OR BOOK
Subscribed or Bought For You -Such As:

Magazine Yearly Price
Esquire 4.50
Good Housekeeping 5.50
Glinnour 4.00
House Beautiful 11.00
Look 7.50
Popular Mechanics 5.00
Radio -Electronics 4.00
Reading Made Easy 12.50
Building a Better Vocabulary 12.50
And All Other Magazines or Books Published in the
United States or Abroad. Use Order Blank Below:

World Publications Services
P.O. Box 393, Times Square Station,
New York 36, N.Y.
Enclosed find for which please send
the magazine or book mentioned below:

Name

Address

Mug ine/Book

EDITORIAL (Continued from page 31)

1072. STATIC POWER SUPPLY. -A simpli-
fied system for cutting of conduction (gaining
control) of the controlled silicon rectifier for dc -
to -dc converter circuits and dc -to -ac inverters.
The system should not be affected by changes in
load, input voltage and temperature.

1073. IONICALLY CONDUCTIVE MATE-
RIAL (ANION).-Ionically conductive material
with the following characteristics: (1) strength
sufficient to permit the casting of thin films prac-
tically impermeable to gases such as hydrogen,
oxygen, etc., (2) very high capacity (in the thin
film form) for the acceptance of hydrogen (OH)
ions at the film or membrane surfaces, (3) high
mobility of hydroxyl ions within the materials
so that films or membranes of the materials will
have very low electrolytical resistance, (4) high
concentration of anion acceptor groups through-
out the material, (5) hydrophyllic, (6) high sta-
bility in alkaline solutions, (7) very low elec-
tronic conductivity.

1074. SELF -ACTIVATING SPARE ELEC-
TRONIC COMPONENTS. -Need exists for meth-
ods and devices capable of activating a spare
component immediately upon failure or malfunc-
tion of the original component. The electron
tube, amplifier or other device may incorporate
multiple self -activating channels or else spare
components may be employed which become
active when needed. Simplicity, small size and
dependable operation are necessary.

1075. FREQUENCY -CONVERSION DEVICE.
-A small lightweight static device for increasing
the frequency of single-phase, 60 -cycle power to
frequencies up to 5 kilocycles square wave or
sine wave. 2 -kw output, efficiency 90% or better.

1076. PHASE -MULTIPLICATION DEVICE.
-A small lightweight, static device for convert-
ing single-phase 60- or 400 -cycle power to bal-
anced 3 -phase power. 2 -kw output with efficiency
up to 90% or better.

1077. TRANSISTORS. -Transistor capable of
operation at ambient temperatures well in excess
of 250° C.

1078. TRANSISTORS. - Transistors whose
characteristics change considerably less with tem-
perature than present units.

1087. WIDE -BAND ANTENNA WITH ME-
DIUM GAIN, UNDIRECTIONAL.-A wide -band
antenna of 10 -to -1 frequency range which must
maintain a single lobe pattern and be circularly
polarized and also capable of receiving linearly
polarized signals. This antenna should have
medium gain on the order of 10 db above a refer-
ence dipole. A system of three antennas would
cover the frequency range of 10-100, 100-1,000,
1,000-10,000 mc.

1097. IMPROVED COMMUNICATION TECH-
NIQUES. There is need for improvement of to-
day's communication techniques or the invention
of a new technique which is simple, accurate and
usable for the transmission and reception of in-
telligible signals over a long global range.

Today's techniques of long-range global com-
munication by utilizing radio frequencies of ap-
proximately 0.1 through 5,000 mc is limited in
range. Thus, today's communication techniques
are not usable for the guidance of long-range
missiles, i.e. are not sufficient for guiding a mis-
sile accurately to a distant target. The effort to
overcome present shortcomings was limited to
existing communication techniques in general and
resulted in the construction and use of costly and
complex systems.

1100. SIMPLE MISSILE GUIDANCE SYS-
TEM. -There is a need for a novel design of
missile -guidance system of marked simplicity.
Such a guidance system is assumed to be produc-
ible at low cost, require less space and main-
tenance and result in increased missile reliability.

The complexity of missile -guidance systems is
high at the present. Real progress in increasing
the reliability of missile systems and in making
missiles a dependable tactical weapon, is depend-
ent mainly upon a simplification of the guidance
system. While the simplification of guidance com-
ponents has shown some progress (such as the
use of printed circuits), the guidance system as
such has increased in complexity as a result from
increased requirements on their functions.

1101. RADIO -NOISE ELIMINATION. -A need
exists for a method to eliminate radio noise,
without distortion of the intelligible signal.

All types of radio receivers are interfered by
noise (man-made and nature -made). In trans-
mitting speech, intelligible sound, frequencies or
pulses ; and straight continuous waves, interfer-
ing noise results in distortion of the received
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EDITORIAL (Continued)

message. Thus, the guidance of missile systems
and the accuracy of telemetered data are severely
affected by noise. Today's techniques of eliminat-
ing radio noise in receivers only limit or dampen
the noise, or eliminate both the noise and the in-
telligible portion (during occurrence of noise)
of the signal.

1103. ANALOG COMPUTER.-A requirement
exists for an analog computer which will give an
output representing the distribution of a func-
tion of a number of variables, each having its
own distribution, to be used as inputs.

1138. EMERGENCY UTILIZATION OF TV
TRANSMITTERS FOR ANTI -AIR DETECTION.
-Feasibility study and operational plans should
be prepared to utilize certain military radar com-
ponents in conjunction with existing TV stations
to provide anti -air detection in times of urgency.

1139. FIELD PORTABLE DIGITAL RADAR.
-Since most data transmission systems today
employ digital techniques, it appears reasonable
that digitally compatible radars be designed for
use with such data transmission systems. The
radars output will be purely digital for the func-
tions of trigger video antenna position, etc.

1140. DEVELOPMENT OF A WIDE-ANGLE,
COLD -CATHODE, HIGH -RESOLUTION CATH-
ODE-RAY TUBE.-To accommodate new mili-
tary electronic systems, it is necessary to develop
a high -resolution (in the order of 500 lines per
inch), cold -cathode, cathode-ray tube. Such a
device would have a wide application in military
data display systems.

1141. DEVELOPMENT OF A LARGE -
SCREEN, HIGH -RESOLUTION, MULTICOLOR
SYSTEM FOR RADAR AND ALPHA -NU-
MERIC DATA DISPLAY.-This display system
should be capable of displaying radar data in real
time, at a resolution of at least 1,250 lines an
inch and with a minimum of three colors. It
should also be capable of accepting alpha-
numeric characters for simultaneous display with
the radar.

1142. "SAFE AREA" DESTRUCTION OF
MISSILES ENTERING DEFENSE AREAS.-A
technique should be developed to correlate long-
range tracking radar capability and a high-speed
frequency scan directional radio with combina-
tions of times and frequencies for the purpose of
either causing self-destruction of a missile in a
"safe area" or changing the flight path.

1252. INSTRUMENTATION TO STUDY THE
REACTIONS OF ACTIVE HUMAN TEST SUB-
JECTS WHEN SUBJECTED TO ENVIRON-
MENTAL STRESS.-Skin thermocouples and rec-
tal thermometers have been developed which can
be worn by active clothed test subjects. These
sensors, together with their associated instrumen-
tation are reliable, convenient and do not cause
discomfort to the subject. More recently, a
telemetering system for measuring pulse rates
consisting of a sensor and a small transistorized
radio transmitter has been designed which can
continuously measure heart beats and is now
ready for user tests. Similar telemetering de-
vices are required for measuring other physio-
logical factors such as blood flow, cardiac out-
put, oxygen consumption, tidal volume, breathing
rate and chemical makeup of the breath. END

"This must be the place."

COMPARE

feature
for

feature

ADJUST -A -CONE SUSPENSION
to assure precise voice coil
centering and alignment

U'SHAPED FOT
to give you lowest possible energy
loss and accurate magnet alignment

ALNICO V MAGNETS

HUMI-GARD CONE
for greater heat and humidity
protection in outdoor speakers

AVAILABLE WITH SPECIAL
VOICE COILS, SPECIAL FIELDS

ADVERTISED TO THE PUBLIC

LISTINGS 14 PHOTOFACTS
AND COUNTERFACTS
to save yon LIR, assure correct
replacements

THIRTY YEARS OF EXPERIENCE
in engineering and manufacturing quality
loudspeakers under same ownership

QUAMSPEAKERS

then decide
for yourself which brand
gives you the best value and the best

performance in every speaker installation

QUAM BRAND A BRAND B

NO NO

NO NO

YES YES

NO NO

NO NO

YES NO

NO NO

NO NO

for your free copy o4 the QUAM General Catalog, listing
the full line of QUAM speakers for radio-tv replacement, public
address, and high fidelity. QUAM speakers are completely
manufactured in the United States of America.

QUAM-NICHOLS COMPANY
238 East Marquette Road Chicago 37, Illinois

ELECTRONICS CATALOG
plus every new issue for full year

Most complete electronics buying guide in
America! Over 100,000 items-stereci;hi-fi,
tapes, ham radio at low money -saving prices!
15 -day no -risk home trial on any item!

8 -TRANSISTOR PORTABLE RADIO

with battery $29.95
Outperforms all portables
under $100! It's a radio,
a speaker, a P.A. ampli-
fier. 61/2 x 3-9/16 x 134"
Typical Radio Shack value!
RADIO SHACK CORP.

See the latest and best electronics equipment in
Radio Shack's big 312 -page book! Mail coupon!
Receive your FREE copy plus a FREE subscription
to all new issues for a year!

MAIL COUPON NOW

Radio Shack Corp., 730 Commonwealth Ave.
I Boston 17, Mass. Dept. 80E10

Send FREE Electronics Catalog-Also every new
issue for 12 months, a full year's subscription Free.

Name

Address
Postoffice

City Zone State
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LAG -55 AUDIO GENERATOR

SINE SQUARE
A multi -purpose generator for

measurements on audio equipment
-amplifiers, speakers, networks.
Three waveforms: sine, square and
complex for all types of measure-
ments including response, distor-
tion, transient and I -M distortion
checks. Full range is from 20
to 200,000 cps, output 5 volts
with minimum amplitude variation
throughout whole range.

The LEADER test instruments ore being used in the more than 36 countries,

ottesting their excellence in design, performance and usefulness.

OHMATSU ELECTRIC CO. LTD.
2596, 5CHOME, KAM IMEGURO, MEGURO-KU, TOKYO, JAPAN

Cable Address " OHMATSUELEC " TOKYO

,DUTD_F_SPAC-E?
You bet we'd be... . if we were
to tell you all about AUDION's
but of this World Hi Fi Values!

25-E Oxford Road
Massapequa, New York

Write for
free

Catalog

RESIST -O -ROUND
IT REVOLVES !

FREE ! with any of 4 Handy -Pak
Carbon Resistor Assortments

20 Values
$1440 to $2880 Dealer Net

Finger-tip ConvenienceAll-Metal

Order from
your IRO
Distributor

INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY
DISTRIBUTOR SALES DIVISION

414 N. 13th STREET  PHILADELPHIA 8, PA

LOOK
no further . . . if you're
searching for hi-fi sav-
ings. Write us your re-
quirements now.

Key Electronics Company
120-A Liberty St., N.Y. 6, N.Y.

Cloverdale 8-4288

IT'S WHAT YOU KNOW
ABOUT INSTRUMENTS

s-* that counts!

He ps you
troubleshoot
IN HALF THE
USUAL TIME

. with fewer
instruments!

ft's amazing what you can
do with only a few instru-
ments-IF you know how to
select the right kinds of in-
struments ; where and when
to use them ; how to connect
them up ; how to set controls ;
how to read them-and how
to follow professional test
procedures every step of the
way ! And that's exactly what
this 316 -page BASIC ELEC-
TRONIC TEST PRO-
CEDURES teaches you.
More than 190 how -to -do -it
pictures snake things doubly

clear. For instance, you learn to check dis-
tortion by EITHER the 'scope, rejection filter,
harmonic -distortion meter, wave analyzer or
audio oscillator methods-and so on down the
complete line of doing jobs by different
methods WITH INSTRUMENTS YOU AL-
READY HAVE! Covers all types of checks,
tests, measurements commonly used in servicing,
PLUS visual alignment techniques and INDUS-
TRIAL electronic test & measurement procedures.
Price $6.50.

PRACTICE 10 DAYS FREE!
Dept. RE -50, RINEHART & CO., Inc.. I
232 Madison Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
Send BASIC ELECTRONIC TEST PROCEDURES
Manual for 10 -day FREE examination. I will then
either send you $6.50 (plus postage) in full pay-
ment or return book and owe nothing. (SAVE!
Send $6.50 with order and Rinehart pays
postage. 10 -day money -back guarantee.)
Name
Address
City, Zone. State

OUTSIDE U.S.A.-$7.00 cash.
10 -day money -back guarantee.

TWO LIGHT -CONTROL
CIRCUITS

I was interested and surprised to see
the circuit presented by Rufus P. Tur-
ner in the November, 1959, issue (page
99) for controlling a light bulb. I have
been using a similar circuit for sev-
eral months. The circuit I use employs

2
2NI70(2)N255(2)

+ 8

INPUT I

INPUT 2

LOAD I
I2V/90MA

LOAD 2
12 V/90 MA

the same transistors selected by Mr.
Turner. The difference is that I put the
light bulb in the emitter circuit. I do
this because my circuit controls two
separate bulbs powered by separate
input signals. If the bulbs had been in
the collector circuit, I would have had
to isolate the transistors' cases from
the chassis to keep their outputs sep-
arate. I work with 12 volts and use
bulbs that draw about 90 ma at 12
volts.-Christopher W. Farrell

IMPROVED DETECTOR
Readers who built the unique AM

tuner described in the December, 1956,
issue, page 80, may be interested in a

RF COIL
1N34i/212AU7,6C4

10K

B+

AUDIO OUTPUT

change in the detector circuit which I
have tried. It increases sensitivity with
no reduction, and a possible improve-
ment in fidelity. The avc can be taken
off at point X.-Frederick Butterfield

MOUNTING POWER
TRANSISTORS

In many circuits using power tran-
sistors, the transistor's case must be
fastened to a heat sink (usually the
chassis) to allow for heat dissipation.
However, in some circuits, particularly
push-pull arrangements or any other
where the chassis may be connected to
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EL

QUALITY
INSIST ON RAD-TEL FOR EVERY
TELEVISION AND RADIO TUBE NEED

70% OFF on BRAND NEW TUBES
GUARANTEED ONE F LL YEAR! You Can Rely On Rad:Ters Speedy One Day Service!

Qty. Type Price

Not Used - Pullet Out Of Old Sets ® Each Tube Individually and Attractively Boxed!
Qty. Type Price Qty. Type P -ice Qty. Type Pri:e Qty. Type Price

___0Z4M .79 ___3CE6 .60 ._..5EA8 .80 _6BC5 .54 _ __6CU5 .58
__1AX2 .62 ___36S8 .52 ..... 5E118 80 _._ 6BC7 .54 _ ...6C116 1.08

1B3GT .79 3CY5 .71 513 ,68 6BC8 .97 6CY5 .70
___1DN5 .55 3DE6 .62 578 .81 6BD6 .51 .. 6CY7 .71
_163 .73 30146. .60.___.5L4 .60 6BE6 .55 _6DA4 .68
___1.13 .73 3DT6 .50 _.51.18 .81 66E6 .44 6085 .69

1K3 .73 .__305 .80 542 .56 66G6 1.26 _60E6 .58
_1L6 1.05 3S4 .61 .5X8 .78 _ _6BH6 .95 6066 .59
___11A6 .69 3V4 .58 ___5Y3 .46 _613H8 .37 __6046 1.10
_ _1LC6 .79 4A116 .54 6AB4 .46 __6B16 .32 DT5 .76
__11.15 .59 4BA6 .51 6/127. .96 68K5 .80 .__61:1T6 .53
__1R5 .62 ___413C5 .56 ._ _6AF3 .73 _ ._6BK7 .85 __6EU8 .79

1S5 .51 - _4BC8 .96 6AF4 .97 68L7 1.130 6EA8 .79
114 .58 _.._4816 .54 6A65 .65 __ 6814 .57 _ _6EB8 .94

_ _1U4 .57 __41316 .75 6.4H6 .99 6616 74 686GT .58
-__1U5 .50 __41107 .96 641(5 .95 ___61305 65 MGT .51
- _1X26 .82 4858 .98 6315 .47 6806G1 1.05 _616 .67
_ _2AF4 .96 413118 .71 _. _63/48 .78 _ _61307 .95 6116 .79

28N4 .60 4BZ6 .58 6.AN4 :95 ___ 6BR8 .78 __6S4 .48
_. 2CY5 .71 _. _413Z7 .96 6AN8 .85 ___6BS13 .90 ___6SA7GT .76

3AL5 .42 4CB6 .59 _ _EAQ5 .50 . 6BU8 .70 _._6S67GT .74
3A116 .51 _ 4CS6 .61 EARS .55 6876 .54 _....6SL7 .80

_ ...3AV6 .41 40E6 .62
......313A6 .51 41:11(6 .60

EAS5 .60 --68Z6 .54 _6SN7 .65
. ... EAT6 .43 6BZ7 .97 _ _ 6SQ7 .73

__.38C5 .54 4076 .55 6AT8 .79 6C4 .43 614 .99
313E6 .52 _ _5018 .79 __EAU4 .82 .. 6C66 .54 ___6T8 .80

__ 3BN4 .63 _.!5AN8 .86 6AU6 .50 _. 6CD6 '.42 .__6U8 .78
3616 .76 .. _ sttas .52 6AU7 .61 6CF6 .64 _ .6V6GT .54

_36U8 .78 _-5A18 .80 _6AU6 .87 ... .6CG7 .60 _..6W4 .57
_38Y6 .55 _. 5BK7A .82 .1AV6 .40 _. 6C68 .77 6W6 .69
_ _3BZ6 .55 _-5807 .97 9AW8 .89 _6CM7 .66 6X4 .39
- 36B6 .54 ... ..56118 .79

_ 9AX4 .65 _ . 6CN7 .65 ____6X5GT .53
_5CG8 .76 JoAX7 .64 _ 6CR6 .51 __6X8 .77

N1 (1// -  6CL6 .76 613A6 .49 .6CS6 .57 TAUT .61

SEND FOR FREE TROUBLE SHOOTER GUIDE AND
NEW TUBE & PARTS CATALOG.

III
.L iEL

)

Qty. Type Price

_..TAB .68
_ 766 .69

7Y4 .69
8AU8 .83
8AW8 .93
8805 .60

_ _8CG7 .62
8CM7 .68
8C17 .97
8CX8 .93

_ _8EB8 .94
___100A7 .71

11CY7 .75
_ _12A4 .60

...12AB5 .55
12AC6 .49
12A06 .57

_._12A16 .43
12AF3 .73
12AF6 .49
12A16 .46
12AL5 .45

_ 12AL8 .95
_ 12AQ5 .52

12AT6 .43
_12AT.7 .76
12AU6 .50

qty. Type Price

12AU2 .60
. _12AV i .97

12A1/3 .41

12AV7 .75
12Art .67

_ 12AX7 .63
- 12AD .86

1284 .63
_ 12B1t6 .50

TM 6 .50
__12826 .53
_ 12Bt6 .44
_ _12817 .73
_ 12BC5 .70
- .126'.6 .56
__12616 1.06

1213 7 .74
121317 .75

__12C5 .56
_._12C-45 .59

12D15 .56
_ _12C36 .54
_ _12E15 .58
_ 12CU6 1.06
_ _121X6 .54
- _12E85 .69
_ _12E E8 .75

Qty. Type Price

120L8 .85
_ _120M7 .67
__12006 1.04

120S7 .79
12DZ6 .56

_ _12EL6 .50
_ 12EG6 .54

12EK6 .56
_ 12EZ6 .53
__.12F5 .66
_1218 .66
_12FM6 .45

_12K5 .65
_ 12SA7M .86
_ 12SK7GT .74

12SN7 .67
_ 12SQ7M .73

1207 .62
12V66T .53
12W6 .69
12X4 .38
17AX4 .67

_ 17606 1.09
_._17C5 .58
_ 17CA5 .62
_ _1704 .69

_17006 1.06

Qty. Type Price

17L6 .55
_ 17W6 .71
_ _19AU4 .83

19866 1.35
1978 .81
21EX6 1.43

_ 25AU4 .8J
_ 25606 1.11
_ 25C5 .5:13

_ 25CA5 .53
_ _25CD6 1.44
___25CU6 1.11

25DN6 1.z 2
_25EH5 .15
2516 .57
25W4 .68

__25Z6 .66
_.._3505 .51
_.._3516 .57
_ 35W4 .i2
_ 35Z5GT .30
_ 5065 .30
_._5005 _53

_....50004- .37
__50EH5 .55
_ 5016 .81

117Z2 .61

Use TN'S As Your Order Form:

Name

Address

City
Phase Print Plainly 111,;-Q

NOT AFFILIATED WITH ANY OTHER MAIL ORDER TUBE COMPANY.

-TEL TUBE C 55 Cham,bers.St
II Newark 5,N. J.

TERMS: 125% deposit must accompany an orders - balance C. O. D.
$1 HAmDLIN:3 CHARGE FOR ORDERS UNDER $5. Subject to prior sale.

PI ase add postage. No C. O. D.'s outside continental L. S. A.
RE -560
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TIME TO
CLEAN UP YOUR
SYSTEM fiorekdr-7

LOUDSPEAKERS
with voice coil magnets of
Ticonal-7 steel (30% more
efficient* than Alnico V)

*... 30% more efficient
response to the full signal range
of your amplifier ... WHETHER
ITS RATED OUTPUT is
10 WATTS or a HUNDRED ...
at any listening level from a
whisper to a shout!

Guild -crafted by Philips of the
Netherlands to give you

THE CLEANEST
SOUND AROUND
Ask for a demonstration wherever
good sound is sold or write to:

NORTH
AMERICAN
PHILIPS
CO., INC.
High Fidelity Products Division,
230 Duffy Avenue,
Hicksville, L.I., N.Y.

HI-FI & STEREO
COMPONENTS
Send us your list for a

SPECIAL PACKAGE DEAL QUOTE
No sale too small. Tradeins accepted. BONAFIDE of-
fers biggest discounts on all standard brands. Expert
advice and full guarantee are assured at

BONAFIDE ELECTRONICS
Dept. RES, 89% Cortland St., N.Y. 7, N.Y.

WE WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD

EE CATALOG OF
HI -F1, RADIO, TV

PARTS & ACCESSORIES -
revut Avr tite adlei49 !

ELECTRONICS MFG. CORP.(7rlr 44 CHURCH ST.  BALDWIN, N. Y.

ELECTRONICS

AT HEALD'S YOU LEARN
BY ACTUAL PRACTICE IN
MODERN LABORATORIES

AND GET TOP PAY
JOBS.

HEALD'S
ENGINEERING COLLEGE

Established 1863
Van Ness at Post, RE
San Francisco, Calif.

ENGINEERING -
TECHNICIANS
Bachelor of Science Degree, 30 Months

Save Two Years' Time
 Radio -Television Plus Color Technician (12 Months)
El Electronics Technician (12 Months)
El Industrial Electronics Technician (12 Months)
 Electronics Engineering (B.S. Degree)
El Electrical Engineering (B.S. Degree)
El Mechanical Engineering (B.S. Degree)
El Civil Engineering (B.S. Degree)

Architecture (B.S. Degree)

Heald College ranks FIRST West of the
Mississippi in "Who's Who in America"

Approved for Veterans
DAY AND EVENING CLASSES

Write for Catalog and Registration Application.
New Term Starting Soon.

Your Name

Address

City

State

NOTEWORTHY CIRCUITS (Continued)

the positive end of the power supply,
the p -n -p power transistor must be in-
sulated from the chassis. The reason la
simple: the transistor's collector is con-
nected to its case and must be at a

MICA OR ANODIZED
ALUMINUM
WASHER

MOUNTING FLANGE
(COLLECTOR)

A61.

, //Al V/ //
6-32
SCREW

CHASSIS

FIBRE WASHER \ (HEAT SINK)

0 LOCK -WASHER 6-32 SCREW
7" XII"X I/16"

©6-32 NUT
=4Z> LUG 8 CONNECTING WIRE

C36-32 NUT

negative potential. So naturally it can't
be connected to a positive chassis.

This brings up an unusual problem.
A good thermal connection to the
chassis is needed for heat dissipation,
yet the case of the transistor must be
insulated from the chassis.

Two solutions to this problem, cur-
rently used in auto radios, are described
in RCA Application Note AN -171. You
can use anodized aluminum washers or
mica washers. The mica is a natural
insulator and the anodizing process
coats the aluminum washer with alumi-
num oxide making it a good insulator
without destroying its heat dissipating
properties.

The diagram shows how to mount
the power transistor using either the
anodized aluminum or the mica insulat-
ing washer. Be sure you don't forget
the fiber insulating washer between the
mounting bolt and the chassis. If you
use the aluminum washer, make sure
that all burrs have been removed from
the holes in the chassis. If this isn't
done, they may scrape away the
anodized layer and short the washer
to the chassis.

SLEEP ALARM
The Driver-Larm is a new device to

prevent long-distance drivers, night
watchmen and others with lonely bore -
some jobs from falling asleep, by sound-
ing a loud buzz in their ear as soon
as the head tips or nods. The device,

a product of Driver-Larm, Inc., of
Kansas City, Mo., consists of a transis-
tor oscillator and earpiece suspended
on a lightweight headband.

The earpiece-a center -tapped 500 -
ohm dynamic type-is the inductor in a
Hartley oscillator. The oscillator is con-
trolled by a carefully balanced mercury
switch that is open when level and
closed when tilted. When the wearer's
head begins to roll or nod from fatigue
or boredom, the switch tips and turns
on the oscillator. This produces a buzz
or audio tone loud enough to startle
the wearer awake. END
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TRANSCEIVERS for Citizens
band use, either kit or wired
form. Model 760 (K if kit), 117
volts ac, has superheterodyne
receiver with rf stage, 5 -watt

transmitter. Pi output network
matches most antennas. Models
available for 6 to 12 volts dc.
Electronic Instrument Co., Inc.,
3300 Northern Blvd., Long
Island City, N. Y.

TRANSCEIVER SET. Com-
pletely transistorized Duo -Corn
100 operates in 27 -me Citizens

band. Receiver-double-conver-
sion superheterodyne, dual
crystal -controlled, glass -B au-
dio amplifier. Transmitter-
crystal-controlled, 100 -mw in-
put. Uses 8 penlight cells. 20
ounces.-Osborne Electronics
Corp., 13105 S. Crenshaw, Haw-
thorne, Calif.

TRANSCEIVER KIT has 5 -
watt power input to rf output
stage, 21/2 -watt audio power out-
put. Models G-110 (117 volts
ac), G-12 (12 volts dc), G-6 (6

volts dc) with Astatic micro-
phone, crystal and tubes. Super -
regenerative receiver. - Grove
Electronic Mfg. Co., 4103 W.
Belmont Ave., Chicago 41, Ill.

NOISE SUPPRESSOR model
GNS-1, high -Q parallel -tuned
circuit to be connected in series

with car's generator. Reduces
generator noise in 14-30-mc
range. Can be used with mo-
bile amateur and Citizens -band

new _?.f

PRODUCTS

equipment.-Globe Electronics,
22-30 S. 34 St., Council Bluffs,
Iowa.

FM RADIO has 6 tubes plus
selenium rectifier. Model RA -340
tunes 88 to 108 mc. Jack for ex-
ternal speaker. 2 controls, vol-

ume and tuning. For 117 volts
ac-dc.-Olson Radio Corp., 260
S. Forge St., Akron, Ohio.

STEREO CARTRIDGE model
53. Peak response to 25,000

cycles, low of 16 cycles. Ce-
ramic. Channel separation of
24 db at 1,000 cycles. 4 output
leads to avoid energy crossover
through common lead.-Jensen
Industries, Forest Park, Ill.

STEREO TUNER KIT, com-
pletely prealigned, needs no ad-

ditional minor alignment or
front-end tracking adjustments.
Model ST-45PA has 10-kc
whistle filter in AM section, FM
sensitivity 2 AV for 30-db quiet-
ing. Flywheel tuning, afc, AM
trf stage, FM grounded -grid rf
stage. 13 tubes.-PACO Elec-
tronics Co., Inc., 70-31 84th St.,
Glendale 27, N. Y.

STEREO TUNER model KN-
135 for stereo, AM only or FM
only. 50 -ohm antenna input
(FM). flywheel -weighted tuning

controls. FM sensitivity 411V for
20-db quieting, AM sensitivity
10 /iv for 20-db signal-to-noise
ratio. FM response 20 to 20,000
cycles within 0.5 db. Supplied
with two 36 -inch audio cables,
AM and FM antennas.-Allied
Radio Corp., 100 N. Western
Ave.Chicago 80, Ill.

SANo-DEALERS VOO ft
I

Bo' SERVICEMEN C140# ArO?
0" TUBE TESTER

ROUTE OPERATORS

with ZAIY1RON QUALITY BRAND

TV -RADIO RECEIVING TUBES!

BRAND NEW
INDIVIDUALLY BOXED

GUARANTEED
FOR ONE YEAR

ZNYTRON
TUBE CORP

220 W. 42nd St.,
New York 36, N. Y.

r

You ''play ball" with MAJOR LEAGUERS when you buy
ZALYTRON Tubes! We have been supplying tubes for
many years to service dealers and Tube Tester Route
Operators-and the ZALYTRON Brand Name has achieved
a reputation for quality and performance second to
none! Yes, you "play it SAFE" with ZALYTRON because
you get BRAND NEW Tubes:

 NOT USED  NOT REJECTS
but Zalytron's First Quality! And, important
too: by selling DIRECT to the Electronics
Trade, we pass the middleman's profit on to
our customers . . . helping them to meet and
beat competition in their areas!

WHY PAY MORE?
Get our FREE Complete Giant New
Catalog, containing up-to-date tube
listing, PLUS hundreds of standard
electronic component parts at HUGE
SAVINGS! Paste handy coupon (below)
on post card and mail to us today!

I To ZALYTRON Tube Corp. Dept. RE:51
220 West 42nd Street, New York 36, N.Y.

STEREO KITS U Send FREE 1555 Catalog.
AMPLIFIIERS NAME
TEST INSTRUMENTS
TRANSCEIVER KITS I ADDRESS

TRANSISTOR RADIOS
LCITY ZONE STATE

Pat. Pending

MODERNIZE MUSIC SYSTEMS with the

EW

A smart, practical addition to every music or P.A. sys-
tem. Available with either standard or modern clock
dial. Ideal for industry, motels, offices, homes and
schools.

Audio/Clocks Available for Three Different Types of
Mounting. The non -resonant fiberglass baffle accom-
modates an 8" speaker. Slotted sound ports disperse
audio over a wide area. Rugged sealed clock motor
available for 24 or 110 VAC, 60 -cycles.

Write for literature

I

FOURJAY INDUSTRIES
2360 WEST DOROTHY LANE  DAYTON 39, OHIO
In Canada: LEN FINKLER, L7D., 1794 Avenue Road, Toronto 12, Ontario
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BECOME °'A RADIO TECHNICIAN
for only $26.95

BUILD 20 RADIO
CIRCUITS AT HOME

with the New Progressive

RADIO "EDU-KIT"®
All Guaranteed to Work!
PRACTICAL only

HOME 95
RADIO
COURSE

NOW INCLUDES
* 12 RECEIVERS
* 3 TRANSMITTERS
* SQ. WAVE GENERATOR
* AMPLIFIER
* SIGNAL TRACER
k SIGNAL INJECTOR
* CODE OSCILLATOR

Req. U.S.
Pat. Off.

* No Knowledge of Radio
Necessary

* No Additional Parts or
Tools needed

* Excellent Background for TV
* School Inquiries Invited
* Attractively Gift Packed

FREE EXTRAS
 SET OF TOOLS  RADIO & ELECTRONICS TESTER  ELECTRIC
SOLDERING IRON  TESTER INSTRUCTION MANUAL  MEMBER-
SHIP IN RADIO -TV CLUB: CONSULTATION SERVICE  HI-FI GUIDE
 QUIZZES  TV BOOK  FCC AMATEUR LICENSE TRAINING
 RADIO BOOK PRINTED CIRCUITRY PLIERS -CUTTERS
 ALIGNMENT TOOL  WRENCH SET  CERTIFICATE OF MERIT

 VALUABLE DISCOUNT CARD

WHAT THE "EDU-KIT" OFFERS YOU
The "Edu-Kit" offers you an outstanding PRACTICAL HOME RADIO COURSE at

a rock -bottom price. Our kit is designed to train Radio & Electronics Technicians,
making use of the most modern methods of home training. You will learn radio
theory, construction, servicing. basic Hi-Fi and TV repairs, code, FCC amateur
license requirements.

You will learn how to identify radio symbols, how to read and interpret sche-
matics, how tomount and layout radio parts. how to wire and solder, how to operate
electronic equipment, how to build radios. Today it is no longer necessary to spend
hundreds of dollars for a radio course. You will r a basic education in radio,
worth many times the small price you pay, only $26.95ecive complete.

THE KIT FOR EVERYONE
The Progressive Radio "Edu-Kit" was specifically prepared for any person who

has a desire to learn Radio. The "Edu-Kit" has been used successfully by young
and old ir all parts of the world, by many Radio Schools and Clubs in this country
and abroad. It is used for training and rehabilitation of Armed Forces Personnel
and Veterans throughout the world.

The Progressive Radio "Edu-Kit" requires no instructor. All instructions are
included. Every step is carefully explained. You cannot make a mistake.

PROGRESSIVE TEACHING METHOD
The Progressive Radio "Edu-Kit" is the foremost educational radio kit in the

world, and is universally accepted as the standard in the field of electronics training.The "Edu-Kit" uses the modern educational principle of "Learn by Doing."Therefore,

you will construct radio circuits, perform jobs and conduct expei-iinents
to illustrate the principles which you learn.

You begin by examining the various radio parts included in the "Edu-Kit." You
then learn the function, theory and wiring of these parts. Then you build a simple
radio. With this first set, you will enjoy listening to regular broadcast stations,
learn theory, practice testing and troubleshooting. Then you build a more ad-
vanced radio, learn more advanced theory and techniques. Gradually, in a pro-gressive manner, and at your own rate, you will find yourself constructing more
advanced multi -tube radio circuits, and doing work like a professional Radio
Technician.

Included in the "Edu-Kit" course are twenty Receiver, Transmitter, Code Oscil-
lator, Signal Tracer, Signal Injector, Square Wave Generator and Amplifier circuits.
These are not unprofessional "breadboard" experiments, but genuine radio circuits,
constructed by means of professional wiring and soldering on metal chassis, plus the
new method of radio construction known as "Printed Circuitry." These circuits
operate on your regular AC or DC house current.

In order to provide a thorough, well -integrated and easily -learned radio course,
the "Edu-Kit" includes practical work as well as theory; troubleshooting in addi-
tion to construction; training for all, whether your purpose in learning radio befor hobby, business or job; progressively -arranged material, ranging from simple
circuits to well -advanced topics in Hi-Fi and TV. Your studies will be further aided
by Quiz materials and our well-known FREE Consultation Service.

THE "EDU-KIT" IS COMPLETE
You will receive all parts and instructions necessary to build 20 different radio

and electronics circuits, each guaranteed to operate. Our Kits contain tubes, tube
sockets, variable, electrolytic, mica, ceramic and paper dielectric condensers, resis-tors, tie strips, coils. hardware. tubing, punched metal chassis. Instruction Man-
uals, hookup wire, solder, selenium rectifiers, volume controls and switches.

In addition, you receive Printed Circuit materials, including Printed Circuit chas-
sis, special tube sockets, hardware and instructions. You also receive a useful set of
tools. a professional electric soldering iron, and a self -powered Dynamic Radio &
Electronics Tester. The "Edu-Kit" also includes Code Instructions and the Pro-
gressive Code Oscillator, in addition to the F.C.C.-type Questions and Answers for
Radio Amateur License training. You will also receive lessons for servicing with
the Progressive Signal Tracer and the Progressive Signal Injector, and a High
Fidelity Guide and Quiz Book. Everything is yours to keep.

J. Statatis, of 25 Poplar Pl., Waterbury, Conn., writes: "I have repaired severa
sets for my friends, and made money. The "Edu-Kit" paid for itself. I was readyto spend $240 for a Course, but I found your ad and sent for your Kit."

UNCONDITIONAL MONEY -BACK GUARANTEE
The Progressive Radio "Edu-Kit" has been sold to many thousands of indi-

viduals. schools and organizations, public and private, throughout the world. It
is recognized internationally as the ideal radio course.

By Popular demand the Progressive Radio "Edu-Kit" is now available inSpanish as well as English.
It is understood and agreed that should the Progressive Radio "Edu-Kit" be

returned to Progressive "Edu-Kits" Inc., for any reason whatever, the pur-
hasc arise will be refunded in full, without quibble or question, and without

delay.
The high recognition which Progressive "Edu-Kits" Inc., has earned through

its many years of service to the public is due to its unconditional insistence
upon the maintenance of perfect engineering, the highest instructional stand-
ards, and 100% adherence to its Unconditional Money -Back Guarantee. As aresult, we do not have a single dissatisfied customer throughout the entire
world.

ORDER FROM AD-RECEIVE FREE BONUS RESISTOR AND
CONDENSER KITS WORTH $7.00

D Send "Edu-Kit" Postpaid. I enclose full payment of $26.95.
 Send "Edu-Kit" C.O.D. I will pay $26.95 plus postage,
 Send me FREE additional information describing "Edu-Kit."
Name

Address

Progressive "EDU-KITS" inc. 1186 Broadway, Dept. 164-G
Hewlett, N. Y.

NEW PRODUCTS (Continued)

STEREO AMPLIFIER model
AM -147. built-in preamp, 15
watts output each channel, re-
sponse 20 to 30,000 cycles with-
in 1/2 db at 1 watt. 8 tubes. 6

front -panel controls; 4-, 8- and
16 -ohm outputs each channel.
5 inputs per channel.- Olson
Radio Corp., 260 S. Forge St.,
Akron, Ohio.

TRANSISTOR AMPLIFIER
has 6 -watt output, works on 6
volts de. Model 1-A has 8 tran-
sistors, inputs for microphone;

magnetic, ceramic and crystal
phono. 4-, 8- and 16 -ohm out-
puts. - Transonic Enterprises,
Inc., P.O. Box 1995, Miami 1,
Fla.

SPEAKER SYSTEM with 4
matched electrostatic elements
and low -resonance voice -coil
speaker. Model SP -100 response

35 to 25,000 cycles. Walnut cab-
inet features duct system de-
signed for voice -coil speaker.-
Monarch International, Inc.,
7035 Laurel Canyon Blvd., N.
Hollywood, Calif.

REMOTE SPEAKER model
SK -145 has 2 volume controls,

one for speaker itself, second
for volume of TV -set or radio
speaker. - Lafayette Radio
Corp., 165-08 Liberty Ave., Ja-
maica 33, N. Y.

COMMUNICATIONS MICRO-
PHONE model 715 comes with
hang-up bracket. Ceramic ele-

ment, response 60 to 7,000 cy-
cles.-Electro-Voice, Inc., Bu-
chanan, Mich.

MICROPHONES in the 330
serves. Model 3.35H, dynamic high
impedance; response 50 to 12,000

cycles at -56 db. Model 3,351,,
low impedance, same as 3,3.513,
except output is -57 db. Model
333, ceramic, high impedance
with response 30 to 12,000 cycles
at -58 db. Model 331 (illus-
stratet1), ceramic, high imped-
ance, 300 to 5,000 cycles at
- 56 db. for Citizens -band use.
-Astatic Corp., Conneaut, Ohio.

7 -CHANNEL RECORDER
model 1855R operates for 41/4
hours on a single 4,800 -foot 1/2 -
inch reel of tape. Tape speed
3.75 ips. Rewind time less than
2 minutes. Modular plug-in
amplifiers. Response 300 to

3,000 cycles within 2 db.-
Telectro Industries Corp., 35-17
37th St., Long Island, N.Y.

AUDIO CABLE for stereo and
monaural use. No. 8421 has spi-
ral tinned -copper shield, cel-

lular polyethylene insulation
for lower capacitance and loss.
-Belden Manufacturing Co.,
4647 W. Van Buren St., Chi-
cago, Ill.

4 -WAY POCKET TOOL model
600 serves as 1/2- and 7/16 -inch
nut driver, 3/16 -inch screwdriver
and No. 1 Phillips driver. Pat-
ented spring holds the double -

end blade firmly in socket.-
Xcelite, Inc., Orchard Park,
N. Y.

RECHARGEABLE BATTERY
can be recharged hundreds of
times. Nickel - cadmium cells
charged by unscrewing cap and
plugging unit into 117 -volt ac

outlet. Model FC-3 fits any flash-
light using 2 D -cells, provides
power for (3 hours) about twice
the duration of the company's
Model FC-2 consumer cartridge.
-Sonotone Corp., Elmsford,
N.Y.

GAIN CONTROL for master
TV antenna system. Model MAC
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NEW PRODUCTS (Continued)

provides automatic signal regu-
lation for any amplifier with
over 16-db gain and an output
between 0.6 and 2.5 volts. Con-
trol maintains level within 1
db for 10-db signal variation.--
Blon:'er-Tongue Labs., Inc., 9
Allino St.. Ne ark 2, N. J.

WIND -VELOCITY INDICA-
TOR also sho s wind direction.
Model F-507 has 3 scales: direc-

tion, velocity 0 to 25 mph and 0
to 100 mph. Power supplied by
built-in battery, no power drain
except when reading direction.
Transmitte: assembly fits 1°4 -
inch pipe or mast.--Lafayete
Radio C orp., 165-08 Liberty
Ave., Jamaica 33, N. Y.

TRAN`TISTOR TESTER model
K & K checks units in oscillator
circuit. Determines if transis-
tor is open, shorted, noisy or
has high leakage value. Checks
power and general - purpose,
p -n -p or n -p -n types. Powered

by two 6 -volt batteries.-Kier-

ulff & Co., 6303 Corsair St., Los
Angeles 22, Calif.

SUBSTITUTION BOX for
electrolytic capacitors. 15 capaci-

tance combinations from 10 to
150 Af at 450 wvdc. 2 or more
model CDE units may be con-
nected in parallel for unlimited
capacitance range.-Cornell-Du-
biller Electric Corp., S. Plain-
field, N. J.

AC VTVM 834X608 has auto-
matic motor -driven range selec-
tor. Panel lights indicate range
in use. Motor unit capable of
driving selector switch through

Get Thi ably

Yes, you get this big, brand new book, "150
Radio -Television Picture Patterns and Dia-
grams Explained", absolutely FREE! Complete
11x22" Schematic Diagrams on leading models
Radio and TV Sets help cut your servicing
time. Easy -to -read, large 81/2x11" pages, with full instruc-
tions on how to use the diagrams. A "must" in every
repair kit. You get this book as a FREE Gift for asking t)
see Coyne's new 7 -book set, "Applied Practical Radio -
Television"!
At Last! Money -Making "Know -How"

On Transistors, Color TV and Servicing
Coyne's great 7 -volume set gives you all the
answers to servicing problems-quickly! For
basic "know-how" that's easy to understand
you'll find everything you want in Volumes 1 to
5 on over 5000 practical facts and data. Every
step from fundamentals to installing, servicing
and trouble -shooting all types of radio and TV
sets. So up-to-date it includes the latest on
COLOR TV and UHF. All this plus Volume 7-
TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS-the most complete
book ever published on the applications of tran-
sistors in electronics. New! Set has colorful de-
sign, washable covers.
EXTRA! 868 -Page TV Cyclopedia Included!

For speedy on-the-job use, you also get Vol. 6-famous
Coyne CYCLOI'EDIA. Answers problems on servicing,
alignment, installation, etc. in easy ABC order. Use
this 7 -volume TV -RADIO LIBRARY FREE for 7 clays;
get the Servicing Book FREE!

5 Years
Of Valuable
Supplements

lCILI

With your set you also
get Coyne's annual Sup-
plement Service FREE
for 5 years. Keeps your
set up-to-date on every-
thing that will be new
in radio, television,
electronics and elec-
tricity.

Publislyin

ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
1455 W. Congress Pkwy., Dept. 58-T1,, Chicago 7, III.

When

you order

merchandise by

mail . .

Include your ad-
dress and postal

zone number.

Type or print if
you can-if not,

write clearly.

Don't send cash-
use checks or mon-

ey orders.

Include allow-
ances for postage
charges if you
know the weight
of what you're
ordering.

PROFESSIONAL

technicians

use

Paitl
OFFICIAL

ORDER BOOKS

for every

TV -RADIO

service

call

X 'TV -RADIO

SERVICE

11,

OFFICIAL ORDER BOOK

This is the busi-
nesslike approach
to service record
keeping. Tripli-
cate forms serve
as order form,
invoice and officerecord, with
spaces for com-
plete information
on every job.
Separate listings
for receiving
tubes, pix tube,
parts, serial num-
bers, labor and
tax charges, sig-
natures, etc. 75c
a book, $6.50 for
dust -proof box of
10. In stock at
your distributor.
Write for your
free folder de-
scribing Dave
Rice's OFFICIAL
ORDER BOOKS,
including an ac-
tual size sample
copy of the handy
order form.

* * * *
For customer's
prices on every
replacement part,
plus flat rate and
hourly service
charge data,
regional and
national, Dave
Rice's OFFICIAL
PRICING DIGEST,
listing over 63,000
items. $2.50.

ELECTRONIC
PUBLISHING CO., INC.

180 N. WACKER DRIVE

CHICAGO 6, ILLINOIS

Just For Examining COYNE 'S 'New Jet

ppadicadeatio
7 DAY FREE TRIAL!

SEND NO MONEY! Just mail coupon for 7 -volume set on 7 days free trial.
We'll include book of 150 TV -Radio Patterns & Diagrams. If you keep the
set, pay $3 in 7 days and $3 per month until $27.25 plus postage is paid.
(Cash price, only $24.95). Or you can return the library at our expense in
7 days and owe nothing. YOU BE THE JUDGE. Either way, the book of
TV -Radio Patterns on yours FREE to keep! Offer is limited. Act NOW!

FREE BOOK-FREE TRIAL COUPON!
Educational Book Publishing Division
COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL, Dept. 50-71
1455 W. Congress Pkwy., Chicago 7, III.
YES! Send 7 -Volume "Applied Practical Radio -Television" for 7 days FREE TRIAL
Per your offer. Include TV -Radio Pasterns & Diagram Book FREE.

Name Age

Address

City

Where Employed
ID Check here if you want library octet C.O.D. You pay postman $24.95 plus C.O.D

postage on delivery. 7 -day money -back guarantee.

Zone State
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NEW PRODUCTS (Continued)

R 10
#anc&uk

AC & DC Circuits
VT Principles
Transistors & Semi -

Conductors
VT Ampls.

High Fidelity
RF VT Ampl.
Oscillos

vitee80°

eneration
RF Feedback
Amplitude

Modulation
FM & Radio Teletype

Transmission
Sideband

Transmission
Transmitter Design
TV & BC

Interference
Transmitter Keying

t

Radiation,
Propagation &
Transmission
Lines

Antennas
HF

ceivers
ow Power

Transmitters
& Exciters

HF Power Ampls.
Speech & AM

Equipment
Transmitter

Construction
Power Supplies
Workshop Practice
Electronic Test

Equipment
Radio Mathematics

& Calculations

$750 BUY FROM YOUR

FAVORITE DISTRIBUTOR

The June

issue of

Radio -

Electronics

is on sale

May 26.

Order

your copy

now from

your dealer.

11 ranges from .003 to 300 volts
in 21/2 seconds. Can be used as
preamp for other test equip-
ment. Panel switch allows lock-
ing on any range.-Allied Radio
Corp., 100 N. Western Ave.,
Chicago 80, Ill.

VTVM model VT -10 has 6 -inch
100 -amp meter. Twisting tip of

multi -probe allows t to func-
tion as either ac, dc, rf or lo -
cap probe. Amplifier -rectifier
circuit has frequency -compen-
sated attenuator. - Century
Electronics Co., Inc., 111 Roose-
velt Ave., Mineola, N.Y.

TUNING INDICATOR model
TM -1. Built-in meter shows
when transmitter is radiating
maximum power. Can be used
as relative field -strength meter

or to indicate when antenna is
properly matched. Tenna-meter
can be used with Citizens -band
or amateur gear.-Globe Elec-
tronics, 22-30 S. 34 St., Council
Bluffs, Iowa.

PULSE GENERATOR for
troubleshooting if, rf and audio
circuits. Self-contained transis-
torized units in probe form. Os-

eillator frequency about 1.000
cycles. Output audible in audio
circuits. When Noy-Z-Ject is ap-
plied to if-rf circuits, its pulse
waveform excites any resonant
circuit into oscillation which acts
as carrier for 1,000 -cycle signal
of the Model D-800.-Doss Elec-
tronic Research, Inc., 820 Balti-
more, Kansas City 5, Mo.

TRANSCEIVER for 27 -me
Citizens band has built-in 12 -
volt dc power supply. Trans-

zAtill\)Y,
mitter output 5 watts. Model G-
11 has adjustable squelch con-
trol, simple push -to -talk opera-
tion, 117 -volt ac supply avail-
able.-Gonset Div., 801 S. Main
St., Burbank, Calif. END

All specifications on these pages are from manufacturer's data.

YOU CAN ALSO DO

HOME - 7 Outlets - One Antenna - No
Amplification: Residence of Bob Barker,
MC of the popular daytime NBC show
Truth Or Consequences.

wag..

HOTEL - 120 Outlets -One Antenna -One

Amplifier: The Montecito -6650 Frank-
lin. Hollywood, California.

THE BIG JOBS WITH WIZARDS

THE WIZARD 300*
ELECTRO-MAGNETIC

COUPLER FOR ALL
SINGLE ANTENNA

MULTIPLE -OUTLET
SYSTEMS IN TV

FLAT LINE

*Pat Pend

$1.95
LIST PRICE

The high electrical
efficiency of the Wizard
300 is proven in many
installations where more
than thirty receivers are
being operated from a
single antenna without
amplification.

Information on any of the above jobs and a brochure covering
Wizard System installations is available. Write Dept.

CHARLES ENGINEERING, INC.
6053 Melrose Avenue Los An. eles Califor'

HOUSING PROJECT -2,549 Wizards In-

stalled To Date: L.A. Housing Authority,
Los Angeles, California.

APARTMENT - 39 Outlets -One Antenna

-No Amplification: The Del Rio -10236
Old River School Road, Downey. Calif

APARTMENT -48 Outlets -Two Antennas
(24 Outlets each) - No Amplification:
The Paramount Riviera -12447 Para-
mount Blvd.. Downey. California.
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PAT
\° new;

AITS
REMOTE VIEWER

Patent No. 2,912,494
Edward F. Flint, Rochester, N. Y. (Assigned to

Eastman Kodak Co., Rochester)
This invention combines optics and electronics

for viewing an image from a remote point. The
basic arrangement shows, from left to right:
a scanning prism, objective, formed image

CRT

TRANSMISSION LINE
(BETWEEN CAMERA a CRT)

TARGET DIRECTION

(represented by an upright arrow), relay objec-
tive, TV camera, transmission cable, crt. The
advantages of this arrangement are that the
image may be viewed in comfort and may be
magnified as desired ; the viewer is not limited
to an eyepiece, difficult to maneuver.

SELF -TUNED FM DETECTOR
Patent No. 2,915,631

Ole Kristian Nilssert, Collingswood, N. J. (Assigned
to Radio Corp. of America)

For minimum distortion the passband of an
FM detector should accept equal sweeps about
the center frequency. Fig. 1 shows fo correctly

centered along the response curve A. The aver-
age load voltage will be zero.

Fig. 2 shows a typical ratio detector, with
reverse -biased diode D added for automatic tun-
ing. D has capacitance which increases with re-
duced bias.

Due to drift or mistuning, the response curve
may shift, for example to curve B (Fig. 1).
Equal sweeps about f. now produce a negative
load voltage which is fed (through filter R -C)

Transistor Radio Servicing
CAN be Highly Profitable

The ONLY Complete Transistor Radio Service Lab
Everything you need for less than $50

Check Transistors, Diodes. Rectifiers . . .

SENCORE TRC4 TRANSISTOR CHECKER
Accurately checks all transistors in hearing aids,
radios and power transistors in auto radios. Tests
for opens, shorts, leakage, current gain. Measures
forward -reverse current ratio on all crystal diodes.
Measures forward and reverse currents on selenium
rectifiers. With set-up chart for accurate checking
of each transistor. Size, 5x41/2x21/2". With
batteries. DEALER NET 17"

Replace Batteries During Repair .

SENCORE PS103 BATTERY ELIMINATOR
All -new "Transi-Pak," twin to TRC4 Checker
above. Provides variable DC voltage to 24 volts;
1.5 -volt biasing tap ( a"must" for servicing Philco
and Sylvania radios). Metered current output, to
100 ma. Handles 200 -ma peaks. Two 200-mfd
electrolytics provide proper filtering and low out-
put impedance. No hum or feedback problems.
Ideal for alignment using station signal; adjust IF
slugs for max. current, also ideal for charging
nickel -cadmium batteries. Size, 5x41/2x21/2"

17".DEALER NET

Find Defective Stage in a Minute ...
SENCORE HG104 HARMONIC GENERATOR
New signal generator designed primarily for fast
signal -tracing of transistor radio circuits. No need
to unsolder all transistors. Provides RF, IF and
audio signals simultaneously, drastically cutting
service time. Traces from speaker to antenna. Clear
1000 cycle note signal is heard in speaker from all
good stages. Signal weakens or stops at defective
stage. Equally as effective for testing TV, hi-fi and
other audio circuits also. Size, 31/2x41/2x13/4". 95
With batteries. DEALER NET

See your Parts
Distributor

NOW!

Turn page for other

Time Savers

SENCORE1
ADDISON 2, ILLINOIS

O
U
Ft

...is a better place
to live and work
because
you gave
the United Way

= -Fiq.2-
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"ONE DOLLAR"buys As much as $15 worth-Everything Brand New
and sold to you with a money back guaraNtee.

DEDUCT 10% OTStrOi/3RODVEERR-Plus a FREE SURPRISE PACKAGE

 h--cL PM SPEAKER $1

1P.E=tER $i inieo
IT.,5':tham A5Ert(RETret $1

E=AIRT`7oEY-'11 $ 1

 -TiNI'.'500,LiGTryve $1

 4NE.IO61(6 -roPruf13-V6 Cl

 .TiiNl'!?ilf)6`17;,sljpull$1
n 2-AUDIO OUTPUT ClTRANS. 6L6 type

 IVA'isAPAL :',,,',."evirrj $1
 70-sc:..7,-E°.1.,TTIT $1

 ,15EPSWgDsAl`P-0T, $1

 7WCAUSISTT'ss.VaTrED $1
 2gTt2,5,TS.ERTSUBULAR $1

 DE74.111)L.A3117C-g4tv $1

 .',114111-1`.17.-fg0"-; $1

IINTEBRus`'R01C-?ti(i0,, $1

 52-;"17"n`nlTd!To'1, 'TV $1 I E Ntll',%'`t7)5C-2116,,, $1
20-TUBULAR

`-,71-C6OA, $1

El FORMERSOI, "Ai $1 0 PEZV gV-.P1R- 6 $1

11115EVan'`,21.-6COOOT $1

E TENNAS afT17,,_,t'!,-, $1  lili:s1',,I11.067C_°t1,;ov $1

 -74-s°.(7,-7,T1 $1 El IcE'74Rs"rt.j0861-STO'Dy $1
 3-VARIABLE

A17)-F6C°11"-T4. $1 0 IY17.4LIn TUB..(5c-Mr10 v $1

SAL SIZES 4T -$1E °itLTIg 1gitS 1IVYVIoN.$
1g7t.OD, 4501Li:A- $1  7.,v,01.IC TnNwc_ $

 CITI4/TRigt. ,r,DsL,yrzsi COND. 100/:5-500 $1

E VcE$1 1 EC:17;0hYT I C
1/switch

 -6.,Tec,77,7,°_`-,Mc $1
 2 -ELECTROLYTIC

$1
2(7,1V C1719 $1

3..3h.rriiRcsol4L56Tflt\NS- $1

n 5-50K VOLUME CON-
- TROLS less switch .1
icI 17 ASS ,Tr; N"-ALTL. $1

 C8TiNgT_'s i'e°s`g,M,I, $1

8.3,1,';-.1-Li_sv,.°Li=ch $1
1111-7200Ln'auX'ArL 9r? N- $1

10-SURE
$1IzoCLIPS

1-GOLD GRILLE $1

7T..3tIS si'7,f'K ER $1
 1;?..L7gETasndPA°Nt.12..s $1

4:110es SAPPHIRE $1
20-ASST. PILOT1E
LIGHTS popular

o SKTS $1

! APIs1, r2 Ar.ltik. $1
 viTEALspsso TAD 77BE $1

3S
-s.c r RADIOcN, pus h $1

111,7454:1`4"1 P0A s $1
 k0N00I3A SET SCREWS $ 1

DIT-AlsLA;Tg-'EllIVIO $1
SA--D-IligS;1,f,TergLOCK $1

R

Ill 11 -T1 -gills ROTARY
$1
$1

n 3-TOGGLE SWITCH -$1
- ES opt), dpdt, etc.
 sfig L

dpdt
Sgsl TCH ES $1

KNIFE4 -BAKELITE $11lp(t

s5t ;IA S 6:T, S,0 aK, TuSs $ 1

LaE. czon.ovv-ric $1

 &,,.TeCIc7,`'.1-.7->?, Cl

FPMOUNTINGNIZEAMIZ $1
10-TUBULAR

cCC T $ 15v
10 -TUBULAR

L.' Ug ELECT. $1

COI.:11TtlVEN E,L-C,5"[T.,, $1

 2.3,TVIVI-TUBULAR-751-tiv $1
7.,..,21sopr.,,T,r,,

sleet
$1

1/2s1,W,As T T

7,2-s-I1s54.3(51,s1/2i oiyi,ATT

zewsoi9OKRos =4,1/0JATT $1

 74V.74 -',!(4's vio,1A'ATT $1
W, $1 RESISTORS 1(

C./ ASST .W IREW''NsDC1

1ZiASTIIii PRECISION Cl

0 41 P ;,1?,,ce% $1
E 3,5;1?I6.sCs, CERAMICS Cl

1-SILICON
1.4 Nm! EU, Cl

n $15-"JACKPOT"
$1- TELEVISION PARTS

AroiolosKs
best

RUBBERsse Cl

El WIREI0°T hWIN .
LEAD-IN,t $1.

E EFLp,AT v4 4-COND.
purposes

$1
WIR
25'-INSULATED
SHIELDED WIRE $1

 CORD `ZIP $1
n 32' TEST PROD. WIRE Cl

deluxe (red or black)
 300'

-FINEST $1
 1t7,ry.INDOORs.,,1n TsV00. $ 1

 1-RCA 7705.2,Fd)-YBACK $1

n 1-511 TODD 60° $1
DEFLECTION YOKE

n 4-TV CENTERING Cl
I-I RINGS for back of yoke

i'ZI6TA'S t!'':,r0E17cIAGC'ITT $1
15-ASST. TV COI LS Cl

I-1 sync, peaking, width
W5T,T,V,V,T,.,p5sOCKETS $1

 ta-syTi-,1,-,.1A8',',°11E11s
Cl

g'7,11-TV $1
3 73--21)EcNASRET2VH41c!-cv Cl

 12..t.i'D'EcNASAETRt1H3T)Eli,

 Z-(7t1IE'Ucllg 70111 $1

 Z-Og.E1-7CIT.f',-.1,'nted 1

 2-c-i'N.g-Ti'EvrovNt`,"°t1r, Cl

C -14,74TZ-iiV:PRDI`g° $1
 :.-gs-AT,:='''s1-;fTs°-

$1

niL5s5;;;',-,;,17,A,,T.,G
1-RCA

gg_%R27.-5 R1 $1
IRLC

1111

L(8NAH ROLOC $1
CO
,L3-pjAliavjo AGC $1

n 1-RATIO DETECTOR Cl
COIL 4.5 Me

n 1-RATIO DETECTOR Cl
COIL 10.7 Me.

71 1-TV VERTICAL
r(r-to -11-14sApNilsSFORMER $1

 1.-ii-XriZTIsCAs,LdsnOCK. $1

-1737IagISEORATCEODNDIMICA $1
 il?a"COERLCU' ,',13L,Ci $1

5-TV
i/Elf(')TIR1,111sts

zFE.01)LcSoi(H).?,()K- $1
UP

 50-STRIPS
best sizes

:(7,1-TV
Cl

 ?.7mrUUS COIL $1
n 1-TV FOCUS COIL $1
1-, 330 ohms

FOCUS COIL $1

n 1-TV FOCA LYZER
adjusts any ohmage

$1

n 5-DIODE CRYSTALS
-1=.11:,16,11 2-1N22
n 3-DIODE CRYSTALS 11cliap), 1-1N64, $1

E 1=n "?--1,T1T,;., $1

2 -SELENIUM
iR5E(7,-,-; Cl

 .7EsRE I UrpMs R ECT I - $1

 /FTESREsL I0UrnMs R ECTI - $1

ViESRE L3E5N2,,T REcil-$1
 rIs7, Ts Up NyGp Ss Os Li ..14U 4 $1

 2r.6-1,1EZIRAD 6SH7 Cl
0 3-RCA 6C4 TUBES $1

N1,1,24,t_s EL EC. $1
TOP BRAND TUBES -163,
1X2B, 0Z4. 504, 6SN7,
6C66, 6U8, 6J6, 6V6,6K6, 6X8,
12AU7

6AX4, StaCc7,1, $1

153°E74'NVS 5P,11'.,nC?':1 $1
28.74,15SsTp;peC ERAM C $1

[7] ?,,7,-1"1.ITA1f.°2-'51°,.;.',P. $1
E g?-pMpI,?A, C1ON1_,3%m06.

mf
$1

ff-tro,;;;:;;f $1
 ?(5-,r-.Y1Cf., Cl

,53,70'',I0-AIS°110°).0g1, $1
I-I 35-MICA COND. 20- $1

35-3I1')",'
.197'1')1,3' g11,',-,1 $1

 417,r, I $1
El

MIC
- $1

0 ,7,..)7.,v1,FtrnAft:Iic.2_c,19,,N,,,I!:,;, $1

 .,.7.,-,V,-17,f-.TIC5-C$91T:1":P $1

351:71C0E07 A CON 1D.
,

',51-71977A1A5I-c477 f $1
35-CERAMIC

3.`;',Y,!?,,./. $120-10

 3,7CM','2"15I-?5,,?,?)';',1,7--...
o 6,6D.7,, As 5 SluTt.s'iv., Apr. Cl

?maEst_Flt ,TAxPPIpNG $1

SCREWS 3_ $1
 ifigl?..';'euiTi!ted Cl
 1r,ELvEs7R1I11;10-LOR S $1

6-2S.P/C,V,1",..W7R/ElirH $1

El 2-,itnrrc.n`duy fc',TEparvi $1
.:7,!,c,17,7,N.L...2w,::;

50-CARTONS 2l/. 1
parts
300-ASSORTED Cl 1 l

ssOPIIMLRR'?() ,1() $

 TOOLS 'TCrtTieclt!--r,- 1 $1
 437,,1;1-1.111ALIGNMENT,

2
Cl

TOOLSALIGNMENT, 3 $1

`,`X?,.eT-r;. 4 $1
 Miv_S ALIGNMENT

5 $1
EACH ALIGNMENT TOOL Is
different (t) valued at over $1

HANDY WAY TO ORDER-Simply tear out advertisement and pencil mark items wanted (X in square is
sufficient), enclose with money order or check. You will receive a new copy of this ad for re -orders.
ON SMALL ORDERS-Include stamps for postage, excess will be refunded. Larger orders shipped express
collect.

BROOKS RADIO & TV CORP., 84 Vesey St., New York 7, N.Y.

OPPORTUNITY ADLETS
Rates -50c per word (including name, address and
initials). Minimum ad 10 words. Cash must accom-
pany all ads except those placed by accredited agen-
cies. Discount, 10% for 12 consecutive issues. Mis
leading or objectionable ads not accepted. Copy for
July issue must reach us before May 15, 1960.

RADIO -ELECTRONICS,
154 West 14 St., New York 11, N. Y.

NEW ANTENNAS 10" loop, 150 to 1753.4 to 7 me, Rotat
3n; type MN 20 C by Bendix $3.95. ANTENNAS Box
Ili. Edna, Texas.

"ASH PAID! Sell your surplus electronic tubes. Want
mused, clean radio and TV receiving, transmitting, spe-
aal-purpose, Magnetrons, Klystrons, broadcast types, etc.
Want military & commercial lab/test and commimica-
ions equipment such as G.R., H.P., AN/UPM prefix,

Also want commercial receivers and transmitters. For a
`air deal write BARRY, 512 Broadway, New York 12,

N. Y. WAlker 5-7000.

DOCTOR-will solve your problems on the
,pot. Acoustic, Audio, Radio Engineer. Stereo Design-
ng. Professional visits, day evening, New York area.
WILLIAM 1101IN, Plaza 7-8569, weekdays.

UNUSUAL VALUES Hi -74 components, tapes, tape
recorders. Catalog. Package quotations. BUDGET
83-061) Victor Ave., Ellehurm, N. Y.

LEARN CODE. Qualify for Am at our or Commercial
License, Flee Book. CANDLER, Dept. RE -5, Box 9226,
Denver 20, Colo.

COMPONENTS, Recorders, Tapes. FREE Wholesale Cata-
logue. CARSTON, 215-T East 88111 St., New York 28, N.Y.

LID SUPPORTS, counterbalanced, for Hi-Fi cabinets
from C B DISTRIBUTORS, Box 72, Stoughton, Wis.
DISCOUNTS UP TO 50% on amplifiers, tuners,
speakers, tape recorders, individual quotations only, no
catalogs. CLASSIFIED HI-FI EXCHANGE, 2375 East
65th Street, Brooklyn 34, N.Y.
HIGHLY EFFECTIVE REVIEW for FCC Commercial
Phone Exams. Free Literature. WALLACE COOK, Dept,
"14," Box 10634, Jackson 9, Miss.
DIAGRAMS FOR REPAIRING RADIOS $1. Television
$2. Give make, model. DIAGRAM SERVICE, Box 672
RE. Hartford 1, Conn.
RADIO & TV TUBES. From Authorized Distributor of
Name Brands. Manufacturers Boxes. Brand New. No
seconds No Factory rejects. Fully Guaranteed. Maximum
Discounts. Write to E & E, INC., Box 3, Falls Church,
Va.

HAM-SWAP-Need a new piece of gear? Need to trade
or sell the OLD? Then you need HAM -SWAY'! Published
twice monthly-national circulation. $1 ad free with $1
year's subscription. HAM -SWAP, Inc. 35 East Wacker,
Chicago 1, Dl.

(Continued on page 131)

NEW PATENTS (Continued)

to the anode of D. This increases the reverse
bias and thus lowers the diode capacitance. The
stage is now tuned to a higher frequency to
restore the original passband, curve A.

REFLEX STAGE
Patent No. 2,916,616

Archie F. Roscia, Rochester, N. Y. (Assigned to
General Dynamics Corp., Rochester, N. Y.)

This reflex stage amplifies rf and audio. The
modulated rf signal is fed to the emitter, de-
tected audio is fed to the base. Good filtering
prevents the rf from feeding back into the stage.

IF0-1
INPUT

SIGNAL

OUTPUT

D detects the modulated carrier, and the of is
developed across load RI, and rf bypasses C2.
The audio is impressed at the base, bypassed for
rf by Cl. The tank impedance is high for rf and
very low for audio. R2 is the audio load. Audio
is fed to the next stage through a capacitor.
The emitter is suitably biased through RFC.

POWER -LINE ALARM
Patent No. 2,906,897

Arthur Laudel, Jr., Kansas City, Mo. (Assigned
to USN. as represented by Office of Civil and

Defense Mobilization)
Civilian defense or other emergencies can be

announced in several ways. Sirens are used, and
Conelrad procedure is well known. Here is a
new method, simple yet effective because the
power line is the signaling medium.

The line frequency is generally controlled very
closely. 'Po signal, second or fourth order liar-
7,011ICS may be injected into the line. Note that
the voltage is maintained to within 1% or so of
normal, so that ordinary power functions are not
interfered with. The patent does not i elude
means i o dttect the audio harmonics, but such
methods are known. The harmonics may be used
to set off an alarm, turn on a ka(110, etc. END

CORRECTIONS
There is an error in the specifications

for the driver transformer (T4) in the
"Transistor Auto Radio" on page 40 of
the March issue. Parts list and diagram
show T4's secondary impedance as
8,000 ohms. The correct impedance is
8 ohms. Thanks to Ronald Stephens of
Chicago and A/2c Orval A. Bair, Jr.,
of Forbes AFB, Kansas, for this cor-
rection.

In the "TV Service Clinic" of the
February issue drawings A and B of
Fig. 6 (page 78) were inadvertently
reversed. Thanks to Gilbert H. Prier,
Moses Lake, Wash., for reporting this
obvious error.

Re: Davidson's "Transistube Pocket
Radio," page 70 of the December, 1959,
issue.

Mr. Malcolm Snow of West Scarboro,
Me., points out that when the switch is
OFF, the positive end of BATT 2 is 13.5
volts above ground and this battery will
tend to discharge through the emitter -
collector circuits of the transistors.
Longer B -battery life is insured by
using a standard dpst switch instead
of the spst type used by the author.
The added switch section should be in-
stalled so it disconnects the positive
side of the 15 -volt battery from the
line to the emitters of V1 and V2.
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SIN[SS and

PE Pa
General Electric Receiving Tube

Dept., Owensboro, Ky., launched a new
national advertising and sales promo-
tion campaign to back up service tech-
nician sales on its Black-Daylite line of
TV picture tubes. Commercials on the
Today network TV show will highlight

the program. Dave Garroway, MC of
the Today show, and Gordon E. Burns,
G -E's distributor sales manager (right),
show one of the banners to be used
during the promotion, as Fred J. Nataly,
G -E manager of distributor advertis-
ing, looks on.

Electro- Voice,
Buchanan, Mich.,
reports that its
dynamic transistor
microphones are
being used in all
United Air Lines
DC -8 and Boeing
720 jetliners. Here
stewardess Joan Chettero demonstrates
the E -V No. 625 handset.

Sencore, Addison, Ill., released a new
complete Substitution Service Lab,
which contains the Handy 36 for direct
capacitor and resistor substitution, the
Electro Sub for electrolytic capacitor
substitution and the RS 106 Rectifier
Troubleshooter for selenium and silicon
rectifier substitution, all conveniently
packed in a handy dsiplay-carrying
case.

Locate Faulty Rectifiers & Diodes

SENCORE RS106 RECTIFIER TROUBLE-SHOOTER

SELENIUM
OOOOOO es.*

SINGLE
DIODES

Instant, Direct Substitution for...

SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. Substitutes for all types
used in Radio.. TV and other electronic devices up to
500 ma.

a. N SILICON RECTIFIERS. Types found in many new®®SILICONOOOOOOO
TV sets.
SINGLE DIODES. With exception of some used in
high frequency circuits.
DUAL DIODES. Types used in sync Discriminator

DUAL circuits. Third test lead is provided for center connection.
DIODES

Sencore has simplified trouble shooting rectifiers and
diodes with this unique substitution unit. The RS106
gives you a positive check everytime . Substitute for
suspected rectifier or diode . . . watch picture or listen
to sound and you'll know in seconds whether or not the
rectifier or diode should be replaced. No guess work, no
soldering mess, no time lost. The RS106 actually costs
less than having loose rectifiers and diodes in the shop
for testing and is worth many times more.

 Rectifiers & Diodes
at your finger tips for
fast substitution

 Protected by 1/2 amp.
Slow Blow Fuse.

RS 106 rt7c
DEALER NET.. L.' 4"

Ask your Distributor to show you the RS106.
New Substitution

Time Saver

SENCORE
ADDISON 2, ILLINOIS

OPPORTUNITY ADLETS (Continued from p. 130)

ALL MAKES OF ELECTRICAL INSTRUMENTS AND
TESTING equipment repaired. IIAZF.LTON INSTRU-
MENT CO., 125 Liberty Street, New York, N.Y.

LOW QUOTES on everything HIFI & Stereo Tapes. Bar-
gain List: 11,11, Dept. RE, Roslyn 5, Pa.

COMEDY PARTY tip:coups. 45 RPM $1 each or II for
$4.95. HOLLYWOOD JOKERS Dept. Ii. P.D. Box 1984,
Ilollyw mil 21s, Calif.

LEARN CIVIL and criminal inve,sti gat ion at hoots.
Earn steady, good pay. 'SST iT E I' PIA ED SCI-
ENCE, 1920- Sunnysi de, Dept. 265, Chicago 40, Ill.

ELECTRONIC" SURPLUS-CATALOG-50c Refundable
toward any Bid. Bids close May 10th, JABBOUR ELEC-
TRONICS, 20 Woodbine, Pawtucket, It. I.

SERVICEMEN, NEVER offered before! New Device simi-
lar to pocket continuity tester but 100 times more usefull.
Will test elertrolytits, vibrators selenium rectifiers, tran-
sistors, pl Its many other applications. Money back gun u-
anteeil. Send $4.95. KING RESEARCH, 801 So. 1 lth,
Maywood, Ill.

CAMERA Repairmen greatly needed! Tau can learn
manufacturers' service methods at home, in your spate
time! Free, big illustrated book tells how ! Write today.
NATIONAL CAMERA REPAIR SC II OM,. Dept. RE -5,
Englewood, Colorado.

PROFESSIONAL ELECTRONIC PROJECTS - Organs,
Timers, Computers, etc.-$1 each. List Free. PARKS, Box
1605, Seattle 55, Wash.

PATENT SEARCHES, $4 completed, 36 hours. Box
571 44, PATENTS, Washington 4, D. C.

LEARN WHILE A SLEEP, Hypnotize with your recorder,
phonograph or amazing new Electronic Educator endless
tape recorder. Catalog, details tree. SLEEP -LEARNING
ASSOCIATION, Box 24 -RD, Olympia, 1Vash.

SONGPOEMS and LYRICS WANTED! Mail to: TIN
PAN ALLFY, INC. 1650 Broadway, New York 19, N. Y.

RADIO & TV TUBES at Manufacturers' Prices! 100%
Guaranteed Brand New! No re- brands or pulls l UNITED
RADIO, Box 1000-R, Newark. N.J.
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"TAB" Tubes Tested, Inspected, Boxed -
Six Months Guarantee!! No Rejects!

NEW & Used Gov't & Mfgrs. Surplus!
Orders 810 or more, Receiving tones only ppd, 48 elates

082
032
0C3
OD3
0Z4
1A7
163
IRS
1S4
1T4

.80 6636

.65 68K7

.69 66L7

.55 6BN6

.59 61306

.89 613Z7

.78 6C4

.78 6C5

.78 6C86

.78 6CD6

.69

.99
1.25

.98
1.19
1.25
.43
.69
.80

1.49

12AT6
12AT7
12AU6
12AU7
12AX7
126A6
126A7
12E06
126E6
1213E6

.59
.84
.69
.69
.79
.65
.99
.59
.59
.59

1851 1.00
117Z6 1.10
4-65A 16.00
2021 2/$1
3D23 3.85
717A 5/$1
4-125 29.00
4-250 35.00
4E27 7.00
4PR60 29.50

Send P5c for Catalog.'
1U4 3/$116H6 3/91 12BH7 .99 4X150G $15
1U5 .73'6.15 .52 128Y7 .98 4X25035.00IX2A .9816J6 .48 . 4X500 38.00
3Q4 . '6K6 .59 12CU6 1.45 5BP1 4.98
305 .86 6K7 .74 125A7 .04 58P4 4.98
354 .68 6L6 1.19 12507 .89 35T 4.00
3V4 .83 125H7 .89 100T '7.00
5R4 .98 658 .99 125.17 .75 3I6A 5/$1
5U4 .99 65A7 .60 12SK7 .64 388A 3/$1
5V4 .89 6567 1.19 12507 .84 4166 16.00

Wanted &arra. Electronics from rchoide & I)
5Y3
6A84
6AC7
6AG7
GANG
6A K5
6AL5
6A05
6AS7
6AT6

6AU4
6AU5
6AU6
6AX4
6BA6
6BA7
6606
613E6
6E106
68H6

.59 65C7

.5916567

.70 65H7

.89 65.17

.99 65K7

.69, 65L7
2/$1 65N7

.63,6507
3.00 65117
.49 6T8

.89 191306 2.151450T

.79,19T8 1.16, 807

.69 2513Q6 1.391809

.69 25L6 .691811A

.72 25W4 .771812
89'25Z5 .631813

2/91 25Z6 .75 814
.74' EL34 3.49 815
.791EL37 2.49 826
.98,35L6 .6918296

Ildaated 304 1110,0 Too $ $ $ Paid
1.10 6U8 .98 35W4 .49 832A
1.19 6V6GT .70 35Y4 .69 866A

.69 6W4 .79 35Z5 .63 1625
.79''' 6W6 .89 50A5 .69 6146
.59 6X4 2/91 50135 .69 5879

1.90 6X.5 5005 .69 5881
.69 6Y6 .97 50L6 .61) 6550
.59 7N7 .89 KT66 3.29 5654

1.50 12AL5 .59 75 .89 5894
.72 12AQ5 .75 80 .59 7193

42.00
1.00
3.00
4.40
3.00
9.00
3.45
2.75

.59
8.00

7.00
2.75
5/51
4.00

.98
2.7))
3.90
1.00

12.00
10/$1

TUBES WANTED! WE BUY! SELL & TRADE!

LO PRICED NEW SILICON 500MA RECTIFIERS GTD!
Input Working Range RMS/ACV Res. or Cap.

rms/piv
35/50
300

rrns/P1Y
280/400

780

rms/piv ro,s/piv rms/Piv
70/100 140/200 210/300

456 500 656

rms/P1Y
350/500

$1.00
rms/Plv
420/600

$1.26
ms/Piv

490/700
$1.50

rms/Plv rms/Piv rms/Plv rms/piv
560/800 630/900 700/1000 770/1100
51.59 $1.89 $2.58 $3.12
Use in Bridge or C.T. up to 750ma dc

General Purpose 400PIV a 250Ma special 2 for $1;
25 for $10. *Ppd. 48 states I °pilots only!
"TABSTAT" C1250EE NEW POWER
CONVERTER UP TO 500VDC & 200MA

TAPPED AT 250 VDC
III EFFICIENCY. LOW RIPPLE, LOW
IDLE CURRENT - SILICON RECTI-
FIERS! TOROI DIAL HiEff! MAG-METAL
TAPE WOUND TRANSFORMER FUSED
& SHORT CIRCUIT PROOF. SMALLIN SIZE! QUIET! LIGHT SECT! C1250613 BUILT
READY TO OPERATE -$38.

YOUR BEST BUY! "TAB" FOR BARGAINS
2N277 $4.50; 2N278 $5.50; 2N441 $3; 2N442 55
"IRISH" TAPE 1200' BEST GRADE $1.59 5/ , 6 for $9
SNOOPERSCOPE TUBE 2" 553.P. . 2 for $9
45150 HiTemp. CHIMNEY EZ king 750
13C221 NEW 001G. SIG CORPS RECALIB & RECONDI-
TIONED OVSEAS PCKD NEW CALIBRATION BOOK
MINT C'EDTIN! $110NEW BC1335 26.9 to 38.9 Mc's TRANSCEIVER WITH
9&12V SUPPLY & SPARES OVSEAS PCKD $89
RDZ-USN 200-413031e6 RCV12 Less Tubes $25
AN-ARR" RCVR GOOD COND less tubes $1.59
SEND FOR NEW CATALOG 25c.
XMTTNG MICAS .1106 5/ 2500WVDC 5 for 51
DC METER .1" ROUND 0-1MA
CO -AX CNN(7)38 P1.256.5 45C @. 5 for $2
HVY DTY 115V/6(11'1' SLI.S1 \ 8 'MO for $9
DC METER 800Mo/3" Rd SPE'C'IAL 53.75
TS34AP/WE/USN SCOPE L/N $49.00
82913 SOCKET 95e; 813 SOCKET $1.00
NEW VARIACD or EQUAL 0-135V/7.5A 515.30
NEW VARIACD or EQUAL 0-135V/3A $10.65

NEW Selenium Radio & TV Rectifiers! GTD.
65Ma 450, 5/ 6 for 52; 100Ma 45 55 12/55;
250Ma 65e, 5/ 10/56 300Ma 880 (0 10/58;
500Ma $1, 05 10/58, 25,518
Orders of 910 or More, Postpaid 48 states! This Item

only.

NEW "TEKSEL" SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
FULL WAVE BRIDGE RECTIFIERS. ON 0 1 EAR l.TD?
AMP. 18VACI3EIVAC 72VAC 144VAC
CONT. 114VDC 128VDC 156VDC 118VDC

2AMP
3AMP
6AMP

10AMP
1SAMP
24AMP

$ 1.30 $ 2.00 $ 4.90., $ 9.45
2.15 3.90 6.25' 12.30
2.90 4.00 8.60 16.75
4:15 8.00 18.75 36.15
6.10 12.15 26.30 48.90
9.90 19.00 40.00, 66.60

15.00 29.45 57.50 108.45

KITS! 'TAB" THE BEST KITS!
.01 Kits Contain tic,) Po,lor ''shies .f S$&

Kit 2 Eng. Parallel Rules Kit 5 Sub -Min Tubes
Kit 35 Precision Resistors Kit 40 Standoff Insulators

Kit 35 Power Resistors
Kit 75 Resistors I/x/I/xW Kit 75 Mica Condensers
Kit 150 Carbon Resistors Kit 5 Crystal Diodes
Kit 25 Panel Lamps Kit 100 Fuses, Assorted
Kit 12 Electrolytic Cone's Kit 100 Ceramic Condsr.
Kit 56 Tube Sockets Kit 10 Germanium Diodes
Kit 65 Tubular Cond'sers Kit 5 FT243 Xtal Holders
Kit 500 Lugs Si Eyelets Kit B Silicon Diodes
Kit 10 Bathtub Oil Cond's Kit 5 Microswitches
Kit 5 lbs. Surprise Pckg. Kit 4 Asstd Rectifiers
Kit 10 Xmttr Mica Condsr. Kit 2 PNP Transistors
Kit 3 Phone/Patch Xfmrs Kit 4x50 Ft Hookup Wire
Kit 3 Searchlights Kit 2 Veeder Counters
Kit Circular Slide Rule Kit 2 -Computer ToroidsKit 12 Algtr Clip Asst'd. Kit High Gain XTAL Mike
BUY 10 KITS -GET ONE FREE! EACH KIT 990

"TAB"
TERMS: Money Back Guarantee!
Our 15th year. $2 min. order
F.O.B. N.Y.C. Add shpg chargeS
or for C.O.D. 25We Dep. Prices
shown subject to change.

111GM LIBERTY ST., N.Y. 6, N.Y.
Send 25c PHONE: RECTOR 2-6245 for Catalog

BUSINESS AND PEOPLE (Continued)

RCA Electron Tube Div.,
Harrison, N. J., introduced a
new store -improvement pro-
gram for independent TV
service technicians. It con-
sists of more than 35 business
and service aids designed to
make the service shop a more
powerful selling tool. Profes-
sional window displays, prac-
tical bench units and attrac-
tive sales area layouts are all
part of the plan.

Standard Coil Products Co.,
Inc., Melrose Park, Ill., is
underway on a new ad cam-
paign to introduce its com-
plete TV tuner repair and
replacement program. Dis-
tributors will stock specially
designed shipping cartons
which will be instantaneously
recognizable as tuner repair
jobs and then given immedi-
ate attention. A special serv-
ice department has been
established by Standard Coil
to give 48 -hour in -plant re-
pair service. James 0. Burke
(center), Standard Coil pres-
ident, and A. H. (Buzz) Forbes (right),
distributor poles manager, discuss the
ad program with Joe H. Morin, vice

president of Burton Browne Advertis-
ing, the agency which handles the ac-
count.

TARZIAN Offers 48 -Hour,
Direct Factory Service

on Tuner Repairs

only

$1150
Price Effective Jan. 1, 1960

That's right. Net, $8.50 per unit and $15 for
UV combinations, including ALL replacement
parts. 90 -day warranty against defective work-
manship and parts failure. Tuners repaired on
approved, open accounts. Replacements of-
fered at these prices" on tuners not repairable:

VHF 12 position tuner $22.00
VHF 13 or 16 position 23.00
VHF/UHF combination . . . 25.00
UHF only 15.50

*Subject to change

Tarzian-made tuners are easily iden-
tified by this stamping on the unit.
When inquiring about service or re-

placements for other than Tarzian-made
tuners, always give tube complement ... shaft
length ... filament voltage ... series or shunt
heater IF frequency, chassis identification
and allow a little more time for service. Use
this address for fast, 48 -hour service:

SARKES TARZIAN, Inc.
Att.: Service Mgr., Tuner Division

East Hillside Drive
Bloomington, Indiana

ONE CENT SALE
BUY ONE AT OUR REGULAR LOW PRICE

AND GET THE SECOND FOR ONLY 10 MORE

CITIZENS BAND TRANSMITTER (27 MC)
chassis complete with crystal. $12.49 each,
two for $12.50.
TRANSMITTER similar to above but with
5 watt RF stage instead of 1 watt. $14.99
each, two for $15.00.
CITIZENS BAND RECEIVER chassis turn-
able through all 22 channels. Complete with
audio amplifier. $9.99 ea., two for $10.00.
AMATEUR BAND TRANSCEIVER (144-148
MC) chassis with dual VHF triodes for
walkie-talkie radiophone. $9.99 ea., two for
$10.00.
TRANSCEIVER TRANSFORMER: Mike to
grid input and plate to low impedance head-
phone output. Good for telephone handsets.
$1.99 pair, two for $2.00.
TELEPHONE HANDSETS with push -to -talk
switch. $5.99 each, two pair for $6.00.
COILED CORD 4 conductor 11" telephone
cord. Extends to over 4 ft. .99 ea., two for $1.
KIT OF' PARTS for AM -FM VHF radio re-
ceiver. Tunable from 80-200 mc. which in-
cludes U. S. satellite frequencies. $6.99 ea.,
two for $7.00.
TRANSISTOR AUDIO AMPLIFIER gives
50X voltage gain on low level signals. Op-
erates on 11/. volts. $3.99 ea., two for $4.00.
CONVERTER (Crystal controlled) for 27 MC
Citizens Band. Adapts any standard broad-
cast radio to 27 MC band. Tunes all 22 chan-
nels. Complete with tubes and crystal. $14.99
each, 2 for $15.00.
TRANSMITTER CRYSTALS in holders. As-
sorted frequencies for experimenters. Bag of
10 only $1.49 -two bags for $1.50.

ALL MERCHANDISE GUARANTEED
LIMITED QUANTITY -

NO LITERATURE OR CATALOG
Remit in full. Include sufficient postage.

No C.O.D.'s.

VANGUARD ELECTRONIC LABS.
Box 12 RE -5 Hollis 23, N.Y.
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BUSINESS AND PEOPLE (Continued)

Perma-Power
Co., Chicago,
orbited a new
spring promo-
tion on its Vu-
Brite TV tube
brighteners -
offering an un-
breakable flash-
light free with
the purchase of
12 Vu-Brites.

L. Berkley Davis (left) was elected
a vice president of General Electric Co.
General manager of the Electronic Com-
ponents Div., Owensboro, Ky. He started
as an engineer with the former Ken-Rad

Tube & Lamp Corp., in 1934, and was an
executive with that company when it
was acquired by G -E in 1945. Louis M.
:Robb was appointed to the new position
of manager of market development. He
had been administrator of distributor
sales.

Harry A. Gilbert
was appointed to
the new position of
vice president of
Blonder -Tongue
Laboratories, New-
ark, N. J. He had
previously been con-
troller of the com-
pany.

Ed Claffey joined
Glaser -Steers
Corp., Newark, N.
J., as merchandise
manager, consumer
products. He is well
known in hi-fi
dealer circles and
in the distributor
phase of the busi-
ness.

Arlie J. Holmes
was promoted to
the new post of
distributor sales
manager of Xcelite,
Inc., Orchard Park,
N. Y. Holmes had
previously held the
position of assist-
ant sales manager.

George Elliot
was promoted to
manager, distribu-
tor sales, of Am-
perex Electronic
Corp., Hicksville,
N. Y. He had been
in charge of export
sales, sales to other
tube manufacturers, and
tubes.

sales of Valvo
END

Substitute for Capacitors, Resistors
SENCORE H-36-THE "HANDY 36"
36 most -often -needed resistors and capacitors, for fast,
easy, direct substitution in all circuits. a Eliminbates
searching for replacement components for test pur-
poses. a Avoids unnecessary unsoldering and solder-
ing-no more solder mess.  Pays for itself the first
month in time saved. o Flick of a switch instantly
selects any one of ...

24 RESISTORS from 10 ohms to 5.6 megohms
10 CAPACITORS from 000 mmfd to .5 mfd
2 ELECTROLYTICS, 10 mfd and 40 mfd

DEALER NET
r

,-

Substitute for Electrolytic Capacitors
SENCORE ES102 ELECTRO-SUB
Usable from 2 to 450 volts, D.C.
Contains 10 eiectrolytics from 4 to 350 mfd. Select
the correct value with the flick of a switch. Features
automatic discharge, surge protector circuit. Prevents
accidental "healing" of capacitor being bridged. Com-
pletely safe-no arc or spark when connecting
Or disconnecting. DEALER. NET

Substitute for Fuse Resistors During Repair
SENCORE FS3 "FUSE -SAFE"
CIRCUIT TESTER
Instantly tells you whether or not it is safe to replace
fuse resistors, fuses, or circuit breakers. Separate red
and green scale for each commercially available fuse
resistor used in radio and TV. Eliminates guesswork
and wasted time. Also handy for wattage checks
up to 1100 watts. DEALER NET

Substitute for Bias Batteries During Repair
SENCORE BE3 "ALIGN-O-PAK"
Completely isolated DC supply, with less than 0.1%
ripple. Eliminates messy batteries in TV service work.
Handy for alignment, AGC trouble -shooting, or
check ng gated sync circuits. Just dial the voltage you
need, 0-18 volts, positive or negative. Covers all
voltages recommended by TV set manufacturers. Size,
31/2,41/2x13/4". For 110-120 volts, 60 cycle AC.
DEALER NET

UNIVERSAL TV JUMPER CORD Turn page for othee

Fits any set from back to chassis.
Box has male and female plugs for
additional power source, sol 95-
dering, etc. DEALER NET I

See your Parts
Distributor

Now!

Time Savers

SENCORE
ADDISON 2, ILLINOIS'

The June Issue of RADIO -ELECTRONICS
Will be on sale MAY 26.

Order your copy now
from your favorite newsdealer.

TAPE RECORDERS
HI-FI COMPONENTS
SLEEP LEARN KITS

MERITAPE UNUSUAL
Low cost, high VALUES
quality recording FREE

tape, in boxes or cans. 1960 CATALOG
DRESSNER,69-02RE 114 St- Flushing 65, N.Y.

PlIV MAIL ORDER HI-FI "VC
You can now purchase all your HI-FI from one
reliable source and be assured of perfect delivery.
Carston makes delivery from ANY stock on roast

Recorders and tape within 24 hours. SEND
US A LIST OF YOUR HI-FI REQUIREMENTS
FOR OUR WHOLESALE QUOTATION and our
FREE wholesale catalogue.

CARSTON STUDIOS g 25 -RD E. 88 St.
New York 28. N.Y.
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ORDER

YOUR

ENCLOSURE \
KITS FROM \
HOMEWOOD 1%

I

Bring out
the best in
your speakers...
save dollars in
assembly and
finishing costs ...
get the fun of
"doing -it -yourself"!

ONLY

MODEL 6

Factory assembled, ready for finishing. Makes
your 8" speaker sound like a million! Made of
1/2" hardwood ply, beautifully grained and
smoothly sanded. 10" h. x 16" w. x 9" d. 9 lbs.
Order two for matched stereo performance.

MODEL 1
41/2 cubic feet of baffle
space assures you crisp-
est, cleanest bass re-
sponse from any 12"
speaker system. Full -
grained white birch ply,
with pre -attached bracing
cleats for easy assembly.
Kit includes everything
you need for assembly.
29" h. x 20" w. x 121/2" d.
(5" legs). 25 lbs. $18.95

MODEL 2
Clear -grained on four
sides for bookshelf or
floor use. Acoustically
accurate for 12" sys-
tems, with adapter
board for 8" speakers.
Sturdy, 3/4" ply elimi-
nates unwanted reso-
nances, improves bass
response. 14" h. x 21" w.
x 113/4" d. 20 lbs.

In Birch, $14.50
In Walnut, $19.95

MODEL 13. Finishing kit; includes generous quanti-
ties of everything you need to do a professional,
long-lasting finishing job, plus brush, sandpaper
and easy -to -follow instructions. Specify: Mahogany,
Walnut, Blonde, Oak, Fruitwood, Maple, Cherry,
Ebony, Natural. ;3.88
Ten-day money -back guarantee. All items shipped
freight collect. Please send check or M.O. (No COD's)

HOMEWOOD INDUSTRIES, Inc.
26A Court Street, Brooklyn 1, N.Y.
Please send me:
( ) Model 6 ) Model 1 1 ) Model 2 (Birch) (Walnut)
( ) Model 13
( ) Homewood catalog

I enclose remittance in the amount of $

Name

Address

City Zone State

GERNSBACK LIBRARY

Low-cost, paper -covered books

on all phases of TV, radio, audio -high

fidelity and practical electronics

ON SALE AT ALL

BETTER PARTS DISTRIBUTORS

LITERATURE

Any or all of these catalogs, bulletins, or
periodicals are available to you on request
direct to the manufacturers, whose addresses are
listed at the end of each item. Use your letter-
head-do not use postcards. To facilitate identi-
fication, mention the issue and page of RADIO -
ELECTRONICS on which the item appears.
UNLESS OTHERWISE STATED, ALL ITEMS ARE
GRATIS. ALL LITERATURE OFFERS ARE VOID
AFTER SIX MONTHS.

COLORED INSULATORS of high -
dielectric vinyl are shown in Sheet No.
232. The new insulators are available in
white, yellow, green and blue as well as
red and black for the manufacturer's
line of clips.-Mueller Electric Co.,
1567Y E. 31 St., Cleveland 14, Ohio.

GLASS DIODES conforming to mili-
tary specifications are listed in Bulletin
11-108. The sheet shows the character-
istics of these seven silicon diodes:
1N457; 1N458; 1N459; 1N463; 1N658;

1N662 and 1N663.-Silicon Transistor
Corp., Carle Place, N. Y.

GENERATOR REGULATORS are de-
scribed in a 4 -page Bulletin 3200. The
regulators are of the magnetic -amplifier
type, with selenium or silicon rectifiers.
They control generator field current to
regulate the output voltage.-Fidelity
Instrument Corp., 1000 E. Boundary
Ave., York, Pa.

INSULATING MATERIALS are de-
scribed in Bulletin GET -2929A. This
12 -page catalog gives technical data and
information on the uses of mica -mat,
built-up mica, coated materials, var-
nishes, paints, enamels, thinners, etc.
Also included are short notes on how
the products are manufactured.-Gen-
eral Electric Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y.

SUBMINIATURE CONNECTORS made
by Cannon Electric are listed in a 2 -
color, 4 -page folder. The K/D Guide
gives detailed information on the minia-
ture K and the subminiature D lines.-
Schweber Electronics, 60 Herricks Road,
Mineola, N. Y.

RESISTORS and Trimmer Potenti-
ometers are the titles of two booklets.
The first discusses resistor construction
and defines resistor terms. The second
covers the construction and testing of
"T-pots".-Dale Products, Inc., Colum-
bus, Neb. 50c each

RADIO CONTROL parts, kits and as-
sembled equipment are described and
priced in the 1960 Radio Control Cata-

FOR LISTENING
AT ITS BEST

Did you get a bum steer by being
directed to a pickup which is
stereo in name only? Many so-
called stereo cartridges fail to
provide channel separation in the
vital midrange and high fre-
quencies, resulting in only one -
ear rather than two -ear reproduc-
tion.

Join the musicians, engineers,
and music lovers who have
changed to the magnificent new
ESL -C99 MICRO/FLEX-world's
newest stereo cartridge. Hear the
difference ESL's phase control
can make in your two -ear listen-
ing pleasure. Only $49.50 at your
dealer's.

Are you still without the tri-
umphant ESL -S1000 GYRO/BAL-
ANCE arm? It improves the per-
formance of any cartridge; only
$34.95 including shell.

Electro-Sonic Laboratories, Inc.
Dept. E  35-54 Thirty-sixth St.  Long Island City 6, N. Y.
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NEW LITERATURE (Continued)

log. Includes escapements, relays,
servos, receivers, transmitters and com-
ponents and accessories for radio -con-
trol modeleers. Many of the smaller
components listed can be used in tran-
sistor circuits.-Gyro Electronics Co.,
36 Walker St., New York 13, N. Y.

FOREIGN -TUBE interchangeability di-
rectory lists approximately 450 foreign
tube types and their exact or similar
replacements. This 4 -page directory,
10E-197, is available from distributors
or the manufacturer.-Comercial Engi-
neering, Electron Tube Div., RCA, Har-
rison, N. J.

TUBE -SUBSTITUTION Guide lists 416
tubes and their appropriate substitutes.
Included in the listing are more than
100 foreign tube types. An 8 -page book-
let, 51/2 x 81/2 inches, it can be obtained
from distributors or the manufacturer.
-Vis-U-All Products Co., 640 Eastern
Ave., S. E., Grand Rapids 6, Mich.

TRANSISTORS and diodes are listed in
the second issue of Semi -Conductor
Directory. All major manufacturers
and types are listed in numerical order
with specifications, applications and
prices. The directory is punched for
loose-leaf insertion.-Lafayette Radio,
165-08 Liberty Ave., Jamaica 33, N. Y.

RADIO FUNDAMENTALS, a 2 -page
bulletin with covering letter, written by
M. N. Beitman, briefly reviews two
radio servicing books.-Supreme Publi-
cations, 1760 Balsam Road, Highland
Park, Ill.

TRANSFORMER CATALOG lists more
than 750 transformers for industrial,
communications and radio and TV ap-
plications. Besides audio and power
transformers, the catalog lists chokes,
yokes, flybacks and transistor trans-
formers. Copies may be obtained from
distributors or the manufacturer.-Chi-
cago Standard Transformer Corp., 3501
W. Addison, Chicago 18, Ill.

ZENER DIODES are cataloged in Bulle-
tin SR -260. This 6 -page folder lists 152
standard types and instructions on se-
lecting diodes from 1,584 standard and
special -voltage -tolerance types.-Inter-
national Rectifier Corp., El Segundo,
Calif.

KNOBS and components are described
in a 4 -page catalog Control Knobs and
Mechanical Components. Specification
drawings are shown for knobs, test
jacks and binding posts, pull handles
and captive hardware.-William H.
Weed, Mechanical Components Dept.,
Industrial Apparatus Div., Raytheon
Co., 100 River St., Waltham 54, Mass.

SHORT HAM COURSE to help poten-
tial amateur radio operators get their
Novice license has questions and an-
swers, Morse code and abbreviations in
common usage. The four -page Short
Course for the Novice License can be
used by itself or in conjunction with
other material.-Electronic Instrument
Co., Inc., 33-00 Northern Blvd., Long
Island City, N. Y. END
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Time Saver

SENC

HORIZ
OSC.

HORIZ.
0 P

STAGE

HORIZ.
FLYBACK
XFORMER

HORIZ.
DEFLEC
YOKE

VERT.
OSC.

VERT.
0 P

STAGE

VERT.
0 P

XFORMER

VERT.
DEFLEC.
YOKE

See Your Parts
Distributor

NOW!

econds

mont
PG OV,DE3.

The missing fink in TV service ...

E SS105 SWEEP CIRCUIT' TROUBLE SHOOTER
IT'S A ...
UNIVIERSAL HORIZONTAL OSCILLATOR. For direct sub-
stitution. No wires to disconnect in most cases. Traces trouble right
down to the defective component. Variable output from 0-200 volts,
peak -to -peak. Oscillator will sync to TV sync signal giving check on
sync circuits.
HORIZONTAL OUTPUT CATHODE CURRENT
CHECKER. A proven method that quickly checks the condition of
the horizontal output tube and associated components. Adaptor socket
prevents breaking wires. Easily replaceable Roll Chart gives all necessary
pin, current and voltage data. New Roll Charts are Free.
UNIVERSAL DEFLECTION YOKE. A new, simple way to deter-
mine yoke failure accurately-without removing yoke from picture tube.
Merely disconnect one yoke lead and substitute. If high voltage (also
bright vertical line) is restored, TV yoke is defective.
DYNAMIC FLYBACK TRANSFORMER CHECKER. Merely
flip switch to "Flyback Check" and meter will indicate condition of
flyback transformer, in degrees of horizontal deflection. Extremely sensi-
tive and accurate; even shows up one shorted turn on flyback.
VOLTMETER. For testing bootstrap, screen and other voltages.
Direct -reading voltmeter, 0-1000 volts.
UNIVERSAL VERTICAL OSCILLATOR. Checks oscillator,
output transformer and yoke. Merely touch lead to component and
check picture on screen.

SS 1 05 is completely self-contained, noth-
ing else is needed. New Improved DEALER NET 4295

SENCORE
ADDISON 2, ILLINOIS

ATTENTION
 Service Technicians' Associations

 Club Members

 Student Groups

Special subscription rates to RADIO -ELECTRONICS are available to associations,

clubs, schools, employee groups, etc. For information write-- G. Aliquo

Radio -Electronics 154 West 14th St., New York 11, N Y
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GIANT POLY PAK"
cut Out &

BONUS*
mail

BONUS #1 -FREE
Pick any POLY PAN
from $1 listing below!

BONUS p2 -FREE
$30 ANNIVERSARYPAK - transformers,

condensers,resistors,
etc.

Get Bonus #1 & #2 Free With Every $10 Order.
A COND'S'

S
6il0veMIrsC & 1%. 20

RS

.00035i)j)000V. to .01 Si
$30 ELECTRO PAK
1 Ornf to 1000mf

Duals & $1too.
BEARING AID PHONE
Crystal. With cord &
Use as mike too. $1

39 Disc cop..iols,
.0,,ur :...

too. )1,
$30 RELAYRLLpAZ, 5,11011,;

Guar. 51
6 ROLLS VINYL TAPE
In handy pak. 1000

adhe- $1
100-rF7, ',POreWIFI CABLEp,

Ii3 k2 cond. 111 . $i
PLUG & ' LS

Power. battery.
REC'T $1

15 types
40 HI -Q CONDENSERS
NPO'S too. 20 values.

pore. Reg. $0. $1
60 TERMINAL STRIPS
Solder lug type; .1 to
prof.

Used in Si
60 COILS & CHOKES
RE% ant. one, slug.
$& 7IF. 13 types. Si

g. 7.
resils3toNrE, -geiik:r 7' E

1%.
4 OUTPUT TRANS-

RS 501.6, 6E6
Open frame types $i

$2.50 ea.
2 POWER TRANSIS
TORS 10 watts. For

circuits in cars, $1
Reg.. $10.

60 I

S'T'RSS 1/JL, TED
RE-

.0.11.:.10,31-15.: made. $1
10 PANEL SWITCHES
Sensitive. rotary tog.
power, slide, $1

Reg. $5.
30 ONE PERCENT-ERS
Resistors: prec, cart.

1/2. 1, 2W. $1s30.
125 FT. MICRO -WIRE
For subinIni work.24 to 32. Incl. $1stranded.
8 RCA PLUG'N'JACK

Matched pairs.
tuners, amps, Si
60 CONDENSER SPEC.
Moldeds, mica, ceram.

oil, paper, Ms,. Si
val.
100 HALF WATTERS
Carbon rsistors.

Sidrills.values. 1eC-b too. 'Y
10 LUCITE BOXES
Snap top box types

4" sq.For all parts. $1
0 - IN - 1 PAKETTE

Diodes. resistors,Similar

wire, etc.
$12 TUBE SOCKETS
TtanSistot types oo.

variety. 30 Sistyles.
6 SILICON DIODES
1N21, 1N23, etc. $1

me worth $10.
MIKE TRANSF'M'R
Mini sine. Sealed. 100
to 100,000 Si

"GIANT" SUN BAT-
TERY worth $6. 11/2"
Uses sunrays & 11lite energy -pa.
3 TRANSISTOR IFSMetal encased.

SiBasic.square. 456 I's' '''.

*This offer is good
until June 15, 1960

n
vale.

rnE $25ie SURPRISEe. .!..AK Lj
' 41 430V.n popular electronic $1 triples

nuts 0
El 71)9FISTIY1M-Itel

CON
s .0001 plug.o .5 ofd to 1000 $1

VDC. Reg. S10.
n TRANS. RADIO BASIC nI-i Has transistor & sock- ,,s.14"^,:;;t,,,,,et, diode, loopstick. $1 typo,
in 30 "SILVER" MICAS 0
1_1 1 & 3%. Asst val- assortment.ues. Finest made CI.pa satisfaction.

0 ag2EFT1.6 HOOK-UP°wasa, plastic inaw., .Jv.e.,.,Mng
olors, tinned.
n 60 RADIO -TV KNOBS n
i-i Colored, set screw
types too! 1/2,, to 4"y et etc.
Some $1. JI.L rubber.n Hi-i WARE Nuts, bAolts

El,
i--,brackets. screws, etc. $1 audio;

in shop pack. inn WORLD'S SMALL RA- LJ
L-.1 DIO Germanium kit; Finestlasts for life. All $1Parts, instructions.

.: GERMANIUMAr.Ndlioll Ir,,, TIV - 00
ODES $i eliOecl.ugs.Glass sealed, long

leads.
30 "SEALED"

DEg,Tsgre,,
or coupler networks.
Reg. $20. a Re

tuned

0 ri., RI:01.410E0D, toC0 Ir.11-

to 1000 VDC. Oils, $1 precision
pore. reg. $30 r-i,-; 10 "GRAIN -0- 1_.1LJ WHEAT' 6be

etc.
GE. 1.5VDC; mini $1 SomeIvoxit. Worth 230 ea. rnn 35 TWO WATTERS Lj
i-4 10 radio TV val.; 100 audioohms to 500K, 3% Si etc.
t00.
n 1L1/E VDCCTR:IC3000 pm. i-iMOTOR n,-,
Perm. magnet. $100's of uses.

i yinzsg

n 1"SQ. CRYSTAL ,--,
I -I MIKE 100 to 7000 i-i
ps. Sensitive. For VI ale,

hideaway, etc. TT micro.
0 NTESPArIth bPaINYYL 0
screw types; wide $1 film,gt.5Isi2eSon too. Reg.Reg.

L-i SPEC. Handy trans 0
former asst for hob- CI
bylsts, repairmen. 4,A. .2.

ES STOR SPE-tinnedD nALRIN.W., in
precision, vari., to $1 VorSETS
30W.
c-i $20 CONTROL PAK recorders.
I-4 Some w/switch. ear- ;--;bon & W. W., for vol.. cl t -J10 types. T ic,20TWIST DRILL SET $15D In calibrated ;-;1/16 thru lm". Elec. Cri LI

'Y."' 30
c-i SUPER POWERED n
1_1 PHONE Sens for tram

a.
Lj

sistor work. 2000 $11 too tons, cord & plug.
1OBBZTRANSIS
to CE -7->2, C1 lectos,sockes,2N107. eites,

LI I
RADIATIONI DETEC-i once use.., 

for detecting uranium. $1
Reg. $10. Widen 30 POWER RESTS- asst.
i-J TORS Vitreous, ena 1- nel, pore., etc. 1050W il. r
to 10,000 ohms.
I-1 24 PAINT BRUSHES ni-i 6" handles, 100Ce i-ipure bristles. 100's Cl ohmsof uses. T ohms.n 60 PORCELAIN ini-i CORDS. 15/milf to .01 '-'inf. 25 vols. Ht.0, Cl dia.NPOs. discs too. -pa AC

6 TRANSYRADIO KIT'
70 per. incl.11,s, osc coils, va cond,in s, out I i ansf .

sockets, In
$4.99

n TUBE TESTER
,-, Checks 400 tub s.

Complete. $2.49eWired

RADIO -TV PARTS
ONE POUND Precision
ONE. POUND Disc Condensers
ONE POUND Disc & Ceramics
ONE POUND Ceramic Condensers

* Guaranteed
* Quantities 500-1000

E
1/2"

BARGAIN

by
Resistors

Reg.

Satisfaction

II FREE GIANT
CATALOG

WRITE FOR YOURS: -
the POUND!

Reg. $05 $
00Reg. $50

$45
Reg. $100

pes. Per pound

Check ea. item wanted
Return ad with order
Avg. wt. I lb. per pak

postage; excess
down; rated, net 30in address.

Minimum Orders -$2

Include check or M.O. with sufficient
returned. C.O.D. orders 25%
days. INCLUDE POSTAL ZONE

II:11MT' 131 Everett Ave. I
CHELSEA 50, MASS.

MAGNETIC AND ELECTRICAL FUNIDA-
MENTALS by Alexander Efron. John F.
Rider Publisher. Inc., 116 W. 14 St., New
York 11, N. Y. 51/2 x 81/2 in. 124 pp. $2.50

This book emphasizes fundamental
magnetic and electrical facts and
theories. It teaches about charges at
rest and in motion, generation of emf,
measurements, circuits and Ohm's law.
Common everyday things like lightning,
the permanent magnet, exposure meter,
compass, etc., are explained by basic
theory. It makes a fine first book on
the subject. -IQ

TOPICS IN ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY,
by Dean A. Watkins. John Wiley & Sons,
Inc., 440 Fourth Ave., New York 16, N. Y.
53/4 x 83/4 in. 118 pp. $6.50.

A graduate course in microwave
engineering is based on this book. Its
author is the inventor of a low -noise
traveling -wave tube, and some of the
information is presented in book form
for the first time.

Among the selected topics are: trans-
mission system, propagation along wire
helix, coupling modes, amplifiers using
waves and beam, and ferrites. The book
ends with problems. -IQ

ENCYCLOPEDIC DICTIONARY OF ELEC-
TRONICS AND NUCLEAR ENGINEERING,
by Robert I. Sarbacher. Prentice -Hall
Co., Englewood Cliffs, N. J. 71/2 x 10 in.
1426 pp. $35

This work will be an indispensable
tool for design engineers, patent attor-
neys, missile men, laboratories, li-
braries, schools, technical writers and
research workers. It has exact defini-
tions of modern terms, systems, compo-
nents and elements in the electronics
and nuclear engineering fields, includ-
ing recently declassified information.

There are about 14,000 entries and 1,-
400 illustrations. Cross-references are
extensive. Under the word "antenna"
for example, there are 206 entries and
92 illustrations. Graphs and schematics
are liberally scattered throughout the
book. -MG

HOW TO USE GRID -DIP OSCILLATORS,
by Rufus P. Turner. John F. Rider Pub-
lisher, Inc., 116 W. 14 St., New York 11,
N. Y. 51/2 x 81/2 in. 103 pp. $2.50

The grid -dip oscillator is a device
for indicating resonance, so it can
measure capacitance, inductance, etc.
This book shows practical setups for
receiver, transmitter, antenna and
other measurements. All are clearly
explained and illustrated. Nearly all
agree with. the latest in lab procedures.
Commercial instruments are described
and illustrated in the last chapter.-IQ
TRIPLE PINDEX. RCA. Commercial Engi-
neering Dept., Electron Tube Div., Harri-
son, N. J. 51/4 x 81/4 in. $1.75

With this guide you can concentrate
on three things at once. Over 1,500
tube basings are triply presented -you
can view three basings at the same
time.

Also listed are more than 400 pic-
ture tube basings, over 200 industrial
receiving types and more than 200
foreign types. -IQ
101 WAYS TO USE AUDIO TEST EQUIP-
MENT by Robert G. Middleton. Howard
W. Sams & Co., Inc., 1726 E. 38 St., Indi-
anapolis. Ind. 51/2 x 81/2 in. 136 pp. $2

Know-how is an important ingredient
in making tests and measurements.
This book, by an authority, shows the
best setup and procedure for tests on
equipment, amplifiers, components, sys-

GRIPS THE SCREW!
DRIVES IT TOO!

1pircoc-

grj j SCREW-4GE -to,I i HOLDING
v 1 2111YIL

2" to 14" blades,
4 bit sizes. Avail-
able with shock-
proof plastic
covered tubing.

Ask For It
At Your Dealer

KEDMAN CO., 233 S. 5th W., Salt take City, UL

TV PICTURE TUBES
At Lowest Prices

0BP4
2L P4
4B/CP4
6DP4
6EP4
6G P4
6 l(P4
6L P4
6RP4
6W P4
6PT4
7AVP4

$ 7.95 7BP4 ....$ 9.95 2IA M P4 ..$15.75
8.50 7CP4 17.00 21 ATP4.... 15.75
9.95 7G P4 .... 17.60 21 AU P4.... 15.75

12.00 7H P4 .... 12.50 21 EP4 .... 13.50
12.75 7LP4 .... 11.50 21 FP4 .... 14.50
14.50 7QP4 9.95 21 W P4 .... 14.00
9.95 7TP4 .... 17.00 2 IYP4 .... 14.50

10.95 16.00 21 ZP4 .... 13.50
9.95 20C Po .. 13.50 24C P4 23.50

12.00 20H P4 .... 14.50 24D P4 24.50
9.95 21 AP4 .... 22.10 27EP4 39.95

12.50 21 ALP4.... 15.75 27RP4 39.95
1 year warranty

Aluminized tubes $3.00 for 21"; $5.01) for 24" and
27" additional. Prices include the return of an accept-able similar tube under vacuum. These tubes aremanufactured from reiirocessed used glass bulbs. Allparts and materials including the electron gun arebrand new.

ALL PRICES FOB CHICAGO, ILLINOIS. Deposit required, when old tube Is not returned, refundable at time of return. 25%deposit required on COD shipments. Oldtubes must be returned prepaid. Tubes
shipped Rail Express. Shipped only to Conti-nental U.S. and Canada.

WRITE FOR COMPLETE LIST.

-PICTURE TUBE OUTLET-
2922 North Milwaukee Ave.

Chicago 18, Ill. Dickens 2-2048
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LAFAYETT
CITIZENS BAND 11 METER

MADE IN U.S.A.

, ............................. ....
'IX ..................
.. ................ ................. 3.............. t................... 1

COMPLETELY
WIRED

NOT A KIT

Not Superregenerative but SUPERHET!

Unequaled Performance and
Design ...The Greatest VALUE In
The Citizens Band Field!

5 Crystal Controlled Transmitting Positions: Operates at a maximum
FCC legal power input of 5 watts fully modulated.

 Superheterodyne Tuneable Receiver Over Full 22 Channel Band: RF
stage in both Transmitter and receiver, 3 watts audio output plus
large 4" speaker.

 Complete with Transmitting Crystal: Removable front plate for easy
accessability of crystals. Channel 9 crystal supplied.

 4 Dual Function Tubes, plus 2 Single Function Tubes, plus 2 Rectifiers
for 12 Tube Performance: Compares with units costing 3 times as
much. Unexcelled reception on land and sea with coverage up to 20 or
more miles depending on antenna height and terrain.

 Planetary Vernier Tuning: Controls include 3 position function switch
(transmit, receive, plus transmit with spring return) and squelch noise
limiter control switch.
High Output Crystal Microphone: 2 position push to talk slide switch;
especially designed for sustained transmit operation with a minimum
of background noise.

 Adapts for Use Anywhere: Modern compact styling. Brackets are sup-
plied for easy mounting of unit in auto, truck or boat. Addition of 6 or
12 volt power supply (separately supplied) adapts transceiver for
moblle operation. Only 41/21) x 6"W x 4"H.
Anyone Can Operate: No examination Dr technical knowledge required
- Any citizen 18 years or older is eligible for a license. Simply fill out
FCC application supplied with HE -15 Transceiver.
HE -15 Factory Wired and Tested (Less antenna). 5.00 Down Net 64.50
HE -17 Whip Antenna Net 6.95
HE -16 Power Supply For 12 Volts Net 11.95
HE -18 Power Supply For 6 Volts Net 11.95

FREE!
1960
CATALOG

CUT OUT

AND PASTE

ON POST

CARD

SEND 308

WANT SIZE

PAGES

- FREE

Use in the Home

7

Boating - Ship to Shore

r WI
\J-1

On the Term
11.1111111111111.1.1111101

Business - Trucking

COMPLETELY WIRED
NOT A KIT:

64.50
ONLY 5.00 DOWN

Removable
Front Plate for

Easy Crystal
Accessibility

Call Letter
Card Niolder

Coax Antenna
Connector

5 Position
Crystal Selector

3 Position
Function Switch

Squelch Control
Switch

Nigh Output
Crystal Microphone

Planetary
with 2 Position

to
Vernier Tuning

S

push
lide S

Talk
Switch

LAFAYE'TTE
RADIO Name

P.O. BOX 222 Address..
JAMAICA 31, N. Y.

DEPT. JE-6 City Zone State
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NEW BOOKS (Continued)

tems. Tests are described for bypass-
ing, impedance, overload, power, grid -
current, distortion, wow, balance, etc.
ADVANCED MAGNETISM AND ELEC-
TRO MAGNETISM. Edited by Alexander
Schure. John F. Rider Publisher, Inc.. 116
W. 14 St., New York 11, N. Y. 51/2 x 81/2
in. 96 pp. $2.50.

This book teaches with the aid of
algebraic equations and numerical
examples. Ferromagnetism, inductance,
hysteresis are among the topics. The
basic laws of Faraday, Lenz, Ampere
and Biot are developed and explained.
Modern applications like the cyclotron,
spectrograph and betatron are dis-
cussed.

This book offers a good foundation
for more serious study in this field.-IQ
HOW TO GET THE MOST OUT OF TAPE
RECORDING, by Lee and Sheridan. Rob-
ins Industries Corp.. Flushing 54, N.Y.
6 x 9 in., 128 pp. $1.

A better title for this comprehensive
little book would be "All About Tape
Recorders and How to Use Them." For
beginners, not for people who've used
tape recorders for any length of time.
A TECHNICAL WRITER'S HANDBOOK by
Margaret Norgaard. Harper & Bro., 49
E. 33 St., New York, N. Y. 6 x 8'/2 in. 241
PP. $3.75.

One of the best practical guides for
the technical writer ever to appear.
It points out clearly and simply what
to do and what not to do, shows how to

prepare a manuscript and goes into
grammar, punctuation, abbreviations,
style and types of technical writing.
If you are getting ready to write a
technical manuscript for the first time,
this book can help you make your try
a good one.-LS
RADIO TELEMETRY, by Marvin Tepper.
John F. Rider, Publisher, Inc., 116 W.
14th St., N. Y. 11, N. Y. 6 x 9 in. 116 pp.
$2.95.

This branch of engineering grows
more important each year. Here the
reader will find a complete and up-to-
date account of pulse methods, multi-
plexing, digital techniques and data
processing methods. Various trans-
ducers, receivers, antennas, transmit-
ters, are discussed and compared. No
previous knowledge of the subject by
the reader is presumed.

Much attention is given to satellite
telemetry. Schematics, diagrams and
actual photos appear often. A bibliog-
raphy is included.-IQ
INTERFERENCE BETWEEN POWER SYS-
TEMS AND TELECOMMUNICATION
LINES, by H. R. J. Klewe. St. Martin's
Press, Inc., 103 Park Ave., New York 17,
N. Y. 7 x 91/2 in. 256 pp. $12.50.

This theoretical book concerns the
specialist who deals with lines that
carry power or communication signals.
It shows how the interference is caused
and how to reduce it. It includes much
useful data such as charts and formulas

for calculating mutual inductance,
measurement of noise, calculation of
interference, star -delta and other trans-
formations, acoustic and electric shock
effects, etc.-IQ
TV SERVICING HANDBOOK, by Gordon
J. King. Odhams Press, Ltd. 96 Long Acre,
London, England. 53/4 x 83/4 in. 280 pp.
30 shillings net.

A troubleshooter's book that also dis-
cusses antennas, test equipment and
alignment. Although British TV stand-
ards differ in some respects from our
own, the fundamentals of servicing
remain the same. This is a practical
book that covers its ground systemati-
cally and clearly.

Chapters carry headings like "No
Raster, Normal Sound" and so on. A
chart then lists circuits likely to cause
the defect and the text suggests meth-
ods for localizing same. Sync, sweep
and age networks receive special atten-
tion.

This book can help beginners as well
as experienced technicians.-IQ
RADIO-PHONO SERVICE GUIDE 1957-
1959 (Vol. II). General Electric, Radio
Receiver Dept., Technical Publications,
869 Broad St., Utica, N. Y. 81/2 x 51/2 in.
114 pp. $1.

A handy guide that presents complete
schematics and parts lists of all G -E
radios and phonographs from 1957-
1959. It also includes a picture guide
section to help the technician identify
the model number of any set. END

Just Out

IC CVIS101/

alOta
caownc

SUPREME 1960 TV Manual
AMAZING BARGAIN
The new 1960 TV manual is the

bargain of the year. Covers all im-
portant sets of every make in onc
giant volume. Your price for this
mammoth manual is only $3. This
super -value defies all competition.
Other annual volumes at only $3
each. Factory service material sim-
plifies repairs. Includes all data
needed for quicker TV servicing.
Practically tells you how to find
each fault and make needed repair.
More pages, more diagrams, more
service data per dollar of cost.

TELEVISION SERVICING COURSE
Let this new course help you in TV servicing.

Amazing bargain, complete, only $3, full mice
for all lessons. Giant in size, mammoth in scope,
topics just like a $200.00 correspondence course.
Lessons on picture faults, circuits, adjustments,
short-cuts, UHF, alignment facts, hints, C
antenna problems, trouble -shooting, test
equipment, picture analysis. Special, only

Companion RADIO COURSE. Introduction to TV
Here is your complete radio training in 22 easy -to -follow lessons. Covers

$25°fundamentals, fault finding, use of test equipment. Everything in radio,
introduction to TV. Self -test questions. New edition. Special only....
RADIO VOLUMES

RADIO DIAGRAMS
Supreme is your hest source for all needed

RADIO diagrams and service data. Covers
everything from the most recent 1900 radios
to pre-war old-timers; home radios, auto
sets, combinations, changers, stereo, FM.
and portables. sensational values. Only
$2 for many volumes. Every manual has
extra large schematics, all needed align-
ment facts, printed hoards, voltage values,
trimmers, dial stringing, and helpful hints.
Volumes are large in size, 0 l/c x11 inches,
about 190 pages. See coupon at right for
a complete list of these radio manuals. solpi..

Supreme Publications
Sold by AU Leading Parts Jobbers

COVERS ALL POPULAR SETS
Here is your service data for faster, easier

TV repairs. Lowest priced. Best by compari-
son. Supvente TV manuals have all needed
service material on every popular TV set. Help-
ful, practical, factory -prepared data that will
really make TV servicing and adjustment easy
for you. Benefit and save with these amazing
values in service manuals. Only $3 per large
volume. Used by 173,000 wise servicemen.

SIMPLIFIES TV REPAIRS
These giant TV manuals have complete cir-

cuits, needed alignment facts, printed boards,
servicing hints, production changes, voltage
charts, waveforms. and double -page schematics.
Here are your authentic service instructions to
help you do expert work quicker; and priced at
only $3 per large annual manual. Repair any
TV model ever made by having in your shop all
15 volumes as listed in coupon. Your special
price for all, only $12. Or try the new 1960
TV manual to see what an amazing bargain you
get for $3. Send no -risk trial coupon today.

The repair of any tele-
vision set is really simple
with Supreme TV service.
manuals. Every set is cov-
ered in it practical manner
that will simplify trouble-
shooting and repair. This is
the help you nerd to rind
toughest faults in a hint.
Most $3 TV volume corer
a whole year of service ma-
terial. New Television Serv-
icing Course will aid you
in learning TV. lie wise,
buy Supreme Manuals only
once each year instead of
spending dollars every week.

NO -RISK TRIAL ORDER COUPON

SUPREME PUBLICATIONS, 1760 Balsam Rd., Highland Park, ILL.
0 Radio Servicing Course.$2.50
O 960 Popular RADIO

959 Diagram Manuals
958
957 at only sop50
956 each.... 46-
955 Radio Manual, only $2

O 954 These annual
D 953
O 952 RADIO volumes

951 specially priced
950 at only $41050

O 949 each.... Om-
r

o 948" THIS GROUPO 947
ONLYO 946

O 942 $
O 941
CI 9401 1 ` EACH
O 26-1938 Manual, $2.50
0 Radio and TV Master Index, 25d 1 Address:

Rush today TV manuals checked E below and
Radio manuals at left. Satisfaction guaranteed.
D Nete 1960 TV Manual, $3. D Early 1959 TV, $3.
O Additional 1959 TV Manual, $3. 0 1958 TV, $3.
r2 Additional 1957 TV, $3 0 Early 1957 TV, $3.
01956 TV Manual, $3. 0 Additional 1955 TV, $3.
O Early 1955, $3. 0 1954 TV, $3. 0 1953 TV, $3.
 1952 TV, $3. CI 1951 TV, $3. 0 1949 TV, $3.
C 1948 TV, $3.  1957-58 RCA TV Manual, $1.50
El New Television Servicing Course, complete. .. .$3.

ID I am enclosing $ Send postpaid.

°Send C.O.D. I am enclosing $ deposit.

Name:
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prepare for your career in

SCHOOL
DIRECTORY

GET INTO

ELECTRONICS
V.T.I. training leads to success as
technicians, field engineers, special-
ists in communications, guided miS
Mies, computers, radar and automation.
Basic and advanced courses in theory
nd laboratory. Assoc. degree in elecand in 29 mos. B.S. in electronic

engineering obtainable. ECPD ac-
credited, G.I. approved. Graduates in
all branches of electronics with major
companies. Start September, February,
Dorms. campus. High School graduate
or equivalent. Catalog.

VALPARAISO TECHNICAL
INSTITUTE

Dept. C Valparaiso, Indiana

ENGINEERING COURSES

PACIFIC
INTERNATIONAL

E.E.
Option Electronics or Power

Mechanical, Civil & Physics
Also in Liberal Arts & Business

Administration-Accounting
presented through

HOME STUDY
Resident Classes Also
Available if Desired

PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL
COLLEGE OF ARTS

c. A. s. J & SCIENCES
Primarily a correspondence

school
5719-M Santa Monica Blvd. Hollywood 38, Calif.

41111W SCIENCE
law ENGINEERING

BACHELOR'S DEGREE IN 27 OR 36 MONTHS
Accelerated year-round a rogram: Aero., Chem., Civil.Elec., Mech., Metal.; Chemistry. Physics. Modest
rate. Earn board. New classes start June. Sept., Jan., March.
Catalog'. 1550 E. Washington Blvd., Fort Wayne 2, Indiana.

INDIANA TECHNICAL CO LEGE

PHOTOS
RADIO -ELECTRONICS can use
good photographs of service
benches, service shops, high-fidel-
ity audio layouts, and any other
interesting and original radio -
electronic devices.

We will pay $7.50 each for good
professional photos or equivalent,
suitable for reproduction.

Full information on subject photo-
graphed will increase their accept-
ability.

THE EDITOR

Radio -Electronics
154 West 14th St.

New Ycrk 11, N. Y.

Learn Transistor
Electronics At Home!

III Prepare now for a profitable
career in this growing field. Learn
theory, construction and appli-
cations of all types of transistors
with this proven home -study
course from the Philco Techno-
logical Center.

FOR FREE INFORMATION
PLEASE WRITE TO:

PHILCO®
TECHNOLOGICAL CENTER

"C" and Ontario Sts., Philadelphia 34, Pa.

engineering degree in 27 months
Grasp your chance for a better life. Rapid advancement.
Better income. BACHELOR OF SCIENCE DEGREE IN 27
MONTHS In Elect. (Electronics or Power major), Mech.,
Civil, Aero., Chem., Engineering. IN 36 MONTHS in
Business Administration (General Business. Acctg., Motor
Transport Mgt. majors). Small classes. More professional
class hours. Well-equipped labs. Campus. Dorms.
Modest costs. Year-round operation. Founded 1884. Enter
Jul_, Sept., Jan., March. Write .1. G. McCarthy, Director
of Admissions, for Catalog and "Your Career in Engineer-
ing and Commerce" Book.

TRI-STATE COLLEGE 2A4n5g0. ileigned iAavnes.

ELECTRONICS
PREPARE FOR A GOOD JOB!

BROADCAST ENGINEER
RADIO SERVICING AUTOMATION

TELEVISION SERVICING
BLACK & WHITE-COLOR

APPROVED FOR VETERANS AND SURVIVORS
OF VETERANS

BUILDING AIR CONDITIONED
SEND FOR FREE LITERATURE

BALTIMORE TECHNICAL INSTITUTE
1425 EUTAW PLACE, BALTIMORE 17. MD.

ELECTRONICS BOOKS
I.C.S. will send you FREE 8 valuable
booklets that tell you where the big -pay
jobs are in Radio -TV Electronics ...
who are the industry's most -wanted
men ... how you can "cash -in" in a
big way on your future. There's no
obligation. Don't delay. Mail the cou-
pon now!

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Dept. 40683D, Scranton 15, Penna.
Please send free success book, sample lesson, and catalog checked.

General Electronics 0 Radio -TV Serv'g 0 Practical Electrician
0 Industrial Electronics 0 Sound Equipt. Servo 0 Profess'l Eng. (Elec.)
0 Radio -TV Eng'r'g 0 Electrical Eng'r'g 0 Electrical Drafting
0 Electronic Servicing 0 Electrical Tech. 0 Other

Name Age__
Address

City State

ELECTRICAL
ENGINEERING
ELECTRON

COMPUTERS
RADIO -TV
At MSOE, you can equip
yourself for a career
in many exciting, grow-
ing fields: MISSILES
RADAR  AUTOMATION
RESEARCH  DEVELOPMENT
ELECTRICAL POWER
AVIONICS  ROCKETRY

When you graduate from
the Milwaukee School
of Engineering, you are
prepared for a dynamic
career as an Electrical
Engineer or Engineer-
ing Technician. Under
a faculty of specialists,
you gain a sound
technical education in
modern, completely
equipped laboratories
and classrooms. As a
result, MSOE graduates
are in great demand
and highly accepted by
industries nationally.

At MSOE you will
meet men from all
walks of life and all
parts of the country
- some fresh out of
high school or prep
school, others in their
twenties-veterans and
non -veterans.

You can start school in any one of
four quarters and begin specializing
immediately.. Engineering technicians
graduate in 2 years with an Associate
in Applied Science degree. For a
Bachelor of Science degree in Engi-
neering, you attend 4 years. A 3 -month
preparatory course also is available.

FREE CAREER BOOKLET!
If you're interested in any
phase of electronics, radio or
television, be sure to look
into the programs of study
offered by the Milwaukee
School of Engineering. Just
mail the coupon.

MILWAUKEE SCHOOL
OF ENGINEERING
Dept. RE -560, 1025 N. Milwaukee St.,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Please send FREE Career Booklet. I'm
interested in 0 Electrical Engineering;
O Electronics 0 Computers
 Electrical Power 0 Radio -TV
O Mechanical Engineering,

PLEASE PRINT

Address,.

City Zone State
I'm eligible for veterans education benefits.

MS -123
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ADVERTISING INDEX

BARRY'S MAY SPECIALS
 Choke Approx. 6 Hy
500 Ma, 26 Ohms DC Res.
O.F. const. Wt. 814 lbs.

$3.00
 Raytheon 81/2 Amp Choke.
For low -V., Hi -Current set.
or sit. par supplies. Rated
0.02 hys @ 8.5 Amps. DC.
Test V. 1780 V. R.M.S. Un-
used. Wt: 37 lbs. Stock
#CRP -47843. $7.50,
 Heavy Duty Blower W/-
Mtg Bracket. Motor oper. fr
115 VAC 0 60 CPS. Un-
used. Complete w/A(' cord plug. Cools 4-400A. 4-
1000A tubes, etc. Wt. 5 lbs.
('at. #4-690. $9.95
 SSB Low Capacity Fil,
Xfmr. Pei: 110 VAC 60 CPS,
See: 10 V. a 13 Amps. For
use w/803's, 304TL's or
other 5 or 10 Volt Fil
Xnitg tubes. Good for 872A
rectifiers. New. V.Insul:
10,000 VAC. $13.95
 Dual Fil. Xfmr, (0.F.)

i: 110 'VAC @ 60 CI'S.
Sec. 6.3 VAC @ 12 Amps,
0.3 VAC a 6 AnIDS. Wt:
61/2 lbs. Stk. #20C4933

$2.00.
 4" Triplett AC Volt-
meter. Range: 0-300 VAC.
Mounts in hole 3-5/16"
W thardwa re & drilling
template instruc. Measures
industrial 220 VAC lines.
etc. Net Wt: % lbs. Stk.
#3108300-35. Brand new.

$4.95.
Oil Xmtg. Capacitor, 10

Mfd. 1500 VDC W. Wt. 31/2
lbs. $3.75.

Oil Xmtg Cap. 8 Mfd.
1500 VDC W. Wt. 21/2 lbs.
Sck#KS8545. $3.00.
 G.E.Pye'anol Cap. I Mfd.
a 6000 VDC. Net Wt. 81/2
lbs. $4.95,
 Battery Charger 2 Mtrs
6/12 V. Signal Corp. PE -
128A. $35.00
 Hewlett - Packard SHF
Test Set Model 6238. New
rood. Orig. book & Cali.

sheet. $1100.00
 RA -38 High Volt. Pwr
Supply. In: 115 V. @ 60
CI'S (single phase). Out:
15.0110 VDC @ .5 Amps.
Var. from 0 to 15,000 V.
Wt: 2040 lbs. Comp.w/full
instiller $900.00 FOR 512
Bevy, NYC.
 BC -603 Power Supply.
Comp. wired, ready to op-
erate. For the popular BC -
603 recurs. Has exact con-
nector. 111 VAC 60 CPS
operation. $9.95
 G.R.VTVM Type 726-A
5 Scales, $90.00.

G.E.Standing Wave Ratio
Meter & Bolometer. $14.95.
 G.R.Wave Meter Model
1140A. Absorption type.
Freq. Range 250 Mc to
1200 Mc. Slightly used,
good condition. Lab ch'ked.

$69.00.
 Hickok Type Tube Tester,
Model 547. $55.00.
 Triplett Tube Tester Mod-
el 1183 -SC. $45.00.

 VHF Transmitter. Per-
fect for 2 meter and/or
114 meter conversion. Late,

!modern design. Uses two
6201's into single Atnperex
6360 twin triode. Xintr only4" x 4" x 11", Only 3%
lbs. Complete with 101/2"
chrome antenna. Furnished
complete with A and 11 Bat-
tery Pack and connection
cable, and schematic &
conversion info. Battery wt.
35 lbs. 1 water -a ((Grated
battery). Sale price $15.00.
 Hickok 533 Tube Checker.
Used Lab Tested O.K. Good
working cond. $125.00.
 Hickok 533A Tube Check-
er. Used Lab tested O.K.
Good working cond. $140.00

New! lab quality (.5%)
AC & DC Ammeters, Micro -
ammeters, and Voltmeters.
Also lab -quality Meggers.
These imported Instruments
are "Rolls-Royce" quality.
Write for catalog YEW.

 T61/AXT2 Television
Transmitter With Mounting
Bracket (Unused) $39.95
 11 Meter Citizen Band An
tenna. Spring & Base As-
sembly. Nets' Ward Products
Corp. Perfect for Mobile in-
stallation. 3 units reg. net
for $17.50. Sale $12.00
 Scope Xfmr WI Pri:
115 V @ 50/60 CPS
Sec. (1) 1000 V. de 8 Ma.

(2) 6.3 V. N 3.2 Amps,
(3) 6.3 V. @ 2.1 Amps.
(4) 5 V. @ 3 Amps.

C.T. Electrostatic
Shield

Size: 5-5/16" II x 4 %" W
x 31/2" D. Wt. 11 lbs. Stock
#KS8877 $3.75
 Public Address Unit. In:
115 V. ® 60 CPS. Unused,
Uses four OL6's PP Parallel,

$65.00 6 KV RF Transformer.
Oil Filled. Herm. Sid. Dia-
gram clearly stencilled on
unit. VA" II x 7" W x 63/4"r
D. Wt: 61/2 lbs. Raytheon

WX-5394 $3.95
 Plate Transformer, 1100-
0-1100 VAC @ 280 Ma.
CCS ratings. I'll: 120 VAC

60 CPS. Herm. sld. new
orig. Raytheon ctn. 51/2" H x
0%" W a 4%" D. 25 lbs.
shipping wt $9.00
 68" H Relay Racks 22"
W. Overall. D: 18". Unit
has frt & rear doors. Used -
good condition, needs touch
up. Spg wt: 180 Des via eco-
nomical motor freight $29.95
 Beautiful plastic raised
relief maps, S rich colors.
281/2"a 181/2". Molded frame
For easy hanging. Slide -0
handy map index. Moun-
tains stand up nearly an
inch. Feel the earth's to-
pography. A conversation
piece. Ideal for den or the
Shack. Specify Map or
U.S.A. or the World. Both
$9.95 each. 5 lbs. shg. wt.
 8 Mfd & 1000 VDC Ca-
pacitors. 1/2" x 3%" x 6". 1

$2.50

 Sale -Monster Sole Con-
stant Voltage Xfmrs. Ltd.
CRY. Type 5307,1814 14KVA)

1 n : 95-125/190-250 V 6j)
60 cy. 1 phase. Out : 115±-
1% 0 4000 VA. Line Reg.:
-± 1% 524.5.00. Type # 30M-
815 (5 KVA1 In: 95-
125/190-250 V @ 60 Cy,
I phase. Out: 111-1..- 1%
5000 VA. Line reg : ± 1%

$295.00
 New. Westinghouse 1 N 1169
Silicon TV Rectifier. Re-
places TV Selenium Recti-
fiers and gives you greater
B plus voltage
 FTR Vibrator Xfmr.$11.1120:
25.2.V. (115 CPS). Out:
300 V. @ 100 Ma 50d
 Hammarlund Super -Pro
Power Transformer. Pri:
115 or 230 V. @ 60 CPS.
Sec. 135-0-185 (a 160 Ma.
ISMS. Nil. Sec: 6.3 V. @ 7
Amps., 5.0 V @ 2 Amps, 5.0 . ei? 3 Amps. Wt: 201,5
lbs. $4.50

Hallicrafters SX-28A Re-
placein't Power & Trans-
former. Pei: 115 or 230 VAC
@ 50/60 ('PS. See: 350-0-
350 N 200 Ma. Wt: 14 lbs.
6.3 @ 5 Amps., 5.0 @ 3
Amps, $5.50
 TCS Noise Limiter Kits.
Complete w/ instructions.

99d
 Small Hammarlund Su-
per Pro Choke. 120 Ma. DC.
Res: 920 Ohms. Test V:2500.
Wt. 7 lbs
 THORDARSON CHOKE
SPECIAL. 5 Hy 200 Ma.
Herm. shl, Compact. Side
insulators, 1600 V. instil.approx. 115 ohms DC res.
Ph" x Ph" x Ph". Wt: 21/2
lbs. $1.00 Si Pwr Xmtr Special.
Complete Xnetr P -P 5736's
iv/P.S. $490.00
 T-17 B Microphone.
Brand new in ski. mfg's
pkge. $4.95

 Telephone Wire. 3,000 ft.
reels, twisted pair telephone
wire. No. 20 conductor made
of combined copper & steel
strands for good conductiv-
ity & high tensile sign.
$10.00 per reel (per ease of
2 reels) $18.00

 LAE-4RF Sig. Generator
$145.00

 LAG -I RF Sig. Gen.
1,200-4,010 Mc. 111 VAC.
60 CPS. $395.00
 Industrial Instrument.
Limit Bridge LI11-DK2AA.

$240.00
 Weston VTVM Model
375/U. $90.00
 W.E.Ts-35A/P "X" Band
Sig. Gen. Pwr Meter $45.00
 Shallcross Model 621-A
Percent Limiting Bridge.

$90.00

 Gammascint Model CAE
1002-10 times more sensi-
tive than a Geiger Counter.
New -complete ready to op-
erate w/batteries. Orig
boxed $49.95

 Geloso Tape Recorders
Reg. $179.95 -Demonstra-
tors available - like new
condition only $99.00

 Dual Oil Capacitors ill
one container 2 Wftl 0
1,000 VDC + 6 Wfd @ 8(6)
VDC, $1.00

 Johnson Citizens Band
Transceiver. 27 Mc (12 VDC
and 17 VAC). model 242-
128. Choose 1 of 5 separate
channels at flip of a switch.
Excel receiver selectivity
and sensitivity. Built-in
squelch. Meets all FCC reps.
Complete w/mike and crys-
tals for channel. Brand-new
factory stock $139.75

 Sonotone rechargeable
flashlight battery cartridge.
Plugs directly into AC out-
stock $7.95

TUBES, TUBES, TUBES, SEMICONDUCTORS, DIODES.
LARGEST DIVERSIFIED STOCK OBTAINABLE. WRITE
FOR FREE TUBE CATALOG.

IF YOU HAVEN'T RECEIVED OUR WINTER -SPRING
GREEN SHEET CATALOG WRITE AWAY FOR ONE
TODAY. Chock full of specials on components, equip-
ment, tubes. Get your copy today!
Factory authorized distributor for Westinghouse &
National Electronics on tubes & Semiconductors. Dis-
tributors for: E. F. Johnson, B & W., General Elec-
tronics, Hammarlund, National Co. TMC, & others.
If you're ever down our way -come in and visit us.
We are open Sat. from 9:30 to 3 pm. Mon. to Fri.
9 am to 6 pm. All mdse guaranteed.

Dept. RE -5
ON

512 BROADWAY, NEW YORK 12, NEW YORK

Walker 5-7000 ri
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RADIO -ELECTRONICS pays $3.00 for good

cartoon ideas and $15 and up for finished work.

A T

Radio -Electronics 154 West 14th St New York 11, N. Y

C

Radio -Electronics does not assume responsi-
bility for any errors appearing in the index
below.
Aerovox Corp 117Aires Radio Corp. 115All American Kits
Alliance Mfg. Co.
Allied Radio Corp. 9, 20, ..e,American TV & Radio Co.
Amphenol-Borg. 116Arkay International Inc.

84Astatic Corp. 3rd CoverAtlas Sound Corp. 117Aud ion 122

B & K Mfg. Co. 71Barry Electronics Corp. 140Blonder -Tongue 87. 108Bonalide Radio
51

Bosco Electronics Inc. (Don)
Brooks Radio & TV Corp. 130Burslein-Applebee Co. 103

CBS -Electronics
Capitol Radio Engineering inst. 00.027,Carston Studios 133Castle TV Tuner Service 112Centralab Div. of Globe Union 8Charles Engineering Co. 128Chicago Standard Transformer Corp. 28Cleveland inst. of Radio Electronics
Clevite Walco 98Colordantor 128rnCoell-Dubilier Electric Corp.
Coyne Electrical School 86, 108. 11117

Delco Radio Div. of General Motors 165DeVry Technical Inst.
Dressner 133
Editors & Engineers 128Electro-Sonic Labs. 134Electro-Voice. Inc. 12Electronic Chemocal Corp. 95Electronic Instrument Co. 9, 30Electronic Measurement Corp. 86Electronic Publishing Co.. Inc. 127

Pourjay Industries 125

Gernsback Library 104Glaser: sterns Corp. 110Grantham School of Electronics 17

Heald Engineering College
Heath Company 65, 66,1g1HI Fidelity Center 103Homewood Industries 134

Illinois Condenser Co. 114Indiana Technical College 103International Resistance Corp 122

JFD Electronics Co. 111, 113. 115Jensen Mfg. CO. "nd CoverJerrold Electronics Co. 26J. \V. Electronics 8.1

136Kedman Company
Key Electronics Co.

Lafayette Radio
117G

Mercury Electronics
1T85RJ. W. Miller Co.

Mohawk Business Machines 109Moss Electronic Inc. 96, 97
National Radio Inst. 3National Technical School 5North American Philips Co.. Inc. 124

Ohmatsu 132Olson Radio Con). 113Opportunity Adlets 130, 131

Paco Electronics Co.. Inc. 18Picture Tube Outlet 136Progressive "Edu-Kits" Inc. 126

Quam-Nichols Co. 121Quietrole Co., Inc, 80

RCA Electron Tube Div. Back CoverRCA institutes oo 23Radio Shack Corp. 121Rad-Tel Tube Co.
Raytheon Mfg.. Co. 75. 70. 77, 78Rider Inc. (John F.) 05Rinehart & Co.. Inc 11)2. 122

Sams & Co. (Howard W.) 118. 119Schober Organ Co. 108Sencore 129. 131. 1.3:3. 135Sonotone Corp 69Sporgue Products Co. 99Sprayberry Academy of Radio TV 19Standard Coil Products Co., Inc. 25Supreme Publications 138Switchcraft, Inc. 111Sylvania Electric Products 13

TAB
16. 113Tarsian (Sarkes)

Telectrosonic Corp. 114Teltron Electrical Co. 126Turner Company 83

University Loudspeakers, Inc. 24

11iVidaire Electronics 15Ifg.. Corp
Vanguard Electronic Labs.

Westinghouse Electric Corp. 14,10Weston Electrical Instrument Corp.
Winegard
World Publications Services

Zalytron Tube Co.
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E S TR! EW
M/CROPHC)NE SERIE

Dyn Cerarr,,c ord Cr.,:,,stoi Model

never before such quality of performance and
versatility of application at such low price

Yes, here's a classic design in modern, compact microphones-small, slender, unobtru-
sive, a beauty in simplicity. But the greatest achievement is in the magnificent performance
quality of the Series among a great host of applications.

The Dynamic Models 335H (high impedance) and 335L (low impedance) operate
with highest quality characteristics in TV and radio broadcast usage, in professional or
home recording, public address, almost unlimited other lavalier, hand or stand applications.

The Ceramic Model 331 is a voice range unit specifically engineered for excellence in
communications applications, 27 megacycle citizen? band use, and paging.

Ceramic Model 333 is a wide -range microphone offering a similarly high new level
of perfection for tape recording, P. A. Systems, etc.

Crystal Model 332, with satin chrome body and cap, black grille, is already famous
through widespread use. Performance throughout the series is of the highest order. THUS,
THE GREATEST NEWS OF ALL CONCERNING THESE NEW ASTATIC UNITS IS
THEIR AMAZINGLY LOW COST! Check out these new Astatic Microphones at your
first opportunity.

Frequency
Model Type Output Range Impedance Finish List Price

331 Ceramic -56 db 300- 5,000 High

High

High t

Low 1

Black Body
and Grille,
Chrome Cap

$17.90

333 Ceramic -58 db 30-12,000 17.90

335H Dynamic -56 db 50-12,000 rciu.meGrey1aody,

and Grille p

26.50

335L Dynamic -57 db 50-12,000 23.50

NOTE: Model 331 has momentary -
on, spring -return switch, is fur-
nished with hang-up bracket.
Cable provides for audio and re-
lay connections All other
models have slide switch with
"lock -on" position, are complete
with lovelier and stand adaptor
with W-27 thread.

Alai& KNOWN THE WORLD OVER

CORPORATION, CONNEAUT, OHIO

In Canada: Canadian Astatic Limited, Toronto, Ontario
Export Sales: Roburn Agencies, Mc,., 431 Greenwich St., N. Y. 13, N. Y., U. S. A.

GO BY BRAND . .

GO BUY ASTATIC



to help you sell more

RCA Silverama Picture Tubes
   the All -New replacement picture tubes that command premium price and profits.

Here are the facts proof that RCA Silverama is your customers' best picture tube buy.

FREE OF GLASS DEFECTS. Glass cord lines, scratches,
chips, or buffed faceplates ommon defects found in many
brands of tubes made with ed glass. Surest way to avoid
these defects and also obtai the latest optical advances in
faceplate engineering: an All -New RCA Silverama!

ALL -NEW. Of the three la
TV picture tubes, only R A
all-new-new glass, new g
You'll get written proof-rig

FINEST SCREEN QUAL
bonding processes combined
screen settling machines
screen quality and uniformity.

RCA "KNOW-HOW" RC
and advanced design engin
ama picture tubes being step

WORLD'S FINEST. RCA
world's most modern man
mium-quality materials. R
finest picture tube.

selling brands of replacement
lverama is guaranteed 100%
w phosphor, new everything!
on the warranty card.

dvanced screen coating and
h RCA's giant vibration -free
e the maximum in picture

continuous product research
have resulted in RCA Silver -

head of all other brands.

rama is manufactured in the
ring plant using all -new pre -

CA Silverama is the world's
® Silverama

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Electron Tube Division Harrison, N. J.

Visit RCA at the 1960 Electronic Parts Distributor Show.
Our Booth is North Exhibit Hall No. 874, and our Display Rooms, 659-661.


